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Abstract
There is a sizeable disparity between the advantages enabled by patent law
remedies and the underlying rationale for the patent system. Furnishing solutions

to the problem of patent opportunism, which is a product of this gap, is the
singular purpose of this thesis. The nexus between patent remedies and the

utilitarian social welfare goals of the patent system appears to have been

understudied in major patent law jurisdictions, including Australia, Canada and
the United Kingdom (UK). In these jurisdictions, focus has been placed more on

managing the problems of the patent system attributable to patent law remedies,
rather than addressing, head on, the nature of those remedies. This is not,

however, the case in the United States of America (USA) where judges,

government agencies and academics have expressed ongoing concerns over the
tendency of patent law remedies to impact negatively on the social welfare goals

of the patent system. Notwithstanding these articulated concerns, the

fundamental reason for this negative tendency has been poorly identified, and

recommendations to reform patent law remedies in response to it have been

equally inadequate.

Ted Sichelman’s work titled ‘Purging Patents of Private Law Remedies’ ((2014) 92

Texas Law Review 528) and that of David Opderbeck titled ‘Patent Damages and
the Shape of Patent Law’ ((2009) 89 Boston University Law Review 127) are a

timely and valuable response to this problem. Both Sichelman and Opderbeck

rightly blame patent opportunism on the ideological dissonance between the
purpose of the patent system and the regime of legal remedies applied towards

patent infringement. However, both scholars differ in their postulations of
solutions to the problem. Sichelman has not yet put forward workable

recommendations on how to replace the current remedies (particularly monetary

remedies) prevailing in most patent law jurisdictions, with a view to reflecting the

utilitarian nature of patents. Opderbeck suggests solutions that are workable but

improvable. This thesis adds to the works of Sichelman and Opderbeck by

postulating gain-based remedies—chiefly disgorgement and restitutionary
v

reasonable royalties— as the most pertinent species of monetary remedies

suitable to furthering the utilitarian nature and objectives of patent entitlements.

It is the submission of this thesis that these species of remedies will be effectual in
stemming the tide of patent opportunism by changing the incentives of economic
entities within the patent market, and correcting problems that emanate from the

patent market’s illiquidity.
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Introduction

1. General Introduction

The patent system has always been perceived as a mixed blessing. 1 This is because

while it enhances social welfare by encouraging technological and scientific
advancements, it also imposes costs on society in creating artificial scarcity of

goods and services in that it causes prices to increase above marginal costs. It may

also impose costs on society by retarding innovation because it has the effect of
excluding unauthorised persons, who may be innovators, from gaining access to

patented technologies. Although there had always been scepticism about the

social benefits derivable from the patent system, the height of disillusionment
with it in modern times is significant. 2 The reason for this is mostly because patent
holders are able to both monetize their patents and secure robust payouts, either

from courts or in private settlements, in ways that overreach the intended

purpose of the patent system. 3 Arguably this state of affairs deals a serious blow
to the social welfare objectives of the patent system. 4

This state of affairs, which is prone to significantly distort wealth redistribution

and abrade social welfare enhancements, can be imputed, at least in part, to
dissonance between the design of patent law monetary remedies and the

purposes of the patent system. Patents are utilitarian entitlements meant

essentially to enable inventors and their sponsors to recoup their marginal costs

and capture a reasonable measure of the social surplus they have contributed to
See, for example, the old English patent case of Beaumont v. George (1815), 1 HPC 593.
See Scott Baker, ‘Can the Courts Rescue Us from the Patent Crisis?’ (2010) 88 Texas Law Review
593.
3 See Colleen Chien, ‘Of Trolls, Davids, Goliaths, and Kings: Narratives and Evidence in the
Litigation of High-Tech Patents’ (2009) 87 North Carolina Law Review 1572; see also Colleen
Chien, ‘Predicting Patent Litigation’ (2011) 90 Texas Law Review 283.
4 Gerard Magliocca, ‘Blackberries and Barnyards: Patent Trolls and the Perils of Innovation’
(2007) 82 Notre Dame Law Review 1828; see also Carl Shapiro, ‘Injunctions, Hold-Up and Patent
Royalties’ (2010) 12 American Law and Economics Review 1-39.
1
2

1

society through their inventions. 5 However, the monetary remedies currently

applied to patents are those consonant with proprietary entitlements of a
libertarian nature, designed to protect exclusivity in ownership. 6 This cleavage

between the nature of patent law remedies and the purpose of the patent system
is the bane of the patent system. This is because while the patent system is aimed

at incentivising inventive outcomes, the current regime of monetary remedies
appears more concerned about ensuring the exclusivity of inventors in the
commercialisation of their inventive outcomes. This results in what is known as

‘patent opportunism’ a condition whereby patentees get legal protection that is

more than necessary to incentivise inventive outcomes. This condition poses
serious implications for bargaining outcomes within the patent market because
patentees are by this reason vested with undue bargaining powers. It should be

noted, however, that potential patent infringers could also act opportunistically.
Infringers could act opportunistically by securing undeserved benefits that make

it difficult for inventors and their sponsors to recoup their marginal costs, which

could dampen their incentives to invest in inventive activities. This is by infringing
patents

2. Responses to the State of the Patent Opportunism
Responses to the problem of patent opportunism have hitherto been largely from

transactional standpoints but this line of solutions has been manifestly inadequate

in addressing patent opportunism. It puts forward suggestions on transactioneasing facilities such as patent pools, compulsory licensing and improvements in
the assessment of patent application. Scholars and academics in different

publications have equally advanced these solutions. 7 However, these solutions,
Mark Lemley, ‘Property, Intellectual Property, and Free Riding’ (2005) 83 Texas Law Review
1065; see also Mark Lemley, ‘Ex Ante versus Ex Post Justifications for Intellectual Property’
(2004) 71 University of Chicago Law Review 131.
6 Ibid.
7 See, Robert Merges, ‘Intellectual Property Rights and Bargain Breakdown: The Case of Blocking
Patents’ (1994-1995) 62 Tennessee Law Review 78-79; see also Joseph Yosick, ‘Compulsory
Patent Licensing for Efficient Use of Inventions’ (2001) 2001 University of Illinois Law Review
1275-1304; see also Kieff Scott, ‘Coordination, Property & Intellectual Property: An
Unconventional Approach to Anticompetitive Effects & Downstream Access’ (2006) 56 Emory
Law Journal 330, 355-357.
5See

2

while of merit, do not go beyond addressing the workability of the patent market,

which is innately impossible to effectively manage. This is because patents, being
intangible rights over inventions, are fraught with transactional difficulties that
render the market for patents to be unworkable in the same sense that one would
expect of a neoclassic concept of the term ‘market’. Thus, striving to devise

institutional measures to ease transactions between patentees and users of
patented inventions would certainly not solve more systemic problems that beset
the patent system.

Ultimately, the systemic problems of the patent system can be chiefly attributable

to the rules for the enforcement of patent rights; chiefly patent law remedies. This
is because patent remedies have significant impact on the state of the patent
market and the patent system. The place of patent law remedies on the patent
system and patent market can best be appreciated when these remedies are

understood as factors that shape the incentives that motivate patentees and users

of patented technologies to behave in ways that impact both negatively and

positively on the conditions of the patent market and system. This position is
shared by several academics in their scholarly works. 8 The major shortcoming of

these works of academics sharing the same viewpoint, however, is that they fail to

address the need for patent remedies to correspond with the utilitarian nature of

patents as legal entitlements. Thus, despite acknowledging that patent law
remedies impact strongly on the incentives of both patentees and third parties in
the patent market, these works regard patents as property rights and urge caution
only in the award of remedies.

This approach however, is unlikely to bring about any significant positive change

with respect to the ordering of the patent market because it not address place of
patent law remedies on the ordering of the patent market and patent system. As

things currently stand, there is a gap the nature of patents as utilitarian
entitlements and the nature of legal remedies deployed towards the enforcement
Joseph Farrell et al., ‘Standard Setting, Patents and Holdup’ (2007) 74 Antitrust Law Journal
604; see also Daniel Crane, ‘Intellectual Liability’ (2009) 88 Texas Law Review 253; see also
Joseph Miller, ‘Standard Setting, Patents, and Access Lock-In: Rand Licensing and the Theory of
the Firm’ (2007) 40 Indiana Law Review 351.

8
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of patents. This cleavage creates a situation whereby the social welfare benefits of
the patent system are retarded or at the risk of being rendered unattainable

because room for opportunism is created. However, if patents are treated as
utilitarian entitlements (which they truly are), then remedies suitable to the

utilitarian nature of patents would be applied towards the enforcement of patents

and the social welfare objectives of the patent system would be far less likely to
be defeated.

A case for the treating patents as utilitarian entitlements and accordingly applying

remedies suitable to the utilitarian nature of patents (that is, gain-based
remedies) forms the backbone of this thesis. It is submitted in this thesis that this

is the only way of ensuring that the social welfare objectives of the patent system
are not adversely affected.

3. Original Contribution of this Thesis to Knowledge
The limitations of prevailing attempts at dealing with the problems of the patent
system provided the motivation to pursue this thesis. Although the writings of

numerous scholars have assisted this research, two academic works that have
been primary sources of inspiration. They are Ted Sichleman’s seminal paper,

‘Purging Patent Law of Private Law Remedies’ 9 and that of David Opderbeck titled

‘Patent Damages Reform and the Shape of Patent Law’.

10

Both scholars

comprehensively highlight the utilitarian nature of patent law. Most significantly,
however, they advance a case for the application of legal remedies that correspond

to the utilitarian intendments of the patent system, particularly denouncing
compensatory damages. However, while Sichelman rejects disgorgement as a
remedy and proposed a scheme of remedies, Opderbeck makes a case for the
exclusive application of disgorgement as a remedy.

Ted Sichelman, ‘Purging Patent Law of “Private Law” Remedies’ (2014) 92 Texas Law Review
567.
10 David Opderbeck, ‘Patent Damages Reform and the Shape of Patent Law’ (2009) 89 Boston
University Law Review 127.
9

4

This thesis focuses on patent law monetary remedies with a view to

complementing the suggestions of Sichelman and Opderbeck on patent remedial

reform. It proposes a design of monetary remedies that advances the utilitarian
aims and nature of the patent system. The novel aspect of this thesis is that it
proposes the application of gain-based remedies— disgorgement and a

restitutional model of reasonable royalties—as the exclusive monetary remedies
for patent law. It is the submission of this thesis that with gain-based remedies,

inventors and their sponsors will be able to capture a significant measure of their

social surplus contributions and also recoup their marginal costs, without
incentives to invent being negatively affected. Also with this regime of remedies,

infringer opportunism can be effectively discouraged without undue waste or
sacrifice of resources.

4. Scope and Methodology
This thesis embodies a cross-jurisdictional analysis of patent opportunism,
focusing primarily on legal materials and practices of major common law

jurisdictions: namely Australia, Canada, the United Kingdom (UK) (referred to as
the ‘Commonwealth’ jurisdictions) and the United States of America (USA).
Notwithstanding the exclusive use and reference to materials and practices of

these common law jurisdictions, the discussions of this thesis are applicable to
other common law and non-common law jurisdictions.

This thesis is founded almost entirely on qualitative analysis, but with some

empirical data references. The main sources of this thesis are jurisprudence and
academic commentary from Australia, Canada, the UK and the USA. This thesis
also relies extensively on law and economics literature, particularly in Chapters 1,
2 and 3. The law discussed in this thesis is current to October 2016.

5

5. Arrangement of Chapters
Chapter 1 introduces patent opportunism as the primary thematic concern of this
thesis. It identifies patent opportunism as the pinnacle of patent market failure,

and discusses the factors responsible for descent into patent opportunism. It also
expands upon the concept that patent opportunism is caused by a gap between
the utilitarian purpose(s) of the patent system and the property model of patent

law remedies. Further, it identifies the analytical approach of this thesis as
fashioned after the New Institutional Economics.

Chapter 2 deals with the illiquidity of the patent market which is caused by

market failure factors such as transaction costs, bargaining and negotiation costs.

In this chapter, it is submitted that patents are inherently illiquid entitlements and
that the patent market is unworkable. It is further submitted that both private and
public measures aimed at assuaging the illiquidity of patents, can have only

marginal impact on reducing the problems of patent illiquidity, especially in
circumstances of patent thickets (i.e. an array of overlapping or complimentary

patents). Moreover, it is submitted that raising patentability requirement

standards, while being a laudable route to reducing the grant of unmerited and
socially costly patents, is not a foolproof measure. Finally, it is argued that a more
effective avenue for ensuring that the illiquidity of patents does not culminate in
opportunism, is to re-examine patent law remedies.

Chapter 3 deals entirely with the place of patent law remedies within the patent

market, particularly the effects of patent law remedies on patent opportunism. It
is submitted in this chapter that the behaviours of patentees and third party users

within the patent market are shaped by the incentives and constraints created by

patent law remedies. Therefore, patent opportunism is a function of the outcomes
enabled by patent law remedies. Further, this chapter highlights the patent

remedies policy debate, which pivots on the dichotomy between the bargaining
model (‘property rules’) and administrative model (‘liability rules’), and the
question as to which of the two is more suitable to patent enforcement. It contends

that the administrative model, usually represented in monetary remedies, bears
just as much propensity to create room for opportunism as the bargaining model.

6

For this reason, this chapter recommends an examination of the capacity of
monetary remedies to enable opportunism.

Chapter 4 discusses the application of compensatory damages to patent law. In
this chapter, a case is made against the application of this monetary remedy to

successful patent law infringement actions. This case is made on the basis of two
arguments. The first is that compensatory damages provide legal protection that
overreaches the purposes of the patent system, and as such inherently creates
room for opportunism. The second argument is that, by simply adjusting the rules

on the ascertainment of causation, the inherent opportunism facilitated by
compensatory damages remains insoluble. This is because the nature of
compensatory damages is at odds with the purposes of patent law.

Chapter 5 addresses the reasonable royalties remedy and its place in the patent

market. This chapter makes a case for the application of the restitutionary model

to the computation of reasonable royalties, and for dispensing with the

compensatory model. The line of reasoning employed in this chapter is that the

application of the restitutionary model obviates the incidence of opportunism and
suits the purposes of patent law as it: i) is suitable to the peculiarities of the patent
market; and ii) simply determines reasonable royalties on the basis of the value of
infringing activities to the infringer.

Chapter 6 focuses on the disgorgement remedy. This chapter discusses the ways

in which this remedy can be applied in a fashion that suits the utilitarian nature of

patents and the peculiarities of the patent market. It is asserted that the term
‘profits’ ought to be perceived from an economic standpoint instead of a legalistic
and accounting perspective. Also, it is argued that the quantum of disgorgement
should be based on the incremental benefits gained by the infringer from

infringing the patent in comparison with other benefits that would have been

enabled by the prior art or public domain prior to the infringed patent being
granted. Finally, it is argued that, in determining the deductable expenses of the
infringer, only the incremental costs or necessarily increased costs to the infringer
should be taken into account for deduction.

7

Chapter 7 is the conclusive component of the thesis. In this chapter, the case for

gain-based remedies is concretely made. Before presenting the recommendations
of this thesis, the postulations Sichelman and Opderbeck on remedial regime
change are comprehensively analysed. Subsequently, the initial, provisional

recommendations of this thesis that gain-based remedies should be exclusively

applied to patents are systematically examined and affirmed. The ultimate
recommendations of this thesis are essentially shaped by the conclusions of
Chapters 4, 5 and 6.

This thesis makes a case for the exclusive application of gain-based remedies in

the reinforcement of patents as legal entitlements. It is the submission of this
thesis that the use of gain-based remedies will ensure the patent market, and

ultimately the patent system, can function optimally so that the perennial problem
of patent opportunism is significantly abated. This thesis focuses largely on how

patent opportunism is facilitated or enabled through the application of monetary
remedies to patent law enforcement. It argues that the simplistic and wholesale

adoption of monetary legal remedies founded on property law rhetoric to patents
is a major cause of patent opportunism.

8

Chapter 1

The Problem for Examination
1.1 Introduction

This chapter provides a background to the thematic concerns of this thesis. It
introduces what this thesis presents as the foremost bane of the patent system,
namely the problem of opportunism. The chapter is divided into two main parts.

The first part defines and analyses the nature of patent opportunism. It attributes
patent opportunism to the inapposite shift of patent law towards the rhetoric of

property rights, both in status as a legal entitlement and in enforcement matters.
By upsetting the cost-benefit balance of the patent system, patent opportunism is

argued to advance the private gains of certain entities at the cost of the interests
of the generality of society.

The second part of this chapter introduces the context of patent opportunism,

particularly how it shapes and accounts for the interaction of patentees and
interested third parties (the ‘patent market’). It assesses the components of the

patent market (microscopic and macroscopic levels), and conditions for market
failure. It thereby aims to further demonstrate that patent opportunism is the
apotheosis of patent market failure.

1.2 The Problem of Patent Opportunism Stated
It is submitted that the chief systemic problem that has always assailed the patent
system, undermines it and in fact appears inherent to it, is ‘opportunism’. Why and

how this is so will be shown in the course of this thesis. The term opportunism has
been described as ‘behavior that is technically legal but is done with a view to
securing unintended benefits from the system and these benefits are usually

9

smaller than the costs they impose on others’. 11 The problem of opportunism is
generally manifested in the prospect of patentees being able to engage in ‘rent

seeking’, which essentially means the possibility of patentees securing for
themselves, through the assertion of their patents, a quantum of reward not
intended by the patent system. 12

While opportunism has been a matter of significant concern in the USA since the

nineteenth century, it has become more pronounced 13 in recent times on account

of a proliferation in patent litigation, fierce rivalry for the possession of patents
and robust remedial payouts that patentees can secure. 14 In other major patent
law jurisdictions such as Australia, Canada, and the UK, among others, the patent

marketplace is active but not characterised by these features to the same degree
as the USA, especially the ‘robust remedial payout’ element. 15 Yet even in these
other jurisdictions there is capacity for systemic and innate patent opportunism,
judging by their patent remedial frameworks, as the thesis will reveal.

The patent opportunism problem does not go only the one way; it is reciprocal.
Infringers can, after all, also engage in it by infringing patents with impunity.

Infringer opportunism diminishes the possibilities for inventors and their
sponsors to recoup marginal costs expended in securing inventive outcomes, or
make it impossible for them to capture a reasonable measure of the social surplus
enabled through their inventions. 16

Opportunism in the patent system, as in any regime of legal entitlements, is
inextricably connected with the remedial facilities of the system. This is because
the legal remedies deployed towards the enforcement of patents inform the

11 Henry Smith, Why Fiduciary Law Is Equitable, in Andrew S. Gold & Paul B. Miller (eds.),
Philosophical Foundations of Fiduciary Law (Oxford University Press, 1st edition, 2014) 261-280.
12 See Robert Merges, ‘The Trouble with Trolls: Innovation, Rent-Seeking, and Patent Law
Reform’ (2010) 24 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 1583.
13 See Christopher Beauchamp, ‘The First Litigation Explosion’ (2016), 125 Yale Law Journal 848.
14 See James Bessen and Michael Meurer, ‘The Patent Litigation Explosion’ (2013) 45 Loyola
University of Chicago Law Journal 401.
15 Thomas Cotter, ‘A Comparative Law and Economic Analysis of Damages for Patent
Infringement’ in Theodore Eisenberg and Giovanni Ramello, Comparative Law and Economics
(Edward Elgar, 1st edition, 2016) 262-281.
16 Richard Epstein, Scott Kieff and Daniel Spulber, ‘The FTC, IP, SSOS: Government Hold-Up
Replacing Private Coordination’ (2012) 8 Journal of Competition Law and Economics 1.
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bargaining powers of the patentees in transactions or interactions with third
parties as regards their patented inventions. Thus, the more generous remedial

facilities are towards patentees, the higher the likelihood of opportunism. Patent

opportunism is often referred to as ‘holdup’ where the patentee seeks undue
financial rewards, 17 and ‘reverse holdup’ where the infringer acts freely in
disregard of patent rights. 18

While opportunism is acknowledged as problematic across patent law

jurisdictions in both judicial 19 and academic circles, 20 the key argument presented
in this thesis is that it has been addressed from a flawed standpoint. This is why,

it is submitted, that prevailing views on patent opportunism in the literature are
of limited assistance in the conceptualisation and analysis of opportunism. There
are, however, some notable exceptions, particularly Ted Sichelman 21 and David

Opderbeck, 22 who provide a more robust analysis. The prevailing views that are
considered as being of limited assistance in this thesis tend to focus on the

quantification of remedial rewards (i.e. robust remedial payout) obtainable by
patentees, while largely ignoring the utilitarian foundation of the patent system.

Yet, as this chapter seeks to show, the ideological cleavage between the utilitarian
foundation of the patent system and its remedial framework is the chief cause of

patent opportunism. Therefore, this ideological gap that should be the prime focus
for policy analysts and decision makers in relation to patent opportunism.

The prevailing views on patent opportunism primarily revolve around the

question of whether a patentee’s remedial rewards should be fashioned on the
17 See Stephen Kiebzak, Greg Rafert and Catherine Tucker, ‘The Effect of Patent Litigation and
Patent Assertion Entities on Entrepreneurial Activity’ (2016) 45 Research Policy 218; see also
Alexander Galetovic, Stephen Haber and Ross Levine, ‘An Empirical Examination of Patent
Holdup’ (2015) 11 Journal of Competition Law & Economics 1.
18 F. Scott Kieff and Anne Layne-Farrar, ‘Incentive Effects from Different Approaches to Holdup
Mitigation Surrounding Patent Remedies and Standard-Setting Organizations’ (2013) 9 Journal of
Competition Law and Economics 1091.
19 See, for example, Microsoft Corp. v. Motorola Inc., 696 F.3d 872 (9th Cir. 2012) (USA); see also
HTC v Nokia [2013] EWHC 3778 (Pat) (UK).
20 Thomas Cotter, ‘Patent Holdup, Patent Remedies, and Antitrust Responses’ (2009) 34 Journal
of Corporation Law 101-157; see also Colleen Chien and Mark Lemley, ‘Patent Holdup, the ITC,
and the Public Interest’ (2012) 98 Cornell Law Review 2.
21 Ted Sichelman, ‘Purging Patents of Private Law Remedies’ (2014) 92 Texas Law Review 529.
22 David Opderbeck, ‘Patent Damages Reform and the Shape of Patent Law’ (2009) 89 Boston
University Law Review 128.
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basis of proprietary autonomy (that is, property/bargain-based rules), or

determined on the basis of a judicial assessment of value (liability/administrative
rules). 23 These views, regardless of the angle from which they are fashioned,
consider patents as property rights and address their protection from a ‘private

entitlement’ standpoint. Room for opportunism is thereby created because a

remedial framework for protecting private or libertarian entitlements differs
materially in substance and effect from one designed to protect utilitarian
entitlements.

This thesis elaborates this difference, and ultimately proffers suggestions to solve

the problem of opportunism that emanates from it. What ensues in this chapter is

foundation to this argument, through an explanation of why it is that patents

should be viewed not as property rights, but as utilitarian entitlements. It also

explains how the ideological gap between patents as utilitarian entitlements and
the present design of patent law remedies is the chief cause of patent

opportunism. As backdrop to this discussion, it is important to first identify the
economic purpose of patents as legal entitlements.

1.2.1 The Economic Purpose of Patent Entitlements

Competing economic theories have dominated discussion on purpose of the

patent system, particularly the nature of protection intended by the patent

system. 24 This is because of the reticence of legislation in most jurisdictions on the

exact purpose of the patent system has left a void filled by economists. The US is

no exception to this, even though in that country appears to be constitutional

Mark Lemley and Philip Weiser, ‘Should Property or Liability Rules Govern Information’
(2007) 85 Texas Law Review 783; see also Mark Schankerman and Suzanne Scotchmer, ‘Damages
and Injunctions in Protecting Intellectual Property’ (2001) 32 The RAND Journal of Economics
199.
24 See A Samuel Oddi, Un-Unified Economic Theories of Patents—The Not-Quite-Holy Grail, 71
Notre Dame Law Review 267 (2014); see also Kitch, Edmund, ‘The Nature and Function of the
Patent System’ (1977) 20 Journal of Law and Economics 265; see also Kenneth Dam, ‘The
Economic Underpinnings of Patent Law’ (1994) 23 Journal of Legal; Fritz Machlup, An Economic
Review of the Patent System (Study No. 15, U.S. Senate, Committee on the Judiciary, Subcommittee
on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 85th Cong., 2d sess., Washington 1958), 56; see also
Frederic Scherer, ‘The Political Economy of Patent Policy Reform in the United States’ (2009) 7
Journal on Telecommunications and High Technology Law 167.
23
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mandate to protect inventors’ interest. 25 Interestingly, however, even though

there was a recent statutory overhaul of US patent law by America Invents Act of

2011 at a time when there was robust debate on the design of patent law
remedies, that statutory overhaul did not touch on remedies directly.

Without pursuing a discussion on the history of economic thought in this thesis,

this thesis submits that the application of libertarian legal remedies to patent law
has its roots in classical political economic theory that prevailed during early

patent law history. Classical economic theorists reasoned without advertence to
the incremental nature of economic matters, particularly matters of utility, costs

and benefits. 26 It is for this reason that even though patents were in that period
recognized as utilitarian entitlements,

27

yet libertarian remedies such as

compensatory damages applied towards enforcement. This is evident in the fact
that the incremental social value of patents, on the one hand, and private value of

patents (to patentees), on the other hand, factored neither in the evaluation of the

patent system nor in the conception of patent remedies to complement the
utilitarian nature of patents. Thus, this appears unfortunately to have laid
foundation to the use of compensatory damages in patent law; 28 a remedy aimed

at enabling patentees recoup their ‘sunk costs’ by charging supracompetitive
prices. For this reason patentees are not be limited to the recovery of their
incremental (opportunity) costs.

An improvement to classical political economic theory came in form of

‘marginalism’—or neo-classical economic analysis—in the 19th century. The
25 Article I, Section 8(8) of the US Constitution: “Congress shall have power to…. (t)o promote the
Progress of Science and useful Arts, by securing for limited Times to Authors and Inventors the
exclusive Right to their respective Writings and Discoveries.
26 Herbert Hovenkamp, United States Competition Policy in Crisis: 1890–1955 (2009) Minnesota
Law Review 311; see also Herbert Hovenkamp, Positivism in Law & Economics (1990) 78
California Law Review 81; see also Emil Kauder, History of Marginal Utility Theory (Princeton
University Press, December 8, 2015).
27 See, generally, Sean Bottomley, The British Patent System During the Industrial Revolution17001852: From Privilege to Property (Cambridge University Press, 1st edition, 2014); see also, Adam
Mossoff, Who Cares What Thomas Jefferson Thought about Patents - Reevaluating the Patent
Privilege in Historical Context (2007) Cornell Law Review 953.
28 See Chris Dent, ‘Nineteenth Century Patent Law and Classiscal Economics: Patents as
Exchangeable Sites of Value (2016) Intellectual Property Quarterly 103; see also Matthew Fisher,
‘Classical Economics and Philosophy of the Patent System (2005) Intellectual Property Quarterly
1.
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marginalism propounded a more systematic and forward-looking perspective to
analysing economic concepts such as utility, costs, benefit by analysing economic
matters ‘on the margin’ or incrementally using mathematical functions. 29 This

approach assesses human behaviour or decisions as shaped by consideration of

factors such as utility, benefits or costs, measured ‘at the margin’ or incrementally.

It also analyses the patent system and most importantly, issued patents, along
similar line—i.e. marginally or incrementally.

30

Unfortunately, although

marginalism is a superior economic approach that provides better perspective for
the modern justification for the patent system, it has not had impact on the design
of patent law remedies.

Going by marginalist economic thought, it is right to hold that patent system is

founded on the reasoning that society must suffer some forbearance, in the sense

of sacrificing ‘free market’ practices, so as to earn dynamic outcomes from entities

that are willing to assume economic risks to attain those outcomes. 31 Thus, by
granting a patent to an entity (the ‘patentee’), society is precluded from freely

engaging in matters to which that patent relates, except with the permission of
that entity. The assumption is that the social costs borne to secure disclosure of

inventive technical information from inventors—a dynamic outcome—are
generally worth the legal protection provided by patent law. In other words, the
patent system is aimed at ensuring that the marginal social benefits derived from

the patent system are at least equal to the marginal social cost borne in operating
the system—i.e marginal social cost must equal marginal social benefit (MSC =
29 Margaret Schabas, ‘Alfred Marshall, W. Stanley Jevons, and the Mathematization of Economics’
(1989) 80 Isis 60; see also, Harro Maas, The Making of Modern Economics (Cambridge University
Press, 1st edition, 2005).
30 See David Olson, ‘Taking the Utilitarian Basis of Patent Law Seriously: The Case for Restricting
Patentable Subject Matter’ (2009) Temple Law Review 181-240; see also Tun-Jen Chiang, ‘A CostBenefit Approach to Patent Obviousness’ (2008) 82 St. John’s Law Review 40-77 Tun-Jen Chiang,
‘The Rules and Standards of Patentable Subject-Matter’ (2010) Wisconsin Law Review 13531414; see also Amy Landers, ‘Let the Games Begin: Incentives to Innovation in the New Economy
of Intellectual Property Law’ (2006) Santa Clara Law Review 307; see also Amy Landers, ‘Patent
Valuation Theory and the Economics of Improvement’ (2009) 88 Texas Law Review 162; see
also, Amy Landers, ‘Patent Claim Apportionment, Patentee Injury and Sequential Invention’
(2012) 19 George Mason Law Review 471.
31 Alan Devlin, Fundamental Principles of Law and Economics (Routledge, 1st edition, 2014) 254;
see also Michael Carrier, ‘Unraveling The Patent-Antitrust Paradox’ (2002) 150 University of
Pennsylvania Law Review 761.
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MSB). 32 This is why Pigou states that ‘the patent laws aims … at bringing marginal
private net product and social net product more closely together’. 33

Modern economists employ a juxtaposition of assessments based on two concepts
– marginal social costs and marginal social benefits – in order to ascertain the

efficiency or otherwise of a plan or an arrangement. 34 Before delving into a
discussion of these concepts it is important to note that economists make value
judgments on the basis of the additional (i.e. marginal) quality of matters, should
they be benefits or costs. 35 This is why it is generally said that economists judge

or assess matters on ‘the margin’. 36 The marginal social costs of the patent system
can be said to be the summation of the additional private costs borne by inventors
to obtain and maintain a patent, and the additional external costs imposed on

society as a result of enforcing patents. 37 Thus, the more the social marginal costs

of the patent system exceed its social marginal benefits, the more justified is an
assessment of the patent system as socially costly or inefficient.

The likelihood of the social costs of the patent system exceeding its social benefits
is often blamed on transaction costs, as highlighted in the second part of this

chapter. However, it is opportunism that is the most critical cause of the social
costs of the patent system exceeding its social benefits. Patent opportunism causes
heightened social costs, due to a chasm between the utilitarian foundation of the
patent system and the legal remedies applied towards reinforcing patents.

32 Ibid; see also Harold Dutton, The Patent System and Inventive Activity During the Industrial
Revolution, 1750-1852 (Manchester University Press, 1st edition, 1984) 4.
33 Alfred Pigou, Economics of Welfare (Macmillan Publishers, 4th edition, 1932) 185.
34 Jean Dreze and Nicholas Stern, ‘The Theory of Cost-Benefit Analysis’ in Martin Feldstein and
Alan Auerbach (eds), Handbook of Public Economics (Elsevier, 1st edition, 1987) 909-989; see Eric
Posner and Matthew Adler, ‘Cost-Benefit Analysis: Legal, Economic, and Philosophical
Perspectives’ (2000) 29 Journal of Legal Studies 837; see also Matthew D. Adler and Eric A.
Posner, ‘Rethinking Cost-Benefit Analysis’ (1999) 109 Yale Law Journal 165.
35 Don Waldman, Microeconomics (Pearson Education, 2nd edition, 2004) 248-249.
36 Robin Bade and Michael Parkin, Essential Foundations of Economics (Pearson, 4th edition, 2009)
12.
37 Adam Jaffe, ‘Technological Opportunity and Spillovers of R & D: Evidence from Firms' Patents,
Profits, and Market Value’ (1986) 76 American Economic Review 894; see also Jay Kesan, ‘Carrots
and Sticks to Create a Better Patent System’ (2002) 17 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 763.
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1.2.2 The ‘Propertization’ of Patents and The Drift from the Utilitarian
Foundation of the Patent System
Before the year 1994, when the discussions and negotiations leading to the Trade

Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights Agreement (TRIPS) were
concluded, patent law was treated as largely a territorial matter. 38 This was the

case with regard to matters of patent subsistence (or grant) and general attitudes

towards protection or enforcement. 39 TRIPS has produced not only international
uniformity on these components, 40 but augmented a global and more pronounced

conferral of property status on patents. In most patent regimes around the world,
patents are now accorded property status. 41

Article 28 of TRIPS requires signatories to treat patents as a species of personal
property. 42 This property status, it has been said, helps fashion an artificial
scarcity in the availability of usable knowledge:

…the patent system creates property in inventions by facilitating and
imposing control of the knowledge that defines the invention, therefore
enabling limitations to be placed upon its use and supply. 43

It assists in solving the ‘appropriability’ problems likely to arise from ‘free-riding’

that may impede the creation of inventive knowledge if inventors and their
sponsors are not able to recoup their investments and make appreciable profits
for themselves. 44 According to Paul Jensen and Beth Webster:

….the value of a patent to its owner lies in its ability to prevent rivals from

Nuno Pires de Carvalho, The TRIPS Regime of Patent Rights (Kluwer Law International, 3rd
edition,2010) 81-83.
39 Ibid.
40 Zahra H Shahzileh, and Ali Maghajan, ‘Patents: Territoriality vs Harmonization’ (2013) 1
International Journal of Humanities and Management Sciences 281.
41 Adam Mossoff, ‘Exclusion and Exclusive Use in Patent Law’ (2009) 22 Harvard Journal of Law &
Technology 321.
42 Evelyn Su, ‘The Winners and the Losers: The Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of
Intellectual Property Rights and Its Effects on Developing Countries’ (2001-2002) 23 Houston
Journal of International Law 169.
43 Matthew Fisher, ‘Classical Economics and Philosophy of the Patent System’ (2005) 1
Intellectual Property Quarterly 1.
44 Najib Harabi, ‘Appropriability of Technical Innovations: An Empirical Analysis’ (1995) 24
Research Policy 981; see also Luigi Marengo, Corrado Pasquali, Marco Valente and Giovanni Dosi,
‘Appropriability, Patents, and Rates of Innovation in Complex Products Industries’ (2012) 21
Economics of Innovation and New Technology 753.
38
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copying their invention. Without the means to enforce a patent in a court

of law (or through other quasi legal means), the owner of the patent cannot

recoup the capital invested in its creation. 45

Property, broadly being the state of exclusive ownership over subject matter,
vests exclusive rights of control and use in those entitled to it. 46 As such, to endow
patented technical knowledge with property rights is to exclude non-owners from
exploiting it commercially. 47

The property status conferred on patents is reinforced by legal remedies that

ensure that infringers are sanctioned for illegitimate exploitation of patented
inventions. Many scholars believe that these legal remedies guarantee exclusivity

in the control and use of a subject matter, and thus enable ‘appropriability’. 48 They

also believe that only when legal remedies ensure exclusivity in the control and

use of patents can patents truly afford inventors and their sponsors the incentives
to invent, disclose and commercialise inventions. 49

The recognition of patents as property rights is particularly reflected in the nature
of legal remedies applied towards the enforcement of patents. This is so because

the legal remedies deployed to enforce patents align with those applied to protect
property rights.

50

These include injunctions, compensatory damages,

disgorgement and equitable damages (the latter known in patent law parlance as
reasonable royalties). 51 These remedies are generally aimed at ensuring the

exclusivity of patents or deterrence against interference with patents, as when

applied to property rights. An argument that is core to this thesis is that the

45 Paul Jenson and Elizabeth Webster, ‘Achieving the Optimal Power of Patent Rights’ (2004) 37
Australian Economic Review 419.
46 See David Seipp, ‘The Concept of Property in the Early Common Law’ (1994) 12 Law and
History Review 29.
47 Andrew Beckerman-Rodau, ‘Patents Are Property: A Fundamental but Important Concept’
(2009) 4 Journal of Business and Technology Law 87.
48 See Paul Belleflame, ‘Patents and Incentives to Innovate: Some Theoretical and Empirical
Economic Evidence’ Ethics Perspective’ (2006) 13 Journal of European Ethics Network 267.
49 Scott Kieff, ‘Property Rights and Property Rules for Commercializing Inventions’ (2001) 85
Minnesota Law Review 697.
50 Mark Schankerman and Suzanne Scotchmer, ‘Damages and Injunctions in Protecting
Intellectual Property’ (2001) 24 The RAND Journal of Economics 199.
51 See Chapter 3 of this thesis for a detailed treatment of patent law remedies.
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application of this scheme of legal remedies derogates from the utilitarian
foundation of the patent system – which proceeds by balancing social marginal

costs and social marginal benefits – and thereby enables opportunism. Only in

exceptional circumstances, usually in matters of injunctive remedies, are
considerations bearing on the need to balance the interests of society and the
property owner ostensibly taken into account. 52

Patents, it is argued, are best treated as a form of government subsidy to inventors
and their sponsors to encourage inventive activities. 53 In pursuing this argument,

this thesis starts with the premise that the modern patent system, by vesting

rights in inventors over inventive ideas, creates a patent market. 54 This market is

one whereby intending users of patented technologies must bargain with

patentees for access to those patented technologies, and is inherently
characterised by transaction costs. Although the latter may dampen the social

welfare gains derivable from the patent system, controlling them does necessarily
solve the problem. This is because, even barring these other factors, the potential
for heightened social costs is very much present due to the ideological gap

between the patent system and the property rights model of remedies. This gap,

as foreshadowed, results in patent opportunism. Focus must therefore turn to the
nature of the patent market and transaction cost factors that affect its workability.

1.3 The Patent Market, Its Failure and the New Institutional
Economics Analysis
The second part of this chapter traces the origins of New Institutional Economics
(NIE) and its pertinence to analysis of patent opportunism. It concludes by

Shyamkrishna Balganesh, ‘Demystifying the Right to Exclude: Of Property, Inviolability, and
Automatic Injunctions’ (2008) 31 Harvard Journal of Law and Public Policy 593; see also Thomas
Cotter, ‘Patent Remedies and Practical Reason’ (2009) 88 Texas Law Review 125; James Fischer,
‘What Hath Ebay v. MercExchange Wrought’ (2010) Lewis and Clark Law Review 555.
53 Mark Lemley, ‘Property, Intellectual Property, and Free Riding’ (2005) 83 Texas Law Review
1065.
54 See Chris Dent, ‘Nineteenth Century Patent Law and Classiscal Economics: Patents as
Exchangeable Sites of Value (2016) Intellectual Property Quarterly 103.
52
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identifying transaction costs as the predominant factor in paving the way for
opportunism.

1.3.1 The Concept of the Patent Market
That major patent law jurisdictions, as signatories to the TRIPS Agreement, treat

patents as a form of proprietary entitlement, makes it necessary to examine
concerns relating to access to patented technologies by third party users. Gans,

Williams and Briggs postulate three vital features of property rights: a legal

regime that enables the identity of the right owner to be ascertainable (i.e.

establishment); a body of rules that enables the right(s) to be legally enforceable

(i.e. enforcement); and a means by which interested third parties can contract or

transact with a right owner to gain approval to use the right (i.e. exchange). 55 It is
this third element that is germane here because it specifically relates to the patent
market.

The possibility of patent holders assigning (disposing of ownership by sale) or
licensing (allowing use without transferring ownership) patents gradually leads

to the emergence of patent markets. 56 A market has been defined as ‘an
arrangement by which buyers and sellers of a commodity or commodities interact
to determine its price and the quantity of the subject matter of exchange’. 57 A

‘patent market’ is accordingly an avenue whereby patent holders and intending
users of patented technology seek each other out over access to patents. 58

The general economic concept of a market is therefore not circumscribed to a
physical space where goods and services are exchanged. It extends to all cases of,

and avenues for, repetitive exchanges in return for value or consideration. It is
Joshua Gans, Phillip Williams and David Briggs, ‘Intellectual Property Rights: A Grant of
Monopoly or an Aid to Competition?’ (2004) 37 Australian Economic Review, 436, 437-438.
56 See Tomoya Yanagisawa and Dominique Guellec, ‘The Emerging Patent Marketplace’ (2009),
OECD Science, Technology and Industry Working Papers, 2009/09, OECD Publishing, available at:
http://dx.doi.org/10.1787/218413152254 (last viewed on 27/03/2016).
57 Paul Samuelson and William Nordhaus, Economics (McGraw Hill, 3rd Australian Edition) 49.
58 Adam Mossoff, ‘Commercializing Property Rights in Invention: Lessons for Modern Theory
From Classic Patent Doctrine’ George Mason Law & Economics Research Paper No. 11-27.
Available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1865951 (last viewed on
27/03/2016).
55
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important to note that the patent market can have two phases— ex-ante and ex-

post — as informed by the conditions of that shape negotiation. The ex-ante patent
market is one whereby transactions occur before infringement.

59

Where,

conversely, transactions occur after infringement or in the shadow of possible
infringement litigation, such a phase is described as the ex-post patent market. 60

In this chapter the descriptor ‘patent market’ is used to refer only to the ex-ante

phase. This is because in general parlance a market is where economic entities
meet, without the inducement of litigation, to transact.

Gordon’s 1899 work on the origins of compulsory licensing in Great Britain
reveals a longstanding recognition of one of the major problems associated with

exchanges of patented technologies: the reluctance of patent holders to license out

to manufacturers. 61 In contrast, investigations by Lamoreaux et al. into the origins
of the patent market in the USA show that the bulk of patent holders in that
jurisdiction in the 19th century (who were predominantly non-manufacturers)

found it difficult to attract assignees and find licensees. 62 They conclude that

information on willing assignees and licensees and on the quality of the utility
possessed by patented technology, were always in deficit. This resulted in the

need for intermediaries who could bridge the gap between patentees and
interested parties. The need to salvage this situation engendered the birth of the

market for patents and concomitantly resulted in the creation of a novel
specialisation for lawyers concerned with the commercialisation of patents. 63

Lamoreaux et al. also recount how the patent market was characterised by

59 See Alan Devlin, ‘Improving Patent Notice and Remedies: A Critique of the FTC’s 2011 Report’
(2012) 18 Michigan Telecommunications Technology Law Review 539.
60 Ibid.
61 See William Gordon, Compulsory Licences Under the Patents Acts (Law Publishers, 1899).
62 Naomi Lamoreaux, Kenneth Sokoloff and Dhanoos Sutthiphisal, ‘Patent Alchemy: The Market
for Technology in US History’ (2013) 87 Business History Review 3; see also Ramon Klitzke,
‘Historical Background of the English Patent Law’ (1959) 41 Journal of the Patent Office Society
615.
63Ibid; see also Naomi Lamoreaux and Kenneth Sokoloff, ‘Inventors, Firms, and the Market for
Technology in the Late Nineteenth and Early Twentieth Centuries’ in Naomi Lamoreaux, Daniel
Raff and Peter Temin, Learning by Doing in Markets, Firms, and Countries (University of Chicago
Press, 1999) available at http://www.nber.org/chapters/c10229.pdf (last accessed on
21/03/2014).
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difficulties, such that a majority of patents were not licensed or commercialised at
all. 64

In modern times, where there is a glut of patents, 65 it is feared that difficulties in
securing access to them might be exacerbated. Based on a study of prevailing

events in the USA, Eisenberg opines there is widespread infringement of patents,

lower rates of successfully concluded licensing contracts and a soaring increase in
(threats of) litigation on patents. 66 Lemley and Myhrvold describe the patent

market as ‘blind’. 67 They argue that an inability to agree over the value of patents,

and thus agree on a fair royalty rate, has resulted in patent holders being unable

to find would-be users. This, they reason, has left a great number of patents
unlicensed and un-commercialised. 68 Beside the difficulty in placing a mutually

agreeable value on patents, Lemley and Myhrvold assert that ‘blind’ market

situations may also be attributable to other bargaining and negotiation difficulties
that thwart the efficiency of the patent market. 69

If patents in any given class are unlicensed and their underlying technologies left
unexploited, this may suggest that there is no demand for them. But this cannot be

fairly ascribed to an inefficient patent market. Rather, it speaks to better available

alternatives or that the patented technologies are commercially irrelevant. It is
only where patented technologies are infringed or avoided for fear of

infringement liability that the situation can be described as a ‘market failure’. This
is because it likely results in a less than optimal exploitation of underlying

technologies, thereby causing the social costs of patent protection to be inordinate

and diminishing the gain from the patent system. This sort of market failure may
64 Gordon Winder, ‘Before the Corporation and Mass Production: The Licensing Regime of North
American Harvesting, 1830-1910’ (1995) 85 Annals of the Association of American Geographers
520.
65 See, for example, John Golden, ‘Proliferating Patents and Patent Law's “Cost Disease”’ (2013)
51 Houston Law Review 455.
66 Rebecca Einsenberg, ‘Patent Costs and Unlicensed Use of Patented Inventions’ (2011) 76
University of Chicago Law Review 53, 58.
67 Mark Lemley and Nathan Myhrvold, ‘How to make a Patent Market’ (2008) 36 Hofstra Law
Review 101.
68 Michael Abramowicz ‘The Danger of Underdeveloped Patent Prospects’ (2007) 92 Cornell Law
Review 1066.
69 Mark Lemley and Nathan Myhrvold, ‘How to make a Patent Market’ (2008) 36 Hofstra Law
Review 101.
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be caused by transaction costs, which may tentatively be described as the costs of

facilitating transactions over access to resources or entitlements—in this case
patents.

As explained above, the social costs of patent protection are high when the
resources sacrificed or opportunity costs incurred for the sake of protection
exceed the marginal social benefit derived. Such a state is one of overall ‘failure’,

as the patent market may be said to fail when the sum of allocations attained
within the market is inefficient. 70 Patented inventions are be said to be efficiently

utilised when they are made available to entities who need them most to meet

society’s needs in terms of the provision of goods and services 71 (i.e. allocative
efficiency). 72 Further, when there is an efficient utilisation of patented inventions,
then innovators or inventors can gain access to them for the purposes of
technological or scientific advancement (i.e. dynamic efficiency). 73

Where allocative and dynamic efficiencies appear to be impaired, economists
argue it is as a result of there being a degree of inefficiency or failure in the market.

Such a situation generally gives rise to the imperative for third parties to gain
access to the patented technologies. 74 It is important to note that efficient

utilisation of patents can only be attained with a workable patent market. It is only
when the patent market functions properly are third party users able to access
patents and put them to uses that advance social welfare. Inefficiencies in the

allocations of resources, by reason of the patent system, are often attributable to
transaction costs. Sir Robin Jacob succinctly encapsulates this:

The patent system is there to provide a research and investment incentive

but it has a price. That price (what the economists call “transaction costs”)
70 Janusz Ordover, ‘A Patent System for Both Diffusion and Exclusion’ (1991) 5 The Journal of
Economic Perspectives 43; see also John Eatwell, Murray Milgate and Peter Newman, The New
Palgrave Dictionary of Economics (Macmillan Press Limited, Vol 3, 1987) 326.
71 Jules Coleman, ‘Efficiency, Exchange, and Auction: Philosophic Aspects of the Economic
Approach to Law’ (1980) 68 California Law Review 221, 223-226; see also Harold Demsetz, ‘The
Exchange and Enforcement of Property Rights’ (1964) 7 Journal of Law and Economics 11, 16.
72 See Richard Posner, Economic Analysis of Law (Aspen Publishers, 6th edition 2003) 9-10.
73 See Daniel Spulber, ‘How Patents Provide the Foundation of the Markets for Inventions’ (2015)
Journal of Competition Law and Economics 1.
74 See Simone Rose, ‘On Purple Pills, Stem Cells, and Other Market Failures: A Case for a Limited
Compulsory Licensing Scheme for Patent Property’ (2005) 48 Howard Law Journal 579.
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is paid in a host of ways: the cost of patenting, the impediment to
competition, the compliance cost of ensuring non-infringement, the cost of
uncertainty, litigation costs and so on. 75

Having identified transaction costs as a common cause of patent market
inefficiency, it becomes necessary to address how transaction costs can be dealt

with. In pursuing this end, the nature of transaction costs and its implications for
the patent market are explored further below.

1.3.2 The Nature of Transaction Cost Economics and Its Application to
the Patent Market
Since patented technologies are valuable resources to economic actors and also

have huge economic implications, it is apt to discuss the patent market problem
from an NIE standpoint. NIE is a specialisation of economics best suited to dealing
with both the conflicts and relationship between property rights over scarce

resources and access thereto (i.e. transaction costs), and how institutions can be

re-arranged to manage this conflict and relationship. 76 It provides incisive and

thorough analysis, and insight into functioning of markets, including those

peculiar to patents. To understand the NIE analysis, however, it is important to
first trace its origins to another school of economic thought known as Transaction
Cost Economics (TCE).

TCE is concerned with the scientific study of the management of negative

externalities (i.e. negative consequences or implications of economic activities
that flow or accrue to third parties), and how contracts could be used to deal with

them. 77 Externalities may be positive or negative. 78 Where externalities are
Aerotel Ltd v Telco Holdings Ltd and others [2007] RPC 117, 130.
Oliver Williamson, Transacton-Cost Economics: The Governance of Contractual Relations
(1979) 22 Journal of Law and Economics 233.
77 Lukasz Hardt, ‘The History of Transaction Cost Economics and Its Recent Developments’
(2000) 2 Erasmus Journal for Philosophy and Economics, 29, 30 (‘It should be clear therefore, that
TCE, understood as the study of the economic study of “costly exchange”, existed a long time
before becoming a research program within the framework of economics’).
78 See Cento Veljanovski, ‘The Coase Theorems and the Economic Theory of Markets and Law’
(1982) 35 KYLOS International Review for Social Sciences 53; see also Leonid Hurwicz ‘What is the
Coase Theorem?’ (1995) 7 Japan and the World Economy 49.
75
76
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positive, there are beneficial consequences accruing to third parties from

economic activities or transactions. 79 For example, where Family A plays recently

released melodious music to visitors on their premises, and their neighbour,

Family B overhears and savours the music so played, the playing of the music

comes with a positive externality to Family B. Similarly, the patent system can bear
positive externalities, providing incentives to develop new goods and services that

are beneficial to society.

Negative externalities are the non-beneficial consequences or inconveniences

resulting from actions or decisions of economic actors to third parties. For
example, if the music played by Family A is loud and distressing to Family B, it

amounts to a negative externality to Family B. Similarly, the patent system comes
with its own negative externalities. Patents may cause an artificial scarcity of

patented goods and services, and also encumber access to patented technologies.

It is generally believed that economic inefficiencies stem from negative
externalities not being internalised or accounted for by the parties from whom

they emanate. 80 By not bearing the costs of the inconveniences imputed to third
parties, creators of negative externalities are emboldened to continue creating
such negative effects. Market failure or market inefficiency will likely ensue

because potential gains derivable from a given (market) situation cannot be
actualised. 81 The patent system bears its own type of negative externalities in the

form of increased prices and scarcity in the availability of goods and services,
these being inevitable corollaries of having a patent system. 82

Negative externalities are perceived to be precipitated and perpetuated by

transaction costs. 83 This is so because if the creators of negative externalities and
those who suffer those externalities can bargain for the purpose of averting or

See Lloyd Cohen, ‘Holdout and Free Riders’ (1991) 20 Journal of Legal Studies 356.
See Carl Dahlman, ‘The Problem of Externality’ (1979) 22 Journal of Law and Economics 141.
81 Francis Bator, ‘Anatomy of Market Failure’ (1958) 72 Quarterly Journal of Economics 351.
82 See Roberto Mazzolenia and Richard R Nelson, ‘The Benefits and Costs of Strong Patent
Protection: A Contribution to the Current Debate’ (1998) 27 Research Policy 273.
83 Thomas Crocker, ‘Externalities, Property Rights, and Transactions Costs: An Empirical Study’
(1971) 14 Journal of Law and Economics 451, 451.
79
80
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curtailing them, certain efficient compromises could be reached. 84 However, any
failure to agree in this context perpetuates negative externalities.

Although private compromises of this kind could go some way in managing or
abating inefficiencies arising from negative externalities, they are difficult or

impossible to achieve when transaction costs enter into the picture. Furutobn and
Richter define ‘transaction costs’, in the market context, as the ‘costs of defining

and measuring resources or claims, plus the costs of utilizing and enforcing the

rights specified’. 85 Transaction costs have also been defined as the costs required
to:

discover who it is that one wishes to deal with, to inform people that one

wishes to deal and on what terms, to conduct negotiation leading up to a
bargain, to draw up the contract, to undertake the inspection needed to
make sure that the terms of the contract are being observed, and so on.’ 86

This explains Coase’s argument that externalities are of mutual origin. A patentbased example illustrates the point. Suppose that A (an inventor) has a patent on

an electronic component applied by B (a phone manufacturer) in the making of
phones. B exploits A’s patent without A’s approval, and A is unable to stop B or to

make B furnish adequate recompense for the infringement. B’s action will amount
to a negative externality to A, as it could reduce the amount of rent A can capture
from the patent; this could in turn reduce A’s incentives to invent.

A’s patent on the technology to which the applied component relates can equally
be described as a source of negative externality to B. This is because it is meant to

exclude B from applying the patented technology in the manufacture of B’s phone,

which could cause market entry barriers to B. These negative externalities are
thus mutual in origin. Following Coase’s reasoning, if A had not disclosed his or

her invention in applying for a patent, B may not have been able to access the
See Pierre Schlag, ‘The Problem of Transaction Costs’ (1989) 62 Southern California Law
Review 1661.
85 Eirik Furubotn and Rudolf Richer, Institutions and Economic Theory: The Contribution of the
New Institutional Economics (University of Michigan Press, 1997), 43.
86 Ronald Coase, ‘The Problem of Social Cost’ (1960) 3 Journal of Law and Economics 15.
84
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technology to which the patent relates. On the other hand, had B not infringed, A
would not have sought to enforce the patent against B. 87

Notwithstanding the merits of Coase’s view that externalities are mutual in origin,

the legal system in its calculation of efficiency, wealth distribution and justice
allocates rights to certain persons while imposing corresponding duties on others.
An invasion or breach of those rights amounts to an externality (or wrong) in

judgement of the law. 88 Thus in the patented phone component illustration,

despite the likely reciprocal effects of A and B’s actions, the patent system is
designed to advance A’s interest over B’s. As such, B’s action will be discouraged,

while A’s right would be vindicated. This is with a view to enhancing innovation—
the cardinal rationale of the patent system.

Coase also postulates that regardless of the initial allocation of rights or
entitlement (that is, that a person is conferred with a patent), economic efficiency

can still be attained if transacting parties could reach agreement to trade
positions.

89

Returning to the patented component example above, A (the

inventor) and B (the infringing manufacturer) could have reached a bargain. B
could have sought a licence from A, with A approving exploitation by B in return

for a consideration or price (i.e. royalty). Terms that would govern B’s conditions

of use would be determined by A and B. These terms would regulate matters such

as the location of use, the quantity of phones to incorporate the component and
the duration of such exploitation, amongst others.

The parties can vary the terms of their bargain as it suits them, such that the
incentive to invent for A is not eroded and B is not barred from further exploiting
the invention or legally sanctioned for doing so. The value of the outcome of the

bargaining between such parties can be regarded as a cooperative surplus. 90 The
dividends of cooperative values to be shared by the parties may, however, depend
Ibid, 13.
See Hal Varian, ‘Distributive Justice, Welfare Economics, and the Theory of Fairness’ (1975) 4
Philosophy & Public Affairs 223; see also John Exdell, ‘Distributive Justice: Nozick on Property
Rights’ (1977) 87 Ethics 142.
89 Ronald Coase, ‘The Problem of Social Cost’, (1960) n85, 850.
90 Robert Cooter and Thomas Ulen, Law and Economics (Pearson Education, 2012) 75.
87
88
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on several factors, such as bargaining strength, negotiation tactics and agreed
price. 91

Yet it remains possible that likely gains that inhere in given market situations may
not be actualised or optimised because of transaction costs. The potential merits

derivable from bargaining between parties over rights are contingent on the

weight of transaction costs. 92 When Coase theorises on the merits of bargaining
over rights, he hypothesizes a situation where transaction costs were zero (i.e.

transaction costs do not exist), but admitted that such an ideal situation is ‘a very

unrealistic assumption’ as transaction costs are generally pervasive. 93 These costs

could be so monumental as to dampen the total efficiency of the bargain when
eventually reached or even thwart a bargain in any event. 94

This is why Zerbe and McCurdy argue that the presence of negative externalities
alone is not sufficient reason to assume that there is market failure. 95 Externalities

are ubiquitous and prevalent in everyday life and, were externalities alone enough
to cause market failure, the majority of social engagements and activities would

be encumbered. They assert that the singular most defining factor of market

failure is transaction costs. 96 It becomes clear from the foregoing that although

externalities are rife, transactions or bargaining could assuage them, but the
possibility of completing such transactions successfully is beset by transaction
costs.

Ibid.
See Armen Alchian, ‘Some Implications of Recognition of Property Right Transactions Costs’
(1979) 1 Rochester Studies in Economics and Policy Issues 233; see also Guido Calabresi
‘Transaction Costs, Resource Allocation and Liability Rules—A Comment’ (1968) 11 Journal of
Law and Economics 67.
93 Ronald Coase, ‘The Problem of Social Cost’, (1960) n85, 15; see also Ronald Coase, ‘The
Institutional Structure of Production’ (1992) 82 American Economic Review 713.
94 Richard Zerbe and Howard McCurdy, ‘The Failure of Market Failure’ (1999) 18 Journal of Policy
Analysis and Management 558.
95 Ibid.
96 Mariusz Golecki, ‘The Coase Theorem and Philosophical Foundations of Law and Economics’
(2008) 2 Masaryk University Journal of Law and Technology 209.
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1.3.3 The Advent of New Institutional Economics
The understanding that transaction costs could thwart bargaining and thus lead
to market failure, such that potential economic gains are not actualised, has given
impetus to the need to reduce or ‘economise’ transaction costs. This need resulted

in the advent of NIE, by transforming TCE into an area of study that is concerned
with the creation and use of institutions to govern transaction costs. 97 NIE, just as
TCE, treats transaction costs as cogs in the wheel of economic engagements, just
as physicists consider friction a constant feature in the operation of machines. 98

The key difference between NIE and TCE is that while the latter is limited to
looking up to mutually arranged contracts to solve problems of externalities, the

former focuses on alternative arrangement of institutions to deal with (negative)
externalities. 99 To illustrate how NIE works, let it be assumed that there is an

arrangement of rights such that an entity has patents over inventively purified and
isolated genetic materials. However, this arrangement of rights causes the cost of

healthcare for certain health problems to be inordinately high. Proponents of NIE
would inquire into whether an alternative arrangement – such as tax credits,

rewards or other incentives – should be pursued to replace the grant of patents
on such inventions.

NIE conceptualises and analyses economics from two levels: macroscopic and
microscopic.

100

The macroscopic level, also known as the institutional

environment, concerns the ‘rules of the game’ 101 that provide the background

norms, principles, law and institutions for governing behaviour and arrangements

97 Douglas North, ‘Institutions and Economic Growth: An Historical Introduction’ (1989) 17
World Development 1319.
98Ping Chen, ‘Equilibrium Illusion, Economic Complexity and Evolutionary (2008) 5
Evolutionary and Institutional Economics Review 81.
99 See Olivier Williamson, ‘The New Institutional Economics: Taking Stock, Looking Ahead’
(2000) 38 American Economic Review 595; see also John Groenewegen, Frans Kerstholt and Ad
Nagelkerke, ‘On Integrating New and Old Institutionalism: Douglass North Building Bridges’
(1995) 29 Journal of Economic Issues 467.
100 Jason Potts, ‘Clarence Ayres Memorial Lecture (2007): Evolutionary Institutional Economics’
(2007) 41 Journal of Economic Issues 344.
101 Douglass North, ‘Economic Performance Through Time’ (1994) 84 American Economic Review
359-368, 361; see also Douglas North, ‘Institutions’ (1991) 5 Journal of Economic Perspectives, 97.
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of economic actors. 102 The microscopic level, also known as the institutional
arrangements, can be described as concerning the (sum of) individuals and

organisations, or ‘players of the economic game’. 103 Expressed another way, the

macroscopic level consists of the sum or assemblage of laws and institutions that

governs society or a given regime, while the microscopic level consists of
members of society or actors in a given regime (real, unincorporated and

corporate), which are governed or regulated by the former. 104 These two levels of
analysis are inseparable because laws and institutions do not exist in vacuum

without objects or addressees and, on the other hand, society would amount to
nothing meaningful without proper institutions for governance. 105

1.3.4 The NIE ‘Recipe’ for Opportunism as a form of Market Failure
Having introduced NIE, it becomes necessary to identify the NIE list of factors
likely to culminate in a descent into market failure. NIE theorists employ the

microscopic and macroscopic levels of economics to analyse market failure. They

posit that a poor coordination of both levels has the propensity to culminate in
market failure. The aim here is to show how this combination of both levels could
cause the patent marketplace to fail. For example, in relation to the macroscopic

level, economic actors are usually characterised by cognitive and decisional

limitations and the desire to take advantage of other people and situations. With
regard to institutional factors, laws may be such that they poorly define rights and
provide remedies to rights holders that are over-compensatory or undercompensatory. An interaction of these levels causes market failure. The following

Jason Potts, ‘Clarence Ayres Memorial Lecture (2007): Evolutionary Institutional Economics’
(2007) n82, 343
103 Andrew Dorward, Jonathan Kydd, Jamie Morrison and Colin Poulton, ‘Institutions, Markets
and Economic Co-ordination: Linking Development Policy to Theory and Praxis’ (2005) 36
Development and Change 1.
104 Thrainn Eggertsson, ‘A Note on the Economics of Institutions’ in Lee Alston, Thrainn
Eggertsson and Douglass North, Empirical Studies in Institutional Change (Political Economy of
Institutions and Decisions) (Press Syndicate of the University of Cambridge, 2nd edition, 1998) 622; see also Jack Vromen, Economic Evolution: An Enquiry Into the Foundation of New Institutional
Economics (Routledge, 1st edition, 1995).
105 See Robin Matthews, ‘The Economics of Institutions and the Sources of Growth’ (1986) 98
Economic Journal 903.
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factors, attributable to Oliver Williamson’s conception, 106 and falling along the

macroscopic-microscopic divide as espoused by NIE theorists, account for market
failure:

1) information costs: these are the costs of identifying and measuring

claims over resources. 107 As described by Henry Smith, information costs
include ‘the costs incurred by third parties in processing information about

the scope, nature and validity of those rights’. 108 They relate to the

macroscopic level of NIE analysis. In Chapter 2, information costs are

discussed in detail with a view to showing that they are inherently peculiar
to the patent system. That chapter also shows that improving patentability

standards, conceiving better theories for patent scope delineation and
ameliorating measures to create awareness of patent existence are

inherently inadequate to eliminate patent information costs, given the
probabilistic nature of patent rights.

2) bargaining and negotiation costs: these are the costs of finding whom
to deal with, and also costs of negotiating, drafting and concluding

contracts. 109 These result from an intersection of the microscopic element

of market failure with macroscopic level of NIE analysis. As is also shown

in Chapter 2, bargaining and negotiation costs are an admixture of both

levels of NIE analysis. In that chapter it is argued these species of costs are

inexorable because of the non-transparent and illiquid nature of the patent
market.

See Neil M Kay, ‘Markets, False Hierarchies and the Role of Asset Specificity’ in Christos Pitelis
ed., Transaction Costs, Markets and Hierarchies (Blackwell Publishers, 2nd edition, 1993) 242-261;
see also Oliver Williamson, ‘The Economics of Organization: The Transaction Cost Approach’
American Journal of Sociology (1981) 87 American Journal of Sociology 548.
107 Yoram Barzel, ‘Some Fallacies in the Interpretation of Information Costs’ (1977) 20 Journal of
Law and Economics 291; see also Patrick W Schmitz, ‘Information Gathering,
Transaction Costs and the Property Rights Approach’ (2005) CEPR Discussion Paper No. 5417,
available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=893572) (last viewed on
21/03/2014).
108 Henry Smith, ‘Exclusion and Property Rules in the Law of Nuisance’ (2004) 90 Virginia Law
Review 971.
109 See Douglass North, ‘Institutions, Transaction Costs and Economic Growth’ (1987) 25
Economic Inquiry 419; see also Pierre Schlag, ‘The Problem of Transaction Costs’ (1989) 62
Southern California Law Review 1661.
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3) asset specificity: an asset is said to be ‘specific’ when investments made
towards it assume higher value or significance under a given relationship

or market situation than outside it. 110 It relates to the vulnerability of
assets invested towards a given end, which cannot be redeployed towards
another without a loss in value. 111 For example, assume that A, in the hope

of securing a patent over a technical problem of interest, invests time,
resources and skills in the development of an invention and eventually
secures a patent. Upon the patent being obtained, B and C exploit it without

A’s approval. A cannot then undo the disclosure of his or her invention even
if A chose to opt out of patent protection. Thus A’s invention is better off

under patent protection than outside it after disclosure towards patent
application is made. Therefore, A’s invention becomes asset specific to the
relationship between A and other would-be users of A’s invention within

the patent system.

A countervailing example of asset specificity is where, upon a mistaken

understanding of facts, B (due to information costs), with or without any
misleading information or misrepresentation from A, invests in the

commercialisation of goods falling within the scope of A’s patent. Such
investment becomes asset specific to the relationship between A and B, as
B cannot rightfully enjoy his or her investment except with A’s permission.

Asset specificity is a factor relevant to the macroscopic level of NIE analysis
because it relates to the enforcement of entitlements. Asset specificity and

its implications are elaborated in this thesis in Chapters 2 and 3 and further
illustrated in subsequent chapters.

It is broadly perceived that information, negotiation and bargaining costs, as well

as asset specificity, can still be overcome through gainful bargaining between
parties. 112 Where, however, such bargaining is unlikely, then opportunism—the
Michael Sykuta, ‘Empirical Methods in Transaction Cost Economics’ in Peter Klein and Michael
Sykuta (eds), The Elgar Companion to Transaction Cost Economics (Edward Elgar, 2010) 158.
111 See Charles Hill, ‘Cooperation, Opportunism, and the Invisible Hand: Implications for
Transaction Cost Theory’ (1990) 15 Academy of Management Review 500.
112 Ibid.
110
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pinnacle of market failure—sets in. 113 This is because opportunism relates to the

ability to take advantage of transaction costs and asset specificity. 114 As such, it is
relevant at both the microscopic and macroscopic levels. Williamson defines it as
‘self-interest seeking with guile’, 115 as it ‘includes but is scarcely limited to more

blatant forms, such as lying, stealing and cheating’. 116 Williamson considers also

that it includes all subtle kinds of deceit characterised by taking advantage of
incomplete or distorted disclosure of information to the disadvantage of others. 117

However, his postulation that guile or deceit is fundamental to opportunism

appears incorrect, as information costs alone could expose an entity to asset

specificity, the condition that predisposes one to opportunism. 118 This is point is
returned to in Chapter 2 of this thesis.

Having highlighted the conditions that have propensity to culminate in patent

market failure, it becomes imperative to shift into discussing these factors in

greater detail, with a view to advancing suitable solutions. To this end, it is
apposite to first address the factors of information, bargaining and negotiation
costs that are responsible for the illiquidity of the patent market, with the

objective to showing the nexus they have with opportunism. The patent market is
often described as illiquid because of the impact of transaction costs renders
patents to be less tradable. 119 The upshot is that the patent market does not
function in the neo-classical sense of the concept ‘market’. 120 The illiquidity of the

patent market and nexus with patent opportunism is the focus of the ensuing
chapter.

Maria Moshandreas, ‘The Role of Opportunism in Transaction Cost Economics’ (1997) 31
Journal of Economic Issues 39, 41; see also Mark Lemley and Carl Shapiro, ‘Reply: Patent Holdup
and Royalty Stacking’ (2007) 85 Texas Law Review 2163.
114 Frank Stephen, The Economics of Law (Billing and Sons Ltd, 1988) 185.
115 Oliver Williamson, The Economic Institutions of Capitalism: Firms, Markets, Relational
Contracting (The Free Press, 1985) 47-50.
116 Ibid.
117 Ibid.
118 Maria Moshandreas, ‘The Role of Opportunism in Transaction Cost Economics’ (1997) n95.
119 See Yuichi Watanabe, ‘Patent Licensing and the Emergence of a New Patent Market’ (2009) 9
Houston Business and Tax Journal 449.
120 Andrei Hagiu and David Yoffie, ‘The New Patent Intermediaries: Platforms, Defensive
Aggregators and Super-Aggregators’ (2013) 27 Journal of Economic Perspectives 45.
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1.4 Conclusion
This chapter served to provide a thematic prelude to the research concerns of this
thesis, the primary one being the problem of patent opportunism. Patent

opportunism enables patentees to secure for themselves legal protection that goes

beyond the purposes of the patent system. It also impedes the possibility of
patentees capturing a reasonable fraction of the social surplus they have
contributed to society through their inventions.

The chapter identified patent opportunism as a function or product of the
ideological gap between patent law remedies and purposes of the patent system.

This ideological gap is attributable to the patent system being meant to enhance
social welfare—a utilitarian objective— to be contrasted with the present
conception of patent remedies fashioned after a property rhetoric.

The second part of the chapter identified the patent market in which patent

opportunism occurs. It revealed that the workability of the patent market is often
negatively affected by transaction cost factors, providing a springboard for the

discussion of the connection between transaction costs and patent opportunism
in Chapter 2.
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Chapter 2

The Nexus Between The Illiquidity of
the Patent Market and Opportunism

2.1 Introduction

In the previous chapter, beyond patent opportunism, transaction costs were

identified as responsible for the illiquidity of the patent market, particularly in its

ex ante phase. As explained in that chapter, the illiquidity of a patent market

relates to the difficulties that players or actors within the market face in

transacting or dealing with one another in a fashion that brings about efficient
outcomes.
1

In this chapter, the illiquidity of the patent market is analysed with a view to

setting a stage for more elaborate treatment of patent opportunism in the next
chapter. The ultimate purpose of this chapter is to show that the insolubility of
transaction costs and the illiquidity problems peculiar to patents renders the

reliance on transaction-facilitating measures almost ineffectual in stemming
patent opportunism.

In pursuing the argument that transaction-facilitating measures are ineffectual in

averting opportunism, this chapter is divided into three parts. Part I addresses

information costs. In this part the features of information costs—patent scope

indeterminacy, invalidity of patents and notice of existence problems—are

discussed with a view to showing they negatively impact on the illiquidity of the

patent market. In Part II the problems of negotiation and bargaining costs are

examined. This Part demonstrates how a combination of the microscopic and
See Andrei Hagiu and David Yoffie ‘The New Patent Intermediaries: Platforms, Defensive
Aggregators and Super-Aggregators’ (2013) 27 Journal of Economic Perspectives 45; see also
Yuichi Watanabe, ‘Patent Licensing and the Emergence of a New Patent Market’ (2009) 9 Houston
Business and Tax Law Journal 445.
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macroscopic levels of the patent market, explained in Chapter I, contribute to the

illiquidity of the patent market. In Part III, an overview of Coasian solutions aimed

at mitigating the problems of illiquidity is presented. Ultimately, it is submitted
that these solutions are inherently unable to deal with the illiquidity problems
that characterise the patent market.

2.2 Part I: Information Costs
This part builds upon the discussion in the previous chapter. It analyses how

information costs affect transactions or exchanges in relation to patents. The chief
components of information costs in the patent market context are patent scope,

validity and notice of patent existence. This part, in focusing on information costs,

is aimed at building towards Part II, which deals with bargaining and negotiating
costs. The reason for this is that information costs can have adverse bearing on
bargaining and negotiations costs.

2.2.1 What Are Information Costs?
Information costs are independent components of transaction costs. As explained
in Chapter I, information costs are the costs of delineating the boundaries of

property rights, particularly those costs incurred by third parties in ascertaining
the scope, nature and validity of entitlements. 2 Unauthorised third parties are

meant to be excluded from entitlements, but in circumstances where parties

cannot ascertain the existence of such entitlements, or adequately identify their
bounds and validity, they are likely to encroach (unwittingly) upon them, or find

it difficult to buy or license access to them. 3 Menell and Meurer consider problems

See Chapter 1; see also, Henry Smith ‘Exclusion and Property Rules in the Law of Nuisance’
(2004) 90 Virginia Law Review 971.
3 See Stewart Sterk, ‘Property Rules, Liability Rules and Uncertainty About Property Rights’
(2008) 106 Michigan Law Review 1285; see also James Bessen and Michael Meurer, ‘Of Patents
and Property’ (2008-2009) 31 Regulation 18.
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that arise from information costs to be ‘notice externalities’. 4 Notice externalities
can have implications for both the holder of rights and third parties. The rights

holder is not able to exclude unauthorized persons, and correspondingly,

unauthorized persons are unaware of the limitations with respect to their use of
those entitlements. 5

Informational goods or entitlements like patents are inherently susceptible to

notice externalities.

6

This is largely because informational goods, unlike

traditional property rights such as chattels and real estate, are non-excludable and

non-rivalrous. 7 It is for this reason that Arrow posits that if information is not

legally protected as an entitlement, creators of new ideas would not have the
incentive to disclose, for once information is disclosed it becomes difficult to
preclude others accessing and using it. 8 This is popularly recognized as ‘Arrow’s

information paradox’. 9

Notice externalities peculiar to patents can best be understood on account of the

nature of patent claims. Patent claims establish the boundaries of granted

patents. 10 The legal and economic importance of patents dwells not merely in the

patent grant, but in the wording of the claims. 11 Patent claims are usually couched

in a single sentence, identifying what the inventor considers to be his or her

invention and seeks to have legal protection over. 12 Generally, a single patent will
Peter Menell and James Meurer, ‘Notice Failure and Notice Externalities’ (2013) 5 Journal of
Legal Reasoning 1.
5 Ibid.
6 Giovanni Ramello, ‘Property Rights and Externalities: The Uneasy Case of Knowledge’ (2011) 31
European Journal of Law and Economics 4.
7 See, Yochai Benkler, ‘Intellectual Property and the Organization of Information Production’
(2002) 22 International Review of Law and Economics 81-107.
8 Kenneth Arrow, ‘Economic Welfare and the Allocation of Resources for Invention’ in
Universities-National Bureau, The Rate and Direction of Inventive Activity: Economic and Social
Factors 615, available at http://www.nber.org/chapters/c2144 (last accessed on 23/03/2016).
9 See, Clarisa Long, ‘Information Costs in Patents and Copyright’ (2004) 90 Virginia Law Review
466; see also Michael Burstein, ‘Exchanging Information Without Intellectual Property’ (2012) 91
Texas Law Review 227; see also Paul Heald, ‘A Transaction Cost Theory of Patent Law’ (2005) 66
Ohio State Law Journal 473.
10 Matthew Fisher, Fundamentals of Patent Law: Interpretation and Scope of Protection (Hart
Publishers, 2007) 7-11.
11 See Karet Ian, ‘Over-Broad Patent Claims: An Inventive Step by the EPO’ [1996] 10 European
Intellectual Property Review 561; see also Josh Lerner, ‘The Importance of Patent Scope: An
Empirical Analysis’ (1994) 25 RAND Journal of Economics 319-333.
12 Kristen Osenga, ‘Linguistics and Patent Claim Construction’ (2006) 36 Rutgers Law Journal 61.
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include a series of claims, ranging in scope from broad to narrow. There would

usually be a broad range of considerations that apply to patent claims, but what is

most important are the validity of the patent’s subsistence and the extent of

protection provided by law. 13

It is through the claims that patent validity is determined on the basis of novelty,

non-obviousness, sufficiency and industrial applicability. 14 This is why a maxim

by Giles Rich that ‘(t)he name of the game is the claim’ has a universal cliché in the
field of patent law. 15 To discuss information costs relating to patent market
failure, it is important to understand how the matters of patent scope, validity,

nature and knowledge of patent existence can affect the workability of the patent

market.

2.2.1.1 Patent Scope
The scope and limitations of patent rights are a function of claim construction and
interpretation. 16 The interpretation of patents claims is notably fraught with

uncertainty. 17 Building on the theory of property rights as a form of legal
communication between property owners and third parties, as espoused by

Smith,

18

Janis and Holbrook theorize that patent law is a form of legal

communication. 19 They posit that there are two essential parameters in any
situation of communication: proximity (the nexus between the speaker and the

audience or between the law and its subjects), and complexity (the ease with
which information or legal rules can be understood). 20 They assert that the patent
European Central Bank v DSS EWCA Civ 192 (19 March 2008) paragraph 5.
Moshood Abdussalam, ‘Identifying ‘the invention’ in Inventorship Disputes’ (2014) 11
SCRIPTed 44.
15 See Giles Rich, Extent of Protection and Interpretation of Claims—American Perspectives,
(1990) 21 International Review of Industrial Property and Copyright Law 499.
16 Lord Russell of Killowen in Electric and Musical Industries Ltd v Lissen Ltd (1938) 56 RPC 23, at
39; See also Robert Merges, Peter Menell, Mark Lemley, Intellectual Property in the New
Technological Age (Wolters Kluwer, 2007) 251.
17 See Harry Surden, ‘Efficient Uncertainty in Patent Interpretation’ (2011) 68 Washington and
Lee Law Review 1737-1821.
18 See Henry E. Smith, ‘The Language of Property: Form, Context and Audience’ (2003) 55
Stanford Law Review 1117–22.
19 Mark Janis and Timothy Holbrook, ‘Patent Law’s Audience’ (2012) 97 Minnesota Law Review
72 -131.
20 Ibid, 76-82.
13
14
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audience is heterogeneous, as it includes a wide range of participants: technically

skilled persons, lawyers with and without technical training, entrepreneurs and
other economic actors. 21 In bridging the gap between patent law and its diverse
audience, the conception of a fictional or heuristic person of statutory construct

regarded as a skilled addressee or person having ordinary skill in the art (‘the
skilled person’) emerged. 22

It is important to understand the nature and dynamics of the skilled person,

because the scope of patent claims is ascertained and viewed through their lens.

The skilled person is considered the hypothetical benchmark used in ascertaining
certain technical qualities of patents. 23 He/she is evoked in determining if the

scientific or technological idea for which patent is sought is novel, inventive and if

it adequately supports claims. 24 The skilled person is also used in the construction

of patent claims, although Justice Middleton, 25 a judge of the Australian Federal
Court, argues no such statutory duty is imputed upon the skilled person.

When the skilled person is used in patent claim construction, the question arises
as to whether he/she is perceived as a technician or technician-lawyer. According

to Fromer, the answer to this question is that patent law has two major audiences:

the commercial audience to whom the claims are addressed and the technical
audience to whom the specification is addressed. 26 Holbrook argues that when it

comes to claims interpretation, it should be borne in mind that patents are
technical information that should be interpreted in a technical but not legalistic

fashion. 27 He argues that inventors do not concern themselves with law when they
invent but with the dynamics of science and technology. 28 Therefore, to hold the

Ibid, 84.
Ibid, 93; See also John Tresansky, ‘PHOSITA—The Ubiquitous and Enigmatic Person in Patent’
Law’ (1991) Journal of Patent and Trademark Office Society 37-55.
23 Jonathan Darrow, ‘The Neglected Dimension of Patent Law’s PHOSITA Standard’ (2009) 23
Harvard Journal of Law and Technology 227-257; see also John Tresansky, ‘PHOSITA—The
Ubiquitous and Enigmatic Person in Patent Law’ (1991) 73 Patent and Trademark Office Society
37-55.
24 Jacob LJ in Technip France SA’s Patent, [2004] R.P.C 46, paragraph 46.
25 Justice John Middleton, ‘The Skilled Addressee’ (2012) 29 Federal Judicial Scholar 3.
26 Jeanne Fromer, ‘Patent Disclosure’ (2009) 94 Iowa Law Review 567.
27 Timothy Holbrook, ‘Patents, Presumptions and Public Notice’ (2011) 86 Indiana Law Journal
779-825.
28 Ibid.
21
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patentee to legalism, from a commercial viewpoint, is stifling and insensitive to

the nature of science and technology. However, Golden disagrees with this
position. He is of the view that patent law, being a subject of diversified audience,

needs to have an intermediary who can uniformly cater for the diverse interests
or concerns. 29

Golden posits that the drafting and interpretation of patents is a specialized

matter, not for technicians, nor laypersons, but for ‘patently’ enlightened persons
possessing both a technical background and an understanding of patent law, as

applied to commercial ends. 30 In essence his argument is that while judging patent
scope from the standpoint of the technician would be subjective and personal, that
of the technician-(commercial) lawyer will be objective.

It is submitted that although the skilled person is the heuristic person through

whose judgment patent scope is determined, that person is always an appendage
of judicial discretion, which is contingent upon the nature of the science governing

the patent in issue. How the combination of the impacts of judicial discretion and
the nature of science to which patents relate affect the skilled person’s
hypothetical construction of patent claims is at this juncture discussed.
i. Judicial Discretion

The scope of patents cannot be determined in abstract except though proper

judicial assessment. 31 Even a court grappling with a question of patent scope

might struggle with providing clear answers. In fact, empirical studies conducted

by patent law scholars in the USA show that patent claim interpretation or
construction is largely dependent on divergent policy considerations of judges

John Golden, ‘Construing Patent Claims According to Their Interpretative Community: A Call
for an Attorney-Plus-Artisan Perspective’ (2008) 21 Harvard Journal of Law and Technology 340
30 Ibid.
31 See, Peter Menell, Matthew Powers, and Steven Carlson, ‘Patent Claim Construction: A Modern
Synthesis and Structured Framework’ (2011) 25 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 713; see also,
Greg Reilly, ‘Completing the Picture of Uncertain Patent Scope’ (2014) 91 Washington University
Law Review 1353- 1364.
29
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thus reflecting the influence of judicial discretion. 32 This conclusion is equally
applicable to all other patent law jurisdictions.

While in the USA an approach to patent interpretation known as the doctrine of

equivalents (DOE) is used, in Australia and the UK the approach used is simply one
of purposive interpretation. 33 The DOE enable a broad interpretation of patent
scope such that that immaterial variants that do not fall within the literal reading

of the patent claims, but are technical equivalents attributable to inventive

concept, are caught within the scope of the claim. 34 There has been timeless

criticism of the doctrine and even judicial attempts at limiting it on the reasoning

that it undermines the informational purposes of patent claims. 35 However,

Supreme Court of the USA has recently, categorically confirmed the continued
validity of the doctrine in Festo Corporation v Shokestu Kogyo Kabushiki. 36 The
basis for the doctrine of equivalents is largely three: linguistic inadequacies or
limitation, patent application or prosecution errors, and unforeseen technological
developments. 37

David Schwartz, ‘Practice Makes Perfect? An Empirical Study of Claim Construction Reversal
Rates in Patent Cases’ (2008) 107 Michigan Law Review 223; see also William Michael Schuster II
‘Claim Construction and Technical Training: An Empirical Study of the Reversal Rates of
Technically Trained Judges in Patent Claim Construction Cases’ (2011) 29 Quinnipiac Law Review
887; see also, Paul Janicke and Lilan Ren, ‘Who Wins Patent Infringement Cases’ (2006) 34
American Intellectual Property Law Association Quarterly Journal 1.
33 Mark Davison et al., Australian Intellectual Property Law, (Cambridge University Press, 2012)
555-557; See also, Michael Pendelton, ‘The Purposive Approach to Patent Construction: A
Divergence in Anglo-Australian Judicial Interpretation’ (1983) 14 Melbourne University Law
Review, 75-88
34 Martin Adelman and Gary Francione, ‘The Doctrine of Equivalents in Patent Law: Questions
That Pennwalt Did not Answer’ (1989) University of Pennsylvania Law 137; See also John
Thomas, ‘Claim Re-Construction: The Doctrine of Equivalents in the Post-Markman Era’ (2005) 9
Lewis and Clark Law Review 153
35 See C. Alan Fu, ‘Festo Corp. v. Shoketsu Kinzoku Kogyo Kabushiki Co.’ (2003) 18 Berkeley
Technology Law Journal; see also Nicholas Pumfrey, Martin J. Adelman, Shamnad Basheer, Raj S.
Davé, Peter Meier-Beck, Yukio Nagasawa, Maximilian Rospatt and Martin Sulsky, ‘The Doctrine of
Equivalents in Various Patent Regimes: Does Anybody Have It Right?’ (2009) 11 Yale Journal of
Law and Technology 261.
36 535 U.S. 722 (2002)
37 Douglas Lichtman, ‘Substitutes for the Doctrine of Equivalents: A response to Meurer and Nard’
(2005) John M. Olin Law and Economics Working Paper 244, available
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=726441; Cf Michael Meurer and Craig
Nard, ‘Invention, Refinement and Patent Claim Scope: A New Perspective on the Doctrine of
Equivalents’ (2005) 93 Georgetown Law Journal
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On the other hand, the purposive interpretation approach, used in the UK and

Australia, as described by Lord Hoffmann, is concerned with “what the person

skilled in the art would have understood the patentee to be using the language of

the claim to mean”. 38 As such, this approach differs from the USA’s DOE in that it

it is ‘claim-centric’ (i.e. strictly focuses on the wording of the claims) and does not

involve an expansive interpretation intended to accommodate immaterial
variants that third parties may advance. The purposive doctrine and its
application have been criticized as courting literalism. 39 Literalism involves giving

the patent application its verbatim or (strict) textual meaning, which could enable

third parties ride on the coattails of the invention by easily circumventing the

patent protection through immaterial variants that do not fall within the textual
definition of the claims.

Even where the purposive approach is applied, the impact of policy consideration
of judges still influence claim construction outcomes. The judicial history of the
popular UK case of Kirin-Amgen v Hoechst Marion Roussel 40 brings to the fore how

policy considerations come to play in patent scope determination. The patentee in
the legal dispute, Kirin Amgen, had claimed a method for the production, through

recombinant DNA technology, of the erythropoietin (EPO) hormone. This process
involved gene activation using an exogenous medium. The defendant’s production
of the EPO hormone involved gene activation through an endogenous medium.
The question was whether the defendant’s process infringed despite the different

channels used by both parties. Neuberger J, deciding at first instance, found

infringement by the defendant. 41 After considering that the patentee’s inventive
concept had enabled the production of EPO in accordance with biotechnological
methods which was previously impossible to achieve, he continued:

The teaching of the 605 patent and TKT’s technology involve many of the
same essential features. They employ the same EPO encoding sequences;

Kirin Amgen, [2005] R.P.C. 9, paragraph 52.
Matthew Fisher, A Case-study in Literalism? Dissecting the English Approach to Patent Claim
Construction in Light of Occuleth v AGA Medical (2011) 3 Intellectual Property Quarterly 289; See
also Niels Holder, ‘Exogenous Equals Endogenous? Claim Construction After the Amgen Decision’
(2006) 37 International Review of Intellectual Property and Competition Law 662
40 [2005] R.P.C 9.
41 Kirin-Amgen Inc v Transkaryotic Therapies Inc (No.1) [2001] R.P.C 1.
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they involve expressing the same EPO artificially; they do so in a eukaryotic
cell; they employ an exogenous promoter; the biotechnological/chemical
way in which they express EPO is substantially the same. Neither can be
achieved without the essential disclosure—the contribution to the art—of
the 605 patent itself….. 42

However, on appeal, the House of Lords disagreed with this broad interpretation
of the patent’s scope and limited the claim to ‘exogenous’ media. Lord Hoffmann
said ‘[h]owever, once the monopoly had been allowed to escape from the terms of

the claims it is not easy to know where its limits should be drawn.’ 43 It submitted
that the difference in the views of Justice Neuberger in the Court of Appeal and the

House of Lords on the scope of the patent in issue was simply informed by the
different policy reasoning of the judges on what the scope of a patent should be.

This is because by tying the scope of the patent to its inventive concept, Justice

Neuberger intended that inventors should be able to enjoy exclusive proprietary

interest in the pith of their inventive concept. However, the Court of Appeal and
House of Lords were more concerned about certainty in the delineation of the
patent scope.

Patent law scholars, economists and judges differ on how patent scope should be

determined. Some have reasoned that by broadly interpreting patent claims the
patentee is able to get fair compensation for their technical contribution and the
incentive to further engage in inventing is undisturbed. 44 Others reason to the

contrary that allowing broad scope has the propensity to undermine certainty and

could even have a chilling effect on follow-on innovation. 45 In summary, whatever

the implications of broad or narrow interpretation might be, the interpretation of
patent claims is a function of judicial discretion.

Ibid, at paragraph 625.
[2005] R.P.C 9, 185, at paragraph 30.
44 Edmund W. Kitch, The Nature and Function of the Patent System (1977) 20 Journal of Law and
Economics 265-290; See also Natasha Aljalian, ‘The Role of Patents in Biopharmaceutical Patents’
(2005) 11 Boston University Journal of Science and Technology Law 1-79; See also Christopher
Cotropia, ‘“After-Arising” Technologies and Tailoring Patent Scope’, (2005-2005) 61 New York
University Annual Survey of American Law 151-201.
45 Robert Merges and Richard Nelson, ‘On Limit or Encouraging Rivalry in Technical Progress:
The Effect of Patent Scope Decisions’ (1994) 25 Journal of Economic Behavior and Organization 124; see also, Robert Merges and Richard Nelson, ‘On The Complex Economics of Patent Scope’
(1990) 90 Columbia Law Review 839-916; see also, Oscar Liivak, ‘Rethinking the Concept of
Exclusion in Patent Law’ (2010) 98 The Georgetown Law Journal 1643-1691.
42
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ii. The Skilled Person and Nature of the Science Governing the Patent in issue
Judicial discretion on patent interpretation is however dependent on the two
other inseparable factors: the heuristic skilled person and the nature of the

science to which patents relate. As rightly observed by Chiang, patent claims are
abstractions from the (sum of) inventive concept(s) disclosed in the

specification. 46 However, certain types of patents, due to the nature of their
technical origin, lend themselves to abstraction more than others. For this reason,
scholars, most notably Burk and Lemley, classify patents as either predictable or
unpredictable/experimental science patents. 47 This categorization is judicially

acknowledged, as is shown below.

Experimental or unpredictable science patents are generally those patents that
require a degree of experimentation to put them to work and do not lend
themselves easily to speculation: they therefore have low levels of abstraction. 48

Generally, patents in the areas of chemistry, 49 biomedicine/biotechnology, 50

nanotechnology 51 and other molecular sciences fall under this class. 52 In the US
case of Re Fisher this reasoning was clearly expressed by the court:

Tun-Jen Chiang, ‘The Levels of Abstraction Problem in Patent Law’ (2011) 105 Northwestern
University Law Review; Cf. Oskar Liivak, ‘Rescuing the Invention from the Cult of the Claim’
(2012) 42 Seton Hall Law Review 1-54.
47 Dan Burk and Mark Lemley, ‘Is Patent Law Technology-Specific?’ (2002) 17 Berkeley
Technology Law Journal 1155-1206
48 Sean Seymore, ‘Heightened Enablement’ (2008) 127 University of California Law Review 137138; see also Edward Ergenzinger and Murray Spruill, ‘The Doctrine of Equivalents After Festo: A
Disparate Impact of Biotechnological Inventions’ (2003) 2 Stanford Technology Law Review,
paragraph 21
49 Ibid.
50 Karen Canady, ‘The Wright Enabling Disclosure for Biotechnology Patents’ (1994) 4 Federal
Circuit Biotechnology Journal 243; see also, Janet Frelilich, ‘Patent Infringement in the Context of
Follow-On Biologics (2012) 16 Stanford Technology Law Review 9-49; see also, Robert Hodges,
‘Black Box Biotech Inventions: When a “Mere Wish or Plan” Should be Considered an Adequate
Description of the Invention’ (2001) 17 Georgia State University Law Review 831-862.
51 Georgios Zekos, ‘Nanotechnology and Biotechnology Patents’ (2006) 14 International Journal
of Law and Information Technology 310-369; see also, Rayasa Murthy, ‘Challenges and Emerging
Issues in Patenting Nanomedicines’ in Eliana Souto ed., Patenting Nanomedicines: Legal Aspects,
Intellectual Property and Grant Opportunities (Springer, 1st edition 2012) 27.
52 Jackie Hutter, ‘A Definite and Permanent Idea? Invention in the Pharmaceutical and Chemical
Sciences and the Determination of Conception in Patent Law’ (1995) 28 John Marshall Law
Review 687.
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In cases involving unpredictable factors, such as most chemical reactions and
physiological activity, the scope of enablement obviously varies inversely with the
degree of unpredictability of the factors involved. 53

Another notable US case in which the similar position was expressed is Re Wright:
This precept recognizes that one skilled in these chemical and biological

arts cannot reasonably predict how different chemical compounds and
elements might behave under varying circumstances. Thus, in so called

“chemical” patent law practice, the claims of a patent are limited by the
scope of what the disclosure reasonably teaches to one skilled in the art. 54

In the UK case of Kirin Amgen v Hoechst, 55 Lord Hoffmann expressed a similar

view, emphasizing that the nature of unpredictable science patents is that they do
not lend themselves to generous interpretation:

No doubt there are other cases, not involving figures or measurements, in which

the question is whether a word or phrase was used in a strictly conventional or
looser sense … No one suggests that ‘an exogenous DNA sequence coding for EPO’

could have some looser meaning which includes ‘an endogenous DNA sequence
coding for EPO’. The question is rather whether the person skilled in the art would

understand the invention as operating at a level of generality which makes it

irrelevant whether the DNA which codes for EPO is exogenous or not. 56

Lemley and Burk theorize that enablement or disclosure and non-obviousness

have a bearing on patent scope. 57 Accordingly, experimental science patents come

with heightened enablement requirements due to the degree of experimentation

required to get the invention to work, but they have lower non-obviousness

In re Fisher, 427 F.2d 833 (C.C.P.A 1970).
F.2d 1557, 1564 (Federal Circuit 1993).
55 Kirin Amgen v Hoechst [2005] R.P.C. 9, paragraph 66.
56 Burk and Lemley, ‘Is Patent Law Technology-Specific’ (2002), n47.
57 Ibid.
53
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requirements. 58 This means that the patentee would be able to claim only to the
level of disclosure he or she has provided. 59

On the other hand, predictable science patents enjoy broader levels of
abstraction. 60 This is largely because they lend themselves to a degree of

speculation. Based on the fact that the skilled person, equipped with sufficient

information, would have little difficulty in putting them into effect, their claims
can be drafted in ways that can capture after-arising advancements. 61 In the US,
the Federal Circuit noted in Spectra-Physics v Coherent 62 that:

If an invention pertains to an art where the results are predictable, e.g
mechanical as opposed to chemical arts, a broad claim can be enabled by
disclosure of a single embodiment….and is not invalid for lack of

enablement simply because it reads on another embodiment which is
inadequately disclosed. 63

Lemley and Burk further argue, with regard to predictable arts patents, that while

the disclosure requirements are lower as the skilled person can speculate on how

to work the invention with lesser difficulties, the obviousness requirement is

higher as the skilled person is likely to speculate on a solution. 64

Bessen and Meurer have argued that the costs that arise with the ascertainment
of the scope of experimental science patents, especially in chemistry and

pharmacy, are usually lower given that claims based on molecular or chemical

structures are usually better defined. 65 This is not necessarily always true,
58 Ibid; see also, per Lord Hoffmann in SmithKline Beecham Plc’s Patent [2006] R.P.C. 10, at
paragraph 64.
59 Ibid.
60 Ibid; see also, Sean Seymore, ‘Heightened Enablement’ (2008), n48.
61 Bernard Chao, ‘Rethinking Enablement in the Predictable Arts: Fully Scoping the New Rule,
(2009) 3 Stanford Technology Law Review; See also Timothy Chen Saulsbury, ‘Pioneers versus
Improvers: Enabling Optimal Patent Claim Scope’ (2010) 16 Michigan Telecommunications
Technology Law Review 439-472.
62 827 F.2d 1524 (Fed. Cir. 1987).
63Ibid, at 1529.
64 Dan Burk and Mark Lemley, ‘Is Patent Law Technology-Specific’ (2002), n47.
65 James Bessen and Michael Meurer, ‘Do Patents Perform like Property?’ (2008) Boston Univ.
School of Law Working Paper No. 08-08, 21; see also, James Bessen and Michael Meurer, Patent
Failure: How Judges, Bureaucrats and Lawyers Put Innovators at Risk (Princeton University Press,
2008).
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however, since generally patent claims, irrespective of the field, cannot be
determined in abstract. There have been cases, even without applying the

purposive approach, where patent claims have gone beyond their textual

definition as contained in their claims. 66 This is particularly why Jacob LJ said in

Technip France SA's Patent:

Questions of construction seldom arise in abstract. That is why most
sensible discussions about the meaning of language runs on the general

lines “does it means this, or that or the other?” Rather than the open ended
“what does it mean”. 67

The analysis here shows that the scope of patents is dependent not just on judicial
discretion, but also the nature of the science to which patents relate. This clearly

shows that information costs are natural to patents by reason of the

indeterminacy of patent scope, which contributes to the illiquidity problems that

beset the patent market.

2.2.1.2 Uncertainty of Patent Validity
The indeterminacy of the validity of patent claims is another factor that adds to

information costs. Even if patents are granted on the basis of satisfying
patentability requirements, they nonetheless are subject to revocation or

amendment. 68 The validity of patents is thus fraught with uncertainty, as patent

offices issue patents that can end up judged by courts as invalid. This situation of
uncertainty has caused Lemley and Shapiro to label patents as ‘probabilistic
rights’. 69

One factor responsible for the probabilistic nature of patents is that information

is indivisible— an outcome of a recombination of previously existing information
For example, see Generics [UK] Limited trading as Mylan v Yeda Research and Development
Co. Ltd, Teva Pharmaceutical Industries Limited [2012] EWHC 1848 (Pat) Paragraph 219.
67[2004] R.P.C. 46, paragraph 42.
68 Mark Janis, ‘Rethinking Reexamination: Toward a Viable Administrative Revocation System for
U.S. Patent Law’ (1997) 11 Harvard Journal of Law and Technology 3-117; see also, Phillip Leith,
‘Judicial or Administrative Roles: the Patent Appellate System in the European Context’ (2001) 1
Intellectual Property Quarterly 50-99.
69 Mark Lemley and Carl Shapiro, ‘Probabilistic Patents’ (2005) 19 Journal of Economic
Perspectives 75-98.
66
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and complementarity between available information.

70

It is by virtue of

indivisibility that it is impossible to unequivocally discern how ideas differ in

terms of quality. 71 In addition to the indivisibility of information, judicial
discretion is responsible for the indeterminacy of patent validity. The deciding

judge may bring several factors to bear, depending on the type of patentability
requirement in issue. For example in determining enablement, the court could be
lenient or strict, depending on the court’s consideration of the degree of
experimentation required by the skilled person to put the invention to work. 72

The same could be the case in non-obviousness determinations. The court’s
consideration of whether the skilled person would have successfully mosaicked

several pieces of technological or scientific information in the search for a solution
is sometimes also a matter of judicial discretion.

73

Judicial discretion is

particularly prominent when secondary factors, such as commercial success and

long-felt market needs, are used to determine non-obviousness. 74 In addition, as
Powles argues, 75 patentable subject matter can be expanded by judicial discretion.

Cristiano Antonelli, ‘Knowledge Complementarity and Fungeability: Implications for Regional
Strategy’ (2003) 37 Regional Studies 595-606; see also,Cristiano Antonelli, ‘Collective Knowledge
Communication and Innovation: The Evidence of Technological Districts’ (2010) 34 Regional
Studies 535-547.
71 Ibid.
72 Guang Whitley, ‘A Patent Doctrine without Bounds: The “Extended” Written Description
Requirement’ (2004) 71 University of Chicago Law Review 617-637; see also, William Macomber,
Judicial Discretion in Patent Causes’ (1914) 24 The Yale Law Journal 99-110; see also Redin
Woodard, A Reconsideration of the Patent System as a Problem of Administrative Law’ (1942)
Harvard Law Review 950-977.
73 Gordon Harris, ‘Why Obviousness is Anything But Obvious’ (2007) 174 Managing Intellectual
Property 34-37; see also James Cherry, ‘Standard of Inventiveness for Australian Patents’ (1996)
18 European Intellectual Property Review 356-368.
74 Jay Jongjitirat, ‘Leapfrog Enterprises v Fisher-Price: Secondary Considerations in NonObviousness Determinations.’ (2008) 42 University of California Davis Law Review 599-629; see
also, Jonathan Darrow, ‘Secondary Considerations: A Structured Framework for Patent Analysis’
(2010-2011) 74 Albany Law Review 47-92.
75 Julia Powles, ‘Industrial Applicability of Bioscience Inventions in the Supreme Court’ (2012) 71
Cambridge Law Journal 50-52 (‘To avoid chilling such investment, a low threshold for industrial
applicability (and other validity requirements) inevitably follows’).
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International trade and political factors also shape judicial discretion in respect of
the validity of patents. 76 Two factors inform relevant judicial positions on the
assessment of validity:

a) the nature of patent laws of a state mirror the extent of transnational
investment and trade volumes the state can attract. In other words, courts

may be lenient in their positions on patent validity in order to enable

patent protection for inventions, usually of controversial nature, applied
for by foreign investors or multinational companies.

b) patents serve as alternatives to tariffs in that they discourage importation

and enhance the fortification of local industries. This can be easily

explained by stating that the bar on patent validity can also be lowered so
as to provide patent protection on debatable patent subject matter with a
view to encouraging local manufacturers or industries. 77

These reasons partially account for a proliferation of patents of dubious validity,

such as those on software and biological matters. This was well encapsulated by
Sir Robin Jacobs in Aerotel Ltd v Telco Holdings Ltd: 78

… there is pressure from would-be patentees on patent offices. People are

applying for what are, or arguably are, business method and computer
program patents in significant numbers. …….This pressure in part stems

from the fact that, following the State Street Bank case…people have started

getting patents for these subject matters in the USA. Since they can get
them there, they must as a commercial necessity apply for them

everywhere. If your competitors are getting or trying to get the weapons of
business methods or computer program patents you must too. An arms

race in which the weapons are patents has set in. The race has naturally
spread worldwide…. 79

Joshua Harrison, ‘On the Convergence of US and Australian Patent Law’ (2001) 2 Melbourne
Journal of International Law 352-379.
77 Ibid.
78 [2007] Business Law Reports 634, paragraph 25.
79 Ibid, paragraph 25.
76
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However, it appears that globally, there has been contraction in the grant of

patents of dubious nature, with judicial caution expressed in US cases such as

Bilski v Kappos 80 and Alice Corp. v. CLS Bank International. 81 The simple

implication of these cases is that the threshold for patent eligibility of software has
been raised, which makes securing the grant of such patents more difficult than
was previously the case. Another case of significance is Mayo Collaborative
Services v Prometheus Laboratories, Inc, 82 decided in 2011, where the US Supreme

Court decided against patent validity of claims relating the ascertainment of
medical correlation with a view to knowing the amount of dosage to administer to
patients. The court reasoned that the correlation between the administration of a
drug and its result on a patient was entirely a natural phenomenon over which a

patent should not be granted. The likely effect of this case is that it is apt to dampen
the grant of patents on dosage regimen. 83

Scholars have rightly suggested that patent offices are constrained at the time of

grant by informational and budgetary considerations, and this adds to the validity

conundrum. 84 Patent applications, they say, are ex parte and the decision to be
made by the patent officer on whether a patent is valid or not, is contingent upon

available supporting or adverse information. 85 Additionally, the avalanche of
applications in ratio to the examiners at patent offices places budgetary
limitations on patent offices, as time, personnel, and other resources have to be

optimized to assess applications. 86 This is why it is surmised that patent
examiners have little incentive to thoroughly examine patents, but shift the
561 U.S. 593 (2010).
134. S. Ct. 2347 (2014).
82 132 S. Ct. 1289 (2012).
83 See, Na An, ‘Decline of Dosage Regimen Patents in Light of Emerging Next-Generation DNA
Sequencing Technology and Possible Strategic Responses’ (2016) 17 Minnesota Journal of Law,
Science and Technology 907.
84 Alan Delvin, ‘Revisiting the Presumption of Patent Validity’ (2008) 37 Southwestern University
Law Review 325-396; see also, Scott Kieff, ‘The Case for Preferring Patent Validity Litigation Over
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Do the Trick?’ (2009) 157 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 1938-1963; see also, Mark
Lemley and Bhaven Sampat, ‘Is the Patent Office A Rubber Stamp’ (2008-2009) 58 Emory Law
Journal 101-128.
85 Doug Litchtman and Mark Lemley, ‘Rethinking Patent Law’s Presumption of Validity’ (2007) 60
Stanford Law Review 45-72.
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responsibility of weeding out underserving patents to the courts. 87 Lemley, for

this reason, described patent offices as being ‘rationally ignorant’. 88 In summary,

the uncertainty of the assessment of patent eligibility contributes to the
information costs problem.

2.2.1.3 Problems of Notice of Patent Existence
Another issue apt to compound information costs is knowledge or notice of the
existence of patents. Issued patents are usually recorded in the patent register

along with the name of the patent owner(s). 89 Where the patent is subsequently
assigned, it is usually required that assignees of patents also record the
assignment.

90

In some jurisdictions, it is required that exclusive licensees also

record their interest in the patents. 91

The purpose of recording patent title is to provide notice to third parties so that

they become aware of who they may need to secure permission from in order to
make use of the patented invention, and also to trace title and other legal interests

registered against patents. 92 The practice among industrial players is to expend
resources in the search for patents that may affect their business activities, so that
they are able to decide whether to design around or seek licences for those
patents. 93 This process is colloquially known as ensuring ‘freedom to operate’. 94

Ibid; See also Florian Schuett, ‘Patent Quality and Incentives at the Patent Office’ (2013) 44
RAND Journal of Economics 313-336.
88 See also Mark Lemley ‘Rational Ignorance at the Patent Office’ (2001) 95 Northwestern
University Law Review 1495-1532.
89 Colleen Chien, ‘The Who Owns What Problem in Patent Law’ (2012) Santa Clara University
Legal Studies Research Paper No. 03-12, available at
https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1995664 (last assessed on 02/04/2016)
90 Section 14 Patents Act 1990 (Cth); Section 33 UK Patents Act 1977.
91 Timothy Greene, ‘‘All Substantial Rights’: Towards Sensible Patent Licensee Standing’ (2012)
Federal Circuit Bar Journal 1-51; see also John Swinson, ‘Security Interests in Intellectual Property
in Australia’ (2002) 14 Bond Law Review, Article 9; see also, David Allan, ‘Final Report—Workshop
on Personal Property Security Law Reform’ (2002) 14 Bond Law Review 132-152; see also Terrell
on the Law of Patents (Sweet and Maxwell, 17th edition 2011) 531-535.
92 Scott Kieff, ‘The Case for Registering Patents and the Law of Economics of Present PatentObtaining Rules’ (2003) Harvard Law and Economics Discussion Paper No. 415, available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=392202 (last accessed on 31/03/2016).
93 Ibid.
94 See, Jamie Sheridan, ‘New Product Clearance: Freedom to Operate Search and Analysis’ (2011)
23 Intellectual Property and Technology Law Journal 14-18; See also Brian Berliner, ‘Preparing
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However, where search costs are high, it may not be economically efficient to

expend resources searching for patents. 95 Lemley argues that since the scope and
validity of patents are probabilistic, and the costs of searching for patents may not

be socially optimal, a great number of economic players affected by patents simply
ignore them. 96 Thus, parties simply infringe patents, carelessly or inadvertently,

and wait to receive responses from patent owners. 97 Mulligan and Lee observe
that certain patents are more easily searched than others. They hold that software

patents and other predictable arts patents are usually difficult to search for, but

that chemical and pharmaceutical patents, and some unpredictable arts patents
can be more easily searched for in the register as they are usually represented in
chemical formulae. 98 But even if that is true, the scope of the patents cannot

usually be delineated in the abstract.

Notwithstanding the fact that patentees and interested persons are generally

careful to register their titles and interest, it is believed that there is widespread

infringement of patents due to notice deficit. 99 This can be attributed to several

factors such as increased patent races, independent invention, indefinite patent

scope, and the large number of patents currently in force. 100 An interaction of
these factors can impose expensive and inordinate search costs. Due to patent
races, interested researchers or research teams could end up contemporaneously
contriving inventions with similar inventive concepts to those patented. 101 In such

Patent Infringement and Freedom-to-Operate Opinions’ (2004) 21 Computer and Internet Lawyer
1-10.
95 See, Stewart Sterk, ‘Property Rules, Liability Rules and Uncertainty About Property Rights’
(2008) 106 Michigan Law Review 1285-1334.
96 Mark Lemley, ‘Ignoring Patents’ (2008) 19 Michigan State Law Review 19-34.
97 See, Tun-Jen Chiang, ‘The Reciprocity of Search Costs’ (2013) 66 Vanderbilt Law Review 11-52
98 Christian Mulligan and Timothy Lee, ‘Scaling the Patent System’ (2012) NYU Annual Survey of
American Law, available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/Papers.cfm?abstract_id=2016968 (last
assessed on 02/04/2014)).
99Alan Delvin, ‘Improving Patent Notice and Remedies: A Critique of the FTC’S 2011 Report
(2012) 18 Michigan Telecommunications Technology Law Review 540-586; see also, James Soong,
‘Patent Damages Strategies and Enterprise License: Constructive Notice, Actual Notice, No Notice’
(2005) Duke Law and Technology Review No. 2, available at
http://scholarship.law.duke.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=1122&context=dltr (last accessed
31/03/2014).
100 Sam Vermont, ‘Independent Invention as a Defence to Patent Infringement’ (2006) 105
Michigan Law Review, ‘ 475-504
101 Stephen M. Maurer and Suzanne Scotchmer, ‘The Independent Invention Defence in
Intellectual Property’ (2002) 69 Economica 535-547
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a case, being the first to file permits a patentee to exclude others from the
exploitation of the inventive concept(s). 102

Patent infringement is founded on strict liability. The negligence or lack of

intention of infringers does not exculpate them from infringement liability. Lord
Hoffmann clearly sums up the strict liability nature of patent law in SmithKline
Beecham Plc’s (Paroxetine Methanesulfonate) Patent, 103 saying that:

But patent infringement does not require that one should be aware that

one is infringing: “whether or not a person is working [an] . . .invention is
an objective fact independent of what he knows or thinks about what he is
doing”: Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals Inc v H N Norton & Co Ltd [1996]
R.P.C. 76, 90. 104

Liability persists even in circumstances where the alleged infringer honestly

believed the technology was not under patent protection. Blair and Cotter,
however, opine that although liability for unauthorized use of patents may be
classified as strict liability, it is not so stricto sensu—as it is modified strict

liability. 105 The basis for this reasoning is that patent liability can be mitigated
where the alleged infringer was not aware of the patent’s existence due to the fact
that the patentee failed to mark his or her patented goods when offered for sale.

In Australia 106 it is simply required that the patentee marks their patented

merchandize as ‘patented’, but in the UK 107 and the USA 108 it is further required
that the patent number must also be provided on the goods to bring effective

notice to third parties. In circumstances of failure to do this, entitlement to

Nancy Gallini, Suzanne Scotchmer, ‘Intellectual Property: When Is It the Best Incentive
System?’ in Adam Jaffe, Joshua Lerner and Scott Stern, Innovation Policy and the Economy (MIT
Press, Volume 2, 2002), available at http://www.nber.org/chapters/c10785.pdf (last accessed
31/03/2014); see also Vincenzo Denicolo ‘Two Stage Patent Races and Patent Policy’ (2000) 31
RAND Journal of Economics 488-501.
103[2005] UKHL 59.
104 Ibid paragraph 22.
105 Roger Blair and Thomas Cotter, ‘Strict Liability and Its Alternatives in Patent Law’ (2002) 17
Berkeley Technology Law Journal 800-845.
106 Section 123 Australian Patents Act 1990.
107 Section 62 UK Patent Act 1977.
108 Section 287 of the US Patent Act 1952
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damages may be limited to infringing goods sold after the alleged infringer had
actual notice of the patent. 109

Essentially, then, patent marking provides constructive notice to potential

infringers of the existence of the patent. 110 However, it appears that in Australia

and the UK the alleged infringer cannot take advantage of this limitation on

damages on all occasions. In these jurisdictions, even in the absence of patent

marking, it is open to the patentee to argue that the degree of patent awareness
borne by the infringer, or proximity with the patent landscape is such that they

ought to have known of the existence of the patent. 111 In the USA, in contrast,
possession of knowledge by the infringer that a product is patented makes no

difference to the disentitlement of a patentee from damages where there has been
a failure to mark the goods as required. 112 It should be noted that process patent

owners who do not produce goods are excluded from the obligation to mark. 113 In
Canada, there is no requirement for marking. 114

The reasoning behind this requirement to mark is obviously flawed in modern

times where many products are constituted of a multiplicity of patented

components. This is why the idea of virtual marking—a method whereby a list of
all the patented technologies embodied in a product are enumerated on a given

website or database—has been considered as an alternative to traditional
marking methods of inscribing or labelling goods with patent numbers. 115 Virtual

Michael McKeon, ‘Patent Marking and Notice Statute: A Question of “Fact” or “Act” (1996) 9
Harvard Journal of Law and Technology 429-466; See also Jessica Siegel, ‘The Patent Marking and
Notice Statute: Invitation to Infringe or Protect the Unwary?’ (1999) 36 Houston Law Review 583612.
110 Ibid.
111 Christopher Hayes, ‘Balancing the Weight of Patent Infringement and Damages’ (2013) 8
Journal of Intellectual Property Law and Practice 4-6.
112 Section 287(a) of the US Patent Act 1952
113 Ibid; see also, Roger Blair and Thomas Cotter, ‘Strict Liability and Its Alternatives in Patent
Law’ (2002), n105.
114 Thomas Cotter, Comparative Patent Remedies: A Legal and Economic Analysis (Oxford
University Press, 1st edition, 2013) 185.
115 John Liddicoat, ‘Re-evaluating Innocent Infringement in Australia: Patent Numbers and Virtual
Marking’ (2014) 25 Australian Intellectual Property Journal 18.
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marking has becomes legislatively recognized in the USA, 116 but is yet to be so
recognized in Australia and the UK.

The idea of virtual marking works well not only in circumstances where a variety

of patents are applied towards the making of goods, but also where they relate to
services and software. 117 However, one noticeable flaw of both forms of marking

(virtual and traditional) is that they are aimed at giving notice to entities that deal

in goods and services in competition with those of a manufacturer-patentee. They

are not able to give effective constructive notice to entities that apply patented
technologies to goods and services not in competition with the manufacturer-

patentee.

An observation that can be drawn from the discussion above on information costs
is that however much patent rights are modelled after traditional property rights

they fail to properly function as such. Although patents can be transferred to third

parties, such transferability is marred by uncertainty, particularly relating to
scope and validity. 118 Information costs that arise from patents can have serious

socio-economic implications. Relevant patents may be difficult to sieve out from a

huge list. This is so even with the presence of technologies that can help identify

patent concentration in any given field of economic engagement; a process known
as patent-mapping. 119

Even if relevant patents can be identified, their scope may not be clear and

consequently, their validity may be debatable. Lemley and Cotropia articulate that
the majority of patent liability is not founded on literal infringement or copying. 120

Christina Sharkey, ‘Strategic Assertions: Evading the Patent Marking Requirement’ (2014) 12
Northwestern Journal of Technology and Intellectual Property 106.
117 Corey McCaffrey, ‘The Virtues of Virtual Marking in Patent Reform’ (2011) 105 Northwestern
University Law Review 369.
118 Adam Mossoff, ‘The Trespass Fallacy in Patent Law’ (2013) 65 Florida Law Review 1687-1711;
see also Emily Michiko Morris, ‘Res or Rules? Patents and the (Uncertain) Rules of the Game’
(2012) 18 Michigan Telecommunications Technology Law Review 481-536.
119 Frederic Caillaud and Yann Meniere, ‘Strategic Intelligence on Patents, in Thierry Madies,
Dominique Guellec and Jean-Claude Prager . (eds.), Patent Markets in the Global Knowledge
Economy: Theory, Empirics and Public Policy Implications (Cambridge University Press, 1st edition,
2014) 33-54.
120 Mark Lemley and Christopher Cotropia, ‘Copying in Patent Law’ (2009) 87 North Carolina Law
Review 1421-1466; see also Mark Lemley, ‘Should Patent Infringement Require Proof of Copying’
(2007) 105 Michigan Law Review 2-11.
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Rather, it is based on non-literal infringement of claims and this could reflect the

facts that interested entities try to design around patent claims or that inventions
are independently invented. 121

2.2.2 The Implications of Information Costs for the Patent Market (Asset
Specificity)
The information cost factors discussed so far have the propensity to create notice

externalities and thus make the patent market unworkable for both patentees and
users of patented technologies, and ultimately expose both to asset specificity.
Asset specificity, as already explained in Chapter I, relates to a situation where

assets or investments are of higher value in situations or relationships between

given parties, than outside those relationships, usually due to irreversible costs
already incurred by one party. 122 Asset specificity, to the infringer, arises

consequent upon patent infringement, in circumstances where investment
towards the exploitation of patented technologies cannot be inexpensively
deployed to alternative uses. However, to the patentee, investments are made

towards inventive ends or the acquisition of a patent such that rewards of such
investments are difficult to enjoy due to infringing activities that are difficult to

monitor. Such patentee may have to rely on (threats of) litigation, in cases of

infringement, or be compelled to engage in costly promotional activities to attract
interested parties. This may erode the incentive to invent.

In the same vein, a third party user of patented technology can also be exposed to
asset specificity due to information costs. This is likely to happen where such third

party invests in the exploitation of patented inventions owing to the
indeterminacies caused by notice externalities; investments which they otherwise
would likely have avoided. In circumstances where such investments are made

and are not easily deployable to non-infringing ends without significant costs,
Ibid; see also, Ira Heffan, ‘Willful Patent Infringement’ (1997) 7 Federal Circuit Bar Journal
115-157.
122 See Chapter 1; see also, Christopher Cotropia, ‘Patent Claim Interpretation and Information
Costs’ (2005) 9 Lewis and Clark Law Review 58-91; see also, Herbert Hovenkamp, ‘Notice and
Patent Remedies’ (2011) 88 Texas Law Review (See Also) 221-233.
121
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then asset specificity arises. The state of asset specificity makes it possible for
patentees to engage in opportunism by demanding more than they are entitled to
as reparations for patent infringement.

The adverse consequences of asset specificity can be mitigated if parties can
contract to exchange economic values. It cannot, however, be denied that asset
specificity can attenuate the bargaining strength of a party and thus give the other

party a better bargaining position. Notwithstanding the possibilities of decimated

bargaining strengths, parties can still bargain to exchange, with the implication
that one party gains more than deserved—amounting to opportunism. It therefore

becomes necessary to discuss bargaining and negotiation costs as they relate to
the patent market.

2.3 Part II: Bargaining and Negotiation Costs
As already explained, if parties with mutually conflicting interests in relation to
entitlements or resources (i.e. an owner and a potential user) could reach an

agreement over access to those resources, there would be a chance of allocative
and productive efficiency. The party who attaches more value to resources would
get the desired access and most likely put them to the best use possible. 123

However, the likelihood of achieving such beneficial outcomes becomes bleak

where the parties cannot reach an agreement, which can arise when the

bargaining and negotiating costs associated with attempting to do so become
prohibitive. As already explained in Chapter 1, negotiation and bargaining costs

are the costs of finding a willing party to contract with, and also drawing and

concluding the contract.

Bargain and negotiations may occur ex ante, before infringement (i.e. before asset

specificity), for example, through proper contracting steps or, ex post, after
infringement (i.e. after asset specificity) after one party has made irreversible

123

Richard Posner, Economic Analysis of Law (Aspen Publishers, 6th edition 2003).
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investments. Where negotiations are conducted ex post, they are usually aimed at

reducing the implications of asset specificity. In such circumstances, a party
affected by asset specificity would tend to have a diminished bargaining position.
The prospects of bargaining are, however, conditional upon the militating effects

of the microscopic and macroscopic levels of economic ordering, whether before

or after asset specificity occurs. The macroscopic level factors comprise a

combination of information costs, as discussed in Part I, with patent thickets
caused by fragmented ownership and discrete patent rights. However, the

microscopic level factors can be ascribed to a range of matters such as bounded
rationality, information asymmetries and strategic behaviour, and irrational

judgments. Each factor, as it impacts upon bargaining and negotiation costs, will

at this juncture be addressed.

2.3.1 The Macroscopic Level – Patent Thickets
The macroscopic aspect of bargaining and negotiation costs is an extension of the

information costs already dealt with in Part I. While information costs relate to the
ascertainment of scope, validity and existence, this macroscopic level of

bargaining and negotiation costs relates to collecting or bundling of needed patent
rights together, commonly referred to as the patent thicket problem. Shapiro has

put forward what is now widely accepted as the classic definition of patent

thickets. He considers patent thickets to be: ‘a dense web of overlapping

intellectual property rights that a company must hack its way through in order to

actually commercialize new technology’. 124 But a patent thicket is not in itself a

problem if identification and access to patents were (relatively) easy. 125

According to Egan and Teece, a thicket (i.e. an array of rights) is only problematic
when characterized by anti-commons. 126 Three kinds of patent thickets, as
Carl Shapiro, ‘Navigating the Patent Thicket: Cross Licenses, Patent Pools, and Standard
Setting’ in Adam Jaffe, Adam B. Jaffe, Josh Lerner and Scott Stern, (eds.), Innovation Policy and the
Economy: Volume 1 (MIT Press, 2001) http://www.nber.org/chapters/c10778.pdf (last accessed
on 31/03/2014).
125 See Michael Meurer, ‘Business Method Patents and Patent Floods’ (2002) 8 Washington
University Journal of Law and Public Policy 309-343.
126 Edward Egan and David Teece, ‘Patent Thickets: Taxonomy, Theory, Tests, and Policy’ (2013)
available at
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identified by Egan and Teece, are of relevance. They are: technologically disparate,

complementary and overlapping thickets. 127 Technologically disparate patents
thickets arise when a given technological field is awash with patents that have no
functional relationship(s), but licence to use them may still be needed for the

production of goods and services. 128 In contrast, technologically complementary
thickets relate to patents that have functional relationships, such that different

patents need to be combined to achieve a given technical outcome or effect. 129

Overlapping patents thickets arise in situations where a subsequently granted

patent abuts on the scope of a prior granted patent, such that if the patents were

differently owned the subsequently granted patent may not be used without the
approval of the original patent owner, nor may the original patent owner use the

subsequent patent without permission. 130 Overlapping thickets give rise to what
is known in patent law parlance as ‘blocking patents’. 131 Patent thickets can be

imputed to two central factors: i) the nature of the science or technological art to
which patents relate and ii) patenting strategies.

2.3.1.1 Nature of the Science To which Patents Relate
As already discussed in Part I in reference to information costs, patents can be
largely

classified

as

predictable

or

unpredictable/experimental.

These

classifications determine the possibilities of disparateness, complementariness
and overlap of patent thickets. These classifications bear upon the extent to which

a given art lends itself to speculation or predictability. With respect to the
overlapping thicket problem, it has been opined that since experimental science
patents are likely to have lower inventive step but higher disclosure requirements,

there is the likelihood that improvements upon patented matters in that field
http://www.edegan.com/wiki/images/0/06/Egan_Teece_(2013)__Patent_Thickets_Theory_Taxo
nomy_Tests_and_Policy.pdf (last viewed on 28/03/2016).
127 Ibid.
128 Ibid.
129 Ibid.
130 See Andrew Christie and Chris Dent, ‘Non-Overlapping Rights: A Patent Misconception’ (2010)
32 European Intellectual Property Review 56-66.
131 See Charles Adams, ‘Blocking Patents and the Scope of Claims’ (Unpublished), available at
https://www.stanford.edu/dept/law/ipsc/pdf/adams-charles.pdf (last accessed on
31/03/2016).
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would more easily secure patent grant, increasing the risk of overlap. 132 On the

other hand, it has been theorized that predictable patents, involving inventions
that have higher inventive step but lower disclosure requirements, are such that

improvements will not easily secure patent protection, particularly as they will
most likely be obvious. 133

The consequence is that in the experimental science field, a secondary patent can

be obtained much more readily than in fields that are more traditional. Such

secondary patents may relate to a new use, not being an inherent or secret use, of
the already patented matter. 134 These kinds of secondary patents are known as

‘second-use’ inventions. 135 However where the secondary patent is obtained as an
inventive extraction from a prior disclosure, which itself may be patented, such
invention is known as a ‘selection’ invention. 136

Grubb and Thomsen note that a selection invention arises when a novel compound

or relatively small group of compounds emerge from larger groups previously that

have been previously disclosed in broad terms. 137 In both situations, overlapping

patents are likely to arise, as one patent (claim) abuts on the other. For example,

to illustrate a ‘second use’ invention situation, let it be assumed that Chemical A is
invented to be used as textile bleach, but thereafter another person realizes that
Chemical A could be used in a particular manner as a preservative for pulp papers.
This resulting secondary use can be patented if proven inventive. However, such

a secondary use patent would be said to overlap with the original Chemical A
patent. 138

See, Dan Burk and Mark Lemley, ‘Is Patent Law Technology-Specific’ (2002), n47.
Ibid.
134See Bengt Domeij, Pharmaceutical Patents in Europe (Kluwer Law International, 2000) 90-121;
See also Sean Seymore, ‘Rethinking Novelty in Patent Law’ (2011) 60 Duke Law Journal 920-976;
See also, Rebecca Eisenberg, ‘The Problem of New Uses’ (2005) 2 Yale Journal of Health Policy,
Law and Ethics 717-740; See also Hugh McTavish, ‘Enabling Genus Patent Claims to DNA’ (2001)
2 Minnesota Intellectual Property Review 122-159.
135 Philip Grubb and Peter Thomsen, Patents for Chemical, Pharmaceuticals and Biotechnology
(Oxford,5th edition 2010) 247-248.
136 Ibid, 232.
137 Ibid.
138 Cf. Lord Hoffmann’s criticism of MOBIL/Friction reducing additive Decision G02/88 [1990]
E.P.O.R. 73, a European Patent Office case which influential to laying down the rule on second use
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In the case of predictable patents, chances of overlapping thickets do arise but not
to the extent as for unpredictable patents. When overlaps do occur, they arise as a

result of improvements to originally granted patents. 139 The improvements
usually come in the form of added matter to the originally patented subject matter,

giving it enhanced functionality. 140 The inventor of the added matter will usually

not be able to exploit the patent without the approval of the original inventor, as

the improvement builds upon the original patent and may not be used without
legal access to it. 141

In contrast to the overlapping thicket problem, there is likely to be more of a

complementary patent thicket problem arising from predictable patents than

from unpredictable patents. This is because most predictable patents are
mechanical or modular in nature and are used in combination with other

components in other to create a marketable product. 142 Examples are electronic

devices, automobiles and varying contraptions resulting from the complementary
assemblage of components. Unpredictable or experimental patents have

traditionally been applied in the making of discrete products, such that just one
patent is enough to make a product. In such circumstances, there is low risk of a
complementary patent thicket. 143

In recent times, however, this situation has changed due to the complexities of

modern science and convergence of hitherto unconnected areas of experimental

patents, in Merrell Dow Pharmaceuticals Inc. and Another v H.N. Norton & Co. Ltd. and Others
[1996] R.P.C. 76, at 92-93.
139 See David Taylor, ‘The Sinking of the United States Electronics Industry with Japanese Patent
Pools’ (1992-1993) 26 George Washington Journal of International Law and Economics 181-212,
201.
140 For a good example, see Westinghouse v. Boyden Power Brake Co., 170 US 537, at 573.
141Nguyen Huu Phuc, ‘Firm’s Strategic Responses in Standardization’ (2014) 5 Journal on
Innovation and Sustainability 36-41.
142 See, Lawrence M Sung, ‘Greater Predictability May Result in Patent Pools’ (2002) Submission
before DOJ-FTC Hearing on Competition and Intellectual Property Law and Policy in the
Knowledge-Based Economy, available at http://www.seqidno.com/_files/docs/file_11.pdf (last
accessed on 01/04/2014; See also Kevin Collins, ‘Getting into the “Spirit” of Innovative Things:
Looking to Complementary and Substitute Properties to Shape Patent Protection for
Improvements’ (2011) 26 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 1217.
143 Dan Burk and Mark Lemley, ‘Policy Levers in Patent Law’ (2003) 89 Virginia Law Review
1684.
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science.

144

For example, an amalgam of patented matters in pharmacy,

biotechnology and material chemistry (e.g. the crystallization of drug
formulation) may need to be fused together to produce a marketable drug. 145

Biotechnology is an area that is fast becoming wrapped in complementariness,
particularly with the upstream/downstream dichotomy that arises from the
different applications to which basic biotechnology patents can be put. 146 In some

other cases however it is possible that neither complementariness nor overlap of
patents arises as a problem, but then there is a need for a number of relevant
patents to be combined to achieve the production of goods. 147

2.3.1.2 Patenting Strategies

Hall and Zeidonis theorize that the plethora of patents available in different areas

of science and technology may be attributed to a patent paradox. 148 By this, they

mean that rather than an increase in patent possessions being a result of

heightened inventive activities, it is a product of meticulous patent strategies.149
Patenting entities stretch inventive concepts to enable secondary and follow-on

patents on inventive concepts technically identical or similar to already patented

Gavin Clarkson and David DeKorte, ‘The Problem of Patent Thickets in Convergent
Technologies’, (2007) 1093 New York Academy of Sciences 180-200.
145 Arti Rai and Rebecca Eisenberg, ‘Bayh-Dole Reform and the Progress of Biomedicine’ 66
(2003) Law and Contemporary Problems 289-314; See also Wilfred Schoenmaker and Geerts
Duysters, ‘The Technical Origins of Radical Inventions’ (2010) 39 Research Policy 1051-1059.
146 See, Dianne Nicol and Jane Nielsen, ‘The Australian Medical Biotechnology Industry and
Access to Intellectual Property: Issues for Patent Law Development’ (2001) 23 Sydney Law
Review 347-374; see also, Richard Li-Dar Wang, ‘Biomedical Upstream Patenting and Scientific
Research: The Case for Compulsory Licenses Bearing Reach-Through Royalties’ (2008) 10 Yale
Journal of Law and Technology 251-329.
147 See, Roger Andewelt, ‘Analysis of Patent Pools Under the Antitrust Laws’ (1984) 53 Antitrust
Law Journal 611-639.
148 Bronwyn Hall and Rosemarie Ziedonis, ‘The Patent Paradox Revisited: An Empirical Study of
Patenting in the US Semiconductor Industry’ (2001) 32 RAND Journal of Economics 101-128.
149 Ibid.
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subject matter. 150 A collection of patents owned by an entity is popularly referred
to as a portfolio. 151

Wagner and Parchomovsky assert that in contemporary patent milieu, most
individual patents have miniscule or no value. Thus, where a patent portfolio

consists of technologically related patents, they serve as super-patents that
broaden and strengthen offensive, signalling and most defensive uses of the
patents collectively. 152 Where, however, a portfolio consists of technologically

unrelated patents, diversity in possession would exist but the desired ‘superpatent’ value would be lacking. 153

Portfolios result from a range of patent filing strategies. Sternitzke refers to these

as fencing, blanketing or flooding, and surrounding. He provides the following

succinct description for each:

…blanketing or flooding, where certain technological space is covered by

various patents in a rather unsystematic way; fencing- i.e., filing multiple

patents that describe different technological solutions for similar
functional outcomes…..; surrounding, in which a basic patent is surrounded

by a competitor’s picket fence, and patent network, such as a certain setup
of a portfolio to enhance its overall strength. There are patent portfolios in
both experimental and predictable arts patents. 154

This shows that the quest for the possession of patents inspires entities to exploit
all legal avenues to expand their acquisition of patents. This reflects an interplay

Robert Chalmers, ‘Evergreen or Deciduous? Australian Trends in Relation to the Evergreening
of Patents (2006) 30 Melbourne University Law Review 29-59; see also, Carlos Correa,
‘Pharmaceutical Innovation, Incremental Patenting and Compulsory Licensing’ (2011)
International Development Research Centre (IDRC, Project No. 105168), available at
http://www.southcentre.int/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/RP41_PharmaceuticalInnovation_EN.pdf (last viewed 01/04/2016).
151 Peter Detkin, ‘Leveling the Patent Playing Field’ (2006-2007) 6 John Marshall Review of
Intellectual Property Law 635-644; See also Holger Ernst, ‘The Patent Portfolio for Strategic R&D
Planning’ (1998) 15 Journal of Engineering and Technology Management 279-308.
152 Gideon Parchomovsky and Polk Wagner, ‘Patent Portfolios’ (2005) 154 University of
Pennsylvania Law Review 31-32.
153 Ibid.
154 Christian Sternitzke, ‘An Exploratory Analysis of Patent Fencing in Pharmaceuticals: The case
of PDE5 Inhibitors’ (2013) Research Policy 542-551.
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of human and institutional factors that results in the complication of the patent
marketplace by negatively contributing to transaction costs on account of
compounding the patent thicket situation.

2.3.2 The Microscopic Level

Having discussed the macroscopic aspect of bargaining and negotiation costs,
focus now turns to the microscopic aspect. This aspect is occasioned by

behavioural and social conditions such as bounded rationality, informational
asymmetries and strategic behaviour, irrational considerations and the difficulties
of finding parties to transact with.

Bounded rationality relates to the cognitive and decisional limitations of
humankind,

155

particularly our limited capacities to collect all necessary

information, process it effectively and make quality decisions. 156 The effects of

bounded rationality are best perceived in agreements on the price to be paid in

the acquisition or licensing of patents. Clarkson explains that there are several
customary approaches to determining the price of IP assets but that these

assessments are based on parameters which are largely uncertain, nebulous and
disputed by parties due to bounded rationality on one or both sides. 157 Therefore,

in most cases, parties end up with ‘satisficing’ or heuristic prices, which is apt to
cause patents to be overvalued or undervalued. 158

Merges explains that, where there is a divergence in the valuation of patents, the

prospects of transactions occurring will be low. 159 This is likely to culminate in the

protraction, if not frustration, of agreements. 160 Bounded rationality, Merges also

posits, has led to major historical breakdowns in bargaining. He cites the examples
Daniel Kahneman, ‘Maps of Bounded Rationality: Psychology of Behavioral Economics’ (2003)
93 The American Economic Review 1449-1475.
156 Russell Korobkin and Thomas Ulen, ‘Law and Behavioral Science: Removing the Rationality
Assumption from Law and Economics’ (2000) 88 California Law Review 1053-1143.
157 Ibid.
158 Ibid.
159 Robert Merges, ‘Intellectual Property Rights and Bargain Breakdown: The Case of Blocking
Patents’ (1994-1995) 62 Tennessee Law Review 78-79 (‘In standard economic theory, strategic
bargaining will sometimes cause a bargain to fail despite the availability of cooperative surplus.’).
160 Ibid, 78-91.
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of the Marconi and De Forest companies, which failed to work in collaboration

with each other over their respective patents, leading to stagnation in the

advancement of radio technology until government intervened. 161 He also cites

the example of the historic Bessemer and Mushet blocking patents, which
retarded the advancement of steelmaking technologies in the USA. 162 These

incidents, he opines, could have been avoided had the different patent owners
agreed to work together. In short, bounded rationality is apt to upset the smooth

functioning of the patent market by causing both sides of the bargain, the
patentees and users, to lose sight of the likely cooperative surplus that can accrue
to them through bargaining.

Asymmetric information and strategic bargaining relates to a situation in which

there is a cleavage or imbalance in the quality of information possessed by parties
in a given situation. Akerlof theorizes that if a party to a proposed transaction

possesses more information than other parties, the party with the informational

advantage is most likely to capitalize upon that edge to his own benefit. 163 This, in
most cases, would be detrimental to the interests of the other party.

Other scholars have supported the proposition that where there is information

asymmetry, the party with the information edge is likely to act strategically to his

favour and get the best deal for him or herself. 164 This is certainly plausible. It has

been argued, with respect to patents, that the patentee is likely to possess better
information about the value and technological merits of his or her patents. It
follows that ‘(t)he licensee as the less-informed party has to be educated as to the

value of the innovation…..’ 165 Others, however, argue that intending users are

more likely to possess better information about the value and technological merits

of inventions, rather than the inventors. Reepmeyer et al. studied licensing in the

Ibid.
Ibid.
163 George Akerlof, ‘The Market for “Lemons”: Quality Uncertainty and the Market Mechanism’
(1970) 84 The Quarterly Journal of Economics 488-500.
164 Ines Macho-Stadler, ‘The Role of Information in Licensing Contract Design’ (1996) 25 Research
Policy 43-57; see also Charles Hill, ‘Strategies for Exploiting Technological Innovations: When and
When Not to License’ (1992) 3 Organization Science 428-441.
165 Ibid.
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pharmaceutical industry. 166 They assert that licensees are more likely to possess
better competence in developing inventions, dealing with regulatory bodies,

carrying out clinical testing in a timely manner, producing market quantities and

improving marketing networks. 167 Consequently, they are in a better position to
assess the value of patents.

The upshot of information asymmetry in the patent market, as regards transaction
costs and illiquidity, is that both patentees and users of technology might hold out.

In either case holding out could interminably delay or frustrate the conclusion of

a bargaining process. This could have the effect of depriving not just both parties
the dividends of cooperative surplus, but also dampening social welfare.

Irrational considerations, as Merges asserts, being factors that are not founded on

bounded rationality but on sheer irrationality, could also stifle bargaining. As
Merges notes: ‘This is not to suggest that a party pursuing this course must be

mentally ill or deficient; instead, it is meant to be a catch-all phrase to include

motives such as spite, pride and anger’. 168 There are various examples of irrational

considerations: patentees may have unrealistic expectations of the value of their
patents; third parties may choose deliberately not to license-in patents, even when

they are aware of their existence; 169 patentees may, for reasons of pride or

commercial vendetta, refuse to license. 170 The obvious implication of irrational
considerations is a retardation of the smooth conclusion of patent transactions.

Difficulties in finding willing parties can be another crippling problem at the

microscopic level. Agrawal et al. argue that ‘market thickness’, which relates to the
‘opportunities to trade with a wide range of potential transactors’, is one of the

Gerrit Reepmeyer, Oliver Gassmann and Frauke Rüther, ‘Out-licensing in Markets with
Asymmetric Information: The Case of Pharmaceutical Industry’ (2011) 15 International Journal
of Innovation Management 755-795.
167 Ibid.
168 Robert Merges, ‘Intellectual Property Rights and Bargain Breakdown: The Case of Blocking
Patents’, n153, 78-91.
169 See Matthew Powers and Steven Calson, ‘The Evolution and Impact of the Doctrine of Willful
Patent Infringement’ (2001) 51 Syracuse Law Review 53-112.
170 Joseph Yosick, ‘Compulsory Patent Licensing for Efficient Use of Inventions’ (2001) 2001
University of Illinois Law Review 1275-1304.
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biggest problems confronting the market for ideas, particularly patents. 171 Based
on a survey of firms licensing out patents in Europe and Japan, Zuniga and Guellec
conclude that an inability to find parties intending to license had hampered the

development of a patent market or the effective licensing of patents. 172 Gans and

Stern argue that the presence of market intermediaries or private market
mechanisms that can help bridge the gap between patent owners, and willing

buyers and licensees could help improve the market thickness deficit. 173 In the

USA, there appears to be a fast-growing and somewhat settled practice of

technology transactions being facilitated by patent brokerage services, where
firms such as Ocean Tomo, and Intellectual Ventures aggregate patents and offer

them for sale/auctions and licensing. 174 This has been emulated in other

jurisdictions, including as the UK 175 and Australia. 176 However, information costs

appear to be the predominant factor responsible for this phenomenon, even with
the growing presence of market intermediaries. 177

In sum, these microscopic factors can bring about a frustration of the patent
market, either alone or in combination with one another. Where they do arise,

asset specificity might be difficult to overcome and as such the potential for
opportunism becomes increasingly possible.

Ajay Agrawal, Iain Cockburn and Laurina Zhang, ‘Deals Not Done: Sources of Failure in the
Market for Ideas’ (2013) NBER Working Paper No. 19679, available at
http://www.nber.org/papers/w19679 (last acceessed 02/08/2016).
172 Maria Zuniga and Dominique Guellec, ‘Who Licenses Out Patents and Why? Lessons From A
Business Survey’(2009) STI Working Paper 2009/5 Statistical Analysis of Science. Technology and
Industry Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development.
http://www.oecd.org/science/inno/42477187.pdf (last assessed 0n 02/04/2014)
173 Joshua Gans and Scott Stern, ‘Is There a Market for Ideas? (2010) 19 Industrial and Corporate
Change 805-837.
174 Colleen Chien, ‘From Arms Race to Marketplace: The Complex Patent Ecosystem and Its
Implications for the Patent System’ (2010) 62 Hastings Law Journal 299-355.
175Mario Benassi and Alberto Di Minin ‘Playing in Between: Patent Brokers in Markets for
Technology’ (2009) 39 R&D Management 68-86.
176 Paul H. Jensen, Alfons Palangkaraya and Elizabeth Webster, ‘Trust, Incomplete Contracts and
the Market for Technology ‘ (2013) Intellectual Property Research Institute of Australia, Working
Paper No. 2/13, available at http://www.ipria.org/publications/wp/2013/WP213.pdf (last
accessed on 02/04/2014).
177 See, Allen Wang, ‘Rise of the Patent Intermediaries’ (2010) Berkeley Technology Law Journal
159 -200.
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2.3.3 The Implications of Bargaining and Negotiation Costs for the
Patent Market (Asset Specificity)
Where bargaining and negotiation costs are so overwhelming that they make

transactions unattainable, then asset specificity lingers and chances for

opportunism loom. One major manifestation of asset specificity in cases of patent
thickets is royalty stacking. 178 Royalty stacking, as defined by Lemley and Shapiro,

embraces ‘situations in which a single product potentially infringes on
many patents, and thus may bear multiple royalty burdens’. 179 The reason for this

is that several patents have to be bundled together to make a product, each

requiring its own licensing contract to be drawn up. Where royalty stacking
occurs, two market drawbacks tend to arise: double marginalization and Cournot

monopolies/oligopoly. Double marginalization results when the high costs of

procuring inputs ultimately leads to expensive final products. 180 If the costs of
patent licensing were high, the producer would have to sell the final product at a
high price to recoup the cost of production.

On the other hand, Cournot monopolies/oligopoly arise when complimentary
inputs are needed to be conjunctively used but one or more of the input owners

(threaten to) hold out in a bid to secure a higher reward on their input. 181 Amir

and Gama describe Cournot monopolies/oligopoly as arising where ‘n firms sells
n different products that are useless unless they are used together…’ These

products (or inputs) would need to be combined together by the buyer to create a

finished product. Mossoff provides insight into the thicket experiences of the US

sewing machine industry of the 1850s, particularly how serious transaction
Keith Jones, Keith Jones, Michael Whitham and Philana Handler, ‘Problems with Royalty Rates,
Royalty Stacking and Royalty Packing Issues’ in Anatole Krattiger and Richard T. Mahoney, eds.,
Intellectual Property Management in Health and Agricultural Innovation: A Handbook of Best
Practices (Oxford, 2007) 1121-1123.
179 Mark Lemley and Carl Shapiro, ‘Patent Holdup and Royalty Stacking’ (2007) 85 Texas Review
1993-2049.
180 Yann Meniere ‘Patent Law and Complementary Innovations’ (2008) 52 European Economic
Review 1125; see also, Carl Shapiro, ‘Navigating the Patent Thicket: Cross-licenses, Patent-pools,
and Standard-setting’ (2001) 1 Innovation Policy and the Economy 119–150.
181 Yossie Feinberg and Morton Kamien, ‘Highway Robbery: Complementary Monopoly and the
Hold-Up Problem’ (2001) 19 International Journal of Industrial Organization 1603-1601; see also,
Klaus Schmidt ‘Complementary Patents and Market Structure’ (2014) 23 Journal of Economics
and Management Strategy 68-88.
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breakdowns resulting from the thickets led to innovation stagnation in the sewing
machine industry of that era. 182

The tendency for the royalty-stacking problem to arise can be illustrated using the

following hypothetical situation. If Element A and Element B were to be combined

in order to make a device, let it be assumed that the prevailing market price of
both elements is similar. If a contract is concluded over access to Element A, the

owner of Element B may choose not to conclude a contract with a view to holding
out until the manufacturer of the device agrees to a higher price for Element B.

If contracts are not concluded due to patent thickets, either of the following is

likely to arise: patents are likely to remain unused because of the fear of infringing

and legal implications of infringing; 183 or manufacturers who are in need of the

patented technologies but are unable to obtain legitimate access through licensing
contract wilfully infringe those patents. 184 In these circumstances, where patents

are infringed detection and monitoring are often difficult to attain. 185 In other
cases, patent thickets may cause manufacturers to innocently infringe patents due
to the non-optimal search costs that accompany them. 186 These possibilities could

spell asset specificity problems for both holders and users of patented
technologies.

It is believed that a proper market for patents, in the neoclassical sense of the

concept ‘market’, cannot be said to exist due to information costs that beset

patents. 187 According to this belief, a true market is one wherein common

Adam Mossoff, ‘The Rise and Fall of the First American Patent Thicket: The Sewing Machine
War of the 1850s’ (2011) 53 Arizona Law Review 165-211.
183 James Buchanan and Yong Yoon, ‘Symmetric Tragedies: Commons and Anticommons’ (2000)
43 Journal of Law and Economics 1-13.
184 See Kimberlee Moore, ‘Empirical Statistics on Willful Patent Infringement’ (2004) Federal
Circuit Bar Journal 227; see also Stu Woolman, ‘Evidence of Patent Thickets in Complex
Biopharmaceutical Technologies’ (2013) 52 IDEA-The Intellectual Property Law Review 1-39.
185 See Rebecca Eisenberg, ‘Patent Costs and Unlicensed Use of Patented Inventions’ (2011) 78
The University of Chicago Law Review 53-69.
186 David Conrad, ‘Mining the Patent Thicket: The Supreme Court’s Rejection of the Automatic
Injunction Rule in eBay v. MercExchange’ (2007) 26 Review of Litigation 120-154.
187 Irene Troy and Raymund Werle, ‘Uncertainty and Markets for Patents’ (2008) Max Planck
Institute for the Study of Societies, available at http://www.mpifg.de/pu/workpap/wp08-2.pdf
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practices, rules, standards and conventions govern conduct and transactions.188

This uniformity in factors is only likely to be found in the market of homogeneous
goods, where complete information and transparency is likely. 189 These factors

cannot be easily located in the patent market or other markets of informational
goods. It is for this reason that transactions over patents would naturally be mired
in bargaining and negotiation costs.

On this basis, it seems fair to conclude that the microscopic conditions of
transaction costs will only end up obfuscating a patent market that is already

inherently beleaguered by information costs. The implication is that the patent
market will inherently be illiquid and dysfunctional and, as such, likely to expose
parties to asset specificity. 190

2.4 Part III: Overview on Prevailing Solutions to the Problems of
Illiquidity
As can be gathered from the foregoing discussion, illiquidity of the patent market,

which has the propensity to expose entities to asset specificity, is attributable to

two major strands of transaction costs: information costs, and negotiation and
bargaining costs. Coase, in his celebrated paper The Problem of Social Cost, 191

reasoned that when transaction costs are apt to impede successful exchanges
between entities, three major arrangements could be pursued in response. They

are: a) the creation of a firm; 192 b) government intervention; 193 and c) efficient

allocation of rights. 194 These suggested solutions find equivalence in prevailing
Ibid.
Ibid.
190 See, David Encaoua and Thierry Madies, Dysfunctions of the Patent System and their Effects
on Competition, in Thierry Madies, Dominique Guellec and Jean-Claude Prager(eds.), Patent
Markets in the Global Knowledge Economy: Theory, Empirics and Public Policy Implications
(Cambridge University Press, 1st edition, 2014) 125-171.
191 Ronald Coase, The Problem of Social Cost (1960) 3 Journal of Law and Economics, 1-44.
192 Ibid, 16.
193 Ibid, 17.
194 Ibid, 42-44.
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arrangements within the patent system devised to abate the effects of transaction

costs, and reverse the illiquidity that besets the patent market. In fact, measures
on how to improve these three arrangements formed the nucleus of the Australian

Productivity Commission’s 2013 Report on Compulsory Licensing of Patents, with
the aim of dealing with patent market illiquidity. 195

2.4.1 ‘Creation of a firm’

Where transaction costs makes it difficult to reach bargains, it could be more

advantageous to create a firm which drives down such costs. 196 According to

Coase, a firm is created when a long-term contract is reached between buyers and
sellers thereby enabling the buyer to demand for the supply of goods or services

from the seller at any point in time. 197 In other words, a firm is created when a
short-term contract would be unsatisfactory. 198 By creating a firm, transaction
costs, which could impede smooth access to resources needed for production, are
obviated because the buyer is able to incorporate the seller within his or her
organization through the long-term contract.

By incorporating the seller within the buyer’s organization, market transactions
or exchanges are substituted with a coordination of resources by decisions within
the firm. 199 A number of private arrangements within the patent market are

equivalent to Coase’s firm, the most popular of which are patent pools. A patent

pool may be described as a package or collection of several different patent

licences, usually comprising related technologies, which enables different users to

gain access to such patent rights. 200 Other similar measures include cross-

licensing or joint licensing, patent clearinghouses and licences of right. 201

See, Australian Productivity Commission, Inquiry Report on Compulsory Licensing of Patents,
No. 61, 28 March 2013.
196 Ronald Coase, ‘The Nature of the Firm’ (1937) 4 Economica 386-405.
197 Ibid, 391.
198 Ibid, 391-392.
199 Ibid.
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201 See, Josh Lerner, Marcin Strojwas and Jean Tirole, ‘The Design of Patent Pools: the
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Verbeure rightly enumerates the merits of private arrangements of this kind: to

be: a reduction in litigation; enablement of efficient use of patented inventions;
abating royalty stacking problems; and maintaining the autonomy of patent
owners, as it helps avoid the need for compulsory licensing. 202 However, she
equally identifies the flaws of these kinds of arrangements to be: high costs of

setting up such an arrangement in terms of funds and time; the shielding of invalid

patents; enablement of inequitable remuneration to patentees; and collusion and
anti-competitive practices among pooling patentees. 203

Kieff also notes that arrangements of this kind are usually exclusive to members
and closed to outsiders or non-members. 204 This is not true in all cases, however,

as some arrangements are designed so that they are openly available to entities
that are able to afford licence fees. 205 While private arrangements of this kind can

help assuage transaction costs, they have a more serious flaw that goes to the root
of their capability of significantly reduce transaction costs. This is the fact that

such private arrangements are usually voluntary and for this reason certain
patentees may hold out, causing the arrangement to be an incomplete assemblage

of technically related patents. 206

2.4.2 Government Intervention
As rightly reasoned by Coase, resorting to the creation of a firm might be costly

in administrative and resource terms, such that pursuing a private arrangement

to avoid transaction costs might have little or negligible marginal value over usual

Birgit Verbeure, ‘Patent Pooling for Gene-Based Diagnostic Testing’ in Geertui Van Overwalle
(ed), Gene Patents and Collaborative Licensing Models (Cambridge University Press, 1st edition,
2009) 9-10.
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market exchange. 207 An alternative solution might be found in government

intervention in the market. According to Coase, the government functions as a
super-firm in that it coordinates recourses more expediently because it can avoid

the market and its attendant delays by making peremptory orders that bring
about immediate outcomes. 208 As Cooter et al. explain, in circumstances where

parties are unable to reach private settlements to share stakes or gains, it is only
right for government to intervene to dictate such allocations for them as it thinks
fit. 209

In the patent market, government interventions to abate transaction costs are

usually manifested in measures such as compulsory licensing. Compulsory

licensing may be described as an institutional innovation, administered by the

judiciary and other relevant State agencies, which enables third parties to gain
access to patented inventions upon the satisfaction of certain standard

requirements. 210 Although England already had compulsory licensing scheme in

1883 211, a global adoption of compulsory licensing is generally traced to a 1925 as

marked by a revision of the Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial

Property (Paris Convention). 212 This revision of the Paris Convention permitted

States to award licences to third parties against the wish of patentees in
circumstances where it was considered necessary to encourage local working of

the patents. 213 The Paris Convention provides an alternative to the confiscation of

patents by governments in circumstances where patentees did not locally practise

Ronald Coase, The Problem of Social Cost (1960), n191, 16-17
Ibid, 17.
209 Robert Cooter, Stephen Marks, and Robert Mnookin, ‘Bargaining in the Shadow of the Law: A
Testable Model of Strategic Behavior’ (1982) 11 Journal of Legal Studies 243.
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(2013) 4 The World Intellectual Property Organization Journal 157-174; see also, Joseph Yosick,
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Law Review 1279-1304.
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the patents, by allowing only compulsory licensing of such patents at a fee
nominated by the State or its agencies to compensate for such mandated use. 214

Article 31 of TRIPS serves as the modern international authority for the award of
compulsory licences. It lays down the accepted conditions upon which

compulsory licence may be awarded, including: non-working of patent to satisfy
local market needs; national emergency; public interest; and where an
improvement or dependent patent (‘second patent’) cannot be practised without

access to a given patent (‘the first patent’). 215 The likelihood of applications for

compulsory licences being granted is considerably low. This is largely because of
two factors:

a) courts view patents as a form of property right and compulsory licences as a

derogation from the patentee’s autonomy; 216 and

b) courts have a systematic determination process and as such take time to
conclusively reach a decision on such applications. 217

While compulsory licensing can in certain situations help avert the effects of
transaction costs, it is generally likely to have little advantageous value in

circumstances of patent thickets occasioned by diverse patent owners. Where a
mass of needed patents are owned by one entity or a few entities, then compulsory

licensing may aid in avoiding the effects of transaction costs. However, where a
patent thicket consists of diversely owned patents, interested parties would incur

inordinate expenses in pursuing discrete applications, and also expending time
and resources towards that end. The result is that compulsory licensing measures,

See, Colleen Chien, ‘Cheap Drugs at What Price to Innovation: Does the Compulsory Licensing
of Pharmaceuticals Hurt Innovation’ (2003) 18 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 853-907.
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just as with the ‘creation of a firm’ solution, are an incomplete facilitation of access
to patent rights.

2.4.3 Efficient Allocation of Rights
Whether the efficiency of outcomes resulting from transactions would be

considerable or inconsequential depends on the original allocation of rights. 218
Thus Coase notes:

In these conditions the initial delimitation of legal rights does have an effect
on the efficiency with which the economic system operates. One

arrangement of rights may bring about a greater value of production than
any other. But unless this is the arrangement of rights established by the
legal system, the costs of reaching the same result by altering and
combining rights through the market may be so great that this optimal
arrangement of rights, and the greater value of production which it would
bring, may never be achieved. 219

According to Coase, before we embark upon electing allocation of rights it is
essential to compare the marginal social product (MSP) of possible alternative
regimes of allocations to see which enhances social benefits more effectively. This

can be done by taking Regime A, and assessing its MSP (i.e. private benefits to
owner of rights minus the opportunity costs suffered by society in enforcing that
right) and comparing the result with the MSP of a Regime B, or C or even more

alternatives. 220 Then the MSPs of these regimes must be compared to see which

yields the best MSP before electing a regime upon which to found an allocation of
rights.

This can be illustrated by giving a patent-based example. Let it be assumed that a
patent with a patentability defect (i.e. with doubtful validity) is erroneously

granted and is available to users at 10% of a user’s net profit. Let it be further

assumed that the said defective patent consists of validly patentable subject
Ronald Coase, ‘The Problem of Social Cost’ (1960) n191, 42-44.
Ibid, 16.
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matter and non-patentable subject matter. If the defective elements were
eliminated and the patent re-issued, assume that the fair market value of the
patent royalty would be 5% of the user’s net profit. It would be clear that with

‘10% of net profits’ royalty; the social cost imposed can be valued at ‘5% of net

profits’; being the difference between the inflated royalty fee and the fair royalty

fee (10%-5%). This is on account of the opportunity cost of the ‘5% net profit’
inflated value attributable to the non-patentable elements. However, with an
adjustment to a ‘5% net profits’ royalty, where the defective patentability factors
are removed, the marginal social costs of that rate finds confluence with marginal
social benefit enabled by the patented invention.

Putting this example in context, and relating it to the application of Coase’s
suggestion that legal entitlements should be arranged in ways that they bring

about efficient outcomes, it would be better for any patent system to strive at
ensuring that only valid patents were issued. This is because it is only by ensuring

that valid patents are issued that the marginal social benefits and the marginal
social costs of patents meet or converge. However, if we sought only to ensure that
transactions were successfully reached, as aimed with ‘creating firms’ and

‘government interventions’, without being mindful of the inherent social costs of
the products of such transactions, then society might overall lose in social welfare

terms. Thus ensuring that the initial allocation of rights is efficient evokes the need
for a set of ex-ante measures essential to improving patent entitlement standards
by raising patentability requirements.

As strongly argued by Olson 221 and by Chiang, 222 the patent office and courts
reviewing patentability cases can adopt a cost-benefit analysis on patents sought

for grant. Correspondingly, only patents that measure up to an assessment of the
marginal social benefit vis-à-vis the marginal social costs of patents will be

awarded. While this is theoretically appealing, in reality it is not feasible. This is
because, as discussed in Part I and II, such cost-benefit analysis can be easily

David Olson, ‘Taking the Utilitarian Basis of Patent Law Seriously: The Case for Restricting
Patentable Subject Matter’ (2009) Temple Law Review 181-240.
222 Tun-Jen Chiang, ‘A Cost-Benefit Approach to Patent Obviousness’ (2008) 82 St. John’s Law
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eroded by the creativity and deftness of patent applicants and their lawyers. It is

also easily undermined by the bounded rationality of the cost-benefit assessor (i.e.

the patent office or judge); and political forces, e.g. international trade and the
quest for foreign investments, among other factors.

2.4.4 The Need for Remedial Reform

The near impossibility of ensuring that patents are awarded on grounds of

efficiency to eschew market failure problem does not mean there is no possibility
for redemption. Rather, by following the New Institutional Economics reasoning,

solutions can be found in changing the rules of the patent game so that the

incentives and ordering of matters by players of the patent market would

correspondingly change. This is the reason why Sichelman moots a change to the

rules of the patent game hinged on the idea of reforming the patent system from a
remedial angle. Sichelman reasons that:

instead of focusing on the substantive rule at issue……policymakers and
scholars should also examine ways to adjust the manner of enforcement,
judicial procedure, and remedies to achieve effective substantive aims.

When the cost of particularized substantive rulemaking is high, as in the

case of patent law, particularized enforcement, procedure, and remedies
may provide a better route for achieving optimal outcomes. Unfortunately,

modifying enforcement approaches has generally been overlooked as a
means for compensating for defects in the primary substantive law at issue.

… modifying enforcement in the judicial or executive domains may
significantly reduce the costs imposed by the substantive rule. If these
modification costs are relatively low, then “measuring” enforcement or

remedies to change the effect of a substantive rule may be a superior
alternative to modifying the substantive rule directly via legislation or
regulation. 223

Ted Sichelman, ‘Purging Patent Law of Private Law Remedies’, (2014) 92 Texas Law Review
528.
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Sichelman’s view is that the patent market can be reordered to mitigate the
implications of illiquidity by re-designing the remedial framework of patent law.
To appreciate and understand the need for reforming patent law from a remedial

angle, the place of legal remedies in the patent market has to be first understood.

Thus, the next chapter shifts to an analysis of the significance of remedial aspects
of patent law to the patent market.

2.5 Conclusion
The illiquidity of the patent market has been analysed in this chapter. The problem
of patent market illiquidity, as explained in this chapter, most often precedes the

emergence of opportunism. As can be discerned from the discussion of this

chapter the illiquidity problems of the patent system are peculiar and markedly

different from those inherent in other kinds of traditional property rights. This is

simply due to the manner in which information costs and negotiation and

bargaining costs impact on the patent market. It is for this reason that scholars

have doubted the possibility of an emergence of a patent market in the
neoclassical economic understanding of the concept.

The information costs problems reflected in the indeterminacies of patent scope,

validity and notice of existence combined with negotiation and bargaining
difficulties make it difficult for contractual negotiations over patents to be

smoothly conducted. As argued in this chapter, where contractual agreements
cannot be easily reached , the problems of asset specificity would result, which in
turn create room for opportunism. While transaction cost factors (information,

and negotiation and bargaining costs) are theoretically considered amenable to

facilities such as ‘creation of a firm’ and government intervention measures, in
practice they are not. This is primarily because of the patent thicket risk. However,
the tenet of this thesis is that if incentives for opportunism were removed,

regardless of illiquidity problems arising, the patent market would still work
efficiently. At this point therefore, it becomes necessary to shift focus to the nature
77

of patent opportunism and its implications for the patent market, which is the
subject of discussion in Chapter 3.
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Chapter 3

Legal Remedies and Opportunism in
the Patent Market
3.1 Introduction

The preceding chapters have revealed that transaction costs have the capacity to
make the patent market unworkable, such as to dampen efficient ex-ante

bargaining between patentees and users of patented technologies. Further, it has
been established that, in this event, a state of patent market failure would likely

arise on account of the fact that an attainment of the social welfare objectives of
the patent system becomes impeded. It is amidst a state of market failure that

room for opportunism is created, which makes it more difficult to attain the

welfare objectives of the patent system. As this chapter reveals, opportunism
results from the likelihood of undue advantage(s) being obtainable by a party
because of the nature of legal remedies applied patents.

Patent opportunism can occur ex ante, in the course of bargaining, or ex-post, when

asset specificity arises. 1 When opportunism occurs ex ante, the opportunistic

party, who might be the resource owner or intending user, 2 employs strategic
behaviour to procure a bargaining edge so as to make an undue gain. 3 Ex-post
opportunism is more common. An unauthorised user of patented technology,

when adjudged an infringer, is exposed to ex-post opportunism when asset

specificity results from transaction costs, particularly information costs, and the

See Dan Burk, ‘Intellectual Property and the Firm’ (2004) 71 University of Chicago Law Review 3.
See Colleen Chien, ‘Holding up and Holding Out’ (2014) 21 Michigan Telecommunications and
Technology Law Review 1.
3 Oliver Williamson, ‘Opportunism and Its Critics’ (1993) 14 Managerial and Decision Economics
97.
1
2
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patentee is able to secure undue remedial rewards. 4 Conversely, a patentee is

exposed to ex-post opportunism when resources are expended towards securing
a patent and likely remedial outcomes of patent enforcement are unlikely to

reflect the patentee’s expectations of economic returns. 5 In other words, there is

a likelihood that opportunistic behaviour could arise from either the patentee or
infringer. Where the patentee engages in opportunism, either ex-ante or ex-post, it
is known commonly as ‘patent holdup’ or patentee opportunism. 6 Where,
however, the infringer engages in it, it is commonly described as ‘reverse holdup’
or infringer opportunism. 7

This chapter targets the problem of ‘patent holdup’, as it is the most common form
of patent opportunism. It is fed by generous judicial attitudes towards the award

of prohibitory remedies in the enforcement of patents, chief among which is the
injunction. The argument is that where prohibitory remedies are routinely
awarded, a propensity for patentee opportunism will ensue.

As this chapter deals specifically with patentee opportunism, it cannot avoid
addressing the arguments put by a number of prominent scholars in the field for

the default application of monetary remedies in substitution for prohibitory

remedies. The ultimate aim of this chapter is to show the incompleteness of the

portrayal of patentee opportunism presented by these scholars. In pursuing this
objective, this chapter is divided into four parts. Part I aims at demonstrating that

patent remedies shape the patent market by acting as ‘prices’. It includes an
analysis the ex-post patent market, which reveals that where patent bargains fail

ex ante, such bargains are likely to occur ex post, in the shadow of litigation. It is

especially during this ex post bargaining process that the role of patent remedies
Michael Meurer, ‘Law, Economics, and the Theory of the Firm’ (2004) 52 Buffalo Law Review
738.
5 Richard Epstein, Scott Kieff and Daniel Spulber, ‘The FTC, IP, SSOS: Government Hold-Up
Replacing Private Coordination’ (2012) 8 Journal of Competition Law and Economics 1.
6 See Richard Epstein, ‘Holdouts, Externalities, and the Single Owner: One More Salute to Ronald
Coase’ (1993) 36 Journal of Law and Economics 553; see also Michael Swygert and Katherine
Yanes, ‘A Primer on the Coase Theorem: Making Law in a World of Zero Transaction, Costs’
(1998) 11 DePaul Business Law Journal 2.
7 Damien Geradin, ‘Reverse Holdups: The (Often Ignored) Risks Faced by Innovators in
Standardized Areas’ in The Pros and Cons of Standard Setting (Swedish Competition Authority,
2010) 101.
4
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comes to the fore. Essentially, remedies act as prices that influence the ordering
of the bargaining process. However, their role as prices extends to the ex-ante

bargaining process and general attitudes towards patents. This is because the
economic and legal value of patent remedies enables patentees to make legitimate
demands from other negotiating parties. 8

Part II introduces arguments for the default application of monetary remedies in
patent law, and the theoretical foundations that inform this call. Part III evaluates

the strength of these arguments against the alternative of applying prohibitory
remedies in the enforcement of patents. It does so by highlighting the social costs
likely to result from patentee opportunism. Finally, Part IV advocates a more

substantive definition of opportunism, which makes it clear that monetary

remedies could themselves be a source of patentee opportunism, even absent
prohibitory remedies.

3.2 Part I: Ex-post Patent Market
As established in the previous chapters, as transaction costs may dampen the

prospect of ex ante bargains between patentees and users of patented
technologies, private deals are frequently concluded ex post, after alleged

infringement, to counter the lost opportunity or inability to bargain ex ante. The
US Federal Trade Commission (FTC) has described this ex post bargaining process,

which is increasing in popularity, as the ‘Evolving IP Marketplace’. 9 An ex post

patent market is necessitated by the exigencies of patent enforcement litigation or
the threat to enforce patent(s). 10 To avoid legal sanctions for infringement, the
Bronwyn Hall, ‘Patents and Patent Policy’ (2007) 23 Oxford Review of Economic Policy 571
(‘Patents are valuable only if they can be enforced and this fact has a number of implications for
their use’); see also Alberto Galasso, Mark Schankerman and Carlos Serrano, ‘Trading and
Enforcing Patent Rights’ (2013) 44 RAND Journal of Economics Volume 275.
9 US Department of Justice and Federal Trade Commission, ‘The Evolving IP Marketplace:
Aligning Patent Notice and Remedies with Competition Law’ (2011) available at
http://www.ftc.gov/os/2011/03/110307patentreport.pdf (last viewed 13/05/2016).
10 Claude Crampes and Corinne Langinier, ‘Litigation and Settlement in Patent Infringement
Cases’ (2002) 33 RAND Journal of Economics 258.
8
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infringer may do a number of things: agree to pay a mutually determined

consideration in return for continued use of the patented invention; contest the

patent’s validity; argue non-infringement; counterclaim that the patentee also
infringes their own patent; or raise possible defences. 11 It is against the backdrop

of these possibilities that ex post bargains are often reached.

Various salient observations have been made concerning patent litigation. It has

been described as the ‘Sport of Kings’ 12 to depict the intensity of stakes involved, 13

the height of uncertainty occasioned, 14 and the huge financial costs 15 and lost

economic opportunities that can characterise it. 16 Empirical studies show that

only a fragment of patents-in-force are actually litigated. In Australia, studies
conducted by Weatherall and Jensen 17 and Weatherall and Rotstein 18 reveal that

while information on patent infringement and enforcement is patchy, only a few
patent owners take steps to enforce patents. Very similar outcomes resulted from
empirical studies in the UK by Helmers and McDonagh, 19 and in the USA by Allison

et al. 20 A recent study by Weatherall and Dent highlights factors that determine
whether a dispute is likely to end in litigation as opposed to settlement. 21 These

11 Joseph Miller, ‘Building a Better Bounty: Litigation-Stage Rewards for Defeating Patents’
(2004) 19 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 668.
12 Colleen Chien, ‘Of Trolls, Davids, Goliaths, and Kings: Narratives and Evidence in the Litigation
of High-Tech Patents’ (2009) 87 North Carolina Law Review 1572; Douglas Kline, ‘Patent
Litigation: The Sport of Kings’ (2004) MIT Technology Review available at
http://www.technologyreview.com/news/402686/patent-litigation-the-sport-of-kings/ (last
viewed 7/04/2016).
13 See Stuart Graham and Saurabh Vishnubhakat, ‘Of Smart Phone Wars and Software Patents’
(2013) 27 Journal of Economic Perspectives 67.
14 Colleen Chien, Predicting Patent Litigation’ (2011) 90 Texas Law Review 283-328.
15 Alan Marco and Ted Sichelman, ‘Do Economic Downturns Dampen Patent Litigation?’ (2011),
available at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1641425 (last viewed
7/11/2014).
16 Steven Elleman, ‘Problems in Patent Litigation: Mandatory Mediation May Provide Settlements
and Solutions’ (1997) 12 Ohio State Journal on Dispute Resolution 761.
17 Kimberlee Weatherall and Paul Jensen, ‘An Empirical Investigation into Patent Enforcement in
Australian Courts’ (2005) 33 Federal Law Review 239.
18 Kimberlee Weatherall and Fiona Rotstein, ‘Filing and Settlement of Patent Disputes in the
Federal Court, 1995-2005’ (2007) 68 Intellectual Property Forum 65.
19 Christian Helmers and Luke McDonagh, ‘Patent Litigation in the UK: An Empirical Survey
2000–2008’ (2013) 8 Journal of Intellectual Property Law & Practice (2013) 846.
20 John Allison, ‘Extreme Value or Trolls on Top? The Characteristics of the Most-Litigated
Patents’ (2009) 158 University of Pennsylvania Law Review 2-33; see also John Allison, ‘Valuable
Patents’ (2004) 92 Georgetown Law Journal 435.
21 Chris Dent and Kimberlee Weatherall, ‘Lawyers’ Decisions in Australian Patent Dispute
Settlements: An Empirical Perspective’ (2007) Intellectual Property Research Institute of
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factors also determine the bargaining positions of patent holders and infringers in
relation to one another, 22 and can be summarised as follows:

1) The weightiest consideration for patentees in settlement is the fear that
their patents will be invalidated. Others include: high expected cost of

litigation; low expectation of litigation success; perceived financial state of
an infringer; patent value; general settlement benefits; counter-claim

brought by an ‘infringer’; global litigation/settlement strategies; the size of

a patentee's patent portfolio; an ‘infringer's’ aggressive litigation
reputation; and a low desire to deter others.

2) The weightiest consideration for infringers in settlement is the high

expected cost of litigation. Again, though, there are other considerations,
such as: importance of the technology to an infringer; a low expected

chance of success; the general benefits of settlement; low value of

infringing products; low chance of a patent being held invalid; the
perceived financial state of a patentee; the quantum of damages claimed;
global settlement strategies; any offer of advantageous licensing terms; a

patentee's aggressive litigation reputation; the low value of a patent; and
overseas court decisions on the relevant patent(s). 23

Somaya gives another angle to the discussion on the likelihood of litigating,

arguing that the strategic stakes of the parties are determined by their patent

possessions. 24 For example, where a product commercialised by a patentee relies

on complementary technical inputs, and the patentee requires access to some of
the patents owned by the infringer, settlement becomes very likely. He calls this

Australia Working Paper No. 02.07 available at
http://www.ipria.org/publications/wp/2007/IPRIAWP02.2007.pdf (last viewed 28/04/2016).
22 Mark Schankerman and Suzanne Scotchmer, ‘Damages and Injunctions in Protecting
Intellectual Property’ (2001) 32 RAND Journal of Economics 201.
23 Chris Dent and Kimberlee Weatherall, n22; see also Kimberlee Weatherall and Elizabeth
Webster, ‘Patent Infringement in Australia: Results from A Survey’ (2010) 38 Federal Law Review
21.
24 Deepak Somaya, ‘Strategic Determinant of Decisions Not to Settle Patent Litigation’ (2003) 24
Strategic Management Journal 17.
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situation ‘mutual holdup threats’. 25 On the other hand, where the patentee’s
patent possession is sufficient and there is no need to license-in from other

sources, the likelihood of settlement diminishes, as there is a strong incentive to

sue. 26 In any event, the preponderance of the studies reveals that a majority of

threatened and initiated litigations end up settling, some before trial and some

before judgment. 27 As appears from the foregoing, the ex post bargaining process
is a significant and viable alternative to the ex ante route because it makes up for
the lost opportunity to bargain ex ante.

Settlement, though, has both advantages and drawbacks. La Belle, adapting
Fiss’s 28 arguments against legal settlements in general to patent law, maintains

that patent infringement settlements could inflate social costs by bringing about
peace between the disputing parties at the expense (of justice) to society. 29 In

other words, the opportunity to test the validity of patents might be lost and
society may bear the costs of invalid patents. She also notes that settlements deny
potential judicial precedents. 30 She takes exception to the fact that most patent

settlements occur in secret, 31 and decries the high likelihood that parties to
settlements end up dissatisfied. 32

While these fears are genuine, they lose appeal in situations where the validity of

patents has been judicially determined in prior cases or the case at hand. In this
event, public interest fears are dispelled, and only the joint interests of the parties

appear to matter. 33 For example, Menkel-Meadow has argued that, barring public

Ibid.
Ibid.
27 Kimberlee Weatherall and Elizabeth Webster, ‘Patent Enforcement: A Review of the Literature’
(2014) 28 Journal of Economic Surveys 312–343; see also John Allison, Mark Lemley and Joshua
Walker, ‘Patent Quality and Settlement Among Repeat Patent Litigants’ (2011) 99 Georgetown
Law Journal 678-712; Katrin Cremers ‘Settlement During Patent Litigation Trials: An Empirical
Analysis for Germany’ (2009) 34 Journal of Technology Transfer 182.
28 Owen Fiss, ‘Against Settlement’ (1984) 93 Yale Law Journal 1073.
29 Megan La Belle, ‘Against Settlement of (Some) Patent Cases’ (2014) 67 Vanderbilt Law Review
377-441.
30 Ibid 405-407.
31 Ibid 407-409.
32 Ibid 409-410.
33 Robert Marshall, Michael Meurer and Jean Richard, ‘Litigation Settlement and Collusion’ (1994)
109 Quarterly Journal of Economics 211-239.
25
26
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policy concerns, parties should be entitled to settle their disputes out of court. 34
Describing protagonists of litigation as labouring from a syndrome she terms
‘litigation romanticism’, she argues that they are blind to the panoply of values

that lie in settlement, such as ‘consent, participation, empowerment, dignity,
respect, empathy and emotional catharsis, privacy, efficiency, quality solutions,

equity and even justice’. 35 It is believed that patent settlements are superior to

litigation in most cases. 36 This is essentially because settlements help avoid

prohibitive litigation costs and other consequential economic costs. 37 Similar
reasoning has been expressed by a number of scholars. 38

So far, it has been to show how difficulties in concluding ex-ante bargains or
transactions between patentees and users of patented inventions do not mean an

end to the possibility of bargains or transactions between them. In fact, the parties
are often likely to deal ex-post, in the shadow of litigation. This being the case, it
becomes necessary to address the principal factor that shapes the ex ante patent

market—legal remedies.

3.2.1 Legal Remedies as ‘Prices’ in the Patent Market
Having introduced the ex post patent market, it becomes necessary to focus on the

chief condition responsible for its ordering, namely patent law remedies, or the
body of rules that fashions or governs the enforcement of patents. As axiomatically
expressed by Blackstone:

34 Carrie Menkel-Meadow, ‘Ethics and the Settlements of Mass Torts: When the Rules Meet the
Road’ (1995) 80 Cornell Law Review 1172.
35 Carrie Menkel-Meadow, ‘Whose Dispute Is It Anyway?: A Philosophical and Democratic
Defense of Settlement (In Some Cases)’ (1995) 83 Georgetown Law Review 2669-2670; see also
Carrie Menkel-Meadow, ‘Toward Another View of Legal Negotiation: The Structure of Problem
Solving’ (1984) 31 University of California Law Review 755-840.
36 James Bessen and Michael Meurer, ‘Lessons for Patent Policy from Empirical Research on
Patent Litigation’ (2005) 9 Lewis and Clark Law Review 4-6.
37 James Bessen and Michael Meurer, ‘The Private Costs of Patent Litigation’ (2008) Boston
University School of Law Working Paper No. 07-08, available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=983736 (last viewed 7/05/2016).
38 Kevin Casey, ‘Alternate Dispute Resolution and Patent Law’ (1993) 3 Federal Circuit Bar
Journal 1-14; Vivek Koppikar, ‘Using ADR Effectively in Patent Infringement Disputes’ (2007) 89
Journal of Patent & Trademark Office Society 158-168.
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The remedial part of a law is so necessary… that laws must be very vague

and imperfect without it. For in vain would rights be declared, in vain

directed to the observed, if there were no method of recovering and
asserting these rights, when wrongfully withheld or invaded. 39

This statement can be best appreciated by viewing enforcement rules, as reasoned

by Becker, 40 as prices that induce the demand and supply of (prohibited)

activities. 41 In other words, the more prohibitive and privately costly the remedies
for breach of rights are to a wrongdoer, the more likely he or she will avoid acts
that amount to breach. 42

The reverse is equally true: the more lenient the sanctions against legal wrongs,

the higher the incentive to engage in them, as the private costs of wrongdoing are

low. Generally, as persons are rational economic actors, they will only take part in

(wrongful) acts to the extent that it benefits them and they can afford to bear the
legal consequences. 43 Accordingly, the nature of remedies that reinforce rights

determines the price that the rights owner can demand in settlement
arrangements. In other words, remedies determine the bargaining power of both
the rights owner and the wrongdoer in private settlement of legal disputes. 44

The ex post patent market, like all settlement arrangements, is conducted in the

shadow of the law. An interesting statement from Mnookin and Kornhauser’s
work on settlement in divorce cases captures this point: 45

39 William Blackstone, Commentaries on the Laws of England: In Four Books (A. Strahan and W.
Woodfall, 11th edition, 1791) 55-56.
40 Gary Becker, ‘Crime and Punishment: An Economic Approach’ (1968) 76 Journal of Political
Economy 169-217.
41 Richard Posner, Economic Analysis of Law (Aspen Publishers, 8th edition, 2011) 4; see also
Richard Posner, ‘An Economic Theory of the Criminal Law’ (1985) 85 Columbia Law Review 1193.
42See Lawrence Lessig, ‘The New Chicago School’ (1998) 27 Journal of Legal Studies 661-691; see
also Richard Posner, ‘The Law and Economics Movement’ (1987) 77 American Economic
Review 1.
43 See Richard Posner, ‘Rational Choice, Behavioral Economics, and the Law’ (1998) 50 Stanford
Law Review 1551-1575.
44 Jeffrey Rachlinski and Forest Jourden, ‘Remedies and the Psychology of Ownership’ (1998) 51
Vanderbilt Law Review 1541-1580.
45 Robert Mnookin and Lewis Kornhauser ‘Bargaining in the Shadow of the Law: The Case of
Divorce’ (1979) 88 The Yale Law Journal 950-997.
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Divorcing parents do not bargain over the division of family wealth and
custodial prerogatives in vacuum; they bargain in the shadow of the law.

The legal rules governing alimony, child support, marital property, and
custody give each parent certain claims based on what each would get if

the case went to trial. In other words, the outcome that the law will impose
if no agreement is reached gives each parent certain bargaining chips … 46

Patent settlements are likewise modelled on likely judicial outcomes, as
foreshadowed by the design of legal remedies, should disputes end in court. The

extent to which remedial rules protect a rights owner determines the degree to

which the disputing parties can actualise strategic behaviour so as to advance

individual gains in the settlement process. As posited by Cooter et al, what causes
failure in settlements is not the excessive optimism of a party as to his or her
chances of success in litigation, but the inordinate self-pursuit for advantageous

distribution of gains from the settlement. 47 However, prudent parties will try to
settle on terms that make the eventual distribution of gains favourable to each side

in such a way that leaves each better off than were negotiations to fail. 48 In ex-post

bargaining it is the possibility of strategic behaviour in the bargaining process that
creates room for opportunism on either the patentee or infringer’s side.

As noted above, legal remedies do not merely inform ex post bargaining outcomes,

but also influence ex ante bargains and the general attitude of entities towards

legal entitlements. 49 This corroborates Wright’s position that ‘[t]he law of

remedies is, inevitably, a social institution’ 50 because ‘[d]ecisions on remedies

questions have an inescapable effect upon social order’. 51 The implications of

remedies on the decision-making of individuals can be explained from an

economics perspective. Mathis expresses the view that rational persons, seeking
Ibid, 968.
Robert Cooter, ‘Bargaining in the Shadow of the Law: A Testable Model of Strategic Behavior’
(1982) 11 Journal of Legal Studies 225-251.
48 Ibid.
49 See Roberto Galbiatiai and Pietro Vertovab, ‘How Laws Affect Behavior: Obligations, Incentives
and Cooperative Behaviour’ (2014) 38 International Review of Law and Economics 48-57.
50 Charles Wright, ‘The Law of Remedies as a Social Institution’ (1955) 18 University of Detroit
Law Journal 391.
51 Ibid.
46
47
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to advance their interests, do so in the light of two factors: preferences and
constraints. 52

‘Preferences’ can be described as motivations to engage in

something, whereas ‘constraints’ are external limitations or incentives.

53

Economic actors, Mathis maintains, pursue their preferences to the extent that

external limitations or incentives allow them. 54 Thus, legal remedies are akin to

the constraints referred to in Mathis’ analysis. Accordingly, it is necessary to
understand the nature of legal remedies in patent law to lay a foundation for
understanding patent opportunism.

3.2.2 Rationale for and Choice of Legal Remedies in Law
Calabresi and Melamed theorise that regimes of remedies are largely of three

kinds: property rules; liability rules; and inalienability rules. 55 Property rules are

essentially founded on a ‘bargaining’ model in that they protect entitlements
whose value are considered by the state to be best left to the subjective evaluation
of the owner. 56 This is so that an intending user would have to bargain with the
owner, without the state intervening to ease bargaining difficulties between the

parties. 57 This bargaining model is usually aimed at vindicating the exclusive

nature of an entitlement. 58 Injunctive relief, and punitive or exemplary damages,
are the main forms of the bargaining model to secure the exclusivity of an
entitlement. 59

Klaus Mathis, Efficiency Instead of Justice: Searching for the Philosophical Foundations of the
Economic Analysis of Law (Springer, 1st edition, 2009) 12-14; see also Christine Jolls, Cass Sustein
and Richard Thaler, ‘A Behavioral Approach to Law and Economics’ (1998) 50 Stanford Law
Review,1471-1550.
53 Ibid.
54 Ibid.
55 Guido Calabresi and Douglas Melamed, ‘Property Rules, Liability Rules and Inalienability: One
View of the Cathedral’ (1972) 85 Harvard Law Review 1092.
56 Ibid; see also Laura Underkuffler, ‘On Property: An Essay’ (1990-1991) 100 Yale Law Journal
127.
57 See Henry Smith, ‘Property and Property Rules’ (2004) 79 New York University Law Review
1719.
58 Larissa Katz, ‘Exclusion and Exclusivity in Property Law’ (2008) 58 University of Toronto Law
Journal 275-315; see also Jules Coleman and Jody Kraus, ‘Rethinking the Theory of Legal Rights’
(1986) 95 Yale Law Journal 1335-1371.
59 See David Haddock, Fred McChesney and Menahem Spiegel, ‘An Ordinary Economic Rationale
for Extraordinary Legal Sanctions’ (1990) 78 California Law Review 1-51; see also, Emily
Sherwin, ‘Introduction: Property Rules as Remedies’ (1997) 106 Yale Law Journal 2083-2089.
52
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Henceforth, prohibitory remedies will be referred to as the ‘bargaining model’ of
remedies.

Liability rules are cardinally an administrative model of enforcement in that they

apply where the state considers that is it possible to make an objective assessment
of the value of an entitlement. This is because where they apply it is considered
imperative that such assessment be made so that a third party can interfere with

the entitlement with judicial permission. But sanctioning that interference would
be conditional upon the third party being able to pay the price of the entitlement
as assessed by the State. 60 The State may allow liability rules to direct the
enforcement of entitlements for economic efficiency, distributional, or other

justice reasons just as the State chooses to bestow an entitlement. Where
economic efficiency informs the court’s choice of liability rules, it could be that the
courts try to avoid a beneficial outcome going awry because of transaction costs. 61
Or it may be considered that such a beneficial outcome would be costlier if left to
the exclusive control of its owner, where applying liability rules would have

secured the same outcome at a lower cost. 62 As per distributive considerations,

where the State considers that leaving entitlements to the exclusive governance
of owners would tilt the balance of gains unduly in favour of the rights owner,
liability rules would be applied. 63

Henceforth, monetary remedies will be referred to as the ‘administrative model’
of remedies.

Generally, in the context of tort obligations and property rights, liability rules
target monetary remedies such as compensatory damages, 64 damages in lieu of an

injunction and restitutionary damages. 65 Although superfluous to this discussion,

Guido Calabresi and Douglas Melamed, ‘Property Rules, Liability Rules and Inalienability: One
View of the Cathedral’ (1972), n55, 1092.
61Ibid, 1106.
62Ibid, 1107.
63Ibid, 1106-1107.
64 See Richard Craswell, ‘Property Rules and Liability Rules in Unconscionability and Related
Doctrines’ (1993) 60 University of Chicago Law Review 3.
65 See Jeff Lewin, ‘Compensated Injunctions and the Evolution of Nuisance Law’ (1986) 71 Iowa
Law Review 775; see also Stephen Tromans, ‘Nuisance—Prevention or Payment?’ (1982) 41
Cambridge Law Journal 87.
60
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inalienability rules, the third class of remedies, apply where the state prohibits

transactions over a given entitlement, but then considers itself the best assessor
of its objective value in circumstances where that entitlement has been interfered
with. 66 Entitlements are usually anchored by inalienability rules for reasons of

public policy and morality. For example, where public policy disallows the sale or

ex ante negotiations on human body parts or fundamental human rights, the law
adopts rules of inalienability. 67

In reality, entitlements are protected via a combination of remedial rules, 68 that
is, a combination of bargaining and administrative rules remedies. This makes it

possible for a patentee’s right to exclude others from access to his or her patent
entitlement, by the application of bargaining remedies, to be converted to
monetary compensation where considered necessary. 69

The essence of Calabresi and Melamed’s thesis on legal remedies can be
encapsulated in two major propositions: 70

1) whenever transaction costs are low, it is better to apply the bargaining

model of remedies. This is because here parties reach agreement easily and
so bargaining efficiency as between the parties is attained at low cost. 71

However, such bargaining efficiency may come with some serious
Guido Calabresi and Douglas Melamed, ‘Property Rules, Liability Rules and Inalienability: One
View of the Cathedral’ (1972), n55, 1111-1115.
67 See Susan Rose Ackerman, ‘Inalienability and the Theory of Property Rights’ (1985) 85
Columbia Law Review 931; see also Margaret Radin, ‘Market-Inalienability’ (1987) 100 Harvard
Law Review 1849-1937.
68 Guido Calabresi and Douglas Melamed, ‘Property Rules, Liability Rules and Inalienability: One
View of the Cathedral’ (1972), n55, 1093.
69 Ibid.
70 The popularity of Calabresi and Melamed’s thesis has seen its ventilation in the academy. Some
of these works urge follow-on abstractions from the original thesis, while others simply analyse
it. See, e.g., Ian Ayres and Eric Talley, ‘Solomonic Bargaining: Dividing a Legal Entitlement to
Facilitate Coasean Trade (1995) 104 Yale Law Journal 1027; Louis Kaplow and Steven Shavell,
‘Do Liability Rules Facilitate Bargaining? A Reply to Ayres and Talley’ (1995) 105 Yale Law
Journal; Louis Kaplow and Steven Shavell, ‘Property Rules v Liability Rules: An Economic
Analysis’ (1996) 109 Harvard Law Review 713; Ian Ayres and J.M. Balkin, ‘Legal Entitements as
Auctions: Property Rules, Liability Rules, and Beyond’ (1996) 106 Yale Law Journal 703; Paul
Levmore, ‘Unifying Remedies: Property Rules, Liability Rules, and Startling Rules’ (1997) 106
Yale Law Journal 2149-2173; Abraham Bell and Gideon Parchomovsky, ‘A Theory of Property’
(2005) 90 Cornell Law Review 591.
71 Thomas Miceli, Economics of the Law: Tort, Contract, Property and Litigation (Oxford University
Press, 1st edition, 1997) 118.
66
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implications for distribution of gains from the transaction between the
parties, especially for the user of the entitlement. It may come also with the

imposition of negative externalities on third parties (e.g. excessive prices
of goods or services, or even scarcity of same).

2) whenever transaction costs are high, it is better for both efficiency and

distributional reasons to use the administrative model of remedies to
protect entitlements. 72 This is because leaving the exchange to the

autonomous decisions of the parties is not only likely to result in inordinate
private and social costs, but might in fact result in a situation where
resources are left to waste. 73 In such circumstances, it is best if the State

intervenes to order sale at an administratively or judicially determined
price.

3.2.3 The Nature of Patent Law Remedies in Australia, Canada, the UK
and the USA
The preceding section provided a brief précis on the (economic) rationale behind
the choice of remedies, as a backdrop to addressing patent enforcement policy
debate. At this stage it becomes necessary to highlight the nature of legal remedies
applied towards patents in the jurisdictions of focus in this thesis (i.e. Australia,
Canada, the UK and the USA) and to identify where these remedies fall along the

bargaining/administrative rules divide. Patent legislation in Australia, 74 Canada 75

and the UK 76 provides a range of prohibitory and monetary remedies for the
protection of property rights, particularly injunctions, damages and disgorgement
(otherwise known as an account of profits). In the USA 77 the disgorgement

remedy does not exist.

The bargaining model of remedies include preliminary and final injunctions, and

in some cases quia timet injunctions, orders for delivery up and destruction, and
Ibid.
Jules Coleman, Risks and Wrongs (Cambridge University Press, 1st edition, 1992) 83-84.
74 Section 122 of the Australian Patents Act 1990 (Cth).
75 Sections 54 and 57 of the Canadian Patent Act (R.S., 1985, c. P-4).
76 Section 61 Patents Act 1977 (UK).
77 Section 283 and 284 Patent Act 1952 (US).
72
73
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punitive/additional damages, amongst other measures. 78 These relate to the
proprietary nature of patents because they seek to ensure the patentee’s exclusive

enjoyment of the right is protected from the interference of third parties. In the
Commonwealth jurisdictions, monetary relief chiefly targets an election between

compensatory damages and disgorgement, the election being necessary to avoid
double or excessive recovery. 79 Compensatory damages aim to place patentees in

the position they would have occupied, as far as money can, had the infringement

not occurred. 80 Disgorgement seeks to confiscate from the infringer all of the gains

attributable to the infringement of the patent. 81 Thus patentees seeking monetary
relief would pursue compensatory damages when losses arising from the

infringement exceed the profits earned by the infringer (i.e. patentee’s losses are
greater than the infringer’s profits). However, a patentee would consider
disgorgement more advantageous if his or her losses are less than the gains or
profits derived by the infringer (i.e. patentee’s losses are less than the infringer’s
profits).

A further remedy is the monetary remedy known as ‘reasonable royalties’. This
remedy is an offshoot of compensatory damages and is usually granted in three

main scenarios. One is where the patentee is a producer and is unable to prove
that the infringement caused a loss of profits. 82 A second is where the patent

holder does not exploit the patent through production, and is consequently unable
to claim lost profits or demand disgorgement. 83 A third scenario is where the court
refuses an injunction but grants damages in lieu thereof. 84

78 Saniforth Ricketson, The Law of Intellectual Property (The Law Book Company Limited, Sydney,
1st edition, 1984) 990-994.
79 Fiona Patfield, ‘The Remedy of Account of Profits in Industrial and Intellectual Property
Litigation’ (1984) University of New South Wales Law Journal 189; see also Fiona Patfield, ‘The
Modern Remedy of Account’ (1987) 11 Adelaide Law Review 1.
80 Gary Moss and David Rogers, ‘Damages for Loss of Profits in Intellectual Property Litigation’
(1997) 19 European Intellectual Property Review 425.
81 See Stephen Watterson, ‘An Account of Profits or Damages? The History of Orthodoxy’ (2004)
24 Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 471.
82 Norman Siebrasse, Alexander Stack, Andrew Harington, Scott Davidson, William Dovey and
Stephen Cole, ‘Damages Calculations in Intellectual Property Cases in Canada’ (2009) 24
Canadian Intellectual Property Review 153.
83 Ibid.
84 Ibid.
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These patent remedies can be classed along the bargaining/administrative models
divide. It is clear that prohibitory patent relief and punitive damages fall under the

bargaining model, as they seek to preserve the exclusiveness of patent rights.

Compensatory damages typically fall under the administrative model as a
substitutive of patent exclusivity. 85 This monetary remedy tries to mimic the

economic state of affairs that would have existed had patent exclusivity been

respected. The disgorgement remedy is, however, difficult to classify because it
bears characteristics of both the bargaining and administrative models. 86 It

borders on the bargaining model in being aimed at ensuring exclusivity in

ownership by depriving the infringer of whatever gains were derived from the

infringement. 87 But it also has hallmarks of the administrative model as it is

neither able to prevent an impending infringement nor stop the continuation of
an infringement, but is only capable of confiscating profits from infringement. 88 It

is nonetheless taken in this thesis that disgorgement falls under the
administrative model of remedies because it involves a monetary remedy

awarded post-infringement and does not function to forestall infringement as
prohibitory remedies traditionally do.

Reasonable royalties follow the administrative model, representing a courtassessed price for using patents. 89 This can be better understood in respect of the

three scenarios identified above to which reasonable royalties apply. In the first,

where the patent holder cannot prove lost profits, it is considered that the patent
is not the driving factor of market demand; therefore the infringement has caused

no loss of profits that patent exclusiveness would have generated. 90 In the second
See Roger Blair and Thomas Cotter, ‘Rethinking Patent Damages’ (2001) 10 Texas Intellectual
Property Law Journal 1; see also Roger Blair and Thomas Cotter, ‘Economic Analysis of Damages
Rules in Intellectual Property Law’ (1998) 39 William and Mary Law Review 1585.
86 Anthony Kronman, ‘Specific Performance’ (1978) 45 University of Chicago Law Review 382 ('It
is hard to categorize the trust remedy as either a liability rule or a property rule’).
87 Daniel Friedmann, ‘Restitution for Wrongs: The Measure of Recovery’ (2001) Texas Law
Review 1905.
88 See Thomas Cotter and John Golden, ‘Empirical Studies Relating to Patents—Remedies’ (2015)
Legal Studies Research Paper Series Research Paper No. 15-31, available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2665680 (last accessed 05/06/2016).
89 See Larry Coury, ‘C’est What? Saisie! A Comparison of Patent Infringement Remedies Among
the G7 Economic Nations’ (2003) 13 Fordham Intellectual Property, Media and Entertainment Law
Journal 1101.
90 This is discussed in Chapter 4 that deals exclusively with Compensatory Damages.
85
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scenario the patent holder would not have been able to make the profits made by

the infringer, as he or she lacked the wherewithal (e.g. production plant and
distribution channel) to do so. 91 Here it can be reasoned the patent holder should
be entitled to a just share of the profits the infringer made from the (mis)use of

the patent. The first two scenarios relate to past infringements, whereas the third
targets the future. It involves a refusal to grant an injunction, and thus permit an
infringement on the condition that the infringer is able to pay the court-

determined royalties. 92 These three scenarios correspond with the efficiency and

distributional grounds Calabresi and Melamed theorise are triggers for the use of
the administrative model.

3.2.4 Encapsulation of Part I
Part I has shown how the patent market works in the shadow of litigation, despite
its inherent illiquidity. Legal remedies that reinforce patents direct the ordering
of the ex-post market. Legal remedies applied towards patents not only shape

bargaining arrangements, but inform how parties would arrange their affairs and
investments ex ante in view of what is expectable ex-post as a result of likely

outcomes of patent remedies. 93 Therefore, the functioning of the patent system

and likelihood of attaining its social welfare objectives rest, to a large extent, on
patent remedies. It is for this reason that some scholars and stakeholders have

averted their focus to this area of patent law, with a view to finding solutions to
the dysfunctional state of the patent market and its consequences for the
efficiency of the patent system, particularly opportunism.

91Daralyn

Durie and Mark Lemley, ‘A Structured Approach to Calculating Reasonable Royalties’
(2010) 14 Lewis and Clark Law Review 626; see also Dan McManus, ‘Incentives Must Change:
Addressing the Unpredictability of Reasonable Royalty Damages’ (2013) 5 Intellectual Property
Brief 6.
92 See Stephen Ullmer, ‘Paice Yourselves: A Basic Framework for Ongoing Royalty Determinations
in Patent Law’ (2009) 24 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 75; see also Tim Carlton, ‘Ongoing
Royalty: What Remedy Should a Patent Holder Receive When a Permanent Injunction is Denied’
(2009) 43 Georgia Law Review 545.
93 Lucian Bebchuck, ‘Property Rules and Liability Rules: The Ex Ante View of the Cathedral’
(2001) 100 Michigan Law Review 601-639.
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This focus on patent remedies as a feature of the patent market is largely

characterised by the call for the adoption of the administrative model of remedies
as the standard scheme of remedies. It is to this call that focus now turns.

3.3 Part II: The Case for the Administrative Model of Remedies
Proponents of the administrative model argue that the application of the

bargaining model will encourage strategic and inordinate self-seeking behaviour
among patentees, and thus help them secure undue rewards from their patent
rights in both ex ante and ex post bargaining. The chief social costs of applying the
bargaining model to patents are identified as drawbacks in dynamic efficiency94

and an extortion or undue gains effect. 95 These effects are usually confluent.

Deeporter takes the position that the bargaining model can frustrate the patent
marketplace and thus impact negatively on optimal advancement in innovation.
This is especially so, he argues, considering the overlap and complementarity of

technologies in modern times, which might require the amalgamation of patented
technologies to bring about needed products and services. 96

In similar vein, a party who has already invested in the production of goods that

contain patented inputs, or has arranged manufacturing arrangements around
patented technologies, might find it very difficult to redirect towards noninfringing alternatives (NIAs). Thus where an injunction is issued, or is likely to

issue, against such a party, that party is highly likely to heed the extortionate
demands of the patentee to the extent that he or she can afford. The same goes for

the fear of punitive damages, and also compensatory damages and reasonable
See Julie Turner, ‘The Non-Manufacturing Patent Owner: Toward a Theory of Efficient
Infringement’ (1998) 86 California Law Review 179-210.
95 See Mitchell Polinsky, ‘Resolving Nuisance Disputes: The Simple Economics of Injunctive and
Damages Remedies’ (1980) 32 Stanford Law Review 1075-1112.
96 See Patric Rey and David Salant, ‘Abuse of Dominance and Licensing of Intellectual Property’
(2012) 30 International Journal of Industrial Organization 518-527; see also Giuseppe DariMattiacci and Francesco Parisi, ‘Substituting Complements’ (2006) 2 Journal of Competition Law
and Economics 333-347.
94
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royalties in circumstances of holdup. To properly address the application of
liability rules to patents, a deeper inquiry into the theoretical basis of the
administrative model is necessary.

3.3.1 Theoretical Foundations of the Administrative Model of
Remedies in Patent Law
Insight into the need for the administrative model can be gained through the
concept of the Pareto criterion. It has two components: ‘Pareto superiority’ and

‘Pareto optimality’. 97 Pareto superiority relates to a situation whereby bargaining
parties can exchange values such that the outcomes of an eventual transaction

leave transacting parties in a state better than prior to the transaction. 98 To the
parties, state B (after the transaction) is said to be Pareto superior to state A
(before the transaction). 99

This can be illustrated using a patent based example. If Firm XYZ, a phone

manufacturer, is able to secure a licence to use a patented component essential to

the information storage aspect of its phone brand, that licence places Firm XYZ in

a position Pareto superior to its pre-licence state. As a result of a reward or

consideration earned in return for allowing the licence, it also places the licensor
in a Pareto superior position over its pre-licence state—because the licensor earns

an income it otherwise not have earned had there been no deal. In sum, both
parties gain by transacting rather than not transacting. One party, though, is likely

to gain more than the other notwithstanding the mutual gains. 100 It could be either
party, but in an ex post bargaining process where the licensee is caught in asset
specificity, it is likely that the licensor will secure greater gain because of the

Jules Coleman, ‘Afterword: The Rational Choice Approach to Legal Rules’ (1989) 65 ChicagoKent Law Review 177-191; see also Anthony Kronman, ‘Wealth Maximization as a Normative
Principle’ (1980) 9 Journal of Legal Studies 227-242.
98 Jeffrey Harrison, ‘Piercing Pareto Superiority: Real People and the Obligations of Legal Theory’
(1997) 39 Arizona Law Review 1-14.
99 See Jules Coleman, ‘Efficiency, Exchange, and Auction: Philosophic Aspects of the Economic
Approach to Law (1980) 68 California Law Review 221-249; see also Edwin Baker, ‘Starting
Points in Economic Analysis of Law’ (1980) 8 Hofstra Law Review 939.
100 See Wendy Gordon, ‘Assertive Modesty: An Economics of Intangibles’ (1994) 94 Columbia Law
Review 2588.
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irreversible costs of the licensee. Thus, Pareto superiority can be occasioned by
distributive disparity between transacting parties; one party being placed at a
distributive advantage over the other.

This leaves Pareto optimality. A state is Pareto optimal if the parties cannot move

from state A to state B without leaving one party worse off. 101 Again using a patent

example, let it be assumed that Firm XYZ competes with Firm BCD in the mobile
phone manufacturing market. Firm BCD has a patent on the latest and most
efficient technology on phone data storage, which drives market demand for

phones. Let it be further assumed that the patented technology creates a niche
phone market. Firm BCD believes it is only able to meet 80% of that market’s

demand, considering its operational resources and targets. Were Firm BCD to

licence Firm XYZ to exploit the patent, such that XYZ could serve the remaining
20% market demand, Pareto superiority would be attained because both parties
would be better off with such a bargain than without it. But such Pareto
superiority could leave potential economic gains unharnessed as XYZ’s

exploitation of the market beyond a 20% market share might yield additional

favourable gains to both XYZ and BCD, and to consumers. This may in turn be

corrected by extending the licensing contract further, such as to enable XYZ to
control 30% or more of the market. However, any additional licensing beyond the

point originally agreed might abrade BCD’s market share and thus leave BCD
worse off and XYZ better off.

A state before such an extension in licensing would be Pareto optimal. Similarly,

Pareto optimality is preserved where BCD refuses to license XYZ in any way
whatsoever, so that only BCD is able to exploit the patent exclusively. This is

because things are left as they were ab initio, with no party being left better or
worse off than previously the case. In favouring maintenance of the status quo,

Pareto optimality suffers the drawback of being intolerant of change 102 (known as
See Allan Feldman, ‘Bilateral Trading Processes, Pairwise Optimality, and Pareto Optimality’
(1973) 40 The Review of Economic Studies 463.
102 James Buchanan, ‘The Relevance of Pareto Optimality’ (1962) 6 Journal of Conflict Resolution
341-354; see also James Buchanan and Warren Samuels, ‘On Some Fundamental Issues in
Political Economy: An Exchange of Correspondence’ (1975) 9 Journal of Economic Issues 15.
101
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the initial endowment problem). 103 This can result in allocative inefficiency, which
is the inefficient allocation of resources needed for production; and dynamic

inefficiency, which essentially relates to retardation in innovation or inventive
outcomes. 104

The Pareto criterion, being founded on autonomy, assesses economic welfare

from the standpoint of parties involved in a given transaction. 105 Veljanovski
asserts that the Pareto optimality is based on three pillars:

1) individuals can best decide what is good for them (i.e. consent or
unanimity);

2) the welfare of all members of society is of primary importance without
discrimination ; and

3) (therefore) any improvement in the conditions of one party, which leaves

another worse off, fails to improve the sum of welfare of members of a
society. 106

Thus, the Pareto criterion would rather preserve status quo than let one member
of society or a party to a transaction be worse off. 107 Posner describes the Pareto
optimality as hanging on Kantian foundations, as it is rigidly focused on autonomy

and fairness to all parties. 108 However, like many other scholars, 109 Posner

Russell Korobkin, ‘The Endowment Effect and Legal Analysis’ (2003) 97 Northwestern
University Law Review 1227-1293; see also Herbert Hovenkamp, ‘Legal Policy and the
Endowment Effect’ (1991) 20 Journal of Legal Studies 225-247.
104 Jules Coleman, ‘Economics and the Law: A Critical Review of the Foundations of the Economic
Approach to Law’ (1984) 94 Ethics 660.
105 See Francesco Parisi, 'Autonomy and Private Ordering in Contract Law' (1994) 1 European
Journal of Law and Economics 213.
106 Cento Veljanovski, ‘Wealth Maximization, Law and Ethics—On The Limits of Economic
Efficiency’ (1981) 1 International Review of Law and Economics 10-11; see also Anthony Ogus and
Cento Veljanovski, Readings in the Economics of Law and Regulation (Clarendon Press, 1st edition,
1984) 19.
107 Lawrence Sager, ‘Pareto Superiority, Consent and Justice’ (1980) 8 Hofstra Law Review 933.
108 Richard Posner, ‘Utilitarianism, Economics, and Legal Theory’ (1979) 8 Journal of Legal
Studies 103.
109 See Guido Calabresi, ‘The Pointlessness of Pareto: Carrying Coase Further’ (1991) 100 Yale
Law Journal 1211; see also Michael Goetz and Larry Wofford, ‘The Motivation for Zoning:
Efficiency or Wealth Redistribution?’ (1979) 55 Land Economics 472; Ann Cudd, ‘Is Pareto
Optimality a Criterion of Justice?’ (1996) 22 Social Theory and Practice 1.
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criticises it for being static, as it does not inquire into the implications of a set of
arrangements on third parties or connected matters. Thus Posner writes:

If A sells a tomato to B for $2 and no one else is affected by the transaction,
we can be sure that the utility to A of $2 is greater than the utility of the

tomato to A, and vice versa for B, even though we do not know how much
A's and B's utility has been increased by the transaction. But because the

crucial assumption in this example, the absence of third-party effects, is not
satisfied with regard to classes of transactions, the Pareto-superiority

criterion is useless for most policy questions. For example, if the question

is not whether, given a free market in tomatoes, A's sale to B is a Paretosuperior change, but whether a free market in tomatoes is Pareto superior

to a market in which there is a ceiling on the price of tomatoes, the concept
of Pareto superiority is unhelpful. The price ceiling will result in a lower
market price, a lower quantity produced, lower rents to land specialized to

the growing of tomatoes, and other differences from the results of a free

market in tomatoes. It would be impossible to identify, let alone negotiate
for the consent of, everyone affected by a move from a price-regulated to a

free tomato-market, so the criterion of Pareto superiority cannot be
satisfied. 110

Posner is suggesting that the Pareto criterion ignores ‘third party’ effects (i.e.

dynamic implications) by focusing inordinately on the transaction between

parties A and B, and the mutual gains to both parties. 111 However, taking into
account the implications of the transaction on third parties may reveal that the

transaction is socially costly, and is apt to dampen the social wealth (potentials)
of a society, especially when there are cheaper alternative routes to achieving a
potential exchange between A and B. 112

Richard Posner, ‘The Ethical and Political Basis of the Efficiency Norm in Common Law
Adjudication’ (1980) 8 Hofstra Law Review 489; see also Richard Posner, The Problem of
Jurisprudence (Harvard University Press, 1st edition, 1990) 388.
111 Ibid.
112 Ibid.
110
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Expressed another way, the distributive inequality (likely to result from Pareto

superiority) and the inefficiency effects (likely to arise from Pareto optimality)
could have adverse effects on other matters of equal or greater social importance.

A patent-based example can be used to illustrate this point. If A licensed a patent
to B at exorbitant royalty rates, although there is Pareto superiority, funds and

resources that B could have directed towards other socially beneficial outcomes,

such as research and development, would go to A. This would be costly to B and
to members of society. If A refused to license B, even though Pareto optimality is
attained, inefficiencies in allocative and dynamic sense on a social scale might

result. This would also be privately costly to B, in that B would be unable to access
resources needed for B’s advancement, as well as being socially costly in allocative
and dynamic efficiency terms to third parties.

Posner considers the Kaldor-Hicks criterion of efficiency to be superior to the
Pareto criterion. 113 The Kaldor-Hicks criterion states that movement from a state
A to a state B is superior, even when one party is made worse off by that transition,
so long as the party benefited is able to compensate the party made worse off. 114
In other words, instead of focusing on the avoidance of one party being made

worse off (as Pareto optimality affixes upon), the Kaldor-Hicks criterion is
concerned about advancing social wealth 115 that might be lost or diminished were

transactions left to the parties’ autonomous decisions. 116 The Kaldor-Hicks

criterion is known as ‘potential’ Pareto superiority because it only assumes the

possibility of the gainers compensating the losers, even though there might be no

See Richard Posner, ‘The Value of Wealth: A Comment on Dworkin and Kronman’ (1980) 9
Journal of Legal Studies 243-252; see also Jules Coleman, ‘The Normative Basis of Economic
Analysis: A Critical Review of Richard Posner's The Economics of Justice’ (1982) 34 Stanford Law
Review 1105.
114 Jules Coleman, ‘The Grounds of Welfare Fairness versus Welfare by Louis Kaplow; Steven
Shavell’ (2003) 112 Yale Law Journal 1511 (Book Review); see also William Fischel and Perry
Shapiro, ‘Takings, Insurance, and Michelman: Comments on Economic Interpretations of "Just
Compensation" Law’ (1988) 17 Journal of Legal Studies 269.
115 Richard Posner, ‘Wealth Maximization Revisited’ (1985) 2 Notre Dame Journal of Law, Ethics
and Public Policy 86.
116 Mark Geistfield, “Risk Distribution and the Law of Torts: Carrying Calabresi Further” (2014)
77 Law and Contemporary Problems 170.
113
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actual compensation or insufficient compensation.

117

The possibility of

compensation, it is said, ultimately makes all parties better off and thus helps
attain Pareto superiority effects. 118 In essence Kaldor-Hicks criterion hinges on
utilitarianism.

The administrative model of remedies abuts Kaldor-Hicks efficiency reasoning.119

Posner explains that the courts stand in good stead for the parties, and have the

capacity to mimic the market and assess a socially optimal price. He reasons as
follows:

I believe that in many cases a court can make a reasonably accurate guess
as to the allocation of resources that would maximize wealth. Since,

however, the determination of wealth made by a court is less accurate than
that made by a market, a hypothetical-market approach should be reserved
for cases…where transaction costs preclude use of an actual market to
allocate resources efficiently.

Hypothetical-market analysis plays an important role in the economic analysis of

common law. Much of that law seems designed, consciously or not, to allocate
resources as actual markets would, in circumstances where the costs of the
market transactions are so high that the market is not a feasible method of
allocation. 120

As can be deciphered from Posner’s words, liability rules are interventionist curial
measures in cases where transactions are difficult to achieve or would have

inefficiency implications. 121 Proponents of the application of liability rules to

Donald Keenan, ‘Value Maximization and Welfare Theory’ (1981) 10 Journal of Legal Studies
409-419; see also Herbert Hovenkamp, ‘Positivism in Law and Economics’ (1990) 78 California
Law Review 815.
118 Jules Coleman, ‘Efficiency, Utility, and Wealth Maximization’ (1980) 8 Hofstra Law Review 509551.
119 Robin Malloy, Law and Market Economy: Reinterpreting the Values of Law and Economics
(Cambridge University Press, 1st edition, 2000) 154; see also Robin Malloy, Law in a Market
Context: An Introduction to Market Concepts in Legal Reasoning (Cambridge University Press, 1st
edition, 2004).
120 Richard Posner, The Economics of Justice (Harvard University Press, 1st edition, 1981) 62.
121 See Ian Ayres and Eric Talley, ‘Distinguishing between Consensual and Nonconsensual
Advantages of Liability Rules’ (1995) 105 Yale Law Journal, 236 at footnote 3; see also Keith
117
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patents, such as Posner, consider patents to be economic rights meant for the sole

purpose of incentivising innovation and not necessarily about enriching

inventors. Therefore, they believe that patents should receive legal protection
only to the extent that this advances social wealth.

3.3.2 Encapsulation of Part II

As can be gleaned from the foregoing theoretical analysis, the key concern that has

given force to the call for the default application of the administrative model of
remedies is access to patents. As maintained by proponents of this approach,
difficulty in accessing patents is a problem created or exacerbated by the routine

or default application of the bargaining model of remedies to patents. This
problem has the tendency to result in both allocative inefficiency and dynamic
inefficiency. It also results in distributive disparities between patentees and users
of patented inventions, usually in the favour of the former.

This is why its proponents argue that problems in accessing patents can be
corrected by a substitution of the bargaining model of remedies with the

administrative model. It is their argument that since the administrative model

enables better access to patents, allocative and dynamic inefficiencies, and
distributive disparities can be reduced.

Considering that the theoretical analysis undertaken thus far does not present a
vivid picture of the practical problems that can result from the bargaining model,

it is necessary to further highlight the social costs of applying that model as

identified by proponents for the administrative model. This is with a view to
justifying the theoretical foundations of the administrative model presented.

Hylton, ‘Calabresi and Intellectual History of Law and Economics’ (2005) 64 Maryland Law
Review 85-107.
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3.4 Part III: The Social Costs of the Bargaining Model as Identified
by Proponents of the Administrative Model
As already identified, the case for the default application of the administrative

model to patent enforcement is informed by an attempt to avert patent
opportunism,

122

as it replaces patent exclusivity with judicially assessed

payments. To reiterate, opportunism is the quintessence of market failure, and it
commonly manifests in the form of ‘holdup’. 123 Also as noted earlier, holdup is

likely to arise whenever a party, due to transaction costs especially information
costs, is caught in asset specificity and becomes vulnerable to opportunism by a
right or resource owner.

124

Some advocates for the application of the

administrative model do not consider this traditional description of holdup as

exhaustive. Farrell et al, for example, explain that ‘pure economics is largely
unaffected by whether or not there is guile involved’ 125 (as a result of information
costs) but whether the patent holder fails ‘to license in a reasonable fashion’. 126 In

other words, ‘opportunism or holdup arises when a gap between economic

commitments and subsequent commercial negotiations enables one party to
capture part of the fruits of another’s investment’. 127 This holdup results in
allocative inefficiency (also known as static inefficiency) and dynamic inefficiency.

Cotter confirms this, reasoning that a holdup occurs where the patent holder
causes:

a) ‘static deadweight losses that are not justified by likely increases in
dynamic efficiency’, that is, the patent holder is able to cause the infringer

Paul Heald, ‘Transactions and Patent Reform’ (2007) 23 Santa Clara Computer and High
Technology Law Journal 44.
123 See Michael Meurer, ‘Controlling Opportunistic and Anti-Competitive Intellectual Property
Litigation’ (2003) 44 Boston College Law Review 509.
124 See Chapters 1 and 2.
125 Joseph Farrell, John Hayes, Carl Shapiro and Theresa Sullivan, ‘Standard Setting, Patents and
Holdup’ (2007) 74 Antitrust Law Journal 604; see also Richard Posner’s opinion in Apple v
Motorola, No. 1:11-cv-08540, (2012 WL 2376664) : “A compulsory license with ongoing royalty
is likely to be a superior remedy in a case like this because of the frequent disproportion between
harm to the patentee from infringement and harm to the infringer and to the public from an
injunction…”.
126 Ibid, 605.
127 Ibid, 603.
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to be at a distributional disadvantage, which misaligns with the purposes
of patent protection.

b) ‘dynamic efficiency losses due to reduction in incentive … to engage in
follow-up innovation’. 128

Lemley and Weiser state that patent holdup relates to the patentee’s ability to
extract economic reward, bearing not on the technological cum economic value of
the patent, but on the unfortunate circumstance of a party having already incurred

costs in its exploitation, or in dire need of gaining access to exploit it. 129 Several

scholars who favour applying the administrative model to patents support this

position. 130 From the varying scholarly perceptions of holdup, it becomes clear
that patent opportunism can arise ex-post due to asset specificity (i.e. classic

holdup) and ex-ante, due to the refusal to deal except on the condition of undue
gains appear in sight (hold-out). Both are considered as alternative forms of

economic holdup. This reinforces the view expressed earlier that, although this

chapter is directed largely at the ex post bargaining process, it is not limited to that

process, but generally concerns patent bargaining in the shadow of litigation. For
this reason, the significance of the administrative model to both stages of
bargaining merits discrete treatment.

3.4.1 Classic Holdup

Classically, ‘holdup’ stems primarily from an infringer’s asset specificity. 131 The
infringer incurs costs or invests irreversibly towards the exploitation of a patent,

due to information costs (i.e. difficulties in determining the validity, scope and
existence of patents). Thereupon, the patentee is able to take advantage of the
Thomas Cotter, ‘Patent Holdup, Patent Remedies, and Antitrust Responses’ (2009) 34 Journal
of Corporation Law 1154.
129 Mark Lemley and Phil Weiser, ‘Should Property or Liability Rules Govern Information?’ (2007)
85 Texas Law Review 787.
130 For example, see Daniel Crane, ‘Intellectual Liability’ (2009) 88 Texas Law Review 253; see
also Andrew W. Torrance and Bill Tomlinson, ‘Property Rules, Liability Rules, and Patents: One
Experimental View of the Cathedral (2011) 14 Yale Journal of Law & Technology 138; Richard A.
Posner, ‘Transaction Costs and Antitrust Concerns in the Licensing of Intellectual Property’
(2005) 4 John Marshall Review of Intellectual Property Law 325.
131 Mark Lemley, ‘Ten Things to Do about Patent Holdup of Standards (and One Not To)’ (2007)
48 Boston College Law 149.
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misfortune of the infringer. Standard Essential Patents (SEPs) are the stock-in-

trade of the analysis of a classic patent holdup situation. 132 As defined by Yeh, an
industry standard ‘is a set of technical specifications that provides a common

design for a product or process’. 133 Standards enable interoperability or working

compatibility among complementary technologies (e.g. software, accessories or
devices) such that the need to switch from one technology to another or to have
disparate goods may be obviated where they can be fused. 134 A patent becomes an

SEP when it forms part of the several fundamental technologies assembled to form

a given standard. 135 Once a standard is adopted and becomes settled industrial

practice in a given industry, the patent’s value heightens beyond its usual
technological-cum-economic worth had it not been adopted. 136

Where the value of a patent is circumstantially heightened and it is asserted

against a third party or parties who have incurred irreversible costs on it, it
becomes a trump card in the hands of a patent holder in the bargaining process.

This is largely for two connected ‘lock-in’ 137 reasons: network effects and
switching costs. ‘Network effects’ (also known as network externalities) relate to

the user base or population of a particular product. According to Bernieri,

‘[n]etwork externalities arise in markets where the use of a product by one

Joseph Miller, ‘Standard Setting, Patents, and Access Lock-In: Rand Licensing and the Theory
of the Firm’ (2007) 40 Indiana Law Review 351; see also Michael Lindsay and Robert Skitol, ‘New
Dimension to the Patent Holdup Saga’ (2013) 28 Antitrust 34-41.
133 Brian Yeh, ‘Availability of Injunctive Relief for Standard Essential Patent Holders’ (2012)
Congressional Research Service, 7-5700, available at
https://www.law.berkeley.edu/files/CRS_SEP_Report_9-2012.pdf (last accessed 02/05/2016)
134 Research in Motion Inc v Motorola, Inc., 644 F SUPP. 2d 788, 790-91 (N.D. Tex. 2008); see also
Apple, Inc. v. Motorola Mobility, Inc., 2011 WL 7324582.
135 Josh Lerner and Jean Tirole, ‘Standard-Essential Patents’ (2013) National Bureau of Economic
Research, Working Paper 19664, available at http://www.nber.org/papers/w19664 (last
accessed 02/05/2016).
136 Valerio Torti, ‘IPRs, Competition and Standard Setting: In Search for a Model to Address HoldUp’ (2012) 33 European Competition Law Review 387.
137 A party becomes locked into a technology when it becomes difficult for that party to migrate
or switch to another technology. See Peter Camesasca, Gregor Langus, Damien Neven and Pat
Treacy, ‘Injunctions for Standard-Essential Patents Justice is not Blind’ (2013) 9 Journal of
Competition Law and Economics 1; see also Joseph Farrell and Paul Klemperer, ‘Coordination and
Lock-In: Competition with Switching Costs and Network Effects’ (2007) 3 Handbook of Industrial
Organization 1967.
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consumer increases the value that other users obtain from the product’. 138 She
provides an example of network externalities:

The illustrative example is communication networks, in which the user can

establish contact with other users of the network and adding an additional
user increases the value that others might derive. Externalities can occur

directly, as in the first case described, or indirectly, when the utility of the
users of a network, for instance, an operating system, increases because

the developers of application programs will produce more software for the
operating systems that are most vastly used. 139

Where there is settled use of a technology or an assemblage of technologies, it
becomes difficult for users to migrate or divert to a new one. 140

‘Switching costs’ refer to the costs of a manufacturer to switch from one

technology or an assemblage of technologies, usually patented, to alternative
(non-infringing) ones. Switching costs can be inordinate and with significant
inefficiency implications.

141

Magliocca provides a vivid similitude of the

implications of switching costs for manufacturers: ‘When an integration occurs

and the item is being made, the manufacturer cannot remove the given patent
from this bundle without redesigning the entire device—it is like pulling a thread

from a tapestry’. 142 To carry this analysis on classic holdup further, it is important

to provide practical illustrations; one derived from economic analysis and the
other derived from case law.

Rosa Castro Bernieri, Ex-Post Liability Rules in Modern Patent Law (Intersentia, 1st edition,
2010) 61.
139 Ibid.
140 See Jonathan Rubin, ‘Patents, Antitrust, and Rivalry in Standard-Setting’ (2007) 38 Rutgers
Law Journal 509.
141 Aaron Edlin, ‘The Role of Switching Costs in Antitrust Analysis: A Comparison in Microsoft and
Google’ (2013) 15 Yale Journal of Law and Technology 176.
142 Gerard Magliocca, ‘Blackberries and Barnyards: Patent Trolls and the Perils of Innovation’
(2007) 82 Notre Dame Law Review 1828.
138
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i. Lemley and Shapiro’s Economic Analysis of Classic Holdup
Lemley and Shapiro provide the leading economic analysis of patent holdup. 143

Simplified, they identify six variables as determinative of the holdup bargaining
outcomes:

V: relating to the value of the patent, judging by its incremental technical
and economic value over other available technologies;

M: representing margin earned per unit product. It can be computed as
difference between the price of the product sold and its marginal cost (i.e.

incremental cost of making an extra unit of production). Thus, if a phone is
sold for $300 and the marginal cost of producing the phone is $50, then the
margin earned is $250. The higher the marginal cost, the lower the margin
earned per unit;

θ: depicting the strength of the patent in terms of the probability of it being
found valid and infringed or invalid and/or not infringed;

C: standing for an infringing manufacturer’s switching cost (from the
infringing technology to a non-infringing alternative);

L: signalling the number of sales that would be lost by an infringing
manufacturer should an injunction be granted to forestall further sales;
and

B: symbolising the bargaining skills of both the patent holder and the
infringer. 144

Lemley and Shapiro maintain that, upon designating these variables, the fair and

standard royalty should be based on B×V (bargaining strength on both sides

multiplied by the value of the patent). 145 In other words, parties agree to a royalty

depending on the incremental value of the patent over other non-infringing
Mark Lemley and Carl Shapiro, ‘Patent Holdup and Royalty Stacking’ (2007) 85 Texas Law
Review 1992; see also Carl Shapiro, ‘Injunctions, Hold-Up and Patent Royalties’ (2010) 12
American Law and Economics Review 1.
144 Ibid,1995-2000.
145 Ibid.
143
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alternatives in accordance with their respective bargaining strengths. 146 The

likelihood of the patent being found valid and infringed would also factor into the
adoption of a royalty rate.

They posit that should the infringer choose to litigate without redesigning the
infringing product or production process — ‘the litigate strategy’ — the holdup

power of the patentee lies in the adverse consequences to the infringer of having

to redesign to avoid infringement in the event that the patent is found valid and
infringed. 147 Thus the patentee would be in a position to take advantage of two

things: the costs of the infringer in having to redesign the infringing matter; and
(should an injunction be issued to halt further infringement) the lost sales during

the course of redesigning. 148 To avoid losing not just the value attributable to the

infringing aspects of the product or process, but the entirety of the product or
process, the infringer may agree to a royalty rate that exceeds the value of the

patented aspects of the product or process, but not a sum that exceeds the
profitable earnings on the non-infringing aspects. 149

However, were the infringer to litigate, and to seek alongside to redesign — the

‘redesign and litigate strategy’ — the holdup effects would be substantially the
same, but different in nature. 150 Thus, where the patent is valid and infringed, and

the cost of redesigning is somewhat low, the infringer would still stand to lose

from being excluded from the market pending the completion of a non-infringing

redesign. 151 This is where the holdup would lie. Where, conversely, the cost of
redesigning is high, then both the costs of redesigning and being excluded from

the market factor into the holdup. The infringer would therefore be willing to pay
a sum higher than the market value of the patent, but not one exceeding the cost

Ibid.
Ibid, 2001
148 See also Elizabeth Siew-Kuwan NG, ‘Evolving Landscape of Patent Remedies in a Changing
Market Place’ (2012) Singapore Academy of Law Journal 634-668.
149 Mark Lemley and Carl Shapiro, ‘Patent Holdup and Royalty Stacking’ (2007), n143, 2001; see
also Niels Melius, ‘Trolling for Standards: How Courts and the Administrative State can Help
Deter Patent Holdup and Promote Innovation’ (2012) 15 Vanderbilt Journal of Entertainment and
Technology Law 161-190.
150 Ibid, 2002
151 Ibid, 2002-2005.
146
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of being excluded from the market (in the first case) or the costs of being excluded
from the market and to redesign (in the second case). 152

The ‘rip off’ or overcharge value of such a patent magnifies in correspondence to
the weakness of the patent’s strength. Accordingly, the likelihood of the patent

being found invalid and/or non-infringed would also account for the extent to
which the infringer is being ‘extorted’. Where the patent has no incremental value

over other non-infringing alternatives, the holdup effect lies in the costs avoided

in having to redesign already produced items (i.e. extra fixed costs) and being
excluded from the market pending that redesign. 153 This is so with respect to both

the litigate and the redesign and litigate strategies.

Lemley and Shapiro surmise that holdup effects remain possible even were an

injunction out of the picture, say, where the infringement suit is pursued after

patent expiry or where an injunction would not issue for equitable or efficiency

reasons. In these circumstances, they argue, reasonable royalties are likely to be
awarded on account of what would have been the patentee’s bargaining position
had an injunction been granted, explaining the point as follows:

The consequence of this circularity is that reasonable royalties are elevated
above the benchmark level, and the problems of holdup identified earlier

“infect” the court-awarded level of reasonable royalties. Since negotiated
royalties reflect a premium based on holdup, so will the reasonable
royalties awarded by the court. And this in turn gives patent holders more

negotiating power in a self-reinforcing manner, which ultimately magnifies
the effects of holdup on negotiated royalty rates. 154

The purpose of presenting Lemley and Shapiro’s economic analysis of patent
holdup is to illustrate how classic holdup occurs. The case law is now turned to in
order to illustrate this point further.

Ibid.
Ibid.
154 Mark Lemley and Carl Shapiro, ‘Patent Holdup and Royalty Stacking’ (2007) n143, 2022.
152
153
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ii. Case Law Instances of Holdup
Proponents of the administrative model have a number of real-life examples of
holdup situations to buttress their economic assumptions or theory. One example

is the infamous RIM v NTP 155 case, where the defendant felt pressured, by the fear

of an injunction being issued against it, to enter into a $612.5 million settlement

with the patentee. 156 Eventually it transpired that the patent upon which the

settlement was entered was invalid, but this realisation only came to light after
the payment had been made.

Another case of significance that highlights the dangers of indiscriminate
application of the bargaining model is Ebay v MercExchange. 157 In this case, which

was ultimately decided by the US Supreme Court, Justice Kennedy warned against
the likelihood of owners of patents with insignificant value using the threat of

injunctions to gain undue negotiation or settlement powers to extract excessive
licensing fees.

Rambus 158 is another well-known case of patent holdup. In this case the patentee

earned close to $142.5 million licensing fees from users of its patented

technologies because the users had been locked into the use of the patented
technologies. However, the users had been locked into the application of the

patented technologies because of the patentee’s failure to disclose patents over
the technologies at the time of forming a technological standard.

3.4.2 Patent Holdout

Holdouts most likely arise where alternative non-infringing technologies available
or known to third parties are not as viable as the patented ones in issue. 159
NTP, Inc. v. Research in Motion, Ltd., No. 3:01CV767 (E.D. Va. Aug. 5, 2003); see also 418 F.3d
1282 (2005)
156 See Lily Lim and Sarah Craven, ‘Injunctions Enjoined: Remedies Restructured’ (2008) 25
Santa Clara Computer & High Technology Law Journal 787; see also Niels Melius, ‘Trolling for
Standards: How Courts and the Administrative State Can Help Deter Patent Holdup and Promote
Innovation’ (2012) 15 Vanderbilt Journal of Entertainment Technology Law 161.
157 547 US 388 (2006).
158 Rambus, Inc. v. Infineon Technologies AG 318 F 3d 1081 (2003).
159 Gavin George, ‘What is Hiding in the Bushes? eBay's Effect on Holdout Behavior in Patent
Thickets’ (2007) 13 Michigan Telecommunications and Technology Law Review 557.
155
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Holdouts are more palpable in cases of patent thickets, particularly where there
are technologically overlapping or complementary patents, such that products or

services cannot be provided completely or satisfactorily without access to vital
patents. 160

A holdout situation may be fuelled and encouraged by the application of the
bargaining model to patents, particularly the use of injunctions. 161 A third party

may fear that, should he or she infringe the patent without a licence, the issuance
of an injunction to enforce that patent could exclude it from the market until a
redesign is successfully pursued.

162

This could bring about both Cournot

complementarity and royalty stacking problems (discussed in Chapter 2), which

involves owners of patents strategically seeking more than other owners of

technological inputs in terms of the price for use of their patents. 163 The almost

inevitable consequence is that producers pass these extortionate prices on to
consumers, thus resulting in double marginalisation. 164 It might also result in
consumption of good and services being too low, making investments made
towards commercialisation difficult to recoup. 165

Lemley and Shapiro maintain that ex ante negotiations assist a third party little in
circumstances where the patent is invalid. If the third party has an alternative
technology to rely on or the patent is iron-clad in terms of validity and

infringement, they envisage that a fair and standard royalty rate based on B×V
(bargaining skills and the incremental value of the patent) can be reached. 166 But

where this is not so, there is a likelihood of overcharge or ‘rip off’ because the third
party pays the price of a valid patent even though it is likely invalid. 167 This
Ibid.
See Pamela Samuelson, ‘Are Patents on Interfaces Impeding Interoperability?’ (2009) 93
Minnesota Law Review 1943; see also Alyson Barker, ‘Patent Permanent Injunctions and the
Extortion Problem: The Real Property Analogy's Preservation of Principles of Equity’ (2006) 88
Journal of the Patent and Trademark Office Society 256.
162 Mark Lemley and Carl Shapiro, ‘Patent Holdup and Royalty Stacking’ (2007) n143, 2002-2005.
163 Ibid, 2013
164 Ibid
165 See Carl Shapiro, ‘Patent Reform: Aligning Reward and Contribution’ in Adam Jaffe, Josh
Lerner and Scott Stern, Innovation Policy and the Economy (University of Chicago Press, Vol 8,
2008) 111.
166 Ibid, 2002-2005.
167 Ibid.
160
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patentee opportunism is not circumscribed to ex-post situations after asset
specificity has occurred.

Armstrong et al argue that holdout effects are real, and particularly visible in the

Smartphone market, as owners of patents on components are able to
extortionately tax manufacturers.

168

Since smartphones are amalgamated

devices, in the sense that they are products of the convergence of difference

components, manufacturers are exposed to the problems that come with patent

thickets. 169 For this reason, patent holders are able to charge royalties on the basis
of a percentage of a phone’s market sales price rather than on the value of the

component to the entire phone. 170 Armstrong et al posit, on the assumption that

an average smartphone sells for $400, that on account of how royalties are being
charged, about $120 of that price is attributable to patent royalty overcharges.

This estimation does not take into account the economic value or costs of crosslicenses agreed for the purposes of enabling the production of the phones. 171

Lemley and Shapiro’s study on royalty stacking aligns with Armstrong et al’s, but
predates it. Lemley and Shapiro argue that, based on their own studies of 3G

Cellular Technology, the surcharge value per phone due to royalties on the 3G

Cellular Technology accounts for about 30% of the price of the phone. 172 They
surmise that the plethora of patents that make up the IEEE 802.11 collection of
standards that facilitates wireless local area networking, also known as Wi-Fi,

possibly runs into thousands of patents. 173 Reference is also made to other

technologies, such as DVD media technologies, which are awash with patents and
assailed by stacking problems. 174

Ann Armstrong, Joseph Mueller and Timothy Syrett, ‘The Smartphone Royalty Stack:
Surveying Royalty Demands for the Components Within Modern Smartphones’ (2014) available
at http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2443848 (last accessed 03/05/2016).
169 Ibid.
170 Ibid.
171 Ibid.
172 Mark Lemley and Carl Shapiro, ‘Patent Holdup and Royalty Stacking’ (2007) n143, 2025.
173 Ibid, 2026-2027.
174 Ibid.
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3.4.3 Encapsulation of Part III
The negative effects of patent holdup, both (classic) holdup and holdout, can result

in in both static (as between the patentee and infringer) and dynamic (third party

effects) terms. In static terms, patent holdup can place infringers at a distributive
disadvantage, as the patent holder is able to extract extortionate reward from

infringers to the extent that they can pay. It provides an incentive to own patents

with a view to monetising them. 175 Patent holdup brings adverse dynamic or third

party effects such as: abandonment of projects; 176 disproportionately high prices

of goods and services; 177 impediments to open innovation; 178 discouraging
independent
necessities;

180

inventions;

179

duplicative

research

suboptimal exploitation of inventions;

due
181

to

redesigning

and the wasteful

deployment of human and material resources towards the defence of patent claim
assertions. The distributive disadvantage an infringer might suffer, though a static
matter, is not without dynamic implications. Thus an infringer might forfeit

opportunities for deploying resources towards other innovative ends, which may
in turn generate a society loss.

However, while the case advanced by proponents of the administrative model

provides clues on the likely social costs of routine application of the bargaining

model, it is an incomplete account of patent opportunism. It is incomplete because
the administrative model of patent remedies, as it exists, is a product of libertarian
philosophy. Even though monetary remedies, which are the province of the
See, EBay v MercExchange, LLC, 547 U.S. 388 (2006) 396.
See Mark Lemley, ‘The Economics of Improvement in Intellectual Property Law’ (1997) 75
Texas Law Review 989.
177 Ian Ayres and Paul Klemperer, ‘Limiting Patentees’ Market Power Without Reducing
Innovation Incentives: The Perverse Benefits of Uncertainty and Non-Injunctive Remedies’
(1999) 97 Michigan Law Review 986.
178 See Jason Schultz and Jennifer Urban, ‘Protecting Open Innovation: The Defensive Patent
License as a New Approach to Patent Threats, Transaction Coast and Tactical Disarmament’
(2012) 26 Harvard Journal of Law and Technology 1; see also Fiona Murray and Scott Stern,
‘When Ideas Are Not Free: Impact of Patents on Scientific Research’ (2006) 7 Innovation Policy
and the Economy 33.
179 See Ted Sichelman, ‘Commercializing Patents’ (2010) 62 Stanford Law Review 341.
180 Michele Boldrin and David K Levine, ‘Rent-seeking and Innovation’ (2004) 51 Journal of
Monetary Economics 127; see also James Bessen, Michael Meurer and Jennifer Ford, ‘The Private
and Social Costs of Patent Trolls’ (2011) 24 Regulation 26.
181 Stuart Graham and Nicolas Van Zeebroeck, ‘Comparing Patent Litigation Across Europe: A
First Look’ (2014) 17 Stanford Technology Law Review 655-708.
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176
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administrative model, may not directly retard access to patents, as do prohibitory

remedies, they can have the effect of making access to patents costly. This is

because the prevailing scheme of monetary remedies deployed towards patents is

fashioned with a view towards fostering exclusivity in the commercialisation of
patented goods.

3.5 Part IV: The Deficiencies of the Case for the Administrative
Model
As the foregoing discussion reveals, the case for the default application of the

administrative model appears forceful. Yet contrary to the arguments of

proponents for the administrative model, patentee opportunism is inherent in
that model too. The non-attribution of patentee opportunism to the

administrative model lies in the flawed standpoint from which opportunism is
viewed. Proponents of the administrative model centre their arguments on the
relationship between the economic conditions of users of patented technologies

and excessive rewards likely to accrue to patentees. However, as established in

Chapter 1, pursuant to Smith’s definition of opportunism, provided there is a
chasm between patent law policy and patent monetary remedies, opportunism is

inherent. 182 In order to elucidate this argument further, it is important to refer to

the relationship between the social welfare objectives of the patent system and
enforcement policy.

The patent system is, again as explained in Chapter 1, conceived and operated on
the basis that society must forbear static efficiency, otherwise known as ‘free-

market’ practices, to secure dynamic efficiency outcomes through the inventive
efforts of inventors and their sponsors. 183 Society’s forbearance to encourage

inventive outcomes is represented in the legal remedies applied to enforcing
182
183

See Part I of Chapter 1.
Ibid.
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patents. This confirms the argument made in Part II of this chapter that legal
remedies shape the incentives and constraints of entities in relation to legal

entitlements, in this case patents. Society’s forbearance in protecting patent

entitlements must be at least commensurate with society’s gains—i.e. marginal
social costs equal marginal social benefits (MSC=MSB). Otherwise, the marginal

social costs of protecting and enforcing patents would exceed the marginal social
benefits of inventions procured, which would make the patent system inefficient.
In other words, the utilitarian aims of the patent system would be defeated. For

this reason, patent law remedies must not overreach the purposes of patent law
policy.

As Opderbeck has argued, there is an ideological gap between patent law policy
and enforcement policies as represented in legal remedies, especially monetary

remedies. 184 This gap is the real cause of patent opportunism, and not merely the

possibility of patent holders securing robust rewards on account of the likelihood

of a prohibitory remedy being issued. This gap between patent law policy and
enforcement policy is also the reason why Sichelman reasons that the prevailing
scheme of monetary remedies applied towards patent enforcement provides

excessive incentives to incentivise inventive activities. 185 In furthering Opderbeck

and Sichelman’s submission, focus turns in the next part of this thesis to an

assessment of remedies under the administrative model, with a view to showing
how they foment patent opportunism. In the three chapters that follow, the three

monetary remedies of compensatory damages, reasonable royalties and
disgorgement will be critically discussed to demonstrate how patent opportunism
is aggravated upon their deployment.

David Opderbeck, ‘Patent Damages Reform and the Shape of Patent Law’ (2009) 89 Boston
University Law Review 127, 137-138.
185 Ted Sichelman, ‘Purging Patent Law of “Private Law” Remedies’ (2014) 92 Texas Law Review
567.
184
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3.6 Conclusion
This chapter discussed patent opportunism as a function of deficient conception
and deployment of legal remedies towards the enforcement of patents. In
pursuing this theme, it focused on two major issues: the role of patent remedies
in ordering the patent market, and the call for the default application of the

administrative model of remedies in patent law. As regards the role of patent law
remedies in directing the ordering of the patent market, it has shown that the

more prohibitive are patent remedies, the less likely infringement will be
encouraged. Conversely, the more lenient are patent remedies, the greater the

motive for infringement. This chapter likens legal remedies and the approach to
enforcing them to market prices that inform attitudes within a market. This
reasoning translates to the patent marketplace. Patent remedies, depending on

how they are applied, have effects on the ordering on the patent market. They can

make up for the failure of ex ante opportunities, or even render the patent
marketplace inefficient in circumstances where they are not optimal.

As regards the case for the default application of the administrative model of

remedies to patent law, this call rests on the argument that the bargaining model
of remedies impedes access to patents, which in turn brings about sub-optimal
social outcomes. Advocates of the administrative model cite allocative

inefficiency, the likelihood of extortion and discouragement of innovation as
outcomes of the application of the bargaining model. They argue that were

monetary remedies the standard remedial facilities available to patent holders,

the problem of access to patents would be easily solved and the sub-optimal
implications of difficulties in accessing patents would evaporate. This chapter,

though, reveals that this default application of monetary remedies may not be an
immediate panacea to the problem of patent opportunism until those monetary

remedies are of such a nature that they can be reconciled with the utilitarian
objectives of patent law. It therefore provides a prelude to a discussion of how the

present regime of patent monetary remedies enables opportunism in the ensuing
chapters.
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Chapter 4

Compensatory Damages and the
Patent Market
4.1 Introduction

Chapter 3 established that patent opportunism is a function of the improper

application of legal remedies to patent law, and that monetary remedies can be a
particular source of the problem. The aim of the current chapter is to critically

evaluate the effects of the monetary remedy of compensatory damages, with a
view to showing the likely effects of compensatory damages on opportunism and

the patent market. This chapter argues that compensatory damages are unsuitable
to the patent system and the patent market for two primary reasons:
a)

b)

compensatory damages provide legal protection that overreaches the
purposes of the patent system, and as such inherently create room for
opportunism; and

by simply adjusting the rules on the computation of damages, the

inherence of opportunism facilitated by the remedy remains
uncorrected.

The chapter concludes, accordingly, that compensatory damages should not be

applied in patent law cases. This chapter is divided into two parts. Part I addresses

the first premise by emphasising the utilitarian foundation of the patent system.

It illustrates that a gap exists between the utilitarian nature of the patent system
and rules for the enforcement of patents creates room for opportunism. It

concludes that the problem with the application of compensatory damages to

patent law is that it causes focus to be shifted away from the incremental value of

patents such that excessive focus is placed on compensating the patentee for

losses resulting from infringement. Part II, in dealing with the second premise

above, is the lynchpin of this chapter. It chiefly addresses the primary heads of
118

compensation recognised in patent law, with the aim of establishing that the

quantification of compensatory damages is highly likely to be opportunistic

because it is assessed using highly uncertain measures. This is pursued by parsing
on the doctrinal chasms between Commonwealth jurisdictions and the US, and the
novel nuances in Canadian judicial practice on the subject.

4.2 Part I: The Ideological Gap Between Compensatory Damages and the
Purpose of the Patent System — the First Premise
Overcompensation resulting from the award of general damages in patent law has
long been a major source of concern and discussion among interested entities in
the intellectual property (IP) sphere. While some empirical studies have decried

damages as being truly excessive, 1 others have sought to show that damages
computations are not excessive as purported, although a few outliers may be. 2 The

bulk of these empirical studies have focused largely on reasonable royalties, with

only anecdotal reference to compensatory damages. However, as correctly posited
by Opderbeck, these empirical studies have been incapable of ascertaining
whether or not damages awards are truly excessive. 3 As Opderbeck submits, this
can only be determined on the basis of whether the award of monetary

reparations conforms to the ideological and theoretic foundations of the patent
system. 4 It should also be noted that while the focus of these commentaries has

See Mark Lemley and Carl Shapiro, ‘Patent Holdup and Royalty Stacking’ (2007) 85 Texas Law
Review 1991, 1992; see also Markus Reitzig, Joachim Henkel and Christopher Heath, ‘On Sharks,
Trolls, and Their Patent Prey—Unrealistic Damage Awards and Firms’ Strategies of “Being
Infringed”’ (2007) 36 Research Policy 134.
2 See Michael Mazzeo, Jonathan Ashor and Samantha Zyontz, ‘Do NPEs Matter?: Non-Practicing
Entities and Patent Litigation Outcomes’ (2013) 9 Journal of Competition Law & Economics 879; see
also Thomas Cotter and John Golden, ‘Empirical Studies Relating to Patents—Remedies’ (2015)
Minnesota
Legal
Studies
Research
Paper
No.
15-31,
available
at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2665680 (last viewed 13/04/2016).
3 David Opderbeck, ‘Patent Damages Reform and the Shape of Patent Law’ (2009) 89 Boston
University Law Review 128, 137 (“The studies that have been conducted to day, as well as the
original study presented here, are inconclusive concerning whether damages in patent cases are
becoming systematically excessive”).
4 Ibid, 137-138.
1
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largely been overcompensation, under-compensation may also be a source of

concern.

Both over and under-compensation fall squarely in the realm of patent
opportunism. To demonstrate the inevitability of opportunism in the application
of compensatory damages to patent law, it becomes imperative to explore the gap

between the theoretical and ideological foundation of patent policy and the

remedy. As discussed in Chapter 1, a simple economic ‘fear’ serves as the raison

d’être for the patent system. Essentially, without a legal regime that assists in

privatising inventive ideas so that inventors and their sponsors can recoup their
investments towards inventive engagements, the incentive to invest in such ends

will be low. 5 This fear is founded on the belief that third parties would freely and
inexpensively utilise the inventive ideas developed at considerable cost by
inventors and their sponsors, thus making it impossible for them (the latter) to
recover their costs as they compete freely with the former. 6 This is generally

known as ‘free-riding’. 7 Free riding is not necessarily a problem, as it can result in

significant positive externalities by providing inexpensive access to inventive

ideas. 8 However, it does create a serious problem if it reduces the incentive to
pursue such inventive activities.

As also explained in Chapter 1, where the marginal social costs to society (in terms

of static efficiency and some dynamic efficiency losses) exceed the marginal social
benefits derived in enforcing patents, the patent system’s value diminishes or

declines. 9 Thus the patent system will not qualify as optimal where sacrifices
Matthew Fisher, ‘Classical Economics and Philosophy of the Patent System’ (2005) 1 Intellectual
Property Quarterly 1; see also Paul H. Jensen and Elizabeth Webster, ‘Factors Affecting the Power
of Patent Rights’ (2005) 37 Australian Economic Review 419; see also Najib Harabi,
‘Appropriability of Technical Innovations: An Empirical Analysis’ (1995) 24 Research Policy 98.
6 See Kenneth Dam, ‘The Economic Underpinnings of Patent Law’ (1994) 23 Journal of Legal
Studies 247; see also Richard Levin, ‘A New Look at the Patent System’ (1986) 78 American
Economic Review 199; Donald Turner, ‘The Patent System and Competitive Policy’ (1969) 44 New
York Law Review 450.
7 Mark Lemley, ‘Property, Intellectual Property, and Free Riding’ (2005) 83 Texas Law Review
1032; see also Mark Lemley, ‘What's Different About Intellectual Property? (2005) Texas Law
Review 1097; see also Martin Adelman, ‘Property Rights Theory and Patent- Antitrust: The Role
of Compulsory Licensing’ (1977) 52 New York Law Review 977.
8 Mark Lemley, ‘Property, Intellectual Property, and Free Riding’ (2005) above n7, 1049.
9 Arnold Plant, ‘The Economic Theory Concerning Patents for Inventions’ (1934) 1 Economica 30;
see also Alfred Pigou, Economics of Welfare (Macmillian Publishers, 4th edition, 1932) 185.
5
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made towards the encouragement of inventive activities surpass the gains to
society from inventive activities.

10

This is why the continued used of

compensatory damages in patent law would continue to result in suboptimal
outcomes. And this is chiefly because that remedy ignores the incremental value
of patents to society, which is the essence of the patent system, in the pursuit of
protecting the patentee’s exclusivity in the commercialisation of goods that
incorporate their inventions.

This is clearly an institutional defect, which was identified by a practical and
pragmatic English judge of his time, 11 Justice Arthur Kekewich, in his first instance

determination in Clement Talbot Ltd v Wilson and Another. 12 This judgment was
given in a compensatory damages decision, which was overturned on appeal. In

this case the infringer had imported a car that incorporated infringing accessories.
The patentee’s claim was that but for the infringing nature of the car they would

have captured that car sale, and as such demanded as compensation the profit
they lost. In response to the patentee’s arguments Justice Kekewich had this to
say:

They are not the Patentees of the car; they are Patentees only of the

accessories, and if I were to accede to their argument I should be giving

them, by way of damages, profit, which it seems to me they have not earned
by reason of the sale of the accessories, but by reason of the sale of the car.
For that I can see no foundation. 13

Apparently on account of the utilitarian nature of patent law, His Honour went on

to reason that in patent law, the loss suffered by the patentee is measurable by the
gain derived by the infringer from infringement. Thus, he went on to say: “I think
I must ascertain, in order to determine the damages, what is the difference

between the value of such a car as the Defendants have bought with the
See Roger Blair and Thomas Cotter, ‘Rethinking Patent Damages’ (2001) 10 Texas Intellectual
Property Law Journal 1; see also Roger Blair and Thomas Cotter, Intellectual Property: Economic
and Legal Dimensions of Rights and Remedies (Cambridge University Press, 1st edition, 2005).
11 See Jeremy Philips, ‘Sir Arthur Kekewich: A Study in Intellectual Property Litigation 18861907’ (1983) 12 European Intellectual Property Review 335.
12 [1907] RPC 511.
13 Ibid, 515.
10
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accessories and the value of such a car without the accessories.” 14 In essence, His

Honour considered that the only fair and equitable reparation for a patentee is a
sum commensurate with the value gained by the infringer from the infringed
patent as the purpose of patent law is simply to promote inventive activities,
commercialization being a secondary consideration.

This point is extended by Lemley, who argues forcefully that the patent system
functions to enable inventors and their sponsors to recover their fixed costs and
make reasonable profits to encourage them to further invent; its function is not to

enrich inventors and their sponsors. 15 Inventors should be able to charge a price
for the use of their patented inventions, this way they can secure reasonable
profits from users of their inventions to cover their costs. 16

Sichelman corroborates this position on two major bases. 17 The first is that
patents are awarded for the utilitarian purpose of optimally encouraging

innovation, not to protect property rights in inventions in the libertarian sense.

This view reflects the position in major patent law jurisdictions. For example in
the Canadian case of Teva Canada Limited v Pfizer, 18 the Supreme Court of Canada

identified the rationale of the patent system to be the encouragement of the
disclosure of inventive ideas. 19 In other words, the patent system operates on the

basis of a quid pro quo basis rationale that in return for the disclosure of inventive
ideas inventors are granted exclusive rights over their inventions. For this reason,

patentees are only exclusively entitled to receive rewards that their inventions
can fetch either by their stand-alone value or their value as manifested when
combined with other non-infringing components.

Ibid, 516.
Mark Lemley, ‘Ex Ante versus Ex Post Justifications for Intellectual Property’ (2004) 71
University of Chicago Law Review 131.
16 Ibid.
17 Ted Sichelman, ‘Purging Patent Law of “Private Law” Remedies’ (2014) 92 Texas Law Review
517; see also Amy Landers, ‘Patent Valuation Theory and the Economics of Improvement’ (2009)
88 Texas Law Review 166.
18 [2012] 3 SCR 625.
19 Ibid, paragraphs 31-35.
14
15
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The second reason is linked to the first, that patents should be reinforced with

legal remedies that are sufficiently necessary to securing inventions. 20 Sichelman
accordingly argues that where the design of patent remedies is such that they are
modelled after a libertarian system of protecting property rights, such as tort law,

society expends or sacrifices more than is needed to optimally incentivise

invention. 21 Applying a libertarian philosophy to patent protection (which may be

suitable in the context of traditional property rights) has the implication of

deflecting focus from the inventive concept of a patent, which should be the chief
object of patent protection, to the effects of infringing goods or services on the
patentee’s trade.

22

In the joint determination of two Australian cases, JT

International SA v Commonwealth of Australia and British American Tobacco

Australasia Limited v The Commonwealth, 23 the instrumentalist nature of patent

rights was confirmed by Australia’s apex court, the High Court. In doing so, the
court described the nature of IP rights with reference to an excerpt from Cornish
et al, 24 that:

the terms of the section make it plain that an act of economic policy was

intended: the objectives were the encouragement of industry,

employment and growth, rather than justice to the ‘inventor’ for his
intellectual percipience. 25

The foregoing analysis is compounded by the fact that empirical economic studies
have proven unable to confirm that patents do in fact incentivise inventors or their

sponsors to engage in inventive activities or to embark upon commercialisation,
as generally touted. 26 The exception is pharmaceutical inventions, which are
Ted Sichelman, ‘Purging Patent Law of “Private Law” Remedies’ (2014) n17 above, 556.
Ibid.
22 See Bernard Chao, ‘Causation and Harm in a Multicomponent World’ (2016) 164 University of
Pennsylvania Review Online 61, 67.
23 [2012] HCA 42
24 William Cornish, David Llewelyn and Tanya Aplin, Intellectual Property: Patents, Copyrights,
Trade Marks and Allied Rights (Sweet and Maxwell, 7th edition, 2010). 125
25 [2012] HCA 42, paragraph 33.
26 See Michele Boldrin and David Levine, Against Intellectual Monopoly (Cambridge University
Press, 1st edition, 2010); see also Arnold Plant, ‘The Economic Theory Concerning Patents for
Inventions’ (1934) 1 Economica 30; Stuart Graham, ‘High Technology Entrepreneurs and the
Patent System: Results of the 2008 Berkeley Patent Survey’ (2009) 24 Berkeley Technology Law
Journal 255.
20
21
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considered to be the ‘poster child’ of the patent system for commercialisation

purposes. 27 This is because the inordinate costs of marketing and meeting
regulatory requirements that characterise pharmaceutical inventions give
impetus to the need to jealously protect them from infringement. 28

The unsuitability of compensatory damages to patent law is not, however,

circumscribed to the ideological gap between the purpose of the remedy and

patent law, as identified above. Its unsuitability also stems from the manner in
which the restorative objectives of compensatory damages are attained through
the ascertainment of ‘loss’ that informs their quantification.

4.3 Part II: The Lottery Effects of the Methods of Computing
Patent Damages—The Second Premise
With the ideological gap between compensatory damages and patent law policy
inherently creates room for opportunism identified, it is important to show how

the application of the remedy, particularly its causation component, exacerbates
the propensity for opportunism. The prevailing legal treatment of patent

infringement as a statutory tort 29 in common law jurisdictions must first be noted
as a prelude to discussing the place of causation in the application of the legal
remedy.

Although the modern recognition of compensatory damages as a remedy is largely

a product of patent legislation, 30 the rules governing the computation of the

remedy are largely fashioned by the courts. Legal methods that govern the
computation of patent damages are structurally similar to those that apply to tort

law. This is because in both contexts it is first required that causation, the nexus

between the injury suffered and the wrong done (the ‘but for’ assessment), be
See Christopher Taylor and Aubrey Silberston, The Economic Impact of the Patent System
(Cambridge University Press, 1st edition, 1973); see also Frederic Scherer, ‘The Political Economy
of Patent Policy Reform in the United States’ (2009) 7 Journal on Telecommunications and High
Technology Law 167.
28 Ibid.
29 Fabio Perini SPA v LPC Group Plc [2012] RPC 885, 904.
30 In Australia, Patents Act 1990, section 13; in Canada, Patent Act 1985, section 55(1)a; in the UK,
Patent Act 1977 section 61; in the USA, Patent Act 1952, section 284.
27
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established before moving on to the quantification of loss. 31 In other words, once
causation is established focus is directed to determining the quantum of loss
resulting from the wrongdoing.

As explained by Justice Jacob in the first instance determination of Gerber v

Lectra, 32 causation seeks to determine what happened in the past—i.e. whether

the infringement caused the losses the patentee claimed to have suffered. 33 In
proving causation, anything that is ‘more probable than not’ is considered

certain. 34 Once causation is established focus shifts to measuring the loss

suffered. 35 Justice Jacobs explained this as relating to an assessment of futuristic

events—i.e. what would have happened in the future if past event had not
occurred. 36

Customarily claims for patent damages are stated in form of the loss of a chance

to make profits as a result of the infringement. 37 As explained by Harvey, in his

classic textbook McGregor on Damages, when a case for damages is founded on the

loss of a chance, ‘(c)ausation is then established by showing that the claimant has

lost the chance and showing this on the balance of probabilities’. 38 He goes on to
identify the steps that guide the court in addressing a loss of a chance claim as
follows:

This then makes for three stages in the enquiry: first, it must be

ascertained whether loss of a chance is recognised as a head of damage or
loss in itself; secondly, it must be shown that on the balance of probabilities
the claimant has lost the particular chance; thirdly, the lost chance must be
quantified by resort to percentages and proportions. 39

31 See Catnic Components Ltd v Hill and Smith Ltd [1983] FSR 512, 522-526; Gerber Garment
Technology Inc v Lectra Systems Ltd [1995] RPC 383; Ultraframe (UK) Ltd v Eurocell Building
Plastics Ltd [2006] EWHC 1344 (Pat).
32 [1995] RPC 383.
33 Ibid, 395.
34 Ibid.
35 Ibid.
36 Ibid.
37 Gerber v Lectra [1997] RPC 443, 459.
38 Harvey McGregor, McGregor on Damages (Sweet and Maxwell, 19th edition, 2014)
39 Ibid, 374.
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A translocation of Harvey’s analysis to the patent context means that the patentee

must show that the loss for which compensation is sought is recognised as
compensable in patent law; that on the balance of probabilities, the infringement
caused the loss; and finally, a plausible measure of loss resulting from the

infringement is presented. It is the last two components that particularly bring

about opportunistic outcomes in patent damages computation. The first simply

relates to the recognised heads of compensation. Therefore, that component must

be addressed before switching to the last two components and how they impact
on the computation of damages.

4.3.1 What Are the Recognised Heads of Compensation in Patent Law?
The heads of compensation recognised in patent law generally fall under two
broad categories: the primary and secondary heads of compensation. The primary

heads of compensation accommodates ‘immediate’ economic losses to patentees

resulting from the inability of the patentee to exclusively capture the market of
goods incorporating the patented invention(s) infringed. The primary heads of

compensation are usually of two types: profits not earned due to lost sales, and

reduced profits due to price erosion. 40 In establishing lost sales, it is generally

expected that the patentee proves: first, that the patent in issue is exploited
through sales, and not by licensing; 41 secondly, that there was market demand for

goods incorporating the infringed patent; 42 and thirdly, that the patentee had
productive capacity to meet market needs. 43 In the USA, 44 and now in Canada, 45

however, there is an additional factor; and this factor distinguishes these

See Gregory Urbanchuk and James Tumbridge, ‘Patent Damages: The European Landscape’
(2008) 3 Journal of Intellectual Property Law & Practice 576; see also Larry Coury, ‘C'est What?
Saisie! A Comparison of Patent Infringement Remedies among the G7 Economic Nations’ 2003
Fordham Intellectual Property, Media and Entertainment Law Journal 1101.
41 See Ruth Okediji and Margo Bagley, Patent Law in Global Perspective (Oxford 1st edition, 2014)
661; see also British Thomson-Houston Co Ltd v Charlesworth Peebles [1923] SC 599; see also
British Motor Syndicate Ltd v John Taylor [1900] RPC 723.
42 Pneumatic Tyre Company Ltd v The Puncture Proof Pneumatic Tyre Company [1898] RPC 405;
see also Boyd v The Tootal Broadhurst Lee Company Ltd [1894] RPC 175.
43 Leeds Forge Company v Deighton Patent Flue Company [1908] RPC 209.
44 Panduit Corp. v. Stahlin Bros. Fibre Works, Inc. 575 F.2d 1152 (1978)
45 On account of Apotex v Merck 2015 FCA 171 and Pfizer v Teva Canada Limited 2016 FCA 161
40
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jurisdictions from Commonwealth jurisdictions. It is whether there were noninfringing alternatives open to the infringer during the period of infringement.

The other primary head of compensation—price erosion— although treated as a
different head from lost profits, inextricably connects with lost sales. 46 As Werden
et al. state, infringing competition can compel patentees into price reduction to

attract customers. 47 It is their position that to simply account for lost sales that the

patentee suffered without having regard to two other components could mean the
patentee is short-changed. These components are:

a) the prices at which the patentee would have sold the goods for which

sales were lost; and

b) the reduced prices at which the patentee sold his products during the
period of the infringing competition.

With regard to the first point, let it be assumed that the infringer sold infringing

items at $5 apiece when the patentee would have sold same for $7 had there been

no infringing competition. To compensate the patentee with the infringer’s price

gain of $5 ignores a shortage of value to the tune of $2. With regard to the second
point, if the patentee had been forced, due to infringement, to sell, say, 20 items at
$6 when he or she could have sold at $7, there would be a shortage in value to the

tune of $1 per item sold. Thus, the patentee would have lost $20 due to price
erosion.

In Wellman, Seaver and Head v Burstinghaus and Co, 48 a competitive bid by the

infringer for a contract compelled the patentee to lower his contract price.
However, upon securing the contract, the patentee sued the infringer for the
difference between the original contract price he had offered and that which the

See Roy Epstein, ‘The Market Share Rule with Price Erosion: Patent Infringement Lost Profits
Damages after Crystal’ (2003) 31 AIPLA Quarterly Journal 3.
47 Gregory Werden, Luke Froeb and James Langenfeld, ‘Lost Profits from Patent Infringement:
The Simulation Approach’ (2000) 7 International Journal of the Economics of Business 213.
48 [1911] R.P.C 326
46
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infringing bid had caused him to accept. In the Canadian case of Allied Signal v Du
Pont Inc49 the Canadian Federal Court advanced a more nuanced view. It held that
the patentee could also claim for higher prices above the historical price that he

or she could have sold for, but for the infringement. It is also important to note

that price erosion has the effect of causing the patentee’s production costs to be
wasted or unexpectedly increased. 50

Secondary heads of compensation, on the other hand, concern the extent to which

the infringer can be held responsible for the losses suffered by the patentee in
pursuance of commercialisation undertakings. 51 Losses under this category of

compensation are redeemable under any of the following heads:
1) lost sales on convoyed goods;

2) post-infringement lost sales; and

3) lost sales due to the infringer’s accelerated re-entry into the market. 52

This class of compensable losses relate to the spillover effects of the infringement
to the patentee’s business pursuits. They are, however, products of judicial

creation arguably resulting from the overzealousness of judges in protecting
inventors from commercialisation losses. 53 This thesis does not pursue an
explication and analysis of these secondary heads of compensation. This is

because of reason of space and because the primary heads of compensation serve

as sufficient basis with which to illustrate the difficulty of applying compensatory
damages to patent law.

4.3.2 The Difficulties in Computing Patent Damages

49 78 CPR (3d) 129, paragraph 217 (“Where competition by the infringer forces the patentee to
reduce the selling price of its patented product, the patentee is entitled to the profit it lost both
on the sales it actually made, and the sales that it would have made, at the selling price it would
have maintained but for the presence of the infringing product”)
50 See Richard Rapp and Phillip Beutel, ‘Patent Damages: Updated Rules On The Road To
Economic Rationality’ in Tom Arnold et al. (eds) Patent Litigation (Practising Law Institute,
1999) available at http://www.nera.com/content/dam/nera/publications/archive1/3854.pdf
(last accessed on 15/03/2017)
51 Brent Rabowsky, ‘Recovery of Lost Profits on Unpatented Products In Patent Infringement
Cases’ (1996) 70 South California Law Review 281.
52 Ibid.
53 Ibid.
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It becomes pertinent to discuss how uncertainties of causation and ascertainment

of loss affect the computation of damages. It is these uncertainties that result in
the opportunistic effects of compensatory damages in patent law. These

components borrowed from tort law are difficult to apply in patent law because

treat an infringed patent as though it were solely responsible for the entire

functioning and nature of products or commercial matters incorporating patented
technology. Yet technical knowledge is cumulative, and so novel and inventive

knowledge builds upon a pre-existing body of information. Moreover, patented
inventions generally work in tandem with non-patented or public domain

elements to produce goods and services. Thus, as explained by Justice Learned
Hand:

It is of course impossible to imagine an invention for a machine or
composition, or process, which is a complete innovation, emerging, fullgrown, like Athene, from its parent’s head. It would be easy then to say that
profits were to be attributed wholly to the invention. Such inventions are
however mythical. All have a background in the past, and are additions to
the existing stock of knowledge which infringing articles embody with the
invention. …54

This shows that patented inventions advance upon pre-existing ones and that
patented inventions incorporated into finished goods along with other non-

infringing component. Therefore, it is an entirely unworkable process to try
connecting infringing sales to the loss of patentees.

Judges acknowledge that the components of causation and ascertainment of loss

pose difficulties in patent law. In Betts v De Vitre 55 Wood VC described the
speculative and judicially problematic nature of ascertaining causation thus:

…damages of this description, namely, damages for the infringement of a
patent where there is no licence granted at any time for the use of the
patent, can only be ascertained on those very vague and guess-like data
upon which it appears juries have been obliged to act in ascertaining what
the actual loss has been that has occurred to a patentee by the user by
some wrongdoer of his patent right. 56

Cincinnati Car Co v New York Rapid Transit Corporation, 66 F.2d 592, 593 (1933).
[1865] 11 Jur NS 9 (Ch D) 10.
56 Ibid, 290.
54
55
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Justice Jacob acknowledged the speculative nature of damages computation in the
first instance determination of Gerber v Lectra, 57 remarking that ‘I am in an area

where speculation can be piled upon speculation’. Although courts warn against
speculation, and urge a weighing of facts on a balance of reasonably foreseeable

probabilities as customarily applied in civil litigation, the delineation between
speculating and drawing inference from foreseeable probabilities remains thin. 58

The guess-like nature of determining lost profits is why Lord Shaw in Watson,

Laidlow and Co 59 remarked that ‘[t]he restoration by way of compensation is

therefore accomplished to a large extent by the exercise of a sound imagination
and the practice of the broad axe’. For the reason that patent infringement is a
species of economic tort, determining causation and the ascertainment of loss is

always contingent on the prevailing market conditions that characterize patented
goods. In Allied Signal Inc v Du Pont Inc the Canadian Federal Court enumerated

of such factors to be as follows: 60

(a) Presence of competing products in the market; (b) Advantages of the
patented product over competing products; (c) Advantages of the
infringing product over the patented product; (d) Market position of the
patentee; (e) Market position of the infringer; (f) Market share of the
patentee before and after the infringing product entered the market; (g)
Size of the market before and after the infringing product entered the
market; and (h) Capacity of the patentee to produce additional products. 61

Factors (a)-(g), as would be shown, are often shaped by one essential factor—
substitutability. This relates to the degree or extent to which other goods or
matters available to users can substitute patented goods. Factor (h), although

significant, is not addressed in this discussion, as it is not often a source of
[1995] RPC 413.
See Martha Gooding and William Rooklidge, ‘The Real Problem with Patent Infringement
Damages’ (2009) 91 Journal of the Patent and Trademark Office Society 484; see also Kevin Marshall
and Kurt Beron, ‘Statistics & the Law: Proving Lost Profits’ (1996) 2 Texas Wesleyan Law Review
467, 468-471.
59 [1914] RPC 118.
60 Allied Signal Inc v Du Pont Inc (1998) 78 CPR (3d) 129.
61 Ibid, paragraph 34; see also Susan Perng Pan, ‘Patent Damage Assessments After Rite-Hite and
Grain Processing’ (2002) 42 IDEA - The Journal of Law and Technology 481, 494; Kathleen
Kedrowski and Jennifer Knabb, ‘An In-Depth Look at Historical Patent and Trademark Damages
Trends’ (2002) 20 IPL Newsletter 8; Bryan Krouse and Clement Krouse, ‘Patent Infringement:
Lessons from Industrial Economics’ (2004) Journal of Industry, Competition and Trade 191.
57
58
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controversy. The substitutability of patented goods to users falls under three

broad classes, namely: zero, imperfect and perfect substitutability. Before shifting

to how demand elasticity shapes causation determination it is important to
introduce the concept of price elasticity of demand.

Perfect substitutability exists where an increase in the price of a patented good
would bring about a change (usually a decrease) in the quantity of it demanded.

For example, if a piece Item A (patented), sold in August for $5 becomes $8 in

September, some buyers would be unable to afford Item A at the new price and so

would shift to other cheaper (perhaps technically inferior) economic alternatives
to Item A. As is shown later in this article, where there a state of perfect

substitutability it is generally difficult to determine both causation and the

measure of resulting loss to the patentee. However, imperfect substitutability of

patented goods may arise where a change in price can still result in a degree of

change in demand even though it might not be significant. 62 For this reason, where
imperfect substitutability arises there is also likely to be difficulty with regard to

the establishment of causation and loss just as with perfect substitutability cases.

However, it is possible that certain patented goods can have zero degree of

substitutability. This can arise where due to technological superiority goods or

because users find themselves (inextricably) locked into the consumption or use

of the goods. 63 In such situations, an increase in price would bring about little or
no change in the quantity demanded, or cause no shift to other alternatives. 64

Where there is zero substitutability, causation and quantum of loss is usually easy
to determine. This is because in such situations sales that an infringer made on

such goods would otherwise have gone to the patentee. However,
notwithstanding zero substitutability an infringer may still secure patronage of

buyers because of consumer loyalty to the infringer. An example is evident in
Watson Laidlow v Potts, Cassel and Williams 65 where Lord Shaw acknowledged
Ibid.
Ibid.
64 John Skenyon, Christopher Marchese and John Land, Patent Damages Law and Practice
(Thomson Reuters, 2013 Update) §2:16.
65 [1914] RPC 104
62
63
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that certain customers would have stayed loyal to the infringer even had they had
not infringed; as such, the patentee could not have secured their patronage. 66

At this juncture, it becomes necessary to address the consequence of
substitutability on the assessment of causation and quantification of loss.

4.3.2.1 Proof of causation and loss where substitutability to user(s) is zero.
The traditions of Commonwealth jurisdictions, the US and Canada on patent
damages converge when substitutability to user(s) is zero. This is because in such

a market state, the patentee functionally has a monopoly. As such, it will be a
straightforward matter to whatever sales the infringer made would have
necessarily gone to the patentee, so long as the patentee had the productive

capacity to produce as much as the infringer did. 67 Hence, the loss suffered by the

patentee is generally attributable to the volume of infringing activities.

A ‘two-supplier’ market often characterises such a market state, as it only consists

of the patentee and infringer. 68 In such situation, both causation and loss are easily
established or implicit. The recent English case of AP Racing Ltd v Alcon

Components Ltd 69 presents a good example. In this case the English High Court

found that although there were other alternative sources of calipers (Brembo and
PFC), sold even at cheaper prices, the buyers of the infringing calipers (Joe Gibbs)
were singularly interested in buying calipers incorporating the infringed

technology due to its superior performance enabled by a structural optimisation
design process. For this reason, they were willing to pay a price higher than other

alternative sources would have demanded. Thus, the court held that sales that had
the infringers not sold the calipers the patentees would certainly have done so.

[1914] RPC 104, 119.
Ronald Coolley, ‘Overview and Statistical Study of the Law on Patent Damages’ (1993) 75 Journal
of the Patent and Trademark Office Society 515, 526; see also James F. Nieberding, ‘Lost Profits and
Price Erosion in Patent Infringement Cases: Implications of Crystal Semiconductor’ (2003) 16
Journal of Forensic Economics 37.
68 Micro Chemical, Inc. v Lextron 318 F.3d 1119 (2003); see also Roy Epstein, ‘State Industries and
Economics: Rethinking Patent Infringement Damages’ (2000) 9 The Federal Circuit Bar Journal
367.
69 [2016] EWHC 116 (IPEC).
66
67
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A ‘two-supplier’ market will not, however, be considered to exist where relevant
customers would have sought other market alternatives if they considered the

patentee’s to be too expensive—i.e. imperfect substitutability. Thus, in Fabio

Perini SPA v LPC Group plc, 70 the English High Court ruled that the patentee
(Perini) would only entitled to damages for the full contractual gains lost if they

could prove that they would have secured the contracts but for the infringement.

The court found that although the patented technology was most suitable to the

contractual specification, but there was an alternative technology (Gambini)
which the customer (LPC, also an infringer) could apply. 71 Hence Norris J made

the observation that ‘[i]n the world of (what would have been) Perini was not the
sole company offering converting lines to LPC, and LPC would not have been

compelled to accept what Perini offered’. 72 An expression of similar reasoning is

seen in Coflexip v Stolt Offshore MS Ltd, 73 also a contract-based case. In rejecting

the patentee’s claim that they would have earned the contracts lost, Justice Jacob
(as he then was) remarked that:

the claimants are not in a position to show that the use of the apparatus or
process of the invention was considered crucial or indeed even material for
either the defendants or their customers. So this is not a case…..where
there were really only two machines in the market — plaintiffs' and the
defendants' — and it was the machines themselves which the customer
wanted. 74

Thus, where the market situation is one of imperfect substitutability, because a

two-supplier market situation does not exist, causation and loss become onerous
to prove.

A ‘two-supplier’ market may, however, take a difference shape. Although there

may be several alternatives available to relevant customers, the circumstances
may place the patentee’s goods or services in a ‘niche market’ (a ‘mini-market’ or

‘submarket’ as the American jurisprudence calls it). 75 Consider, for example, a
[2012] RPC 885.
Ibid, 198.
72 Ibid.
73 [2002] EWHC 1686 (Ch).
74 Ibid.
75 See Yarway Corp. v Eur-Control USA, Inc., 775 F.2d 268, 276 (Fed. Cir. 1985); see also John
Skenyon and Frank Porcelli, ‘Patent Damages’ (1988) 70 Journal of the Patent and Trademark Office
70
71
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market for fruit juice-based sweeteners where sweeteners sold in liquid form. If,

however, patented sweeteners sold in tablet form render them a species of fruit
juice-based sweeteners, this may create a sub-market. In such a niche market

situation, using the words of the US Federal Circuit in Kaufman Co. v Lantech, 76 ‘it

is reasonable to infer that the infringement probably caused the loss of profits’. 77

Some other Federal Circuit cases, such as Electro Scientific Industries, Inc. v General

Scanning, 78 and Standard Havens Products, Inc. v Gencor Industries, Inc, 79 have
adopted this reasoning. In sum, once again, it is apt to say that the Commonwealth
and US approaches would converge in situations of zero substitutability.

As already hinted, there is the consideration that where there is zero
substitutability causation and quantification of loss is easy as lost profits are
ascribable to the infringement. The problem with such outcome is likely one of

false attribution the implication of which is that the patentee is overcompensated.

This is so for two reasons. The first is that as protection centres on the patentee’s
goods, and ignoring the incremental nature of patents, there would be an undue

imputation of patents. This is due to disregarding the roles of pre-existing stock of
knowledge that the patent’s inventive concept builds upon and other noninfringing elements incorporated in the patented goods.

The second reason is essentially economic. It is that the patentee due to zero

substitutability, the patentee can sell above market price to a considerable

number of customers, and a small share of the market served by the infringer, even
at lower prices, would not diminish the patentee’s economic rents. 80 In other

words, regardless of the infringement the patentee would have been able to
recoup its marginal costs and capture a reasonable measure of social surplus
contributed through its invention.

Society 762, 780-781; Harold Brown, ‘Proof of Lost Profits Damages Following Rite-Hite v Kelley’
(1995) 23 AIPLA Quarterly Journal 579, 598-599.
76 926 F. 2d 1136 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit 1991.
77 Ibid.
78 247 F.3d 1341 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit 2001.
79 953 F.2d 1360 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit 1991.
80 David Opderbeck, ‘Patent Damages Reform and the Shape of Patent Law’ (2009) n3, 175.
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The implication of compensatory damages, where there is zero substitutability, on
the patent licensing market and in litigation settlements is an endowment of the

patentee with undue bargaining powers such that he can demand royalties up to
the licensee’s ability to recover their marginal costs. The follow-on consequence

of this is a serious likelihood of abrasion to consumer welfare and this is
particularly so for two possible reasons. One is that licensees would have no

choice but to pass on licensing costs to consumers through high prices if they
choose to license from the patentee. The other is that if they choose not to license,
then they avoid the market to which the patented goods relate, which leaves the
patentee in a monopolistic position such that the patentee is able to charge
supracompetitive prices.

4.3.2.2 Proof of causation and loss in cases of perfect substitutability
Where there is perfect substitutability and, as already identified, also where there

is imperfect substitutability, causation and measurement of loss cease to be simple

matters and the judicial attitudes of the Commonwealth and US diverge. For this
reason, the analysis here applies equally to cases of imperfect substitutability.

In cases of perfect (and imperfect) substitutability courts engage in elaborate
counterfactual analysis of what events would have ensued had infringers not

unlawfully competed as they did. 81 This analysis is largely founded on a reconstruction of what the patentee’s economic fortunes would have been had no
infringement occurred. 82 As foreshadowed, any such reconstruction of the market

is fraught with robust imagination and practical difficulties. In British United Shoe
Machinery Company v Fussel Sons83, on account of user(s)’ substitutability, Neville

J acknowledged that mathematical certainty in the computation of damages is

impossible because of the need for a reconstruction exercise, reasoning that ‘when
Peter Strand, ‘Back to Bedrock: Constitutional Underpinning Set “New” Standards for Patent
Infringement Causation’ (2002) 8 Boston University Journal of Science and Technology Law 375; see
also Marion Stewart, ‘Calculating Economic Damages in Intellectual Property Disputes: The Role
of Market Definition’ (1995) 77 Journal of the Patent and Trademark Office Society 321.
82 See Laura Pincus, ‘The Computation of Damages in Patent Infringement Actions’ (1991) 5
Harvard Journal of Law and Technology 95; see also Robert Frank and Denise DeFranco, ‘Patent
Infringement Damages: A Brief Summary’ (2000) 10 The Federal Circuit Bar Journal 281.
83 [1910] RPC 205.
81
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it comes to a consideration of these damages, it is a matter of very great

difficulty’. 84 In the end his Lordship awarded a discretionary sum, reasoning that

‘it is impossible to arrive strictly at what the damages are, and therefore, that the
best thing I can do it to assess them as well as I can’. 85

Similarly, in British Thomson-Houston v Goodman, 86 although the defendant had

infringed the patented lamps, the English High Court was unable to determine the
extent of damage in terms of lost sales the infringement had actually cost the

patentee. Upon describing, as unfortunate, the patentee’s inability to lost profits,

Russell J said ‘I am left in the dark as to evidence which entitles me to say that they

have been deprived of any particular amount in respect of the sale by the infringer
of these infringing lamps’. 87 His Lordship then reversed the damages computation
of £500 of the Master, and in its place awarded the patentee six guineas.

As the ascertainment of causation precedes the determination of loss, the

ascertainment of causation in such market states is first addressed. For the
purposes of establishing causation, the link or nexus between the infringement
and the patentee’s loss, courts customarily rely on what is commonly known as

‘probabilistic causation’. A judicial approach to determining causation is to be
probabilistic when it relies on a balance of probabilities to reach a judgment on

the cause of economic injury to the patentee. 88 Probabilistic causation is a

pragmatic approach to establishing causation such that once it is shown that the
wrongdoer caused injury by a given probability, then causation is considered

established by that proven probability. 89 Customarily, in applying probabilistic
causation, it is usually expected that the claimant should prove causation more
likely than not by more than fifty percent (50%) probability. 90 Thus, for example,
Ibid, 208.
Ibid.
86 [1925] RPC 75.
87 Ibid, 78.
88 See Richard Wright, ‘Causation, Responsibility, Risk, Probability, Naked Statistics, and Proof:
Pruning the Bramble Bush by Clarifying the Concepts’ (1988) 73 Iowa Law Review 1001.
89 See Steven Shavell, ‘Uncertainty over Causation and the Determination of Civil Liability’ (1985)
28 Journal of Law and Economics 587, 589; see also Steven Shavell, ‘An Analysis of Causation and
the Scope of Liability in the Law of Torts’ (1980) 9 Journal of Legal Studies 463.
90 Sarah Green, ‘The Risk Pricing Principle: A Pragmatic Approach to Causation and
Apportionment of Damages’ (2005) 4 Law, Probability and Risk 159.
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in Fabio Perini SPA v LPC Group PLC, Norris J required the patentee, Fabio Perini,
to show evidence that is more than 50% probable that but for the infringement
the loss of profits would not have occurred. 91

Upon determining causation by showing sufficient probability of connection

between the infringement and the ensuing loss, the patentee is required to present

an analysis of loss suffered. Again, in perfect substitutability situations this is
usually uncertain. The courts determine resulting loss based on the market

conditions, particularly on account of consumers’ attitudes towards the patented
goods. Thus, as reasoned in a recent English case, SDL Hair Ltd v Next Row Ltd: 92

Where the quantification of the claimant’s loss depends on future uncertain
events, such questions are decided not on the balance of probability but on

the court’s assessment, often expressed in percentage terms, of the loss
eventuating. This may depend in part on the hypothetical acts of a third
party… 93

In practice, however, there are two major competing models for determining
causation and loss in perfect (and imperfect) substitutability situations: the

Commonwealth model, chiefly used in Commonwealth jurisdictions; and the ‘Non-

Infringing Alternatives consideration’ model, commonly used in the USA and
recently adopted in Canada by the Federal Court of Appeal in Apotex v Merck 94 .

4.3.3 The Commonwealth Model

The House of Lords in United Horse Nail Company v Stewart 95 categorically
established the Commonwealth model by enunciating a rule that excludes
consideration of non-infringing alternatives (NIAs) the infringer could have

applied in reconstructing the counterfactual state of affairs. 96 Their Lordships
[2012] RPC 885, 905.
[2014] EWHC 2084 (IPEC).
93 Ibid, paragraph 31 (9).
94 2015 FCA 171.
95 [1887] RPC 260.
96 See, the Australian case of Advanced Builders v Ramset Fastners [2001] FCA 1098; see also Boyd
v Tootal Broadhurst Lee Co Ltd [1894] RPC 175.
91
92
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ruled that the availability of NIAs would not alter the court’s inference that the

infringement caused lost sales to the patentee in circumstances where there was

proven market demand for goods or services incorporating the patented
invention. 97

The implication of the exclusion of NIAs from the reconstruction exercise means
that the proof causation would generally be a relatively easy matter for the

patentee under the Commonwealth model. This is because all that is expected of

the patentee is to show that it is more probable than not that the infringement
caused the loss. Once that requirement is satisfied causation is established, then
focus shift to quantification of loss. Quantification of loss would usually be difficult,

however. In dealing with the determination of loss, the primary curial step
adopted is statistical probabilities, often stated in percentage(s).

The market factors identified in Allied Signal Inc v Du Pont Inc, 98 would usually
shape the court’s assessment on the quantum of loss. Again, it is reiterated that

factor (h) is excluded from discussion because it is usually uncontroversial. In
addition, as already stated factors (a) to (g) are shaped by the factor of

substitutability. However, in quantifying loss in cases of perfect substitutability
and (imperfect substitutability) two routes emerge under the Commonwealth

model to quantify loss. One is based on the statistical probabilities that the
patentee would have secured a given portion or volume of sales secured by the

infringer—factors (a) to (e), while the other is to quantify loss in proportion to the

market share of the patentee—factors (f) and (g). This classification is not
definitive as factor (e)—market position—could influence market share.

Via the first route, the court extrapolates the patentee’s loss from the market
realities that preceded the infringement, or market realities it believes would have

existed had there been no infringement, 99 as illustrated in Gerber v Lectra. 100
There the defendant’s counsel argued that the just way to quantify loss would be

[1887] RPC 130, 268.
78 CPR (3d) 129.
99 See Clarence Fleming, ‘Problems in Proving Lost Profits in Multiple Competitor Situations’
(1993) 75 Journal of the Patent and Trademark Office Society 67.
100 [1995] RPC 383.
97
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to proceed as in tort law whereby each wrong sale of the infringing machines is
treated as a tort. Thereupon, an assessment of the probability that each sale would
have been secured by the patentee had there been no infringement, is made.
Justice Jacob J dismissed this argument, saying:

Theoretically, one should look at the evidence concerning each sale; form

a view as to the probability of that going to Gerber, and a view as to the lost

profit on each such sale. Then there should be an overall summation of the

products of each probability and its associated lost profit. In practice that
would be a pointless exercise given the impossibility of coming up with

anything like precision, for each probability or each particular loss of
profit. 101

Jacob J ultimately favoured reaching quantification of loss based on the general

impression of things, as he perceived them. 102 He took certain market factors

bordering largely on those of factors (a) to (f) into account in approximating
‘collective probabilities’, 103 and upon this basis ruled that the patentee would only
have been able to secure sales of 15 out of the 25 machines that the infringer
produced. This amounted to 60% of the sales made by the infringer. The Court of

Appeal affirmed this finding, saying: ‘He simply awarded 60 per cent of the total
sum claimed as loss of profit on the 25 machines. One can infer that he must have
found the figures for loss of profit for each machine proved’. 104

In Fabio Perini SPA, 105 in seeking to quantify the injury suffered by the patentee in

losing the contracts in issue to the infringer, Norris J considered varying market

factors. Balancing these competing considerations, he ‘put the chance of Perini’s

successfully obtaining the contracts at 65%’, 106 and awarded the patentee

Ibid, 407.
Ibid, 408.
103 Ibid, 414.
104 [1997] RPC 443, 459.
105 [2012] RPC 885.
106 [2012] RPC 885, 925.
101
102
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damages on that basis. Similarly, in Ultraframe (UK) Ltd v Eurocell Building Plastics
Ltd 107 Kitchin J approached causation on the balance of probabilities, saying:

To my mind all of these points illustrate the inherently difficult and
uncertain nature of the exercise both experts were seeking to perform. At
the end of the day I have to make an assessment based upon my
impressions of the evidence as a whole. Doing the best I can on the
materials before me I have reached the conclusion that a reasonable split
of the sales of Pinnacle 500 between each of the three categories falls
somewhere between the two positions taken by the experts and is as
follows:
i) Category i): 56,700 (42% of 135,000)
ii) Category ii): 10,800 (8% of 135,000)
iii) Category iii): 67,700 (50% of 135,000) 108

As noted above, the second route to quantifying the patentee’s loss under the
Commonwealth approach is through a market-share analysis—factors (f) and (g).
The court assesses the probability or chance that the patentee could have secured

the infringer’s sales in proportion to the patentee’s market share. In the USA,

where market share analysis is also popularly applied, it is used to overcome
evidentiary uncertainties only where infringers cannot show that there were NIAs

available—i.e. where NIA considerations are excluded from causal determination.

State Industries Inc. v Mor-Flo Industries, 109 a US case, provides a good example of

market share analysis. In this case, the market in question involved the water
heating industry. The patentee’s product, based on a patented method, was

adjudged to have 40 per cent share of the market. The infringer rightly contended
that the market was competitive and that there were alternative products

available for consumers to purchase and for the infringer to have applied (NIA

argument). The court rejected the infringer’s argument for NIA considerations
because, even though there were NIAs, the patentee’s products were technically
superior to other NIAs and the patented feature was the basis of purchase from
the infringer. However, because of the uncertainty as to the measure of lost sales
[2006] EWHC 1344 (Pat).
Ibid, paragraph 109.
109 883 F.2d 1573 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit 1989.
107
108
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suffered by the patentee, the court simply awarded the patentee 40 per cent of the
sales obtained by the infringer (i.e. 40 per cent of the infringer’s sales in
correspondence with 40 per cent of the patentee’s market share).

A similar approach featured in the Canadian case of Jay-Lor v Penta Farm
Systems, 110 where the Federal Court ruled that the patentee’s ability to secure over

800 sales during the infringing period was sufficient proof that it had considerable

market position. Therefore, the patentee’s market share could be a basis upon
which damages computation. For this reason, the court proceeded to determine
what proportion of the 337 infringing sales the patentee would have captured by
reference to the patentee’s market share. 111

Yet this market-share based assessment of probability may be unfair to the

infringer, as it is simplistic and presumptive. It may also have unfair implications
for the patentee in certain circumstances. An example is evident in the Canadian
case of Allied Signal v Du Pont Inc. 112 The Federal Court found that, although there

were other competitors in the market, all those who purchased from the infringer

had previously been customers of the patentee, and would not have ceased
purchasing from the patentee had the infringer not entered the market. This, the
court observed, made it ‘necessary to look at the question on a customer-by-

customer basis, instead of on a wider, ‘market’ basis under the market-share

theory’. 113 This was because the patentee had a 19 per cent share of the market,

and to assess the probability that it would have secured the sales of its
longstanding customers based on that 19 per cent share would produce an

outcome unfair to the patentee. The court thus approached it because of lost sales
on a customer-by-customer analysis.

Although the market share and ‘probability of sale’ routes differ, both are based
on market conditions and bear the same flaws when applied towards assessing
damages. Thus, O’Brien’s criticisms directed at the market share route apply to

2007 FC 358.
2007 FC 358, paragraphs 209-225.
112 78 CPR (3d) 129.
113 78 CPR (3d) 129, paragraph 36.
110
111
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both. O’Brien maintains that applying market conditions to determine lost sales
does not answer the question: to what extent did the infringement caused lost

sales? 114 He cites illustrations that can be adapted for the purposes of this
discussion. 115 For example, if a patentee had a market share of 30 per cent (or a

probability of securing 30 per cent) of the infringer’s sales, to compute damages

based on this 30 per cent market share (or probability) might be too simplistic. He
reasons that reality might be over the course of time the patented goods attract

higher prices. This might be because patentee’s market share or probability of
capturing sales would have increased by, say, 10 per cent.

Conversely, it might be that in the course of time another entity could have
discovered and supplied NIAs that would have reduced the patentee’s market

share or probability of securing a given sales volume by 10 per cent (subtracted
from 30 per cent of the pre-infringement market condition equals 20 per cent). To
compute damages based on market share or the probability of capturing sales

could in the first situation undercompensate the patentee, but in the second
situation have the opposite effect. 116 As Werden maintains, a probabilistic

assessment of loss in an elastic market is not without speculation, because it
‘requires an assumption about the shape of the demand curve’. 117 He adds:

There will always be a margin for error because of the statistical
uncertainty in estimating demand elasticities and because simulation
depends on the assumptions that are never precisely right. But the
tendency of the courts to resolve uncertainty against the infringer should
assure that simulated damages are not too speculative to be accepted. 118

The Commonwealth model, as explained, has two principal features: first, it

ignores NIAs, and secondly, it adopts a probabilistic causation and quantifies loss

using statistical probabilities. In measuring loss, it takes the probability of

something likely to happen, based on experience, as representing what actually
Vincent O’Brian, ‘Economics and Key Patent Cases’ (2000) 9 Baltimore Intellectual Property Law
Journal 1, 12-15.
115 Ibid.
116 Ibid.
117 Gregory Werden, Luke Froeb and Lucian Beavers, ‘Economic Analysis of Lost Profits from
Patent Infringement With and Without Noninfringing Substitutes’ (1999) 27 American Intellectual
Property Law Association Quarterly Journal 305.
118 Ibid.
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happened on a given occasion. Its upshot is that the quantification of losses most

likely to founded on the chance that a thing could have happened, not on the
factual finding that it did happen.

The application of this simplistic strategy for determining loss in tort law is one of

the major reasons why some scholars argue that tort law damages computations
are a lottery; 119 it is worse with compensatory damages in patent law. If the extent
of the economic injury to the patentee cannot be properly determined, to found
the pursuit of adequate compensation upon statistical probabilities would

inevitably have lottery effects. This can favour the patentee or instead, the

infringer, thus being a catalyst for opportunism, as it enables either the patentee

or the infringer, depending on the circumstances, to gain against the expectations
of the patent system.

The likelihood of the lottery effect swinging in the patentee’s favour — patentee
opportunism — is more common. Opportunism is also very possible where the

patentee is a well-established and efficient manufacturer. The only significant
hurdle for patentees is to show that the patent reasonably accounts for market

demand in relation to goods to which it is applied — in other words, that the
patent is not a mere functional appendage. 120 Upon proving this, and productive

capacity is demonstrated, patentees simply need to show their products have

gained traction in the market — a relatively easy task for a manufacturer with an
established market position or brand. In sum, the effect of applying the

Commonwealth model could mean other market factors (e.g., the infringer’s

marketing efforts and conditions of substitutability) prove less influential in the
ascertainment of damages. This would mean that mounting a case of lost profits
becomes easier. The consequence such on licensing and settlement outcomes is

that the patentee’s bargaining position would unduly stronger than the licensee’s,
which would mean a likelihood of higher licensing costs. Such a state of affairs has
See Patrick Atiyah, Damages Lottery (Hart Publishing, 1st edition, 1997); see also Timothy
Lytton, Robert Rabin and Peter Schuck, ‘Tort as a Litigation Lottery: A Misconceived Metaphor’
(2011) 52 Boston College Law Review 267.
120 A patented process or method that reduces the cost of production could also account for market
demand because it could reduce the selling price of goods and services way below levels that other
competitors are willing to sell.
119
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the propensity to impose significant social costs in terms of decimating consumer
welfare because licensees would pass on licensing costs to consumers in form of
high prices.

Infringers too could gain some lottery effects—infringer opportunism—because

of statistical probabilities used in ascertaining loss. This is especially so where an

infringer is more efficient and/or well established and possesses greater means
than the patentee. Greater efficiency in terms of productive means might enable
the infringer to defeat a patentee’s claims that the patentee would have been able
to satisfy market demand. In addition, an infringer with a well-established market
brand and network can also easily defeat a patentee’s claim that they (the

patentee) would have secured a given proportion of lost patronage. The infringer
can attain this by countering the patentee’s use of statistical probabilities to

establish loss, simply by showing that they enjoyed settled customer loyalty and
market recognition. The likely outgrowth of this on licensing and litigation
settlement is that the infringer would earn a stronger bargaining position and can

thus diminish the chances of the patentee privately enjoying a reasonable share of

the social surplus contributed through their inventions. This situation also has a

likelihood of social costs represented in terms of significant reduction in the
incentives of inventors and their sponsors to pursue inventive engagements.

4.3.4 The ‘Non-Infringing Alternative Considerations’ Model

The ‘NIA Considerations’ model is an improvement upon the Commonwealth
model, which only pays regard to demand-side factors, not to supply side-factors.

It allows the court, in the counterfactual reconstruction of the market, for the

purposes of causal determination, to have regard to NIAs available to the infringer
during the course of infringement before assessing the statistical probabilities of

how the infringement caused lost profits. Thus statistical probabilities for
determining loss (as in the Commonwealth model) only come to the fore when the

infringer cannot make a convincing case for NIA considerations. What this
essentially means is that, under this model, causation is stricter than under the

Commonwealth model, where probabilistic causation is founded on a balance of
probabilities, excluding from consideration NIAs. Under this model, however, the
144

patentee must show that the infringer had no choice but to infringe. This is
because the patentee is required to show that there were no NIAs available to the
infringer.

If, however, the infringer can plausibly make a case for likely NIA, then as laid
down in Panduit Corp v Stahlin Bros. Fibre Works, 121 the USA locus classicus on

patent damages, causation is considered disproved and there would be no need to

proceed upon a quantification of loss. This would result in an award of reasonable
royalties in lieu of compensatory damages. 122 This is why much of the debate
relating to this model largely relates to causation and not the quantification of loss.

The reverse is the case with the Commonwealth model where less concentration
is placed on causation, with more focus placed on quantification.

This model, as already hinted above, is rejected in most Commonwealth
jurisdictions, but has settled use and application in the USA and has seen recent
adoption in Canada with the Apotex decision. The Federal Circuit in Grain
Processing Corp v American Maize-Products encapsulated the significance of
assessing NIAs in determining causation, 123 with the court remarking that:

… a fair and accurate reconstruction of the “but for” market also must take
into account, where relevant, alternative actions the infringer foreseeably
would have undertaken had he not infringed. Without the infringing
product, a rational would-be infringer is likely to offer an acceptable
noninfringing alternative, if available, to compete with the patent owner
rather than leave the market altogether. The competitor in the “but for”
marketplace is hardly likely to surrender its complete market share when
faced with a patent, if it can compete in some other lawful manner. 124

Schlicher identifies the singular essence of the ‘NIA considerations’ model by

pointing out that ‘in order to gauge the derived demand for the invention, it is
necessary to assess the availability of substitute inventions’. 125 This is because
575 F.2d 1152 (6th Cir. 1978).
Ibid; see also Mark Lemley, ‘Distinguishing Lost Profits From Reasonable Royalties’ (2009) 5
William and Mary Law Review 655; see also Zelin Yang, ‘Damaging Royalties: An Overview of
Reasonable Royalty Damages’ (2014) 29 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 647.
123 185 F.3d 1341 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit 1999.
124 Ibid.
125 John Schlicher, ‘Measuring Patent Damages by the Market Value of Inventions – The Grain
Processing, Rite-Hite, and Aro Rules’ (2000) 82 Journal of the Patent and Trademark Office Society
503, 512.
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doing so helps ‘inquire about the nature and value of the product that infringer
could have made had it not infringed’. 126 Ignoring an assessment of options

available to the infringer is liable, he argues, to over-compensate a patentee for

sales the infringer could truly have made absent an infringement, especially where

the technological value of the invention is marginal. 127 The Canadian Federal
Court of Appeal in Apotex v Merck, holding that, shared this view: ‘Thus, the

American jurisprudence is clearly to the effect that the “but for” causation requires
consideration of non-infringing alternatives. Otherwise, patentees may be
overcompensated’. 128

There is a slight, but nonetheless important, doctrinal gulf between the Canadian
and US conception of the ‘NIA considerations’ model. In Canada, as ruled by the
Court of Appeal in Apotex v Merck, NIAs are only taken into account when four
conditions are met:

a) the supposed NIA is a true substitute and therefore a substantive
alternative;

b) the supposed NIA bears economic viability just as the patented invention
(i.e. would have competed well against the patented goods in the market);

c) during the period of infringement could the infringer have sold the NIA?;
and finally;

d) would the NIA have been sold by the infringer? 129

The difference between the Canadian and US conceptions borders on the third and
fourth conditions. In Canada, the supposed NIA must be available on the market

contemporaneously with the infringing products. The court in Apotex v Merck

reasoned that since Apotex (the infringer) lacked NIAs immediately available on
the market at the time of infringement that could replace the infringing products

if the infringement halted. For this reason, the court reasoned that there was no

proof that Apotex would have competed against the patentee with the supposed

Ibid.
Ibid.
128 2015 FCA 171, paragraph 57.
129Ibid, paragraph 73.
126
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NIA. This was so even though Apotex had historically traded in the supposed NIA

before eventually stopping it before infringement. The effect of this condition not
being satisfied was the reason the court excluded the NIA supposedly claimed to
be available to the infringer. For this reason, the Court of Appeal upheld the

computation of damages that had been determined by the court of first instance

based on probabilistic causation, which it described as the ‘common sense’
approach.

In the USA, conversely, all that infringers must show to be entitled to NIA

considerations is that they could have competed using an NIA against the patentee.
As reasoned by Judge Easterbrook in the first instance determination of Grain

Processing Corp v American Maize-Products: ‘All that matters is that a product

missing from the market can strongly affect, if not determine, the price a patent

holder can obtain, and therefore the profit lost by infringement’. 130 The Federal

Circuit, on appeal, adopted this reasoning 131. In that case, although the infringer

had an NIA process that could enable it to produce low-dextrose malto-dextrins,

to a 2.3 per cent reduction in production cost compared to the NIA, it opted to
apply the infringing process. The court reasoned that this did not that the infringer

could not have competed with the patentee in the production of low-dextrose
malto-dextrins, especially as customers agreed that the outcomes of the NIA and
the patented process were virtually identical. As the infringer could have

competed using the NIA, the infringement could not be blamed for the lost sales
the patentee claimed it could have captured had there been no infringement.

Based on the economic reasoning of William Baulmol et al 132 and George
Stigler,

133

Judge Easterbrook opined that a potential competitor could

nonetheless have an effect on price outcomes in the market. 134 While Grain
Processing Corp was not the first case on NIAs,

135 it

stretched the rules on NIAs.

979 F. Supp. 1233 (N.D. Ind. 1997).
185 F. 3d 1341 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit 1999.
132 John Panzar, Robert Willig and William Baumol, Contestable Markets and the Theory of
Industry Structure (Harcourt College Pub, 1982).
133 George Stigler, The Theory of Price, (Prentice Hall College, 4th edition, 1987).
134 U.S. District Court for the Northern District of Indiana - 893 F. Supp. 1386 (N.D. Ind. 1995).
135 A long line of cases such as: Central Soya Co. v Geo. A. Hormel & Co (723 F. 2d 1573 - Court of
Appeals, Federal Circuit 1983); Pall Corp v Micron Separations (792 F. Supp. 1298 - Dist. Court, D.
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Prior to Grain Processing Corp it was supposed that NIAs ought to have been

available in the marketplace, and that it was not enough that they were readily

available to be deployed to the market. 136 Grain Processing Corp showed that NIAs

that were complete in technical conception during the period of infringement
ought to be treated as available even if not yet offered on the market.

With the nature of the ‘NIA considerations’ model identified and the difference in

the conception of the model in the Canada and the USA highlighted, it becomes apt
to demonstrate the second premise of this thesis—that uncertainty in both causal

and loss assessment is inherent, and that this creates room for opportunism. To
do this, the first and second conditions of the NIA model, as expressed by the
Canadian court in Apotex v Merck, will be elided. This is because they are common
to the Canadian and US conceptions. The third and fourth conditions are then
addressed together, as it is on these conditions that the Canadian and US
conceptions differ.
i.

Identifying the NIA

Identifying an NIA that would compete favourably in the market with patented
alternatives is an exercise characterised by uncertainties. The chief source of

uncertainty is whether the NIA must be a technical or economic alternative. In the

Canadian case of Apotex, this issue was not explored as the court focused on the

question of whether the supposed NIA was available (i.e. the could/would
question).

In the USA, however, it is an issue explored to a considerable degree by the courts.

Some US courts, including in TWM Manufacturing Co v Dura Corp 137 and Radio

Steel & Manufacturing Co v MTD Products Inc, 138 have held that an NIA qualifies for

consideration only if it has all the essential technical advantages that the infringed
patent bears (termed ‘technical alternatives’). Yet others accept the sufficiency of

Massachusetts 1992); Bio-Rad Labs Inc. v Nicolet Instrument Corp (739 F. 2d 604 - Court of Appeals,
Federal Circuit 1984) founded on the authority of Panduit had already consolidated the rule.
136 See Mark Chretien, ‘The Question of Availability: Grain Processing Corp. v American MaizeProducts Co’ (2002) 38 Houston Law Review 1489.
137 789 F. 2d 895 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit 1986.
138 788 F. 2d 1554 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit 1986.
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the infringer having NIAs that could be sold in competition with the patented
invention, without necessarily bearing the technical advantages possessed by it
(termed ‘economic substitutes’). 139

As Skenyon et al argue, given that price is an essential factor that governs realities

of the marketplace, it is only right to allow a consideration of economic

alternatives, which, though lacking the technical advantages of the infringed
patent, are apt to form part of the competitive market situation. 140 O’Brien, who
deplores a consideration of economic substitutes as likely to cause the patentee to

be undercompensated, holds a contrary view. 141 This is because ‘[a] patent may

provide significant economic advantage in the marketplace even when there are
substitutes’. 142 In economic reality, the view of Skenyon et al. wins the day because

it is the competitiveness of an NIA based on price, as against the patented product,
that should matter for the purposes of compensatory damages. Requiring the NIA

to be a technical substitute overlooks the fact that price is a chief determinant of

market competition trends. To ignore economic substitutes on the market is apt
to create a windfall for the patentee.
ii.

Availability of NIA (the could/would question)

Having addressed the definitional problem associated with the model, it is
pertinent to shift to the question of availability (i.e. the could/would question). The

Canadian conception, which considers it imperative that the infringer would have
sold the supposed NIA, is first addressed. The simple submission on the Canadian

conception of the model is that, in effect, it pays lip service to the problem of
overcompensation and is not capable of solving that problem as it avows. This is

because requiring the infringer to be in immediate possession and market supply
of NIAs detracts from the essence of the ‘NIA considerations’ model—a supply-

See Edward Filardi ‘The Adequacy of Compensation for Patent Infringement – An Analysis of
Monetary Relief Under 35 U.S.C. §284’ (1992) 3 Fordham Intellectual Property, Media and
Entertainment Law Journal 57. Case law examples include: SmithKline Diagnostics, Inc v Helena
Laboratory Corp (926 F 2d 1161 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit 1991); IGT v Alliance Gaming
Corp (702 F 3d 1338 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit 2012).
140 John Skenyon, Christopher Marchese and John Land, Patent Damages Law and Practice,
(Thomson Reuters, 2013 Update) § 2:57.
141 See Vincent O’Brian, ‘Economics and Key Patent Cases’ (2000) n114.
142 Ibid, 8.
139
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side consideration—which is basically to assess the market value of the patented
product over other competing products in a relevant market.

Therefore, placing such a condition on infringers who raise an NIA defence

becomes pointless on account of the essence of the defence which is to test if there

are non-infringing technical substitutes which infringers could have competed
lawfully in the market against the patentee with. It would be unreasonable to

expect an infringer to possess NIA substitutes available in the market
contemporaneously the infringing one sold. In such a situation there would be

little point infringing when the infringing party already has NIAs already in the

market. It is reiterated that the clear purpose of the ‘NIA considerations’ model is
aimed at determining the incremental market value of a patented invention.

This point is supported by the reasoning of the Scottish Court of Session in United
Horse-Nail Co v Stewart, 143 which was overturned by the House of Lords for
incorporating an NIA analysis. In this case, the patentee’s claim was that the

infringement had caused it lost profits, which the court of first instance had
assessed at the value of £530. The infringer contested this assessment, arguing
that it could have produced the infringing articles without infringing the patent.
The Court of Session accepted that the infringement only reduced the infringers’
costs of production, and therefore reversed the £530 assessment, reducing it to
£50, reasoning that:

In such a case the question to be determined was, what advantage did the
infringer derive from using the invention over what he had in using other

processes then open to the public, which would have enabled him to obtain
an equally beneficial result. 144

On appeal, the House of Lords reversed, and the initial judgment of £530 damages

reinstated. The House of Lords disagreed with the reasoning of the Court of

Session because it turned a compensatory damages inquiry into what their
Lordships considered akin to a disgorgement or an account of profits assessment.
143
144

(1887) RPC 130.
Ibid.
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The US conception, characterised by the question ‘could the infringer have
adopted and competed with an NIA’, is equally problematic because it is likely to

throw up questions that could present informational uncertainties, such as “why

was any such alternative not adopted and what would the market response have
been if the NIA had been adopted”? 145 This conception diverts inquiry from ‘what
injury the patentee suffered’ to what ‘kind of injury the patentee could have

suffered’. 146 Moreover, it enables infringers to treat the patented inventions as
‘real options’. The ‘real options’ argument is that by allowing an account of NIAs

infringers are able to shield themselves from damages liability by claiming that
they could have achieved the same outcome without infringing. This creates the

impression that, even without infringing, the infringer would have competed with
the patentee favourably and caused the same losses by the infringement. The
consequence is that an infringer can gain opportunistically from infringement. 147

To prove the point that ‘what the infringer could have done’ may not impact on

the competitive advantage of a patented product, Hausman et al. present a
plausible argument on how the incremental value of a patent may inform

competitive outcomes and effectively bar an infringer from the market. They
argue that if the technical advantage of a patent lies in reducing the cost of

production (as in Grain Processing, where the infringed patent reduced the cost of
the product over the NIA by 2.3 per cent), the infringement would certainly be the

cause of lost profits. This is so even if the infringer would still have competed using
the NIA. 148 The reason, they explain, is that the 2.3 per cent difference in the cost
of production would have affected the price of the eventual goods produced,

See Michael Lambe, ‘Recent Developments: Going Against the Grain? The “Maize” of Lost Profits
Awards in Grain Processing Corp v American Maize Products Co’ (2001) 79 North Carolina Law
Review 1189; see also George Kidd, ‘Accuracy or Efficiency: Has Grain Processing Made A
Difference?’ (2014) 15 Minnesota Journal of Law, Science and Technology 653; David Markman, ‘A
View From the Trenches: A Limited Impact of Grain Processing on Patent Litigation’ (2009) 17
Mealey’s Litigation Report: Intellectual Property 1
146 John Marshall, ‘Proximate Causation As The Grand Unification Theory Of Patent Damages: An
Analysis Of Rite-Hite v Kelley And. King Instruments v Perego’ (1995) 23 AIPLA Quarterly Journal
645, 680.
147 Margaret Utterback, ‘Substitute This! A New Twist on Lost Profits Damages in Patent
Infringement Suits: Grain Processing Corp v American Maize-Products Co’ [2000] Wisconsin Law
Review 909, 936.
148 Ibid, 846-847.
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thereby causing the infringer (had it not infringed) to sell at a higher price than

the patentee. 149 This difference in price, however marginal, would likely have
affected demand for, and competitiveness of, both goods in the market.

Counter to this is the decision of Judge Easterbrook in his (first) District Court

judgment of Grain Processing. His Honour reasoned that the infringer was already

enjoying sufficient profit margins, such that if they switched to the NIA and
incurred the incremental production cost of 2.3 per cent (which it avoided by

infringement), it would still be able to compete favourably with the patented

goods by selling at the same price as it did while infringing. 150 Hausman’ et al.’s

argument may be appealing in circumstances where the cost saving enabled by
the patented invention would have facilitated a competitive edge for the patentee.

Even if that were the case, the appeal of their argument starts to crumble when
the raison d’etre of the patent system is borne in mind. The patent system is aimed
at ensuring the promotion of inventive activities and investment towards

inventive ends by enabling inventors and their sponsors to capture a measure of
the social surplus bestowed on society through their inventions. This enables

them to recoup their marginal costs. Therefore, it is only just and optimal that a
remedy that enables the capture of a reasonable fraction of the social surplus
enabled by an invention is applied to patent law.

4.3.5 The US Conception of ‘NIA Considerations’ Model Is Best, But It
Does Not Obviate Systemic Opportunism
The foregoing analysis surrounding the computation of patent damages reveals

that the only dependable touchstone for determining causation is the US

conception of the ‘NIA considerations’ model. This reflects the essence of the US
conception of ‘NIA considerations’ model as being focused on the incremental
market value enabled by a patent’s inventive concept. It is superior to the

Commonwealth model because that model simply focuses on market factors
Ibid.
Grain Processing Corp. v American Maize-Products, 893 F. Supp. 1386 - Dist. Court, ND Indiana
1995.
149
150
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without emphasis on the competitive edge bestowed by a patent’s inventive
concept. The US conception is also preferable to its Canadian counterpart, which
is in substance little different to the Commonwealth model it departed from. As
explained, this is because the Canadian approach hinges on market factors but not
the incremental market value of an inventive concept.

The superiority the US conception of the ‘NIA considerations’ model bears over

these other approaches is that it enquires into how the inventive concept of
patents endows goods and services with a competitive edge, by comparing other

alternatives the infringer could have competed with. By this standard, it is not

enough that there is a decline in demand resulting in loss of profits to the patentee
by reason of infringement; it must be shown that the infringer had no choice but
to infringe.

However, the chief flaw of the ‘NIA considerations’ model is that rather than being

used to simply determine the incremental value or profits derived from the

inventive concept of an infringed patent, it is used to determine the degree of
competitiveness of patented goods and services in a given market. Thus, where
the infringer cannot raise an NIA defence and the market is elastic or relatively

inelastic then causation is considered proven. The courts then rely on statistical
probabilities to ascertain economic loss that results in problems of patent
opportunism. By so doing, the same pitfalls that inhere in the Commonwealth
model in perfect (and imperfect) substitutability would come to play. These are

that: a) patentees can present a case of specious loss profit in proportion to their
strength of their market position—patentee opportunism and b) infringers with

sufficient market position can equally defeat patentees’ claims of lost profits in

proportion to the strength of their (i.e infringer’s) market position—infringer
opportunism. Both likely outcomes would determine the nature of both the
patentee and licensee’s bargaining position in licensing and settlement
arrangements.

With the identified pitfalls of the ‘NIA considerations’ model discussed above, it
becomes pertinent to address the price erosion head of compensation and how it

advances the second premise of this thesis.
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4.3.6 Price Erosion and the Second Premise
Price erosion is equally problematic in its determination and can equally have

opportunistic effects. In theory, the price erosion compensatory head might

appear to be easier to determine than lost sales. This is because it is ease to

compare the patentee’s pre-infringement with prices the patentee is able to
charge during the period of infringement. Yet the real reason why prices dropped
may be unrelated infringement. Glick accurately posits that a proper
ascertainment

of

substitutability. 151

price

erosion

requires

paying

close

attention

to

Epstein believes that to ignore substitutability may culminate in the patentee

being overcompensated through the price erosion head in circumstances where
buyers would have avoided the goods or shifted away to other alternatives. 152 He

gives the following example:

Suppose, for example, that in a market for widgets a patent holder sold 800
units and an infringer, the sole competitor, sold 200 units and that the
actual price was $10. The patent holder therefore had revenue of $8,000,

the infringer had revenue of $2,000, and the total market size was $10,000.
Assume the infringement caused 10% price erosion (i.e., in the but-for
market the patent holder would have charged $11) and that there was 40%

profit margin on each actual sale. An erroneous damages calculation that

ignored elasticity might proceed as follows: 10% price erosion times
$10,000 total market revenue ($1,000) plus the product of 40% profit
margin times $2,000 “lost” sales ($800) equals $1,800 total lost profits. The

problem is, due to elasticity, the higher but-for price would not allow the
patent holder to sell the 1,000 widgets that underlie this calculation. 153

Mark Glick, ‘The Law and Economics of Patent Infringement Damages’ (1997) 10 Utah Bar
Journal 11; see also Paul Schaafsma, ‘An Economic Overview of Patents’ (1997) 79 Journal of the
Patent and Trademark Office Society 241.
152 Roy Epstein, ‘Modeling, available at Patent Damages: Rigorous and Defensible Calculations’
(2003) http://www.royepstein.com/epstein_aipla_2003_article_website.pdf (last accessed
04/06/2016).
153 Ibid, 15.
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Another factor likely to cause overcompensation, in this context, is the condition
of ‘quantity accretion’. This relates to an increase in sale accrues to a producer as
result of reduction in prices, such that that producer is able to sell more than

would have otherwise have been the case if higher prices had been maintained.
Thus, when a patentee receives compensation for the measure of loss owing to

price erosion without regard to the gains to the patentee from ‘quantity accretion’,
then the patentee would naturally be overcompensated. 154

As can be gleaned from case law analysis, courts are not blind to market realities.

For example, in Ultraframe (UK) Ltd v Eurocell Building Plastics Ltd 155 the English

High Court refused a full award of damages under this head of compensation
because, for a given period, significant market factors other than the infringement

caused the patentee to reduce prices. 156This notwithstanding, judges are prone to

award speculative sums based on their overall impression, using statistical
probability, if they perceive that there has been price erosion due to infringement.
This was clearly the case in Gerber v Lectra, 157 where Justice Robin Jacob said:

‘[t]aking the best estimate I can, I think a figure of 90% is too high. More realistic
I think is 60%. This must then be further discounted by 25% of itself to allow for

the other’. The simple implication of this indeterminacy is overcompensation, the
quintessence of patentee opportunism.

4.4 Conclusion
The leitmotif of this chapter is to demonstrate the dissonance and divergence

between the purposes of the patent system, which is to promote inventive
engagements, and compensatory damages, which are best suited to the protection
of libertarian entitlements. The chapter argues that the patent system and

compensatory damages are at cross-purposes, so that the two regimes cannot be
harmoniously melded without the latter defeating the utilitarian objectives of the

Murphy, John Orcutt and Paul Remus, Patent Valuation: Improving Decision Making
through Analysis (John Wiley and Sons, 1st edition, 2013) 281; see also
155 [2006] EWHC 1344 (Pat).
156 Ibid, paragraph 135.
157 [1995] RPC 418.
154William
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former. For this reason, the submission of this article is that compensatory
damages should be abolished from patent law. This submission is made chiefly

because of the deleterious abrasion to social welfare which the mismatch poses.
By avoiding this mismatch, the patent market would function more optimally; and

certainly, there would be mitigation in the prevailing inefficiencies besetting the
patent system, particularly the undue bargaining powers vested in patent holders.

To reiterate, the first premise shows that compensatory damages over-protect the

commercial interests of patentees, and this has the propensity to go beyond what
is necessary to ensure the promotion of inventive engagements. Therefore, the
application of compensatory damages to patent law marks a doctrinal cleavage

between the remedy and the utilitarian foundation of the patent system. The

upshot of which is that the marginal social costs of operating the patent system
likely surpass its marginal social benefits.

As to the second premise, case law analysis demonstrates that the quantification

of compensatory damages is wholly probabilistic and speculative. The process is

innately fraught with factual ascertainment difficulties, which the courts seek to

address by applying statistical probability to resolve factual uncertainties and
decide on damages computation. Its implication is to occasion a likelihood of

unfairness to either infringers or patentees. But there can be no denying of the fact

that the propensity of unfairness to infringers is greater. Even if the factual

indeterminacies that surround causal ascertainment under direct causation can

be mitigated (e.g. by adopting the US conception of the ‘NIA considerations’
model), opportunism remains inevitable.
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Chapter 5

Reasonable Royalties and the Patent
Market

5.1 Introduction
Reasonable royalties are a form of patent law remedy awarded alternatively (in
circumstances where the patentee cannot prove lost sales) or cumulatively (in

circumstances where the patentee is partly able to prove lost sales) to
compensatory damages, which have been dealt with in the preceding chapter.

Three rationales have been identified for the award of reasonable royalties and

they are:

a) the need to prevent the injustice resulting from under-compensation in the
award of nominal damages;

b) the need to eliminate incentives to infringe; and
c) stimulating incentives to innovate. 1

There are, however, two kinds of reasonable royalties. One is termed “postinfringement royalties”, usually awarded upon the cessation of the infringement.2

This form of reasonable royalties is awarded either on those infringing sales for
which the patentee is unable to prove lost profits, or in circumstances where the

patentee did not practise the invention as a manufacturer or producer. Some
writers argue that an award of both post-infringement royalties (on those sales on
which the patentee could not prove lost sales on) and lost profits damages (on

those sales proved to be lost) inherently overcompensate patentees. 3 They
David Taylor, ‘Using Reasonable Royalties To Value Patented Technologies’ (2014) 49 Georgia
Law Review 79, 162.
2 See Omri Ben-Shahar, ‘Damages for Unlicensed Use’ (2011) 78 The University of Chicago Law
Review 7.
3 Roy Epstein, ‘The Market Share Rule With Price Erosion: Patent Infringement Lost Profits
Damages After Crystal’ (2003) 31 AIPLA Quarterly Journal 1, 5.
1
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maintain that once patentees receive compensatory damages for lost sales, their
real economic injury is compensated, and to further award reasonable royalties
for those sales not proven to be lost amounts to an unnecessary windfall to the

patentee. 4 The other kind of royalty is awarded in lieu of an injunction, and is also

known as an “on-going royalty”. 5 It is awarded where courts, generally for
equitable reasons, temporarily approve further infringement by suspending an
injunction, or permanently do so by refusing an injunction.

The significance of the reasonable royalty remedy to the regime of patent law is
very perceptible. The prevailing judicial approach on the application of the

remedy shapes trends in the patent marketplace, particularly with respect to
privately determined royalties. How royalties are determined is usually left to the
mutual agreement of the parties to a licensing arrangement. However, parties to a

licensing agreement are wont to disagree on computation of royalties. This is

attributable to impinging patent market factors as discussed in Chapter 2,

including information costs peculiar to patents (often resulting in the inherent
illiquidity of patents as rights), and transaction costs.

Judicial attitudes, as reflected in case law, on the computation of reasonable

royalties can have an influential impact on how parties privately determine

royalties. 6 In other words, judicial precedents on reasonable royalties furnish

private parties with a default benchmark on how to determine royalties for the

purposes of licensing. 7 Should private bargaining fail and infringement occur,

litigated matters would result in royalties usually being judicially determined. 8 It
is also important to reiterate that the patent market might be ex-ante or ex-post:
Ibid, 5; see also Vincent O’Brien, ‘Economics and Key Patent Damages Cases’ (2000) 9
Intellectual Property Law Journal 1, 21.
5 Mark Lemley, ‘The Ongoing Confusion Over Ongoing Royalties’ (2011) 76 Missouri Law Review
695; see also Tim Carlton, ‘Ongoing Royalty: What Remedy Should a Patent Holder Receive When
a Permanent Injunction is Denied’ (2009) Georgia Law Review 543; see also Paul Janicke,
‘Implementing the 'Adequate Remedy at Law' for Ongoing Patent Infringement after eBay v.
MercExchange’ (2011) 51 IDEA: The Intellectual Property Law Review 163.
6 See James Bessen and Michael Meurer, ‘Lessons for Patent Policy from Empirical Research on
Patent Litigation’ (2005) 9 Lewis and Clark Law Review 1, 4-6.
7 Daniel Crane 'Bargaining in the Shadow of Rate-Setting Courts' (2009) 76 Antitrust Law Journal
307; see also Suzanne Michel, ‘Bargaining for RAND Royalties in the Shadow of Patent Remedies’
(2011) 77 Antitrust Law Journal 889.
8 Ibid.
4
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this has been discussed expansively in Chapter 3. Where it is ex-ante, the parties’
licence agreement is usually reached devoid of legal dispute. However, where it is

reached ex-post it will often be in the shadow of litigation or threatened litigation.

Judicial determination of reasonable royalties is assailed with difficulties, not just

in the parameters or methods of computation, but also in the cardinal rhetoric that
patents are property rights—a philosophy that guides the courts in the

determination process. This premise seeks to ensure the exclusivity of patents and
protect them from incursions by third parties. 9 In pursuing this objective under

the aegis of the property model, courts pursue a compensatory agenda, enabled
by the ‘compensatory model ‘of computation. This model bears a propensity to
inadvertently inflate the value of patented technologies for the purposes of

reasonable royalty determination, which has a tendency to defeat the social
welfare objectives of the patent system.

In adhering to this rhetoric in the computation of reasonable royalties, the
incremental nature of knowledge upon which the patent system is founded is
overshadowed. Further, the information costs peculiarities of patent rights are

also often ignored, or paid lip service. It is submitted in this chapter that this
simply facilitates opportunism. Opportunism, as repeatedly stressed in this thesis,

arises when entities engage in behaviour that is lawful but nonetheless enables

them to unfairly secure private gains. The corollary implication of this is that they
impose inordinate (dynamic) social costs on others. 10

The chief argument of this chapter is that the alternative ‘restitutionary model’ of

computation is best used in determining reasonable royalties in order to avoid
opportunism. This argument rests on two major strands. The first is that the
illiquidity of patents is often ignored in the ascertainment of reasonable royalties.

As discussed in Chapter 2, the illiquidity of patents inheres in the information

costs peculiar to patents: these relate to the ascertainment of their validity, scope

See, Ben Deeporter, ‘Property Rules, Liability Rules and Patent Market Failure’ (2008) 1
Erasmus Law Review 59.
10 Henry Smith, Why Fiduciary Law Is Equitable, in Andrew S. Gold & Paul B. Miller (eds.),
Philosophical Foundations of Fiduciary Law (Oxford University Press, 1st edition, 2014) 261.
9
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and existence. 11 Thus, an infringer might infringe due to doubts about the validity
of patents. They might infringe because they honestly believe that their activities
are outside the scope of relevant patents. Infringement might occur where an

infringer is ignorant about patents. The costs of acquiring information about
patents may also be inordinate or inefficient to incur. Therefore, it is submitted in

this chapter that to compute patent reasonable royalties on a compensatory
rationale based on ‘property rhetoric’, creates an avenue for opportunism. By
ignoring non-infringing alternatives that the infringer would have resorted to, but
for information costs, as is customarily the case in Commonwealth jurisdictions,
patent holders are apt to be opportunistically rewarded beyond the value of their
patent to the infringer.

The second major strand of this chapter dwells on the truism that knowledge is

cumulative and incremental in nature and as such patented inventions are simply

additions to the body or stock of pre-existing knowledge. To treat a patented
invention as though all its integers were entirely ascribable to the inventor’s

efforts or ingenuousness, as the property rhetoric often erroneously urges in the
determination of reasonable royalties, is at odds with the spirit of the patent

system. This is because the patent system functions largely on the
acknowledgement of the incremental nature of knowledge as is clearly reflected

in the inventive step/non-obviousness requirement for the award of a patent. To
fail to take into account the incremental nature of a patent right in the

computation of reasonable royalties is apt to create avenues for windfall earnings
(i.e. opportunism) to patentees in the computation of reasonable royalties.

This chapter is divided into three parts. Part I introduces the judicial and

academic debate on whether reasonable royalties are of a compensatory or
restitutionary nature. Part II dwells on the compensatory trend in reasonable
royalty computation, and the potential implications this can have on the ordering

of the patent market given resulting opportunism. Part III deals with the

See, Irene Troy and Raymund Werle, ‘Uncertainty and Markets for Patents’ (2008) Max Planck
Institute for the Study of Societies, available at http://www.mpifg.de/pu/workpap/wp08-2.pdf
(last assessed on 23/05/2016).
11
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restitutionary approach and its likely effects on the ordering of the patent market.

This Part also considers the role of opportunism in applying this alternative

approach. Here the superiority of the restitutionary model over the compensatory
model in patent contexts is accentuated. Specifically, it is submitted that the
restitutionary model should be upheld and the compensatory model dispensed
with.

5.2 Part I: The Competing Juridical Bases for Reasonable
Royalties
In the USA reasonable royalties are a product of statutory creation. The provisions
of §284 of the US Patent Act state that reasonable royalties may be awarded to

patentees to compensate for infringement where compensatory damages are not

applicable. This has been taken to mean that reasonable royalties are intended to
compensate patentees for the lost opportunity to bargain with infringers. 12 This
view has, however, been contested by Judge Richard Posner in Apple v Motorola 13,
and also by some academics. 14

In Commonwealth jurisdictions, the remedy is a product of judicial creation, and
as such the juridical basis for the remedy is a subject of debate. In Commonwealth

jurisdictions, reasonable royalties have their foundation in the ‘user principle’;
that is, an infringer of another’s proprietary right must make reparations for the

use or incursion of that right, even though that ‘user’ or incursion causes no
financial loss to the owner. 15 A classic case on the user principle can be found in
See Erick Lee, ‘Historical Perspectives on Reasonable Royalty Patent Damages and Current
Congressional Efforts for Reform’ (2009) 13 UCLA Journal of Law and Technology 2.
13 No. 1:11-cv-08540, 2012 WL 1959560.
14 See Nathaniel Love, ‘Nominal Reasonable Royalties for Patent Infringement (2008) 75
University of Chicago Law Review 1749; see also Brian Love, ‘The Misuse of Reasonable Royalty
Damages as Patent Infringement Deterrent’ (2009) 74 Missouri Law Review 910.
15 See W & J Wass Limited v Stoke-on-Trent City Council [1988] 1 WLR 1406; see also John Glover,
‘Restitutionary Principles in Tort: Wrongful User of Property and the Exemplary Measure of
12
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The Mediana. 16 There Lord Halsbury gave an analogy of a person who took the

chair of another, and could show that the owner would not have used the chair at
all within the period it was taken—the aim being to show that the owner lost

nothing due to the incursion. His Lordship reasoned that an argument by the
infringer that the owner should recover only nominal damages would be absurd.
Rather, a jury seized with the responsibility of determining compensation for the

‘unjust and unlawful withdrawal’ of the chair from the owner would have asked:
‘Well, if you wanted to hire a chair, what would you have to give for it for the
period’? 17

A further illuminating analogy was proffered by Lord Shaw in Watson Laidlow18

of someone who takes the horse of a liveryman on a ride, without the permission

of the latter. His Lordship stated that it is not a good answer for the man to say the
liveryman suffered no loss nor that the horse was not injured and was better taken

on an exercise. The man must pay a price for that user of the horse. In Wrotham
Park Estate Co Ltd v Parkside Homes Ltd (Wrotham Park) Brightman J further
consolidated the ‘user principle’, stating that the wrongdoer must pay the right
owner the ‘quid pro quo’ of an incursion. 19

Two principal models govern judicial assessment of the user principle in the
award of reasonable royalties: the compensatory and restitutionary models. 20

When adopting the former approach in the context of patent law, courts
commence on the footing that the patentee has lost an opportunity to bargain with

the infringer and accordingly seek to ascertain what the patentee would have

charged had there been a proper contractual licence negotiation. 21 This involves

invoking the fiction of a hypothetical negotiation between a willing licensor and a
willing licensee. The restitutionary model, conversely, involves consideration of
Damages’; see also Mitchell McInnes, ‘Gain, Loss and the User Principle’ (2006) Restitution Law
Review 76.
16 The Owners of the Steamship ‘Mediana’ v The Owners, Master and Crew of the Lightship ‘Comet’
(1900) AC 113.
17 Ibid, 117.
18 (1914) SC (HL) 18, 31.
19 [1974] 1 WLR 798, 815.
20 John Jacosz and Michael Chapman, ‘The Hypothetical Negotiation and Reasonable Royalty
Damages: The Tail Wagging the Dog’ (2013) 16 Stanford Technology Law Review 769.
21 Ibid, 792.
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the value of the infringement to the infringer, without relying on a fictional
construction of hypothetical licensing negotiations. 22

It is unfortunate that early judgments on the application of the user principle in

the context of reasonable royalties did not disclose the basis upon which it was
applied—whether restitutionary or compensatory. This has left judges and

academics in contention over which of the two bases is proper. 23 The major
substantive implication for electing either model was identified by Edelman J in
Hampton v BHP Billiton Minerals Pty (No 2):24

When the claim for user damages is for compensation then the central
question is the price which would have been demanded by a reasonable
person in the plaintiff’s position. When the damages are sought on a
restitutionary basis the question is upon which price would be paid by a
reasonable person in the defendant’s position. 25

The compensatory model enjoys a reasonable share of judicial and academic

support. For example, Barker identifies at least six rationales, 26 albeit on the same

theme, upon which this model can be explained. These can be summarised under

two headings: loss of an opportunity to bargain for the user ex ante; and loss for
the invasion of the right.

In Jaggard v Sawyer 27 Bingham MR and Millett LJ saw the Wrotham Park decision

as essentially compensatory in nature. Millett LJ reasoned that Brightman J in
Wrotham Park had ‘sought to measure the damages by reference to what the
plaintiff had lost, not by reference to what the defendant had gained’. 28 Similar

reasoning was adopted in Bracewell v Appleby 29 and in WWF v WWF. 30 In Australia
Ibid, 795.
See David Brennan, ‘The Beautiful Restitutionary Heresy of a Larrikin’ (2011) 33 Sydney Law
Review 209.
24 [2012] WASC 285.
25 Ibid, paragraph 345.
26 Kit Barker, ‘‘Damages Without Loss’: Can Hohfeld Help?’(2014) 34 Oxford Journal of Legal
Studies 1.
27 [1995] 1 WLR 269.
28 Ibid, 291.
29 [1975] Ch 408.
30 [2008] 1 WLR 445.
22
23
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Allsop J in Bunning Group v CHEP Australia, 31 in obiter, categorically described

patent royalties as compensatory in character. Various academics have likewise
made a case for the compensatory model. 32

Yet the restitutionary model also has its proponents. Lord Denning in Strand
Electric and Engineering v Brisford 33 viewed the user principle as restitutionary,

and thus concerned with an assessment of what the wrongdoer gained. 34 Lord

Hoffmann took a similar position in Ministry of Defence v Ashman 35 and Ministry of

Defence v Thompson. 36 In Attorney General v Blake Lord Nicholls reasoned in
similar fashion, stating that monetary remedies awarded under a user principle

may be ‘measured by the benefit gained by the wrongdoer from the breach’. 37

More interestingly Giles J in Bunning Group v CHEP Australia, in contrast with
Allsop J in the same unanimous judgment, considered the remedy to be
restitutionary. 38 Additionally, a number of academics have argued in favour of the
restitutionary model. 39

In other quarters the view taken is that, whether compensatory or restitutionary,
the purpose of the user principle is for the wrongdoer to pay a price for the user,
so that it does not really matter the model followed. 40 Thus in Gafford v Graham41
Nourse LJ said:

[2011] 82 NSWLR 420, 467.
Graham Martin, ‘Restitutionary Damages: The Anvil Struck’ (2004) 120 Law Quarterly Review
26; see also Robert Sharpe and SM Waddams, ‘Damages for Lost Opportunity to Bargain’ (1982)
2 Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 290.
33 [1952] 2 QB 246.
34 Ibid, 255, per Lord Denning: ‘It is an action against him because he has had the benefit of the
goods. It resembles, therefore, an action for restitution rather than an action of tort.’
35 (1993) 25 HLR 513, 519-520.
36 (1993) 25 HLR 552, 553-554.
37 Attorney General v Blake [2001] 1 AC 268, 278.
38 Bunning Group v CHEP Australia, [2011] NSWCA 342.
39 Elizabeth Cooke, ‘Trespass, Mesne Profits, and Restitution’ (1994) 110 Law Quarterly Review
420; James Edelman, ‘The Measure of Restitution and the Future of Restitutionary Damages’
(2010) 18 Restitution Law Review 1; Craig Rotherham, ‘‘Wrotham Park Damages’ And Accounts of
Profits: Compensation or Restitution?’ (2008) Lloyd Maritime and Commercial Law Quarterly 24;
Ralph Cunnington, ‘Changing Conceptions of Compensation’ (2007) 66 Cambridge Law Journal
507.
40 See Graham Virgo, ‘Hypothetical Bargains: Compensation or Restitution?’ (2006) 65 Cambridge
Law Journal 275.
41 (1999) 77 P&CR 73.
31
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Whatever the correct analysis may be, Jaggard v Sawyer, as both sides
agree, is clear authority for the adoption of the Wrotham Park basis of

assessing damages in this case. I therefore proceed to assess them by

reference to the sum which the plaintiff might reasonably have demanded
as a quid pro quo…. 42

Some academics have suggested that the choice of competing models should be

dictated by the nature of the events or the context in issue. 43 More so, in some

cases the substantive outcomes of the user principle when following either of the

competing models would be materially the same. Yet in others (and patent
reasonable royalties is one of them), it would be materially different. The next

sections elaborate on the nature and implications of each model in the specific
context of patent law. At the outset, it is critical to note that this chapter argues for

the application of a restitutionary model, as it better reduces the risk of
opportunism on the part of both patentees and infringers.

5.3 Part II: The Compensatory Model: Substance and Implications
for the Patent Market
5.3.1 The Pith of the Compensatory Model
The compensatory model is built on the rhetoric of patents as property rights,

with a view to ensuring that the exclusivity of the patentee is maintained. It
centres on the theory that only the patentee can autonomously set a price on the
‘user’ of his or her patent. The definition of reasonable royalties propounded in
Alliedsignal Inc. v. du Pont Canada Inc 44 exemplifies the compensatory model. In

this case, Heald J, building on existing Canadian dicta, 45 defined reasonable
Ibid, 86.
Andrew Burrows, ‘Are ‘Damages on the Wrotham Park Basis’ Compensatory, Restitutionary or
Neither’ in Djakhongir Saidov and Ralph Cunnington (eds), Current Themes in the Law of Contract
Damages (Hart 2008) 165.
44 (1998) 78 CPR (3d) 129
45 Unilever PLC v Procter & Gamble (1993) 47 CPR (3d) 479; and Consolboard Inc. v MacMillan
Bloedel (Saskatchewan) Ltd (1983) 74 CPR (2d) 199
42
43
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royalties as that rate ‘which the infringer would have had to pay if, instead of
infringing the patent, [the infringer] had come to be licensed under the patent’.46

It is founded on the assumption that the patentee and the infringer are willing

parties negotiating with the purpose of drawing up a licence. In General Tire and
Rubber Company v Firestone Tyre and Rubber Company Ltd 47 (General Tire) the

House of Lords decided what appears to be the foremost foundational judicial
authority on the compensatory model in Commonwealth jurisdictions. The court

reasoned that, in determining what the parties would have agreed, it is essential

to have a full understanding of the circumstances of the parties to the hypothetical
negotiations.

As Lord Salmon observed, the court must first have regard to ‘the amount of

benefit which the invention confers upon him who uses it’. 48 However, his
Lordship went on to emphasise that ‘[a]ll aspects of the trade in question must be

taken into account’. 49 In other words, the bargaining positions of the parties must
be duly assessed in the reconstruction exercise. Lord Wilberforce, who gave the

leading judgement, reasoned likewise, remarking that market factors,
independent of the validity of the patent, which would have ordinarily reduced
that patentee’s bargaining powers in a proper commercial setting, ought to be
factored into the hypothetical negotiation process.

50

The House of Lords

considered it material that evidence revealed a pattern on the part of the patentee
having lower royalty rates in response to the US dominance in the rubber industry

such that licences in foreign territories were to be set at equivalent rates. For this,
the court then reasoned the patentee could not resile from that pattern of royalty
rates and therefore, that was what it had lost to the infringer.

Just how to properly compute reasonable royalties in following this model, has
remained a source of consternation to courts. In the US case of Fromson v Western
Litho Plate & Supply Co, for example, the process was described as ‘a difficult
Alliedsignal Inc. v. du Pont Canada Inc (1998) 78 CPR (3d) 129, [199].
[1976] RPC 197.
48 Ibid, 228, per Lord Salmon.
49 Ibid.
50 Ibid, 221, per Lord Wilberforce.
46
47
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judicial chore, seeming often to involve more the talents of a conjurer than those

of a judge’. 51 In the same vein, Russell Denton observes that academic literature
has been scathingly disdainful of prevailing reasonable royalty methods,
describing them as ‘crude, inappropriate and inherently unreliable’. 52 This stems

from a muddled variety of factors or considerations and approaches that go into

determining the outcomes of the judicially reconstructed bargaining process.

These factors are essentially aimed at mimicking the attitudes or postures of the
bargaining parties. In the patent reasonable royalties context, they include: settled
royalty rates; the 25% (rule of thumb); valuation methods; and other factors,

including testimonies of experts and consumer surveys. Each of these enumerated
matters is discussed individually below, with a view to demonstrating how they
are punctuated by uncertainty.
1. Settled Royalty Rates

The primary step in pursuing the compensatory model is to enquire into whether

or not there is a settled or ‘going’ royalty. 53 This is because an established rate

serves as a guidepost to determining what the patentee forfeited in terms of
royalties. Settled royalty rates may be garnered from court settlements or
previous licensing practices of the patentee. 54 In circumstances where the

question of a settled royalty arises, the court’s first task is to ascertain the

comparability of the licences (also known as comparables) previously granted by
the patentee as a guide in the construction of hypothetical bargains. 55 This is a

notoriously difficult undertaking.

Courts are often sceptical about royalty rates reached by private settlement in the

face of litigation, as these are likely to be tilted favourably towards a party with

Fromson v Western Litho Plate & Supply Co (1988) 853 F2d 1568, paragraph 49.
Russell Denton, ‘Rolling Equilibriums at the Pre-Commons Frontier: Identifying Patently
Efficient Royalties For Complex Products’ (2009) 14 Virginia Journal of Law and Technology 63.
53 Allan Shampine, ‘Reasonable Royalties and The Sale of Patent Rights’ (2009) 4 Journal of
Intellectual Property Law and Practice 545.
54 Ibid; see also General Tire and Rubber Company v Firestone Tyre and Rubber Company Limited
[1976] RPC 197.
55 See, for example, the exchange between Justice Jacob and Counsel in Coflexip v Stolt [2002]
EWHC 1686 (Ch) 7-8.
51
52
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the best prospects of winning in court. 56 For example, if the validity of the patent
is contested and the patentee fears that he or she might not have the means to

properly defend its validity, the patentee is likely to agree to royalties at heavily
discounted rates. 57 On the other hand, if the infringer fears the imposition of an
injunction should the patent be found valid and infringed, it is highly likely that

the patentee would have superior bargaining power and thus secure high
royalties. 58

In Ultraframe v Eurocell 59 (Ultraframe) a different possible source of guidance for

determining comparable licences was identified. The court stated that a
comparable licence might not be one previously granted by the patentee, but one

that is previously granted in the relevant industry to which the patent exploitation
relates. Kitchin J, building upon Gerber v Lectra (Gerber) said ‘[w]here there are
truly comparable licences in the relevant field these are the most useful guidance

for the court as to the reasonable royalty’. 60 His Lordship reasoned that since the

customary royalty rate in the industry to which the applied was 5%, it was fair to
allow the patentee an 8% royalty in the occasion.

In Gerber 61 Jacob J’s reasoning, approved on appeal, was that a settled royalty rate
would only be treated as a comparable if the circumstances of the previous
licences and the infringement were similar. 62 In Gerber the infringer claimed that

it should be allowed to pay the royalty rate the patentee had fixed for its patent
when it was endorsed under licence of right. Jacob J rejected this argument

because the infringer could not be fairly regarded as entitled to a rate based on
See Layne Keele, ‘Res”Q”ing Patent Infringement Damages After ResQNet: The Dangers of
Litigation Licenses as Evidence of a Reasonable Royalty’ (2012) 20 Texas Intellectual Property
Law Journal 181; see also Tejas Narechania and Jackson Kirklin, ‘An Unsettling Development: The
Use of Settlement-Related Evidence for Damages Determinations in Patent Litigation’ (2012) 2
Journal of Law, Technology and Policy 3.
57 See John Barnhardt, ‘Revisiting a Reasonable Royalty as Measure of Damages for Patent
Infringement’ (2004) 86 Journal of the Patent and Trademark Office Society 991; see also Martin
West, ‘Collateral Damages: How Smartphone Patent Wars Are Changing the Landscape of Patent
Infringement Damages Calculations’ (2013) 41 Fordham Urban Law Journal 315.
58 See Joseph Farrell and Carl Shapiro, ‘How Strong Are Weak Patents?’ (2008) 98 The American
Economic Review 1347.
59 [2006] EWHC 1344 (Pat).
60 Ibid, paragraph 47.
61 [1995] RPC 383.
62 Ibid, 394.
56
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licence of right. The infringer had judicially contested the validity of the patent—
something a licensee would not have done. 63 His Honour reasoned that an

injunction could still have been issued against the infringer, in contrast with
another party who voluntarily agrees to take the licence of right. 64 Therefore, the

‘licence of right’ rate was not considered to be governing, and a royalty rate pegged
at 15% of the profits earned by the infringer from the sales of eleven of the
infringing machines, adjudged not to have been lost by the patentee, was awarded
as a reasonable royalty. 65

In some other instances licences might not be considered comparable because the

nature of the licensing arrangement is divorced from that of the circumstances of
infringement. The House of Lords in General Tire stated that courts are entitled to

disregard settled royalties if:

…the bargains which led to these royalties being agreed were reached in
circumstances differing from those which must be assumed when the court
is attempting to fix a bargain as between patentee and infringer. 66

Examples include circumstances where the patentee engages in licence pools,
block licensing arrangements or licenses according to fair, reasonable and non-

discriminatory (FRAND) commitments (in situations of standard essential

patents). In British Thomson-Houston v Naamloose Vennootschap Pope’s
Metaaldraadlampenfabriek

67

the Scottish Court of Session refused to accept the

patentee’s patent pool or block licensing arrangements with other manufacturers

as representative of a generally acceptable standard of comparison, explaining
that:

It is by no means clear to me that a royalty of this kind, obtained by a
combination of Patentees, affords in itself any trustworthy measure of the
price that could be successfully exacted by one of the Patentees for the right

Ibid, 405-406.
Ibid.
65 Ibid, 420.
66 General Tire and Rubber Company [1976] RPC 197, 213.
67 [1923] RPC 119.
63
64
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to use anyone of his own Patents, either in isolation, or along with other
patents associated with it. 68

This reasoning applies to standard essential patents because FRAND
commitments are usually made on the basis of the combination of varying

proprietary technologies and in consonance with the common expectations of
parties to it. For this reason it becomes difficult to determine the reasonable
royalty value of an isolated standard essential patent on the basis of its FRAND

agreements. 69 In the USA the attitude towards discerning comparable licences is

very much similar, if not identical, to that of many Commonwealth countries. 70
2. The 25% Rule

Beyond resorting to settled or established royalties, another popular path to the
compensatory model is to award the patentee 25% of the net profits gained by the

infringer from the infringement (the ‘25% rule’). The rule, attributed to Robert
Goldscheilder, a foremost US-based licensing lawyer and consultant, 71 was
somewhat popular in the US It was recognised as a possible avenue (though not

applied) in the Canadian Federal Court case of Jay-Lor v Penta Farm System 72 (Jay-

Lor) and in the English Court of Appeal decision of Coflexip SA Coflexip Stena
Offshore Ltd v Stolt Offshore 73 (Coflexip). Goldscheider conceived the 25% rule as

context-specific rather than a universally applicable approach to determining
royalties. He envisaged that the rule proceeds on a patentee–licensee split of

Ibid, 128.
Mark Lemley and Carl Shapiro, ‘A Simple Approach to Settling Reasonable Royalties For
Standard-Essential Patents’ (2013) 28 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 1135.
70 Parker Kuhl, ‘Rescue Me: The Attack on Settlement Negotiations After ResQNet v Lansa’ (2011)
26 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 270; see also Michael Chapman, ‘Using Settlement Licenses
in Reasonable Royalty Determinations’ (2009) 49 IDEA-The Intellectual Property Law Review 313.
71 Ted Haglin, ‘Valuation of Patent Licenses’ (2004) 12 Texas Intellectual Property Law Journal
424; see also Alexander Stack, Scott Davidson and Stephen Cole, ‘Reasonable Royalty Rates and
the ‘25% Royalty Rule’ for Intellectual Property’ (1999) 18 Business Valuation Review 156.
72 (2007) FC 358. In fact, in Jay-Lor it was termed the ‘AlliedSignal Approach’ because it had been
applied in Alliedsignal Inc v du Pont Canada Inc 78 CPR (3d) 129.
73 [2003] EWCA Civ 296.
68
69
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anticipated profits in a 25:75 ratio, but only as a starting point that could be
adjusted upwards or downwards according to factors peculiar to the parties. 74
Proponents of the rule explain it the following way:

An estimate is made of the licensee’s expected profits for the product that

embodies the IP at issue. Those profits are divided by the expected net sales
over that same period to arrive at a profit rate. That resulting profit rate,

say 16 per cent, is then multiplied by 25 per cent to arrive at the running
royalty rate. In this example the resulting royalty would be 4 per cent.
Going forward … the 4 per cent royalty rate is applied to the net sales to
arrive at royalty payments due to the IP owner. 75

The reasoning for this approach is that other commercial factors applying to the
circumstances of the parties could prompt a further adjustment of the royalty

rates (up or down), 76 such that the ‘25% rule’ was merely a guideline and a
starting point.

Despite these arguments in favour of the 25% rule, it was soundly rejected by the

US Federal Circuit in Uniloc v Microsoft 77 (Uniloc), where it was described as

arbitrary and unreliable. Recent academic commentary has taken a similar tack,
most notably because using 25% as a threshold would likely bias the royalty rate

upwards in circumstances where the patent was vital to the infringing product. 78
The 25% rule has also been attacked for lacking a definitive conception of ‘profits’

against which it is to be applied. 79 A further criticism can be levelled in situations

74 Robert Goldscheider, ‘Negotiation of Royalties and Other Sources of Income from Licensing’
(1996) 36 IDEA - The Journal of Law and Technology 1; See also Robert Goldscheider, ‘The Art of
Licensing Out’ (1988) 19 Les Nouvelles - Journal of the Licensing Executives 84; see also Robert
Goldscheilder, ‘The Classic 25 Percent Rule and the Art of Intellectual Property Licensing’ (2011)
6 Duke Law & Technology Review 115; see also Robert Goldscheider, ‘The Current Realities Of The
Classic 25% Rule: An Attempt To Put The House In Order’ (2012) 46 Les Nouvelles - Journal of the
Licensing Executives Society 148.
75 Robert Goldscheider, John Jarosz and Carla Mulhern, ‘Use Of The 25 Per Cent Rule In Valuing
IP’ (2002) 37 Les Nouvelles—Journal of the Licensing Executives 123,124.
76 Ibid, 128.
77 632 F. 3d 1292 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit (2011).
78 Roy Epstein and Paul Malherbe, ‘The Reasonable Royalty Patent Infringement Damages after
UNILOC’ (2011) 39 AIPLA Quarterly Journal 11, 11-13.
79 Ibid, 13.
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where a manufacturer infringes several patents, so that the effect of applying the
25% rule to each infringement could be a dissipation of the manufacturers’
profits. 80

3. Valuation Models
Reasonable royalties can also be computed in reliance on valuation methods.

American courts customarily follow what are known as the ‘Georgia Pacific
factors’, a compendium of factors first espoused in the case of Georgia Pacific v US
Plywood Corp 81 to guide courts in computing royalty rates for the purposes of the

hypothetical bargaining construction. While the Georgia Pacific factors have been
a subject of a plethora of academic discussions, one of their salient flaws is that
they are repetitive or duplicative.

82

The Georgia Pacific factors are not

traditionally used in Commonwealth jurisdictions, at least not in the same fashion
as in the USA. Rather, Commonwealth jurisdictions tend to use a selection of
valuation factors considered likely to influence licensing outcomes.

Generally, three factor-based paths – cost, income and market – adopted in the

valuation of equities or property rights are also applicable to the valuation of

patents for licensing purposes in Commonwealth jurisdictions. 83 The cost-based
approach is considered the least helpful of the three when following the

compensatory model because it values a patent based on what it would have cost

the infringer to independently acquire patented technology and so determines

royalties on this basis. This approach has been considered very difficult to apply

because it is not evident what concept of costs is appropriate. 84 There are varying

80 Damien Geradin and Anne Layne-Farrar, ‘Patent Value Apportionment Rules for Complex,
Multi-Patent Products’ (2010) 27 Santa Clara High Technology Law Journal 763, 779.
81 318 F Supp. 1116 - Dist. Court, SD New York (1970).
82 Mark Lemley and Daralyn, ‘A Structured Approach to Calculating Reasonable Royalties’ (2010)
14 Lewis and Clark Law Review 627, 628; see also Roy Epstein and Alan Marcus, ‘Economic
Analysis of the Reasonable Royalty: Simplification and Extension of the Georgia-Pacific Factors’
(2003) 85 Journal of Patent and Trademark Office Society 555.
83 Mohammad S. Rahman, ‘Patent Valuation: Impact on Damages’ (1998) 6 Baltimore Intellectual
Property Law Journal 150; see also John Dubiansky, ‘An Analysis for the Valuation of Venture
Capital-Funded Startup Firm Patents’ (2006) 12 Boston University Journal of Science and
Technology Law 170, 174.
84 Damien Geradin and Anne Layne-Farrar, ‘Patent Value Apportionment Rules for Complex,
Multi-Patent Products’ (2010) n80, 781-783.
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concepts of costs – namely marginal costs, average variable costs, average total
costs or long run average incremental costs. Even when one these concepts is
elected, it remains difficult to compute costs with certainty in view of R&D

expenses and then to apply that uncertain outcome for determining royalty
purposes. 85

In contrast, the market-based approach is based on market comparison. This
approach relies on four assumptions: the existence of a market; previously

conducted transactions to draw comparison from; equal access to information by

the parties; and free bargaining between parties. 86 By and large, this market

approach is similar, if not identical, to the settled royalty rate approach discussed
above because it largely involves seeking guidance from past analogous practices.
The remaining income-based approach is the most popular path followed in

Commonwealth jurisdictions, taking one of two forms: ‘anticipated profits’ and

‘profits available’. The ‘anticipated profits’ approach determines reasonable
royalties on the basis of the infringer’s expected profit outcomes from the
infringement. It was judicially acknowledged in Coflexip 87 and Jay-Lor. 88 The
‘profits available’ approach, as applied in Gerber, ‘involves ascertaining the “profit”

made by the licensee absent a licence and apportioning this between the patentee
and the licensee’. 89 There the court reasoned that a royalty of 15% on the sales

made by the infringer, for which lost profits was not awarded, should go to the
patentee as royalties. The ‘profits available’ approach was also applied in

Ultraframe, although in so doing the High Court of Chancery reasoned that the
profits earned by the infringer could not be apportioned between the patentee and
the infringer on a 50:50 basis, and for this reason awarded an 8% royalty on those
infringing sales. 90

4. Royalty Rate and Base

Ibid.
Mohammad S. Rahman, ‘Patent Valuation: Impact on Damages’ (1998) n83, 153.
87 Coflexip v Stolt [2003] EWCA Civ 296, [7].
88 Jay-Lor v Penta Farm Systems (2007) FC 358, [141].
89 Gerber v Lectra [1995] RPC 383, 419 per Jacob J.
90 [2006] EWHC 1344 (Pat), [152]-[153].
85
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In applying income-based pathways, the courts compute royalties on the basis of
two integral components: royalty rate and royalty base. 91 Royalty base has been

defined as ‘the revenue pool implicated by the infringement’. 92 In other words, it

represents the basis upon which the infringement is connected to the infringer’s
profits. 93 The royalty base is determined according to how the infringement drove
consumer demand. If the infringement is responsible for the demand of the

entirety of the infringing product, then the product is the royalty base. This is

called the entire market value rule (EMVR). 94 In some cases, the effect of the EMVR

is that sales of non-patented convoyed goods sold along with the infringing

products are incorporated in the royalty base. This has occurred in several US
cases, but has also been criticized in dissenting judgments. 95 It has also aroused

academic criticisms, the tenor of which is that convoyed goods that are not
infringing should not form part of the royalty base. 96 Yet this approach to

delineation of royalty base remains recognized as legitimate in Commonwealth
jurisdictions, as appears from Jacob J’s remarks in Gerber:

the licence would enable the licensee to generate further profits from

associated sales of CAD, spares and servicing. I think it entirely realistic to

take these into account, though Lectra's expert asserted otherwise. These

Whitserve, LLC v Computer Packages, Inc 694 F. 3d 10 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit
(2012).
92 Dan McManus, ‘Incentives Must Change: Addressing the Unpredictability of Reasonable
Royalty Damages’ (2013) 5 American University Intellectual Property Brief 12.
93 See Merritt Hasbrouck, ‘Protecting the Gates of Reasonable Royalty: A Damages Framework for
Patent Infringement Cases’ (2011) The John Marshall Review of Intellectual Property Law 192.
94 See Michael Greene, ‘All Your Base Are Belong to Us: Towards An Appropriate Usage and
Definition of the Entire Market Value Rule in Reasonable Royalties Calculations’ (2012) 53 Boston
College of Law Review 233; see also Ravi Rohan, ‘Analysis of the Entire Market Value Rule in
Complex Technology Litigation: Arduous Royalty Base Determinations, Unjust Damage Rewards,
and Empirical Approaches to Measuring Consumer Demand’ (2010) 27 Santa Clara Computer and
High Technology Law Journal 639; Anthony Raucci, ‘A Case Against the Entire Market Value Rule’
(2012) 69 Washington and Lee Law Review 2233.
95 Justice Nies, dissenting in Rite-Hite Corp v Kelley Inc., 56 F 3d 1538 - Court of Appeals, Federal
Circuit (1995), said: ‘A royalty based on unprotected goods unlawfully exploits the patent’.
96 Mark Lemley, ‘Distinguishing Lost Profits from Reasonable Royalties’ (2009) 51 William &
Mary Law Review 655; see also Brian Love, ‘Patentee Overcompensation and the Entire Market
Value Rule’ (2007) 60 Stanford Law Review 263; Brian Love, ‘The Misuse of Reasonable Royalty
Damages as Patent Infringement Deterrent’ (2009) 74 Missouri Law Review 910.
91
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other profits would be a real incentive to pay for a licence, not an
adventitious bonus. 97

The EMVR was applied in Ultraframe, also to non-infringing convoyed goods,

albeit with the concession of the infringer, Eurocell. 98 A similar approach was
adopted in the Australian case of Advanced Building Systems v Ramset Fastners. 99

Where, however, the infringement was not singularly responsible for the demand
but contributed to it, the practice in the US is that the royalty base is determined

on the basis of an apportionment. 100 That is, the royalty base is appropriated or
carved out from the entire product. This is more likely in situations where an
assemblage of both infringing and non-infringing elements constitute the
infringing product, which is most likely in complex technologies. However, there
remains no clear statement of apportionment in the reasonable royalties context
in Commonwealth case law, except in Jay-Lor. 101

The royalty rate can be defined as a ‘percentage of that revenue pool adequate to
compensate the plaintiff for that infringement’. 102 Expressed another way, the
royalty rate is that percentage that is applied to a selected royalty base. If the

EMVR rule is applied, such that the entire infringing matter is the royalty base, a
royalty rate of a given percentage of the profits earned or sales made in the

merchandise of the infringing products is awarded to the patentee. But if an
apportioned base is adopted (i.e. where EMVR does not apply), a royalty rate of a

given percentage is applied to that percentile measure of value attributable to that

infringed patent as it relates to the infringing product. To illustrate this, assume a
multi-component product has an infringing component. If that infringing

component accounts for say 10% (being an apportioned royalty base) of the

Gerber v Lectra [1995] RPC 383, 419.
[2006] EWHC 1344 (Pat), [ 151].
99 [2001] FCA 1098, [199].
100 See also Elizabeth Bailey, Gregory Leonard and Mario Lopez, ‘Making Sense of Apportionment
in Patent Damages’ (2011) 22 Columbia Science and Technology Law Review 255.
101 (2007) FC 358, [196].
102 McManus, Incentives Must Change: Addressing the Unpredictability of Reasonable Royalty
Damages’ (2013) n92, 12.
97
98
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infringing product, a royalty rate is applied to that 10%. The result could be, for
example, 30% (royalty rate) of the 10% apportioned royalty base.

The royalty rate and base must be carefully selected. Improper selection can
inordinately reward the patentee at the cost of the infringer or under-reward the

patentee to the infringer’s benefit. Even when a small royalty rate is applied to a

large and disproportionate royalty base, the patentee might end up being overrewarded. 103 If, however, a large royalty rate is applied to a small and improperly
chosen royalty base in circumstances where the infringed patent considerably

drove demand, the patentee could be shortchanged. This has been a subject of
considerable judicial and academic treatment in the US. Recent US Federal Circuit

cases such as Uniloc, 104 Cornell University v Hewlett-Packard Co, 105 Lucent

Technologies v Gateway 106 (Lucent) and LaserDynamics v Quanta Computer 107
have particularly fulminated against an indiscriminate or unguided choice of

royalty base. The prevailing position, in the light of these cases, is that the royalty

base must be chosen on the basis of the value contributed by the infringed patent
to the infringing matter, and so too must the royalty rate be justified.

The hypothetical bargaining outcomes are usually based on the general value of

the patent (but not its peculiar value to the infringer). The question of patent value

is not straightforward. Some argue that it is best measured in contradistinction

with other non-infringing alternatives (NIAs). 108 In Commonwealth jurisdictions

it is unlikely that NIAs would count in the determination of value. In Catnic
Components v Hill & Smith, 109 Falconer J refused to take NIAs into account in

assessing reasonable royalty, on the authority of United Horse Shoe & Nail, which
prohibits an assessment of NIAs for damages purposes. 110 Consideration of NIAs

See Thomas Cotter, ‘Four Principles For Calculating Reasonable Royalties in Patent
Infringement Litigation’ (2011) 27 Santa Clara Computer and High Technology Law Journal 725.
104 632 F. 3d 1292 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit (2011).
105609 F. Supp. 2d 279 - Dist. Court, ND New York (2009).
106 580 F. 3d 1301 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit (2009).
107 694 F. 3d 51 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit (2012).
108 See, for example, Thomas Cotter, ‘Four Principles for Calculating Reasonable Royalties in
Patent Infringement Litigation’ n104, 742.
109 [1983] FSR 512; see also Gerber v Lectra, [1995] RPC 383, 405-406.
110 Ibid, 532.
103
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could weaken the patentee’s bargaining power in the hypothetical bargaining
process. 111

The US, by contrast, allows NIA considerations, though their impact on royalty

computation remains debatable. Cases such as Grain Processing, 112 Zygo Corp v

Wyko Corp 113 and Riles v Shell Exploration & Production 114 suggest that what the
infringer would have paid or costs likely to be suffered in using NIAs should serve

as a ceiling to cap whatever the patentee might have expected to receive in the
bargaining process. This is because NIAs would have propped up the

infringer/licensee’s bargaining position and reasonably eroded the patentee’s, to
the extent that the NIA is a viable alternative. 115 Yet there are more recent cases

to the contrary. In Aqua Shield v Inter Pool Cover Team 116 the Federal Circuit stated
that: ‘the royalty the particular infringer could profitably pay by going about its

business in its particular way does not set the market value that the hypothetical
negotiation aims to identify’. 117

5 Other Factors

That the infringer was the patentee’s competitor might also affect hypothetical
bargaining outcomes. In Jay-Lor it was observed that: ‘[b]y agreeing to allow Penta
to manufacture and sell the patented technology, JAY-LOR would be accepting the

loss of sales that it arguably could have made’. 118 Yet in Gerber Jacob J reasoned

that since the patentee could not obtain compensatory damages for lost sales, its
right to exclude infringers from so competing should not be factored into

reasonable royalties. This is because, His Honour opined, such sales were not lost
and the patentee could not have secured them. 119 To follow this reasoning might

have the effect of turning reasonable royalty into compulsory licensing, as the fact
Sven Bostyn and Nicholas Petit, ‘Patent=Monopoly: A Legal Fiction’ (2013), available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2373471 (last accessed, 2/8/2016).
112 840 F. 2d 902 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit (1988).
113 79 F. 3d 1563 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit (1996).
114 298 F. 3d 1302 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit (2002).
115 See Christopher Seaman, ‘Reconsidering the Georgia-Pacific Standard for Reasonable Royalty
Patent Damages’ (2010) Brigham Young University Law Review 1661.
116 774 F.3d 766 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit (2014).
117 Ibid, 771.
118[2007] FC 358, [166].
119 Gerber v Lectra [1995] RPC 383, 412-413.
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remains that the infringer did not seek consent and also because the infringer
cannot be considered a true negotiator in the proper sense.

Expert testimony can be influential to reasonable royalty outcomes, and in

establishing the royalty rate/base. 120 While it is allowed in both Commonwealth

jurisdictions and the US, judicial circumspection is brought to bear in assessing
expert opinion. In fact Judge Posner, presiding over the district court by

designation, in Brandeis University et al v Keebler Co et al 121 and Apple Inc v
Motorola 122 accentuated the likely implications of relying on expert testimony by

reason of their self-serving tendency. 123 He also highlighted the importance of

ensuring that the ‘expert’ not only has technical understanding of the field to
which the patent relates but also proper licensing experience.

Market surveys present yet another influential factor. They involve using feelers
to determine how much the infringed patent’s technical effects account for

consumer demand. Both Dyck 124 and Fedell 125 have sought to highlight the
unreliability of market feelers. They maintain that market feelers require an

enquiry into the psychology of consumers to determine what gave impetus to
consumer demand, which is a complex task, and that outcomes of such surveys are
inherently biased towards one feature of a product over another.

Another factor that could determine the rate/base question is the concept of
‘bargaining range’, a game theory tool used by economists. 126 As explained in

Merck & Co v Apotex, the bargaining range concept involves determining a rate that
See Erika Mayo, ‘Gatekeeping Post-Uniloc; Export Testimony in Multi-Component Patent
Litigation’ (2013) 9 Hastings Business Law Journal 539; see also Bo Zeng, ‘Lucent v Gateway:
Putting The ‘Reasonable’ Back Into Reasonable Royalties’ (2011) 26 Berkeley Technology Law
Journal 329.
121 Order of Jan. 18, 2013, No. 1:12-cv-01508.
122 No. 1:11-cv-08540, 2012 WL 1959560.
123 Patrick Doll and L. Joseph Denbina, ‘Daubert for “Dummkopfs”- Judge Posner Hypothetically
Disparages Patent Damages Experts in Apple and Brandeis’ (2013) 21 Texas Intellectual Property
Law Journal 301.
124 Patricia Dyck, ‘Beyond Confusion - Survey Evidence of Consumer Demand and the Entire
Market Value Rule’ (2012) 4 Hastings Science and Technology Law Journal 209.
125 Jaimeson Fedell, ‘A Step in the Right Direction: Patent Damages and the Elimination of the
Entire Market Value Rule’ (2014) 98 Minnesota Law Review 1143.
126 Jonathan Tomlin, ‘Mars v. Coin Acceptors and the “Hypothetical Negotiation” Approach to
Reasonable Royalty Calculations’ (2008) Navigant Economics, available at
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1205175 (last accessed 20-08-2016).
120
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falls within the mid-point of the minimum the patent holder is willing to accept
(MWA) and the maximum of what the infringer is willing to pay (MWP). 127 If a

proposed royalty exceeds the MWP, the infringer would reject it and the licensing
process would break down. If, however, proposed royalty is below or around the

MWP, a licence contract would come to fruition. 128 The converse applies to the

patentee, such that if the proposed royalty is around or above the MWP the licence
negotiation would succeed, but if it is below the MWP the licence negotiation
would break down. 129 Tomlin has argued against the need for the mid-point

between MWP and MWA to be struck, 130 reasoning that the patentee should be
able to receive more than the MWP even in circumstances where the infringer
suffers a loss because it is inefficient. 131

5.3.2 Pitfalls of the Compensatory Approach
The disadvantage of the compensatory model stems largely from the fact that it is

based largely on a fictional simulation of what the patentee and the infringer
would have agreed to as the price to enable the latter to gain access to the patent.
In Surrey County Council v Bredero Homes132 Lord Steyn aptly described the ‘loss
of opportunity’ foundation of the model as a fiction. This view has been shared in

several US cases: for example in Rite Hite it was disparaged as ‘an inaccurate, and
even absurd, characterization.’ As the preceding discussion indicates, the outcome

of this fictional negotiation process is usually fashioned by three major elements:
the bargaining powers of both parties; the value of the patent right; and timing of

the negotiation. 133 Having identified these elements, it is essential to discuss how
they negatively impact on the usefulness of the compensatory model.

[2013] FC 751, [155]-[172].
Ibid.
129 Ibid.
130 See Jonathan Tomlin, ‘Mars v. Coin Acceptors and the “Hypothetical Negotiation” Approach to
Reasonable Royalty Calculations’ (2008), n126.
131 Ibid.
132 [1993] 1 WLR 1361, 1369.
133 See David Taylor, ‘Using Reasonable Royalties to Value Patented Technology’ (2014) 49
Georgia Law Review 79; see also Mark Lemley and Carl Shapiro, ‘Patent Holdup and Royalty
Stacking’ (2007) 85 Texas Law Review 1991.
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1. The Holdup Power of the Injunction
The bargaining power of the patentee and the infringer as putative licensor and
licensee, respectively, is an essential factor in making an approximation of what

they would have agreed upon. 134 In this regard, the ‘nuisance value’ of an

injunctive remedy against the infringer, in favour of the patentee, can inflate the
bargaining position of the patentee. 135 Patentees are said to possess a holdup

power in such circumstances, because they are able to opportunistically obtain
undue rewards that have no bearing on the economic or technological value of
their patented invention. 136 This is so because redesigning or switching costs

likely to be incurred by an infringer in trying to change from an infringing use to a
non-infringing use are usually of an inordinate amount. 137 In such a holdup

situation, the patent holder could extract royalties that go beyond the technical or

use value of the patent. 138 Basing the patentee’s bargaining posture on his or her

entitlement to an injunction would naturally tilt the hypothetical negotiation
balance in the patentee’s favour.

2. Assessment Based on Patent Value
The value of a patent is another essential element in the hypothetical bargaining

exercise. While an assessment of an invention’s technical value to the infringer

should be the quintessence of a reasonable royalty inquiry, the compensatory

model ignores this. Instead, courts seek to assess the value of the patented
invention in the light of market factors. Where established licensing practices are
available to be followed, courts simply build upon them, in disregard of the

independent value of the patented technology. Thus, in General Tire, the House of
Lords found an established licensing precedent to follow and refused to take into
Ibid.
Mark Lemley and Carl Shapiro, ‘Patent Holdup and Royalty Stacking’ (2007) 85 Texas Law
Review 1992; see also Elizabeth Siew-Kuwan Ng, ‘Evolving Landscape of Patent Remedies in a
Changing Market Place’ (2012) Singapore Academy of Law Journal 634; Thomas Cotter, ‘Patent
Holdup, Patent Remedies, and Antitrust Responses’ (2009) 34 The Journal of Corporation Law
1154.
136 See Joseph Farrell, John Hayes, Carl Shapiro and Theresa Sullivan, ‘Standard Setting, Patents
and Holdup’ (2007) 74 Antitrust Law Journal 604.
137 Mark Lemley and Carl Shapiro, ‘Patent Holdup and Royalty Stacking’ (2007) n135, 2016.
138 Ibid, 2002.
134
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account the fact that the invention enabled the infringer to secure increased
savings in the cost of production. Their Lordships reasoned that while the utility
and advantages of a patent should be considered, market factors surrounding the
patent should be determinative. Lord Wilberforce explained:

I accept that it was shown that, over a period, the use of the invention

produced a cost saving of 1.8 old pence per pound of T.T.S. But there was
no evidence to show that the cost saving was, in this industry, ever used as
a basis for royalty. 139

Where there are no licensing practices to rely upon, it is the legal power of the

patent as claimed (i.e. the right to exclude) that influences the outcome. In other
words, the patentee is able to secure royalties based not only on the patent’s
inventive concept but also on other non-inventive integers or embodiments upon

which the patent claim is founded. 140 Reasoning of this kind can be found in
Gerber. 141 There has been some criticism of this approach of valuing the patent

claim, rather than the patented technology, for the purposes of computing
reasonable royalties. 142

Taylor identifies three factors that control the value of a patent right: validity; the

possibility of proving infringement; and the likelihood of securing favourable

remedies, especially an injunction. 143 He argues that if the focus is solely on the

patent claim only the third factor would be taken into account as validity and proof

of infringement would be taken as a given. 144 Lemley also argues in support of
valuing the inventive concept instead of the patent claim. 145 Describing the

inventive step of the patent as the point-of-novelty, he contends that it should be

[1976] RPC 223.
See Amy Landers, ‘Let the Games Begin: Incentives to Innovation in the New Economy of
Intellectual Property Law’ (2006) Santa Clara Law Review 307; see also Amy Landers, ‘Patent
Valuation Theory and the Economics of Improvement’ (2009) 88 Texas Law Review 162
141 [1995] RPC 396-397.
142 David Taylor ‘Using Reasonable Royalties to Value Patented Technology’ (2014), n133.
143 Ibid, 89-91.
144 Ibid, 94-95
145 Mark Lemley, ‘Point of Novelty’ (2011) 105 Northwestern University Law Review 1253.
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the basis of determining reasonable royalties, rather than the patent claim,
because it is the ‘heart’ or ‘gist’ of the invention. 146
3. Timing of the Negotiation

The time setting that forms the backdrop of the hypothetical negotiation is also
material to the outcomes of the reasonable royalties inquiry. The court’s exercise

of discretion governs what time setting is elected. In Lunn Poly Ltd v Liverpool &

Lancashire Properties Ltd 147 Neuberger LJ reasoned that, when determining

‘negotiating damages’, there is no absolute rule regarding the choice of negotiation
time, as it could be based on facts before breach or arising in the course of

litigation. His Lordship remarked that although ‘negotiating damages’ (i.e.

reasonable royalties) are usually assessed at the date of breach, ex post valuation

based on factors arising after breach is also possible because of the quasiequitable nature of the remedy. 148 Whichever of the two is chosen rests on judicial
discretion.

Where time setting is based upon considerations that would have preceded
infringement, the infringers’ circumstances (especially their anticipated profits)

are taken as the basis for computing reasonable royalties. 149 As John Jarosz and
Michael Chapman opine, the general attitude of US courts is to adopt preinfringement time setting. 150 This is because, they argue, the courts acknowledge

that real life licensing is based on information available ex ante before access to
the patent is allowed. 151 In support of this view they cite the words of the Federal

Ibid, 1254.
[2006] EWCA Civ 430; See also Amec Developments v Jury’s Hotel Management [2001] 07 EG
163.
148 Ibid.
149 See, for example, Coflexip v Stolt EWCA [2003] Civ. 296.
150 John Jarosz and Michael Chapman, ‘The Hypothetical Negotiation and Reasonable Royalty
Damages: The Tail Wagging the Dog’ (2013) n20, 800-804; see also Axel Schmitt-Nilson, ‘The
Unpredictability of Patent Litigation Damage Awards: Causes and Comparative Notes’ (2012) 3
Intellectual Property Brief 61.
151 Ibid.
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Circuit in Lucent Techs Inc v Gateway Inc

152

that ‘[t]he hypothetical negotiation

tries, as best as possible, to recreate the ex-ante licensing scenario’. 153

However, where the selected time of negotiation is based on facts available in the

light of litigation, post-infringement, the infringers’ circumstances, especially
profits earned from the infringing activities, serve as the fulcrum for the

computation of royalties. This is usually known as the ‘profits available’ approach,

as discussed above under the valuation methods of the compensatory model. In
such a case, the profits actually earned by the infringer become the substratum for

computing a royalty. In the US case of Fromson v Litho Plate & Supply 154 Gunn J

adopted this approach, reasoning that the law does not forget that the parties are
not true contracting parties, and that the purpose of the exercise is to redress the

wrong of the infringer. His Honour relied on the words of Cardozo J, in the old
Supreme Court case of Sinclair Ref v Jenkins Petroleum, 155 who described ex post
events as providing a book of wisdom that the courts are not forbidden from

looking into. 156 As it transpires, this time setting is more commonly used in

Commonwealth jurisdictions, as is evidenced by the majority of patent reasonable

royalty case law. Yet it suffers a significant deficiency in that it is likely to

reconstruct the bargaining process on account of the infringer’s asset specificity
and thus the patent holder’s holdup power. This is because an ex post
reconstruction is fashioned around facts as they exist after infringement.

It goes without saying that whichever of the two time settings is adopted comes

with its own consequences. 157 If the ‘anticipated profits’ approach is applied to
determine royalties in circumstances where the infringer realises poor profits

from sales, the patentee still gets royalties based upon the infringer’s expectations.

580 F. 3d 1301, 1325.
Jarosz and Chapman, ‘The Hypothetical Negotiation and Reasonable Royalty Damages: The
Tail Wagging the Dog’ (2013) n20, 800.
154 853 F 2d 1568, 1575-76 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit (1988)
155 289 US 689 - Supreme Court (1933).
156 See also Honeywell Intern. Inc v Hamilton Sundstrand, 370 F. 3d 1131 - Court of Appeals,
Federal Circuit (2004).
157 Cf. Gerber v Lectra [1995] RPC 413 where Jacob J denied whether it bears any material
difference what time of assessment is chosen.
152
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158

But if the infringer makes windfall profits that exceed their expectations, the

patentee’s royalties would be capped at the infringer’s expectations. 159 In

contrast, if the ‘profits available’ approach is used, the patentee can have its
royalties incrementally adjusted to the infringer’s profits arising from the
infringement.

160

It is only when infringer earns profits that match their

expectations that the use of either time setting would impart no material
difference. 161

Siebrasse and Cotter posit that a hybrid time setting should be applied to take
advantage of divergent time settings and avoid their disadvantages. 162 Termed a

‘contingent ex ante’ time setting, in application it would be founded on ‘ex ante
negotiation, but based on ex post information’. 163 Using this model, holdup

implications are eschewed, and profits earned by the infringer, rather than
anticipated profits, form the basis for computation of royalties. Because NIAs are

excluded in Commonwealth jurisdictions, the hybrid time setting effects little

change, if any at all, because the patent would be given a specious monopolistic
status and the patentee is considered entitled to an injunction. The upshot is that
the patent’s valuation is inflated nonetheless.

But Siebrasse and Cotter propose the inclusion of NIAs in the hybrid time setting,

in which case the putative monopolistic status of the patent evaporates to the

extent that the infringer would have adopted an alternative technology. Factoring
an injunction into the bargaining process before there is asset specificity on the
infringer’s part does not inflate the valuation of the patent, as the value of an

infringer’s NIA would be included to counter any likely adverse effects of an

Michael Carozza, ‘Are Royalties Reasonable in Patent Infringement Suits? Using Hindsight at
the Hypothetical Negotiating Table’ (2012) 12 John Marshall Law Review 241. Note that this
model was first articulated by Mario Mariniello, Fair, Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory
(FRAND) Terms: A Challenge for Competition Authorities (2011) 7 Journal of Competition Law
and Economics 523, 526.
159 Ibid.
160 Ibid.
161 Ibid.
162 Norman Siebrasse and Thomas Cotter, ‘A New Framework for Determining Reasonable
Royalties in Patent Litigation’ Florida Law Review (Forthcoming)
http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=2528616 (last accessed 30-09-2016).
163 Ibid.
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injunction. In fact, it would accurately mirror the true value of the patent to the

infringer. The hybrid time setting would nonetheless still suffer two major
deficiencies:

1) a reliance on the value of the patent as claimed, as opposed to the value of
the patent’s inventive concept, which represents the patentee’s true
contribution to knowledge; and

2) a reliance on counterfactual characterisations to reconstruct the
bargaining process.

To summarise, there are a number of difficulties with computation methods

intrinsic to the compensatory model, which render it inherently unsuitable for the
calculation of reasonable royalties. The next section demonstrates that the

restitutionary model is better equipped to provide an accurate representation of
the damages to which the plaintiff is entitled.

5.4 Part III: The Restitutionary Model
The restitutionary model is chiefly concerned with the gain derived by the

infringer from the infringement, and determines royalties on this basis. Both the

first instance judgment 164 and that of the English Court of Appeal in General

Tire, 165 are classic examples of the application of the restitutionary model. The

Court of Appeal accepted the argument of the patentee’s counsel, holding that:

the court is not concerned to work out the consequences of any

hypothetical contract between the parties but to discover the value to the

General Tire & Rubber Company v Firestone Tyre & Rubber Company Limited and Others [1973]
FSR 79
165 General Tire & Rubber Co. v Firestone Tyre & Rubber Co. Ltd [1975] RPC 241.
164

185

infringer of the use of the invention: to discover, that is, not what Firestone
U.K. would have paid but what they should have paid. 166

The court placed emphasis on the value of the infringement to the infringer,

considering that the infringer gained increased profits by reason of the
infringement, but also savings in costs.

167

The relative bargaining powers of the

parties in the negotiation process were considered to be irrelevant. 168

The Scottish Court of Session’s judgment in United Horse Shoes v Stewart 169
likewise applied the restitutionary model, before the House of Lords overturned

its decision for failing to find a lost profits claim in the patentee’s favour. The Court

of Session awarded the patentee a nominal sum of £50 because it considered that
the infringed manufacturing process was of immaterial value to the infringer. The

court identified the question to be determined as: ‘what advantage did the

infringer derive from using the invention over what he had in using other
processes then open in the public?’ 170

The House of Lords’ rejection of the restitutionary model in General Tire has meant

that this approach has had little traction in Commonwealth jurisdictions. In the
US, however, there appear to be signs of resurgence. The tour de force judgment

of Posner J in Apple Inc v Motorola, although later overturned on appeal, made the
following case for treating reasonable royalties as restitutionary:

The difference between conventional damages and a royalty is that often a

royalty is actually a form of restitution—a way of transferring to the

patentee the infringer’s profits, or, what amounts to the same thing, the
infringer’s cost savings from practicing the patented invention without
authorization. 171

Ibid, 142.
[1975] RPC 256.
168 Ibid.
169 [1887] RPC 130.
170 Ibid, 136
171 No. 1:11-cv-08540, 2012 WL 1959560
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Judge Posner reasoned that since the infringers could have made use of NIAs, the
patent mattered nothing to them, and so nothing of value had been usurped from

the patentee by the infringement. 172 For this reason, nominal damages were
sufficient as reparations, but in fact his Honour awarded nothing!

Judge Posner’s view has since garnered support from some patent law scholars
who have continued to vociferously call for the use of nominal damages in

circumstances similar to Apple v Motorola. 173 In fact, John Golden, a prominent

scholar of patent law who had made a very strong case for the compensatory

model of reasonable royalties in his earlier work 174 appears to have turned
around to endorse the restitutionary model in more recent writing. 175 It seems on

first blush that awarding nominal damages is anathematic to the provisions of
§284 of the US Patent Act, which states that monetary reparations to the patentee
must be no less than a reasonable royalty. 176 Judge Posner, however, considered

the provisions of §284 do not place a ‘floor’ on how reasonable royalties might be
determined. He reasoned the rationale behind the provision was that the patentee
must show economic injury in order to be entitled to reasonable royalties;
otherwise all that the patentee would be entitled to was nominal damages. 177

5.4.1 The Gist of the Restitutionary Model

In an inquiry into value of the benefit received by the defendant, the courts strive

first to determine the objective value of the infringement. But if it appears that
special circumstances (such as information costs) caused the infringer to infringe

when they would otherwise have refrained from doing so or would have sought a
cheaper alternative, the value of the infringement to the infringer is what the court

Ibid.
See Oskar Liivak, ‘When Nominal is Reasonable: Damages for the Unpracticed Patent’ (2015)
56 Boston College Law Review 1031; see also Nathaniel Love, ‘Nominal Reasonable Royalties for
Patent Infringement (2008) 75 University of Chicago Law Review 1749.
174 John Golden “Patent Trolls” and Patent Remedies’ (2007) 85 Texas Law Review 2111.
175 John Golden and Karen Sandrik, ‘A Restitutionary Perspective On Reasonable Royalties’
Reasonable Royalties’ (20016) 36 The Review of Litigation (forthcoming).
176 Patrick Doll and L Joseph Denbina, ‘Daubert for “Dummkopfs”- Judge Posner Hypothetically
Disparages Patent Damages Experts in Apple and Brandeis’ (2013) n123, 342.
177 Ibid.
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should use in determining a reasonable royalty. As stated by Smith LJ in the

trespass case of Gondal v Dillon Newsagents Ltd, 178 where there are special
circumstances, the inquiry into value involves ‘an objective determination of what
the wrongful occupation was worth to the trespasser’. 179

This reasoning was founded on Birks’ theory of ‘subjective devaluation’
concerning unjust enrichment. 180 According to Birks, the value of a benefit to its
receiver in an unjust enrichment claim should be adjudged by taking into account
the receiver’s circumstances and not solely by the basis of the market value of that
benefit,.

181

This reasoning accords with Beatson’s economic analysis of

enrichment, as it postulates that a party is only to be judged enriched if he or she

had been left better off by the receipt of a benefit than would have otherwise been
the case. 182 Although transposed from unjust enrichment to restitution for

wrongs, this concept of ‘subjective devaluation’ serves the same purpose in these
two fundamentally different remedial contexts. 183 In the unjust enrichment

context the purpose of the concept is to vindicate the autonomy or choice of the

enriched party who has been supplied, without request, with a benefit. 184 On the
other hand, in the restitution for wrongs context it serves to ascertain the real
value of the user to the defendant who, barring special circumstances, would have

taken advantage of alternative resources according to his or her means. 185 In
2014, the UK Supreme Court in Benedetti v Sawiris

186

acknowledged that ‘[a]n

example of subjective devaluation in practice is perhaps Ministry of Defence v
Ashman … although caution is required because that was a case about restitution
[2001] RLR 221.
[2001] RLR 221.
180 Peter Birks, An Introduction to the Law of Restitution (Oxford University Press, 1st edition,
1985) 109.
181 Ibid.
182 Jack Beatson, The Use and Abuse of Unjust Enrichment (Clarendon Press, Oxford, 1991, 1st
edition) 29-32.
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Restitution (Oxford University Press, 2007) 929-931.
184 See Mitchel McInnes, ‘Enrichments and Reasons for Restitution: Protecting Freedom of Choice’
(2003) 48 McGill Law Journal 435; see also Michael Garner, ‘The Role of Subjective Devaluation in
the Law of Unjust Enrichment’ (1990) 10 Oxford Journals of Legal Studies 42.
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for a wrong (trespass)’. 187 In the restitution context, it becomes essential to
analyse the tenor of the ‘subjective devaluation’ doctrine as it would apply to
patent remedies.

5.4.1.1 The Doctrine of Subjective Devaluation Applied to Patent
Infringement
The objective value of a patented invention lies in its inventive step over the prior
art. However, its value to a given infringer can only be ascertained on account of

the infringer’s NIAs. Thus, where the infringer had been induced by factors such

as information costs, transaction costs (e.g. the thickets problem) or high

switching costs to infringe in circumstances where they would ordinarily have

resorted to cheaper alternatives, it would not be fair to require the defendant to
pay the market value of the user. 188 This is because the defendant would not value

the user more than the alternative to which resort could have been made. 189

It has been argued that assessing the value gained by the infringer does not cease
at the incremental value of the invention, but also involves an account of NIAs

available to the infringer. 190 This assessment appears to be lacking in the first

instance and Court of Appeal judgments in General Tire in their application of the
restitutionary approach. In determining the value of the patent to the infringer,

the first instance court, which influenced the Court of Appeal, simply judged by
commonsense and a ‘broad axe’. 191 It did not specifically inquire into the value of

the patent over other NIAs available to the infringer. A restitutionary approach

should ideally ascertain the objective value of an infringed right and also
determine what that value would be to the infringer if the infringer’s

circumstances (e.g. information, transaction or switching costs) were taken into
account. As Hoffmann LJ reasoned in Ministry of Defence v Ashman, this is because
Ibid, 958.
Andrew Burrows, ‘Damages and Rights’, in Donal Nolan and Andrew Robertson, Rights in
Private Law (Hart Publishing; 2012) 275-307, 286; see also Wan Yee, ‘Restitution For Wrongs’
(1998) Singapore Journal of Legal Studies 299, 307.
189 See Sarah Worthington, ‘Reconsidering Disgorgement for Wrongs’ (1999) 62 The Modern Law
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‘a benefit may not be worth as much to the particular defendant as to someone
else’. 192

The reasoning of Lord Hoffmann aligns with the reasoning of Judge Posner in his
(overturned) US District Court judgment in Apple v Motorola. His Honour reasoned

that as Apple’s patent claims would be easy for Motorola to design around to avoid
further infringement, the ‘only thing Apple lost as a result of the alleged

infringements was royalties capped at the minimum design-around cost’. 193 In

other words, the cost of designing around the patent should form the basis for
assessing the value usurped from the patentee, because Motorola would not value

Apple’s patent more than a non-infringing technology that would serve essentially
the same technical function. In reversing Judge Posner’s decision, the Federal
Circuit did not appear to disagree with this reasoning, but only with the
construction of the claims that had narrowed the scope of the patent claims.

Similarly, in Brandeis University v Keebler Co, Judge Posner held that the defendant
should not pay reasonable royalties that exceed its costs of avoiding
infringement. 194

As explained by Jarosz and Chapman, the costs of avoiding infringement to the
infringer are largely of two kinds: accounting costs and economic costs. 195
Accounting costs encompass the financial expenses the infringer would have to

incur in terms of research and development, to devise an NIA. 196 Economic costs
encompass possible lost opportunities or difficulties that the infringer might have

suffered if it did not possess an NIA, such as delayed market entry or business
inefficiencies. 197

Guidance can also be taken from early US cases on reasonable royalties that,
before statutory enshrinement, had computed reasonable royalties using a

(1993) 25 HLR 513, 520.
No. 1:11-cv-08540, 24.
194 No. 1:12-cv-01508.
195 John Jacosz and Michael Chapman, ‘The Hypothetical Negotiation and Reasonable Royalty
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196 Ibid.
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192
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restitutionary approach. 198 For example, in Dowagiac Manufacturing v Minnesota

Moline Plow 199 the Supreme Court ruled that where there was no established
royalty, the value of the infringement to the infringer would serve as the basis for
determining reasonable royalties. The court saw it as ‘permissible to show the

value by proving what would have been a reasonable royalty, considering the

nature of the invention, its utility and advantages, and the extent of use’. 200 This
value to the infringer is essentially the incremental technical-cum-economic

benefit inherent in the invention over non-infringing alternatives. In the earlier
decision in Suffolk Company v Hayden,

201

Judge Nelson reasoned that in

determining the value to the infringer nothing ‘could be more appropriate and
pertinent than that of the utility and advantage of the invention over the old modes
or devices that had been used for working out similar results’. 202

A recent landmark case that adopted this restitutionary line of reasoning was

Grain Processing Corp. 203 In this case the infringer had a non-infringing alternative

process of producing low-dextrose malto-dextrins, but carried on using an

infringing process after several unsuccessful attempts at inventing around the

patent. The decision to continue with the infringing use was based on the
incremental costs of using the non-infringing process being about 3% more than
the infringing process. Presiding over the case in the District Court, Easterbrook J

reasoned that the difference in the incremental costs was not materially sufficient
as to cause the infringer to increase the price of their products. As acknowledged

by the patentee, the infringer had a high profit margin and was able to sell at the

same price whether it was infringing or not. The patentee’s claim for lost profits
was refused, as the infringement had no effect on the patentee’s sales

advantage. 204 As regards reasonable royalties, the judge reasoned that no
See Eli Fink, ‘The New Measure of Damages in Patent Cases’ (1947) 29 Journal of the Patent
and Trademark Office Society 822, 823.
199 235 US 641 (1915).
200 Ibid, 648.
201 3 Wall 315 (1865); see also Faulkner v Gibbs, 199 F.2d 635 (1952).
202 Ibid.
203 840 F 2D 902 – Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit.
198

204

893 F Supp 1386 – District Court, ND Indiana 1995.
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reasonable putative licensee would have been willing to pay royalties which cost

more than the cost of avoiding infringement. Since the value of the infringement
to the infringer was 3% in cost savings, the court held that a reasonable royalty

should equate to 3% of the infringer’s sales. The US Federal Circuit upheld the
reasoning of the district court judge. 205

More recent US cases, such as Zygo Corporation v Wyko Corp 206 and William Riles
v Shell Exploration, 207 also bear hints of restitutionary reasoning because in these
cases it was the infringers’ cost of avoiding infringement that the courts took into
account in determining reasonable royalties.

A nuanced version of the restitutionary approach, the ‘analytical approach’, was
first applied in the US case of TWM Manufacturing Co v Dura 208 (Dura). On this

approach the infringer’s usual net profits are deducted from the anticipated net
profits gained from the infringement. In Dura, this amounted to a 30% royalty rate,
representing the difference between the infringer’s historical profits from non-

infringement, and the profits from infringement. The Federal Circuit Court of
Appeals reasoned that although there were NIAs that the infringer could have

used, none of them could be proved to have the same beneficial features as the

invention. The infringement accordingly had real and substantial value to the
infringer. The court refused to accept the infringer’s argument that no putative

licensing parties would have agreed to such an extortionate royalty rate. Citing
Cincinnati Car Co v New York Rapid Transit Corp, 209 the court declared that the

willing licensee/licensor construct is only to be used as ‘a device in the aid of
justice’. 210

840 F 2D 902 – Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit
79 F. 3d 1563 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit (1996).
207 298 F. 3d 1302 - Court of Appeals, Federal Circuit (2002).
208 789 F 2D 895, 900 (1986).
209 66 F. 2d 592 - Circuit Court of Appeals, 2nd Circuit (1933).
210 Ibid.
205
206
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5.4.2 The Pertinence of the Restitutionary Model to Patent Law
The restitutionary approach enjoys several advantages over its compensatory
counterpart. One is that it obviates the need to rely on counterfactual
characterisation to arrive at reasonable royalties, and the inevitable
preconception that courts may hold as to what is fair in the circumstances. The

compensatory model also attracts a likelihood of bias in favour of the patentee, 211

particularly where the likelihood that an injunction could have been secured

against the infringer is incorporated into the hypothetical negotiation effectively
reinforcing the patentee’s bargaining position.

Rather than treat an award of reasonable royalties as an attempt at correcting a

failed bargaining process, the restitutionary approach simply assesses the value
of the infringement to the infringer and computes royalties on that basis. This way,

the patentee’s holdup powers and their consequent effects are circumvented.
Another equally significant merit of this model, under the head of avoiding
counterfactual characterisations relates to its simplicity. ‘Occam’s razor value’

proposes that when possessed with competing hypotheses to solving a problem,
the hypothesis which is most simple should be applied. 212 In applying the

restitutionary approach the court simply asks one question: ‘what was the value

of the infringement to the infringer’? This enables the courts to focus on one
holistic formula rather than scouring through a multitude of formulae to utilize in
computing damages.

Moreover, the restitutionary approach focuses on an assessment of the value of
the ‘gist’, ‘heart’ or inventiveness of the patent, not on the claim itself. It thus

assesses the value of the patented technology, but not the value of the patent
right. 213 In Suffolk Company v Hayden the US Supreme Court categorically

See William Lee and Douglas Melamed, ‘Breaking the Vicious Cycle of Patent Damages’ (2016)
101 Cornell Law Review 385.
212 See Richard Helmholz, ‘Ockham 's Razor in American Law’ (2006) 21 Tulane European and
Civil Law Forum 109; See also Kit Barker, ‘Wielding Occam's Razor: Pruning Strategies for
Economic Loss’ (2006) 26 Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 289.
213 Thomas Cotter, ‘Four Principles for Calculating Reasonable Royalties in Patent Infringement
Litigation’ n103, 742.
211
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distinguished the value of patented technology from that of the patent right itself,
stating that:

[L]ooking at the term value, in the connection in which it was used, it is
quite clear that it had reference only to the utility and advantages, or value

of the improvement over the old mode of cleaning cotton; not the value of
the patent itself. 214

Landers, a proponent of the restitutionary model, argues that patent claims are

only an abstraction of the inventive concept (distilled in the specification) that
primarily forms the basis of patent grants and claims. 215 For this reason, the value

of infringement to the infringer should be judged solely by the quality of the

inventive concept contained in the specification, not the patent claims or its

construction. 216 Frye reasons on a similar basis that taking such an approach

would help ensure that the infringer’s fault and the patentee’s reparations are

commensurate. 217 According to her, this would help promote fairness among

players in the patent market and also curb abusive patent assertion practices. 218

As patented inventive technical knowledge is no more than an addition to the

preexisting stock of knowledge, it becomes only reasonable that a patent owner
should entitled to credit(s) for the value he or she has contributed to the state of
the art, but no more than that. 219 This position finds corroboration in the much
earlier work of Kahn that:

Suffolk Company v Hayden 3 Wall. 315
See, Amy Landers, ‘Patent Claim Apportionment, Patentee Injury and Sequential Invention’
(2012) 19 George Mason Law Review 471; see also Oskar Liivak, ‘Finding Invention’ (2012) 40
Florida State University Law Review 57, 59; Jeanne Fromer, ‘Patent Disclosure’ (2009) 94 Iowa
Law Review 539, 567. Jacob J in Markem Corp v Zipher Ltd [2005] EWCA Civ 267, at [98],
describes inventive concepts as representing the inventor’s ‘Eureka moments’ or moment of
contribution to the advancement of knowledge.
216 Ibid; See also John Schlicher, ‘Measuring Patent Damages by the Market Value of Inventions—
The Grain Processing, Rite-Hite and Aro Rules’ (2000) 82 Journal of the Patent Office and
Trademark Society 503.
217 Amanda Frye, ‘”Inextricably Commingled”: A Restitution Perspective in Patent Remedies’
(2013) 26 Harvard Journal of Law and Technology 669.
218 Ibid.
219 See Amy Landers, ‘Patent Claim Apportionment, Patentee Injury and Sequential Invention’
(2012) n215, 471; Amanda Frye, ‘Let the Games Begin: Incentives to Innovation in the New
Economy of Intellectual Property Law’ (2006) 46 Santa Clara Law Review 307.
214
215
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(e)ach novel element arises inevitably from the past and itself sets up a

complex interplay of causes and effects which in turn induce still further
change. These novel elements are what we call inventions. They are, of
course, created by individuals; but these individuals merely make explicit

what was already implicit in the technological organism which conditions
their thought and effort and within which they must work. Strictly
speaking, no individual makes an invention, in the usual connotation of the

term. For the object which, for linguistic convenience, we call an

automobile, a telephone, as if it were an entity, is, as a matter of fact, the
aggregate of an almost infinite number of individual units of invention,

each of them the contribution of a separate person. It is little short of
absurdity to call any one of the interrelated units the invention, and its ‘
creator’ the inventor. 220

For this reason, it is submitted that reasonable royalties should, as a general rule,
be determined on the basis of the value of an infringement to the infringer. In this

way, the courts would primarily be concerned with the incremental value of the
infringed patent compared with the NIAs the infringer could have taken advantage
of rather than infringing.

Focusing on the incremental value of patents addresses the problems associated

with information and transaction costs in the patent market. Information costs, as
described by Smith, relate to:

the costs of generating information about rights in the process of
delineating and publicizing them, as well as the costs incurred by third

parties in the processing of information about the scope, nature and
validity of those rights. 221

The significance of these information costs to determining patent value should not
be understated. Importantly, the determination of patent validity is generally
Kahn, ‘Fundamental Deficiencies of the American Patent Law’ (1940) 30 The American
Economic Review 475.
221Henry Smith, ‘Exclusion and Property Rules in the Law of Nuisance’ (2004) 90 Virginia Law
Review 970.
220Alfred
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problematic, as the grant of a patent by the patent office is never final. 222

Moreover, the outcome of judicial determination of patent validity is not final until
all avenues of appeal have been exhausted. 223 A patent right can best be said to be

probabilistic 224 . A second factor is that the scope of patent rights cannot be

delineated in the abstract, as can tangible property rights. 225 The scope of patents

is best left to judicial determination, which is influenced by economic and
discretionary considerations of judges. 226 A third factor is that ascertaining the

existence of patents by third parties is always difficult, even with the use of patent

registration and patent-mapping technologies. 227 Menell and Muerer label these

facilities as ‘notice externalities’ because users are likely to inadvertently infringe
and thereby be exposed to demands for royalties 228

The overall effect of information costs is that they render the patent market

illiquid, thus making it largely unworkable as compared to markets for tangible
matters or rights over tangible matters. Rebecca Eisenberg posits that information

costs are a major reason for widespread infringement in the patent system. 229

Empirical studies reveal that the majority of infringers have non-literally infringed
Joseph Farrell and Robert Merges, ‘Incentives to Challenge and Defend Patents: Why Litigation
Won’t Reliably Fix Patent Office Errors and Why Administrative Patent Review Might Help’
(2004) 19 Berkeley Technology Law Journal 2; Mark Janis, ‘Reforming Patent Validity Litigation:
The ‘Dubious Preponderance’’ (2004) 19 Berkeley Law Journal 923.
223 Ibid.
224 Mark Lemley and Carl Shapiro, ‘Probabilistic Patents’ (2005) 19 Journal of Economic
Perspectives 75; see also Doug Litchtman and Mark Lemley, ‘Rethinking Patent Law’s
Presumption of Validity’ (2007) 60 Stanford Law Review 45.
225 Gretchen Bender, ‘Uncertainty and Unpredictability in Patent Litigation: The Time is Ripe for a
Consistent Claim Construction Methodology’ (2001) 8 Journal of Intellectual Property Law 175;
see also, Tun-Jen Chiang and Lawrence B Solum, ‘The Interpetation-Construction Distinction in
Patent Law’ (2013) 123 Yale Law Journal 530, 543-560; Robert Merges and Richard Nelson, ‘On
The Complex Economics of Patent Scope’ (1990) 90 Columbia Law Review 839.
226 See Nicolas Pumfrey, Martin Adelman, Shamnad Basheer, Raj Dave and Peter Meier-Beck, ‘The
Doctrine of Equivalents in Various Patent Regimes –Does Anybody Have It Right?’ (2008-2009)
Yale Journal of Law & Technology 264, 278-279; Hugh Laddie, ‘Kirin Amgen—the End of
Equivalents in Europe?’ (2009) 40 International Review of Intellectual Property and Competition
Law 3.
227 Frederic Caillaud and Yann Meniere, ‘Strategic Intelligence on Patents’, in Thierry Madies,
Dominique Guellec and Jean-Claude Prager (eds.), Patent Markets in the Global Knowledge
Economy: Theory, Empirics and Public Policy Implications (Cambridge University Press; 1st edition,
2014) 33-54.
228 Peter Menell and James Meurer, ‘Notice Failure and Notice Externalities’ (2013) 5 Journal of
Legal Reasoning 1.
229 Rebecca Einsenberg, ‘Patent Costs and Unlicensed Use of Patented Inventions’ (2011) 76
University of Chicago Law Review 53, 58; see also Mark Lemley and Nathan Myhrvold, ‘How to
Make a Patent Market’ (2008) 36 Hofstra Law Review 101.
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patent claims, and as such are non-copyists. 230 Studies have also confirmed that

ascertaining patent validity and patent existence are likely to be inefficient in cost

terms. 231 Consequently, reasonable royalties should be determined on the basis of
incremental value of patents, not on the basis of property rhetoric. For those

infringements that are proven to be willful, however, it is submitted that
exemplary or punitive reasonable royalties should be awarded as deterrence.

A further significant advantage of the restitutionary approach is that it avoids the

dilemma of selecting a time setting, and the attendant instability in outcomes that

could arise depending upon what time setting is selected. In applying the

restitutionary approach the court is only concerned with knowing the duration of
time within which the infringement endured. Once this is ascertained, the court

simply applies its judgment on the quantum of value of the infringement to the
infringer over that infringing period in order to determine reasonable royalties.

5.4.3 Critiquing the Restitutionary Model

The restitutionary model is not without its critics. One major basis of criticism is

that it poses negative dynamic implications by deflating the value of patents and
thus discouraging investment in inventive activities. This is primarily because the

model is likely to under-reward the patentee, thus encouraging rather than deter

infringement. 232 Arguably it encourages infringers to infringe with impunity, and
when asked to make reparations, to argue they could have relied on NIAs. 233 On

this logic, the determination of royalties should be based on what the infringer

gained, not ‘what is the value of the infringement to the infringer in comparison to
Kimberlee Weatherall and Elizabeth Webster, ‘Patent Infringement in Australia: Results from
a Survey’ (2010) 38 Federal Law Review 21; see also Eric Wrzesinski ‘Breaking the Law to Break
into the Black: Patent Infringement as a Business Strategy’ (2007) 11 Intellectual Property Law
Review 193.
231 See Thierry Madies, Dominique Guellec and ParisJean-Claude Prager (eds) Patent Markets in
the Global Knowledge Economy: Theory Empirics and Policy Implications (Cambridge University
Press) 1st edition.
232 See Caprice Roberts, ‘The Case for Restitution and Unjust Enrichment Remedies in Patent Law’
(2010) 14 Lewis and Clark Law Review 101.
233 Jerry Hausman, Gregory Leonard and J Sidak, ‘Patent Damages and Real Options: How Judicial
Characterization of Noninfringing Alternatives Reduces Incentives to Innovate’ (2007) 22
Berkeley Technology Law Journal 827.
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the infringer’s NIAs’. 234 It has been argued that where infringers feel emboldened
to infringe because of the perceived leniency of legal remedies, patent holders

could be exposed to a state of reverse holdup - the infringer’s version of

opportunism. 235 Reverse holdups occur when patentees are unable, due to

infringement, to recoup their marginal costs, and are also unable to convert

resources already invested towards applying patents to other alternative ends. 236

A second criticism of the restitutionary approach is also concerned with negative
dynamic effects, in that it can depress the value of patents. According to Scott

Shane, a determination of royalties based on the value of the infringement to the
infringer could produce the following adverse implications:

1) a general erosion in the value of patents possessed by economic entities;

2) a fall in the value of corporations that rely on patents and adverse effect on
their shares and equities too;

3) a diminution in Research and Development incentives;

4) risk to employment security for workers in the manufacturing sector

because of the attenuation of patent value which their employers rely on to
embark upon commercialization; and

5) patent protection that would be more favourable to industries that rely on
less workers than to those that rely on more workers. 237

A third criticism of the restitutionary model is that it is unconcerned with whether
profits are made by an infringer. Whatever the fortunes of an infringer from

infringing, the model would require the infringer to pay a price for the value

Ibid.
See Damien Geradin, ‘Reverse Holdups: the (Often Ignored) Risks Faced by Innovators in
Standardized Areas’ in The Pros and Cons of Standard Setting (Swedish Competition Authority;
2010) 101; Scott Kieff and Anne Layne-Farrar, ‘Incentive Effects from Different Approaches to
Holdup Mitigation Surrounding Patent Remedies and Standard-Setting Organizations’ (2013) 9
Journal of Competition Law and Economics 1.
236Ibid; see also, Richard Epstein, F. Kieff and Daniel Spulber, ‘The FTC, IP, SSOS: Government
Hold-Up Replacing Private Coordination’ (2012) 8 Journal of Competition Law and Economics 1.
237 Scott Shane, ‘The Likely Adverse Effects of an Apportionment-Centric System of Patent
Damages’ (2009) Manufacturing Alliance on Patent Policy January 14, 2009, available at
https://www.ftc.gov/sites/default/files/documents/public_comments/public-hearingsconcerning-evolving-intellectual-property-marketplace-540872-00014/540872-00014.pdf (last
accessed 25/05/2016).
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usurped from the patentee. In Strand Electric and Engineering v Brisford
Entertainments238 Somervell LJ, following a restitutionary view and likening the
user principle to mesne profits, observed that ‘the damages could not, in my view,
be increased by showing that the defendant had made his use much more than the
market rate or higher. Equally they cannot be diminished by showing he made

less’. 239 This contrasts with the outcome of a compensatory approach, where the

court would expect that some profit must be left for the infringer.

A fourth basis of criticism, as expressed by Sichelman, is that the restitutionary
model, while being a definite improvement to the compensatory model is

characterised by the problem of ‘uncertainty in availability’. 240 This is because,

according to Sichelman ‘even admitting that imperfect substitutes can be
“acceptable” alternatives—which is contestable—many patented products and
components still do not have acceptable substitutes’.

241

Stated differently,

Sichelman means that most of the supposed substitutes would be patented by
other entities and as such outside the free reach of infringers. Alternatively, he

argues that even if such substitutes were freely available, their substitutability the
patented inventions might be indeterminable and relatively obscure. 242 The

implication of which is that infringers can secure an advantage over patentees in
enforcement or settlement matters by pointing to likely NIAs that may not be

viable substitutes. This is very much akin to the argument of Hausman et al. that
it encourages the treatment of patents as ‘real options’. 243

The first and second criticisms of the restitutionary model outlined above
essentially focus on the concern that this form of royalty calculation removes from

the patent system the capacity to inspire inventors with the incentive to invent.

The flaw of this reasoning is that it neglects the fact that the patent system is

[1952] 2 QB 246.
Ibid, 252; see also Inverugie Investments Ltd. v Hackett [1995] 1 WLR 713.
240 Ted Sichelman, ‘Innovation Factors for Reasonable Royalties’ (2016) unpublished manuscript.
241 Ibid.
242 Ibid.
243 Jerry Hausman, Gregory Leonard and J Sidak, ‘Patent Damages and Real Options: How Judicial
Characterization of Noninfringing Alternatives Reduces Incentives to Innovate’ (2007) n233.
238
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ultimately aimed at enhancing social welfare. 244 The patent system was conceived
to enable inventors and their sponsors to recoup the marginal costs they incurred

towards inventive engagements, but not to enrich them for their inventions.245

Therefore, by inordinately focusing on commercialisation, it makes provision of
indiscriminate and generous incentives for inventors to engage in inventive
activities, and does not necessarily benefit society as a whole. 246 Indeed, there is a

decided lack of empirical evidence to confirm the much-touted claims that patents
incentivise the act of invention, the commercialization of inventions and the
disclosure of inventive ideas.

247

Rather, there is increasing scepticism over the

value of the patent system to society. There are particular concerns that excessive
incentives are provided to encourage inventive engagements. 248

It is well accepted that society must incur some costs to enable inventors and their

sponsors to recoup their marginal expenditure by protecting patented

technologies from third party access. 249 In return for these costs, it is society’s

expectation that it would reap dynamic gains from these inventive activities. 250

The patent system is thus optimal when the gains to society from protecting

See David Olson, ‘Taking the Utilitarian Basis of Patent Law Seriously: The Case for Restricting
Patentable Subject Matter’ (2009) Temple Law Review 181; Tun-Jen Chiang, ‘A Cost-Benefit
Approach to Patent Obviousness’ (2008) 82 St. John’s Law Review 40.
245 Mark Lemley, ‘Property, Intellectual Property and Free Riding’ (2005) 83 Texas Law Review
1031; see also Mark Lemley, ‘Ex Ante versus Ex Post Justifications for Intellectual Property’
(2004) 71 The University of Chicago Law Review 131.
246 See Ted Sichelman, ‘Purging Patent Law of Private Law Remedies’ (2014) 92 Texas Law
Review 529; Arnold Plant, ‘The Economic Theory Concerning Patents for Inventions’ (1934) 1
Economica 30.
247 Fritz Machlup, An Economic Review of the Patent System (Study No. 15, U.S. Senate, Committee
on the Judiciary, Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 85th Cong., 2d sess.,
Washington 1958), 56; see also Frederic Scherer, ‘The Political Economy of Patent Policy Reform
in the United States’ (2009) 7 Journal on Telecommunications and High Technology Law 167,
174-176
248 Michele Boldrin and David Levine, Against Intellectual Monopoly (Cambridge University Press,
1st edition, 2010); see also Michele Boldrin and David Levine, ‘Does Intellectual Monopoly Help
Innovation?’ (2009) 5 Review of Law and Economics 991; Bronwyn Hall, ‘Incentives for
Knowledge Production with Many Producers’ (2004) ESRC Centre for Business Research,
University of Cambridge Working Paper No. 292
249 Alan Devlin, Fundamental Principles of Law and Economics (Routledge, 1st edition, 2014) 254.
250 See Brett Frischmann and Mark Lemley, ‘Spillovers’, (2007) 107 Columbia Law Review 257;
Frederic Scherer, ‘The Economics of the Patent System’ in Frederic Scherer and David Ross,
Industrial Market Structure and Economic Performance (Rand McNally, 2nd edition, 1980) 439458
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patents are at least equal to the costs forborne by society towards that end. 251 If
the private benefits to patentees from the patent system outweigh the social
benefits to society, the patent system is not operating optimally. The

compensatory model for calculating reasonable royalties has the propensity to

overly reward the patentee and for the utilitarian (or social welfare) purposes of
the patent system to be defeated. This is because it enables patentees to secure

excessive private gains that dwarf social gains. In effect, the compensatory model

enables opportunism on the part of patentees. The restitutionary model, though

not without its flaws, is much less likely to encourage this opportunistic
behaviour.

Finally, as regards the ‘uncertainty in availability’ problem that Sichelman has
identified, while it must admitted that substitutability of a supposed NIA may not
be without question, the aim of the assessment of substitutability is to determine
the marginal or incremental value which the infringed patent has over NIAs. To

the extent or degree that the infringed patent is economically and/or
technologically superior to the NIAs reasonable, royalty is assessed under the

restitutionary approach. All that should be required of an infringer is to show on

the basis a preponderance of probabilities that there is reasonable certainty that
a given NIA could have be applied in lieu of the infringed patent. 252 This way the
issue of ‘uncertainty in availability’ can be dealt with.

5.4 Conclusion
As the force of remedial sanctions determines the bargaining positions of parties

in both the ex-ante and ex post market states, this chapter makes a case against the
Harold Dutton, The Patent System and Inventive Activity During the Industrial Revolution, 17501852 (Manchester University Press, 1st edition, 1984) 4; see also Alfred Pigou, Economics of
Welfare (Macmillian Publishers; 1932) 4th edition, 185.
252 See John M. Golden, Reasonable Certainty in Contract and Patent Damages’ (2016) 30 Harvard
Journal of Law and Technology (forthcoming)
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continued use to the compensatory model for the calculation of reasonable

royalties for patent infringement. In the place of that model, this chapter supports
the application of the restitutionary model. The restitutionary approach places a

ceiling on whatever the patentee can demand in both market states (ex-ante and

ex-post), the effect of which could erode the patentee’s bargaining posture. This

might embolden infringers to infringe with impunity, knowing that the patentee’s
monetary remedy is capped at the value of the patent over the infringer’s NIA. For
this reason, the incidence of reverse holdup may increase, potentially leading to
widespread infringement.

At the same time, a broad-brush approach towards deterring infringing activities,

under the guise of the compensatory model, does not appear to be a reasonable

response because factors relevant to patent market failure, such as information

costs and high switching costs might be reason for the infringement. Using the
compensatory model for calculation of reasonable royalties might result in

punishing innocent infringers. It also creates room for opportunism on the part of
patentees. For this reason it is more appropriate, in the face of the realities of
patent market conditions, to determine the value of infringement to the infringer.
In order to avoid opportunism from infringers, however, it will be necessary to

find a mechanism to sieve out wilful infringers and impose deterrent measures
against them. Much judicial effort by US courts has been expended in
endeavouring to find the optimal balance in applying a restitutionary model.

Commonwealth courts should be cognisant of this extensive body of

jurisprudence in determining an appropriate approach to computation of
royalties.

Having discussed the reasonable royalties remedy it becomes necessary to
address the disgorgement remedy, which is often election in alternative to
damages, with a view to discussing the place and implications of that remedy on
the patent market. It is to the disgorgement remedy that focus shifts in the next
chapter.
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Chapter 6

Disgorgement and the Patent Market
6.1 Introduction

In this chapter the disgorgement remedy, otherwise known as an account of
profits, is addressed. This is undertaken with the intention of highlighting its

implications for the patent market and advocating an optimal and suitable
standard for its application in patent law contexts. In Chapter 5, it was proposed
that reasonable royalties are best conceived and applied as a gain-based remedy

in the patent law context. In furtherance of the chief argument of this thesis that

gain-based remedies are most suitable for patent enforcement, it is argued in this
chapter the disgorgement remedy is the most ideal remedy for this objective.

This chapter is divided into three major parts. In Part I the nature of disgorgement

as a remedy, is discussed. The equitable origins of disgorgement, and its

constituent components, namely the quantum of disgorgement (i.e. ascertainment

of gross revenue derived from infringement) and deductible expenses, are
identified with a view to setting the stage for discussing the nuances of the remedy
in patent law contexts. Part II deals with the ‘quantum of disgorgement’
component. Part III discusses the ‘deduction of expenses’ component.

The chief argument of this chapter is that the prevailing conception and
application of the remedy in the patent law context deviates from the nature and

peculiarities of the patent system and market. This chapter proposes instead that

the remedy should be applied in the light of the cumulative and dynamic nature of
technical knowledge. It is submitted that this is attainable when the remedy is
conceived and applied to determine the differential profits derived from

infringement as a proxy of the patent’s marginal or incremental value, over
technical alternatives available before it was granted.
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It is also important to state upfront that this chapter draws largely on
Commonwealth jurisprudence and academic literature on the disgorgement
remedy in respect of patent law and other regimes of intellectual property (IP)

rights. Rules relating to other regimes are relevant to the discussion because these
other IP rights are essentially utilitarian in nature. Most prominent of the
Commonwealth cases discussed in this chapter is the UK case of Celanese
International Corp v BP Chemicals 1. The judgment in this case delivered by Justice

Laddie appears, to date, to be the most elaborate judicial disquisition on the

disgorgement remedy in the patent law context. It has also remained relevant to

the application of the remedy in other IP contexts. This case has shaped, and
continues to shape judicial outcomes in Commonwealth jurisdictions despite its
numerous flaws, identified during the course of this chapter.

This chapter also draws on relevant case law from United States (US)
jurisprudence and academic literature on disgorgement. US case law and

academic commentary on the application of the remedy is underpinned by a
profundity of accounting and economic understanding. It is important to state that
this chapter also draws on US material because of the close doctrinal contiguity
across the common law world in the application of the disgorgement remedy. The

body of US case law discussed in this chapter includes older cases applying the

remedy to patents, decided before the coming into force of the US Patent Act of
1948 that abolished the application of the remedy to patents. The discussion also
incorporates US cases on the application of the remedy to other IP rights, as the
remedy has been recognised as applicable to other forms of IP such as design

rights, trademarks, copyright and trade secrets. It is also important to state that
while the regime of patent law is distinct from those of other species of IP rights,
the aim of the remedy across IP rights is singularly to disgorge ‘profits’ derived by

an infringer. Therefore there is a cross-fertilization of ideas around IP rights in the
application of the remedy; although there might be nuances where the
peculiarities of a given IP right so require.

1

[1999] RPC 203.
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6.2 Part I: The Nature of the Remedy
As explained in Chapter 3, a party seeking reparations under the disgorgement

remedy must elect the remedy over damages. Doctrinally, disgorgement and
damages are considered to be mutually exclusive remedies. The former is

intended to disgorge the unlawful gains derived by the infringer, while the latter

is aimed at compensating for losses suffered by the claimant. 2 Requiring the

claimant to choose between the two remedies helps to avoid dual reparation or
recovery as it prevents the claimant from being compensated for losses and also

being rewarded through a monetary measure of gains derived by the infringer. 3

The account of profits or disgorgement remedy pivots on a deterrence objective
through its confiscatory modus operandi: it enables the proprietor of an infringed

entitlement to deprive a wrongdoer of gains derived from an interference with

that entitlement. 4 It is an equitable remedy that imposes on the wrongdoer a duty
to keep all the gains derived from the infringing wrong for the proprietor of the
entitlement as though the infringer were a (constructive) trustee. 5 However, the

infringer’s mandate to account for profits derived from the wrongful act is

personal, not proprietary. 6 The implication of this is that the infringer is treated
as a debtor, whose state of insolvency does not vest the claimant with the status

2 Personal Representatives of Tang Man Sit Appellant v Capacious Investments Ltd. Respondent
[1996] AC 514; see also Peter Birks, ‘Inconsistency between Compensation and Restitution’
(1996) 112 Law Quarterly Review 375; see also John Stevens, ‘Election between Alternative
Remedies’ (1996) 4 Restitution Law Review 117.
3 Ibid.
4 See Craig Rotherham, ‘Deterrence as a Justification for Awarding Accounts of Profits’ (2012) 32
Oxford Journal of Legal Studies 537.
5 Per Justice Lloyd-Jacob, Electrolux v Electrix Ltd and Another [1953] RPC 158, 159: “The
principle upon which the court grants an account of profits, as I have always understood is to be,
is this, that where one party owes a duty to another, the person to whom that duty is owned is
entitled to recover from the other party every benefit which that other party has received by
virtue of his fiduciary position…..”).
6 See Duncan Sheehan, ‘Subtractive and Wrongful Enrichment: Identifying Gain in the Law of
Enrichment’ in Charles Rickett (ed), Justifying Private Law (Hart Publishing, 1st edition, 2008)
531; see also Denis Ong, ‘Breach of Fiduciary Duty: The Alternative Remedies (1999) 11 Bond
Law Review 336.
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of a secured creditor over the assets of the infringer. 7 Because the infringer is not

a substantive fiduciary to the claimant, the infringer’s liability to account to the
claimant does not attach to the infringer’s assets. 8

As with other equitable remedies it is discretionary: whether and how it should
be awarded will be contingent upon the equitable considerations on the occasion. 9

Thus, factors such as undue delay, laches and acquiescence, and knowledge borne

by the wrongdoer may bear upon how and whether the remedy will be awarded. 10
However, while these procedural aspects of the remedy are important as they can

have significant implications on the outcome of the remedy, they are not

particularly relevant to the discussions of this chapter. Instead, this chapter aims
at addressing the substantive components of the account of profits remedy in the

patent context—definition of the term ‘profits’, ascertainment of causation and
deductible expenses—and the likely implications of these constituent parts for the

ordering of the patent market. In that they determine what the patentee is likely
to get, and of course, what the infringer is likely to lose in the pursuit of recovery

under the remedy. The sum of these factors can shape the ordering of the patent
market.

Having identified the nature of the remedy and its components it becomes
necessary to address the first component of the remedy, namely the quantum of
disgorgement.

See Katy Barnett, ‘Disgorgement of Profits in Australian Private Law’ in Ewoud Hondius and
Andre Janssen (eds) Disgorgement of Profits: Gain-Based Remedies throughout the World
(Springer, 1st edition, 2015) 19.
8 Ibid.
9 Novoship (UK) Ltd and others v Mikhaylyuk and others [2015] QB 499, 535 (“We consider that
where a claim for an account of profits is made against one who is not a fiduciary, and does not
owe fiduciary duties then, as Lord Nicholls said in the Blake case [2001] 1 AC 268, the court has a
discretion to grant or withhold the remedy”).
10 Fiona Patfield, ‘The Modern Remedy of Account’ (1987) 11 Adelaide Law Review 1.
7
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6.3 Part II: Quantum of Disgorgement
This Part targets the ‘quantum of disgorgement’ component of the remedy. This

component has its own elements, namely the definition of the term ‘profits’ and
the ascertainment of quantum (or causation). In addressing these elements, this
part of the chapter adopts four major sections. Section I addresses the term

‘profits’, the definition of which is judicially disputed and lacking in uniformity.
Section II introduces the quantification of the quantum of disgorgement and the

pith of competing approaches for its ascertainment, these being the

apportionment and the differential or incremental approaches. Section III

critically discusses the features and practical implications of these competing
approaches. Finally, Section IV makes a case for the differential approach in
patent law contexts.

6.3.1 Definition of Profits
Although the basic purpose of the disgorgement remedy is to deprive or strip an

infringer of the gains derived from infringing activities, the proper definition of
the term ‘profits’ is not without difficulty and significant controversy. In the

seminal Australian High Court case of Colbeam Palmer v Stock Affiliates, 11
Windeyer J, acknowledged the difficulty in defining the term, saying: ‘In modern

economic theory the profit of an enterprise is a debatable concept. Consequently,
the word “profit” has today varying senses in the vocabulary of economists’. 12

Despite this acknowledgement, he considered that it was only right for him to
adopt the definition of the term in consonance with judicial precedent. 13 Thus his

Honour followed the definition expressed by Lord Lindley in Re Armitage, 14 which
defined profits as the difference between what goes into an undertaking, and what

comes out of it. This definition is well exemplified in the case of Unilin Beeher BV v
Huili Building Materials Pty15 where Allsop J said, among other things, that:
(1968) 122 CLR 25.
Ibid, 37.
13 Ibid.
14 (1893) 3 Ch 337.
15 (No 2) [2007] FCA 1615.
11
12
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The infringer should account for the actual profits that they have gained
from the infringement. In calculating those profits, it is appropriate to

deduct costs directly attributable to selling and delivering infringing
articles from the revenue made from such sales and deliveries. 16

It is important at this juncture to explore the two different definitions of the term
‘profits’ for the purposes of this remedy. They are the accounting-based and the

economic or holistic definitions of profits. It is significant to reiterate that the

economic or holistic definition of profits is superior to the other definition, and
why this is so will be justified in the course of the discussion on the subject.
6.3.1.1 Accounting-based Definition of Profits

This viewpoint on the definition of profits is informed by the tradition of

practitioners of the accountancy profession. In accounting practice, profit is
considered as the difference between the costs of production and the total revenue
gained from an activity.

17

Apparently, such definition excludes from the

conception of ‘profits’ other economic advantages gained by the infringer which

are non-monetary. There appear to be three major lines of argument upon which
this accounting-based conception is adopted in the application of the

disgorgement remedy. The first is that the infringer is considered the patentee’s
agent or constructive trustee and is expected to act efficiently and resourcefully.

This behaviour could consist of reducing production costs. The reason for this, as
explained by Laddie J in Celanese International Corp v BP Chemicals, is that the

infringer ‘is treated as if he conducted his business and made the profits on behalf
of the plaintiff’. 18

The consequence of this reasoning is that an infringer is not to be considered to
have made profits until he or she has positively earned, in monetary terms, from

their infringing activity. Going by this reasoning, as reflected in the words of

Laddie J in Celanese International Corp v BP Chemicals: ‘If an infringer’s process
Ibid, paragraph 70.
C. Steven Bradford, Basic Accounting Principles for Lawyers (LexisNexis, 3rd edition, 2014) 1113.
18 [1999] RPC 203, 219.
16
17
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makes no profit overall, then whether the infringement accounts for 10 per cent

or 1000 per cent of the profits..…the plaintiff will recover nothing”. 19 He goes
further to say: “(a) large percentage of zero is still zero’. 20 Storrow, writing in
1878, reasoned along the same lines as Laddie J, saying:

‘Profit’ is the gain made upon any business or investment when both
receipts and payments are taken into account”. And yet the so-called rule
of savings contradicts this; for it looks only into a comparison of the

different payments and costs with each other, and not with receipts.

Whosoever forgets that there is no “profit” in any sense until there is an
actual receipt of money or a saleable product of an ascertained market-

value to set off against cost, will come in practical affairs to insolvency, and
in law to an absurdity. 21

Edelman identifies the second line of argument on which the accounting-based

conception of profits stands to be the belief of courts that the law is not interested
in depriving persons of the opportunity of availing themselves of cost reducing
avenues if other legitimate avenues would have caused them loss. 22 Further to

this, Edelman identifies the third reason for the definition to be that savings in

expenses derived from wrongdoings are considered to be outside the precinct of
the remedy. 23 This third reason can be fairly described as weak in the patent
context because the judicial authority upon which Edelman founds his argument

is Attorney General v Blake, 24 a breach of contract case where disgorgement was
applied.

[1999] RPC 203, 217.
Ibid.
21 James Storrow, ‘Money Recoveries in Patent Suits’ (1879) 13 The American Law Review 1, 7-8
22 James Edelman, Gain-Based Damages: Contract, Tort, Equity and Intellectual Property (Hart
Publishing, 1st edition, 2000) 74-75.
23 Ibid.
24 [2001] 1 AC 268, 291.
19
20
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6.3.1.2 Economic or Holistic Definition of Profits
It is has been argued that the accounting-based conception of profits is very

shallow and ignores the economic nature of the patent system with regards to the
utility of inventions. Roach posits that a judicial assessor concerned with a

determination of ‘profits’ derived from the unauthorised application of a patent,
being a utilitarian entitlement, should first direct focus to the overall economic

advantage derived from the infringement of an IP right, then move on to
ascertaining the monetary equivalent of that advantage. 25 In other words, the
benefits derived from a patent could be more than merely the immediate

monetary gains. 26 Benefits derived from infringement could include savings or

reductions in the costs of production. They could also be in the form of an
advantage that helps the infringer to overcome barriers or hurdles (e.g. regulatory
requirements or learning-curve) that would naturally have delayed its entry into
the market upon the expiration of the patent.

British textbook writer Blanco White also asserts that the value of savings needs

to be taken into account for the purposes of determining account of profits. 27 They

hypothesize a situation where a particular patented method for making stocking

toes ‘saves on average, per dozen pairs of stockings, so many minutes of operative
time at so much an hour’. 28 They reason that when the patentee decides to make
an election between compensatory damages and the disgorgement remedy, the
patentee would have had to consider the value of the savings to the infringer
before making such an election between both alternative remedies. 29

Cotter considers it counterintuitive that non-monetary gains derived from the

unauthorised application of patents would not be treated as profits, 30 particularly
George Roach, ‘Counter-Restitution for Monetary Remedies in Equity’ (2011) 68 Washington
and Lee Law Review 1271, 1281-1286.
26 See WM Macomber, ‘Damages and Profits in Patent Cases’ (1910) Columbia Law Review 639;
see also, H.A Toulmin, ‘Problems in Profits and Damages in Patent Accounting’ (1915) 2 Virginia
Law Review 507.
27 Blanco White and Robin Jacobs, Patents, Trade Marks, Copyright and Industrial Designs (Sweet
and Maxwell, 2nd edition, 1978) 9-10.
28 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
30 Thomas Cotter, Comparative Patent Remedies (Oxford University Press, 1st edition, 2013) 201.
25
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as certain inventions are directed at reducing production costs, and infringement
of certain patents is done with a view to gaining particular economic advantages.

A good example is Siddell v Vickers. 31 In this case, the patent in issue was a
mechanical appliance for turning large ingots in the course of forging iron or steel.

The patented invention was an improvement over manual labour that had
previously been adopted by the infringer in the steel forging process, and its
merits lay in its cost saving facility. The court made a disgorgement award on the

basis of the savings attained by the infringer, not on the basis of steel produced

from the infringing application of the machine. This is because the steel itself was
neither patented nor novel in nature. 32 This position is however controverted by
Laddie in Celanese International Corp as discussed below.

Also, in Bayer Corpscience v Charles River Lab, 33 the infringer was able to satisfy

regulatory requirements and then wait until the patent expired before swiftly

entering the market. This helped the infringer avoid market entry delays that it
would have encountered in trying to meet regulatory requirements. Lord Malcolm

awarded disgorgement on the basis of the gain derived from swift market entry

enabled by the infringement, ruling that all that mattered was whether ‘there is a

sufficient link or nexus between the wrong and the ultimate financial
consequences’. 34

The implication of an economic or holistic definition of profits can be cumulative,

such that the infringer can be required to disgorge not only the immediate

monetary gains (in accounting terms) derived from the infringement but also the

monetary value of savings in the costs of production. This can be illustrated using
a simple hypothetical example. Suppose, prior to infringement, a scooter
manufacturer produced a model that required the employment of 15 workers to

produce 100 pieces weekly. Let it be assumed that $250 was earned for each
scooter of that model sold. However, by switching to an infringing model, scooters
[1892] RPC 152; see also Franceso Gilgo, The Foundations of Restitution for Wrongs (Hart
Publishing, 1st edition, 2007) 75-76.
32 Fiona Patfield, ‘Remedy of Account of Profits in Industrial and Intellectual Property Litigation’
(1984) (Special Issue) University of New South Wales Law Journal 189, 205.
33 [2010] CSOH 158.
34 [2010] CSOH 158, paragraph 8.
31
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with better technical features and market appeal were produced which the
infringer sold at $300 per piece. Also, the manufacturer now required 10 workers

to reach its weekly production target of 100 pieces. If the economic or holistic

definition of profits were to be applied, the infringer will be required to account
not only for the measure of profits attributable to the infringement—the outcome

of which will depend on whether an apportionment or incremental approach is
applied to assessing the quantum of disgorgement. The infringer will also account
for savings in workers’ salaries or wages enabled by the infringing model.

6.3.1.3 The Need to Define ‘Profits’ from an Economic or Holistic Standpoint
It is submitted that courts should treat as ‘profits’ all direct gains or benefits

whether monetary gains or improvements in the economic conditions of the

infringer, so long as it would not have been attained without the infringement. As
rightly stated in the US case of Schnadig Corp v Gains Manufacturing Company,35

the ultimate purpose of the disgorgement remedy is to ‘recover every dollar of

advantage realized by the infringer from the infringement and no more’. 36 It has
been reasoned that there can be no hard and fast rules as to defining profits
because different factual situations will bear different considerations as to what

amounts to profit. 37 However, as is shown in this chapter, the accounting-based
definition of profits is informed by the approach to quantification of profits chosen
by the courts—i.e. the apportionment approach. The economic or holistic view of

profits, which is advocated in this chapter, is enabled by a different approach to
determining causation— the differential or incremental approach.

A robust view on profits founded on the economic realities of the occasion accords

with the purposes of patent law. Patent law is aimed at enabling inventors to

capture a measure of the social value they have contributed by virtue of the utility
or technical advantage their patented inventions provide. The inventive utility or
technical advantage disclosed in the patent specification and declared in the

206 USPQ 202 (1980).
Ibid.
37 Levin Bros. v. Davis Mfg. Co., 72 F.2d 163 (8th Cir. 1934).
35
36
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patent claim(s) is the focal point of protection in patent law. 38 A patent right

represents what the patentee asserts his or her invention can do and is the

foundation of patent protection. 39 Therefore, if reductions in the costs of
production (e.g. resources such as time, materials or labour) are the technical
advantages derivable from the application of an invention, it will contradict the
purposes of the patent system not to found an assessment of disgorgement on the
basis of these technical advantages.

To circumscribe the definition of profits to an accounting-based one has the

propensity to place patentees at a distinct economic disadvantage, so that in court
decisions and in private settlements reached on the basis of the remedy, the

infringer is likely to have a favourable edge over patentees. The full extent of
economic advantages derived from infringement would not be accounted for,

especially where the inventions enable advantages that are not immediately

translated into money, such as where they reduce production costs or bestow
other (secondary) benefits. The implication of this is that infringers might feel
emboldened to infringe. Where this is the case, inventors and their sponsors might
have reduced capabilities to recoup their marginal costs.

Having addressed the term ‘profits’ and the debate that surrounds its proper
definition, it becomes necessary to move focus towards the ‘quantum of
disgorgement’ element of the remedy.

6.3.2 Causation and Quantum of Disgorgement
While defining profits is an essential component of the disgorgement remedy,
there is a quantification exercise upon which the substance of the remedy’s

application pivots. This entails determining the measure of ‘profits’ attributable to
the infringement. 40 This exercise is subject to the rules of ‘causation’—causal

See, for example, Merck & Co Inc. v Generics UK (Ltd) 2004 RPC 31, at paragraph 38.
See Colin Bodkin, Patent Law in Australia (Thomas Reuters, 2nd edition, 2008) 375-381.
40See Zupanovich v B and N Beale Nominees Pty [1995] FCA 1424; See also, McCambridge
Limited v Joseph Brennan Bakeries [2014], IEHC 269.
38
39
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connections between the profits earned and the legal wrong done. 41 The High
Court of Australia in Warman International v Dwyer 42 reasoned that a more

probative approach in patent and other IP contexts is required simply because in

these contexts there is greater concern to avoid unjust enrichment from either the

right owner or the infringer. 43 In other words, this thorough practice prevents any
opportunistic advantage from either side that is not intended by the law. This
position was recently confirmed by the UK Court of Appeal in Design and Display

Limited v Ooo Abbott 44 where the court said ‘the purpose of the account is to
quantify the extent to which the infringer will have been unjustly enriched’. 45 One

can only assume, correctly, that the utilitarian rather than libertarian, foundations
of IP rights is the reason for such caution.

The quantification exercise entails determining the causal connection between the

infringement and the gains derived from the infringement, with a view to
ascertaining the measure of disgorgement to be made to the patentee. As correctly

expressed obiter in The United Horse-Shoe, whenever the disgorgement remedy is
elected, it becomes necessary in ascertaining the profits to be disgorged, to
‘determine what proportion of the net profits realised by the infringer was
attributable to its use’. 46

6.3.2.1 The Perceived Difficulty of the Disgorgement Remedy
The quantification exercise is considered to be problematic and difficult for both
judges and parties concerned in the exercise. 47 The reason for this is over-

determination—

48

a situation where a multiplicity of (market) factors is

See Tom Moody-Stuart, Quantum in Accounts of Profits: the Acid Test’ (1999) 21 European
Intellectual Property Review 147; see also Lionel Bently, Accounting for Profits Gained by
Infringement of Copyright: When Does It End?’ (1991) 13 European Intellectual Property Review
5.
42 (1995) 182 CLR 544.
43 Ibid, paragraphs 23.
44 [2016] EWHC 660 (IPEC).
45 Ibid, paragraph 7.
46 [1888] RPC 266.
47 See George Dike, ‘Trial of Patent Accountings in Open Court’ (1922) 36 Harvard Law Review 33
48 Deborah DeMott, ‘Causation in the Fiduciary Realm’ (2011) 91 Boston University Law Review
851, 858; see also Mark Gergen, ‘Causation in Disgorgement’(2012) 92 Boston University Law
Review 827.
41
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responsible for the wrongdoer’s profits beyond the wrongful breach of the

claimant’s entitlement. 49 As DeMott puts it ‘(o)ver-determination can compound

quantification problems when the fiduciary’s own efforts legitimately contributed
to the profit’. 50 In Siddell v Vickers, 51 Kekewich J made a statement that has, over
time, become a popular description of the nature of difficulties that assail the
quantification exercise. He said:

….I do not know any form of account which is difficult to work out, or may
be more difficult to work out than an account of profits…and the difficulty

of finding out how much profit is attributable to any one source is
extremely great—so great that account in that form very seldom results in
anything satisfactory to anybody. The litigation is enormous, the expense

is great, and the time consumed is out of all proportion to the advantage
ultimately attained… 52

6.3.2.2 Approaches to Determining Causation and Quantum
There are two broad methods of determining causation and measuring the

quantum of profits to be disgorged: the apportionment, and the incremental (or

differential) approaches. 53 The apportionment approach involves apportioning

profits among the different elements or factors responsible for profits earned by
the infringer. 54 In other words, the approach tries to determine the extent to
which the infringed invention accounts for the profits earned by the infringer

among other contributing, non-infringing factors. In following this approach,

where it appears that the entire market value of the infringing matter is derived

from the infringed patent, the patentee will be entitled to the whole profits gained

For academic analysis on ‘overdetermination’ see, Richard Wright, ‘Causation in Tort Law’
(1985) 73 California Law Review 1735-1828, at 1775
50 Deborah DeMott, ‘Causation in the Fiduciary Realm’ (2011) 91 Boston University Law Review
851, 858.
51 (1892) RPC 152.
52 Ibid, 162-163.
53 Celanese International Corp v BP Chemicals Ltd [1999] RPC 203, 212-218; See also, Catherine
Colston and Jonathan Galloway, Modern Intellectual Property Law (Routledge, 3rd edition, 2010)
789-790.
54 Cartier v Carlile (1862) 31 Beavan 292, 298.
49
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from the infringing undertaking without apportionment. 55 However, where there

are other contributing causes of profits, the profit earned from the infringement

will be apportioned among these other factors on the basis of their contributing
values.

On the other hand, the incremental or differential approach (also known as the

comparative approach) compares what the infringer made from the infringement
with what the infringer could have made if he/she had applied non-infringing

alternatives (NIAs) instead of infringing. 56 In other words, it compares what the
infringer could have made applying their best available non-infringing alternative
with what the infringer made from the incorporation of the infringed patent. 57 The

apportionment approach is generally used in Commonwealth jurisdictions, except

in Canada where the differential or incremental approach is becoming
increasingly popular.

At this juncture, a detailed comparison of both competing approaches is necessary
in order to show the differences in legal nature.
i. Apportionment

As can be discerned from the US Supreme Court in Garretson v Clark 58 where the

patent does not create an entirely new product but an improvement, or where it
is used in combination with other matters to produce an outcome, apportionment

becomes necessary. The patentee ‘must separate its result distinctly from those of

other parts, so that the benefits derived from it may be distinctly seen and
appreciated’. 59 In Imperial Oil v Lubrizol, 60 where the infringer motor oil business
had added the patented (and infringing) additive to its brand of oil products, the

Canadian Court of Appeal made an apportionment of profits between the motor
Westinghouse Elec. Co. v. Wagner Elec. Co. 225 U.S. 604 (1912) “Where the patent, though using
old elements, gives the entire value to the combination, the plaintiff is entitled to recover all of
the profits”; See also Hurlbut v. Schillinger, 130 U. S. 472.
56 Peter Devonshire, Account of Profits (Thomas Reuters, 1st edition, 2013) 138.
57 See, Norman Siebrasse, ‘A Remedial Benefit-Based Approach to the Innocent-User Problem in
the Patenting of Higher Life Forms’ (2004) 20, Canadian Intellectual Property Review 79.
58 111 US 120 (1884).
59 Ibid.
60 [1997] 2 FC 3.
55
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oil product (without the patented additive) and the value attributable to the
additive (as added to the motor oil). The court reasoned that:

While motor oil containing the dispersant additive was properly claimed

in the patent (it would seem likely that the dispersant is useless except as
an additive to motor oil) and while that claim was properly found to have

been infringed, the reality is that Lubrizol did not invent motor oil and that
Imperial's motor oils contain other additives than the one here in issue. 61

Similarly, in another Canadian case, The Wellcome Foundation Limited and Glaxo
Welcome v Apotex, 62 apportionment was applied. In this case the infringer
(Apotex) had applied the patented active ingredient known as TMP to its drug
product, which also contained another non-infringing, active ingredient known as

SMX. The court considered that the infringed TPM accounted for 60% of the profits
earned, while the remaining 40% was ascribed to the non-infringing SMX.

In exceptional cases, where the entire profits earned from the infringement are
attributable to the patent such that they would not have been earned if the

patented invention had not been applied by the infringer, then there will be no
need for apportionment.

63

This principle was laid down in Peter Pan

Manufacturing Corp v Corsets Silhouette Ltd, 64 a UK trade secret case, where the

court ruled that the entire profits earned could not have been realised if the

plaintiff’s right had not been applied to the infringing products. This reasoning
was equally applied in Unilin Beeher v Huili Building Materials Pty Ltd, 65 where the

patent had become an industrial standard. It was held that the infringement of the

patent was the reason the infringer earned the profits, because without
infringement, the infringer’s product would not have complied with the
requirements of standardization in the industry in question. 66

Ibid.
[2001] 2 FCR 618.
63 Colbeam Palmer Ltd v Stock Affiliates Pty Ltd (1968) 122 CLR 25, paragraph 9.
64 [1964] 1 WLR 96.
65 (No 2) [2007] FCA 1615.
66 Ibid, paragraph 80 (“The evidence discloses that the panels were described as the “industry
standard” in the October 2004 issue of a publication called “Flooring Australia and New Zealand”.)
61
62
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However, the burden of proving apportionment is generally placed upon the

infringer. Thus in Ductmate Industries Inc. v Exanno Products Ltd. 67 the court held

that because the infringer had refused to show reason why an apportionment
must be made, especially by refusing to provide details about its business,
apportionment had to be refused. 68

ii. Differential/Incremental Value Approach
In case of Percy Schmeiser and Schmeiser Enterprises Ltd v Monsanto Canada Inc.

and Monsanto Company,

69

which marks the Canadian shift towards the

differential/incremental approach, the Canadian Supreme Court described the
differential approach saying:

The preferred means of calculating an accounting of profits is what has

been termed the value-based or “differential profit” approach, where

profits are allocated according to the value contributed to the defendant’s
wares by the patent...A comparison is to be made between the defendant’s

profit attributable to the invention and his profit had he used the best noninfringing option. 70

The court held that upon a comparison of what the infringer gained from

infringing the patent and what it could have gained without it, no profit was

earned from the infringement. For this reason the patentees were disentitled to
an account of profits. 71

This approach looks at the infringer’s opportunity cost or alternatives forgone in

determining the measure of gain derived by an infringer from the infringement. 72

1987 CLB 4452; see also, Reading & Bates Construction Co. v. Baker Energy Resources Corp
[1995] 1 FC 483.
68 Ibid, paragraph 12-13.
69 [2004] 1 SCR 902.
70 Ibid, paragraph 102.
71 Ibid.
72 Reading & Bates Construction Co. v. Baker Energy Resources Corp; See also Bristol-Myers
Squibb Co v Canada (Attorney General) [2005] 1 RCS 533.
67
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As stated by Zinn J in Monsanto Canada v Rivett, 73 the infringer’s next best non-

infringing alternative serves ‘… as a baseline from which to calculate added
value’. 74 According to Zinn J this alternative does not need to be physically

available but needs only to exist and be feasible. 75 Accordingly, if a consideration

that the infringer could have adopted that alternative were ignored in the

computation of profits to be disgorged, then the patentee would be able to receive
the infringer’s profits based on values (i.e. integers) that do not arise from the
patented invention.

Furthermore, Laddie J in Celanese International Corp, in trying to analyse how the

differential approach works made two points: a) that apportionment and the

differential/incremental approach are mutually exclusive, and b) that both
competing approaches perceive profits from different viewpoints along the

accounting/economic dichotomy of profits definition. As regards the first point of

distinction, that the differential approach excludes any sort of apportionment, he
said:

In the incremental approach it is neither necessary nor relevant how many
steps or integers there are in the process or article nor is it relevant what
each one contributes, if anything, to overall profitability. Under the

incremental approach one is only looking at whether the infringing step is
financially advantageous to the defendant when compared to the most
likely alternative. 76

Before saying this however, he identified the second basis for distinction. This is
that the conception of profit by the two approaches can be different. According to

his Honour, as regards apportionment and its conception of profits, ‘if an
infringer’s process makes no profits overall, then whether infringement accounts

for 10 per cent or 100 per cent of the profits, on an apportionment the plaintiff

[2010] 2 FCR 93; see also, Monsanto Canada Inc v Rivett and Monsanto Canada Inc v Janssens
2010 FCA 207.
74 Ibid, paragraph 56.
75 Ibid, 63.
76 [1999] RPC 203, 218
73
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will recover nothing’. 77 In other words, if the infringer does not appear to have

made profits from the infringement but is able to have reduced production by
virtue of the infringement, it cannot be considered that the infringers have made
profits. However, as regards the differential approach and its conception of profit,

Laddie J stated, ‘if a process makes a loss of £1m p.a. with the infringing step but

would have made a loss of £3m p.a. without it, the benefit to the infringer is £2m
p.a.’. 78

While these analyses by His Honour appear correct, there is a problem with how
Laddie J chose to illustrate the second point in his attempt to show that the
differential approach is alien to the Commonwealth. To advance this position,

Laddie J relied on Siddell v Vickers. He treated this obviously differential approach
case as one of apportionment. He reasoned that the Court of Appeal in that case

had considered the entire market value of the infringing products as being
attributable to the infringed patent. However, a close reading of the facts of the
case shows that the infringed patent did not improve the marketability of the
infringing products. It only reduced the cost of production, which made the

infringer earn more than he would have otherwise earned had he adopted the
manual production process previously used. 79

In fact, both the Master and the presiding judge, Kekewich J, had disagreed over
the preferred line of comparison of alternatives that ought to be taken to compute

profits. The Master considered that the profits to be disgorged should be based on

the comparison of the infringing method and another mechanical option later
available to the infringer; the resulting difference being £235. On the other hand,

Kekewich J preferred a comparison of the gains derived from the use of the

infringing machine and the manual process that the infringer had employed prior

Ibid, 217.
Ibid.
79 Per Muldoon J Lubrizol Corp v Imperial Oil Ltd 1996 CLB 7481: ‘In Siddell v. Vickers, as opposed
to the present case, there was no price directly attributable to the turning. The turning was just a
part of the manufacturing process, which part was not subcontracted out and therefore not
separately priced. The difference between the profit without infringing and the profit when
infringing was the best measure of all of the profit derived from infringing.’
77
78
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to infringement; the result of which was £2,016. However, Laddie J acknowledged
the likelihood that a differential approach was used when he said:

In my view it is impossible to read this decision as clearly indicating that
an incremental approach….is correct. But if it was, it is not clear that the
issue was before the Court of Appeal for determination since some sort of
comparative assessment was being argued for by both parties. 80

The central reason why Laddie J considered that the differential approach was

not applied was because the Court of Appeal ordered the infringer to pay £3000,

which is £984 in excess of the sum Kekewich J had ordered using a differential

approach. But with respect, this reason in itself does not justify Laddie J’s view
that an apportionment governed the £3000 award. This is because in reaching that
sum the court compared the infringer’s NIAs with the infringed patent.

Another equally significant case (although neither a patent case nor one bordering
on cost savings) on which Laddie J founded his reasoning that the differential
approach is alien to the Commonwealth, is My Kinda Town (Trading As Chicago

Pizza Pie Factory) v Soll and Another. 81 In this trademark case, Slade J clearly

adopted a differential approach to determine profits to be disgorged on the basis
of comparison between what was earned using the infringing mark and what

would have been earned without it. 82 However, Laddie J, in his attempt to disprove
the argument that the differential approach was applied by Slade J in My Kinda

Town unconvincingly described the comparative exercise in that case as meant
only to ‘discover what proportion of the defendant’s customers were confused’. 83

Another complicating feature is that Slade J inadvertently described Siddell v

Vickers as an apportionment case when in fact what he meant in substance, was
that disgorgement tries to ensure that the claimant’s reward is commensurate
with the gains derived by the infringer from the infringement. 84

[1999] RPC 203, 229.
My Kinda Town Ltd. (Trading As Chicago Pizza Pie Factory) v Soll and Another [1982] FSR 147
82Ibid,158
83 [1999] RPC 203, 228.
84 My Kinda Town Ltd. (Trading As Chicago Pizza Pie Factory) v Soll and Another [1982] F.S.R.
147, 155.
80
81
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iii. Encapsulation Of The Competing Approaches
As rightly identified by Laddie J, the two approaches can lead to almost the same

result in certain circumstances, but this will be largely coincidental because in
most cases they are most likely to result in different outcomes. 85 Contrary to this,

Friedman notes that apportionment and differentiation are essentially the same

as they are aimed simply at determining what quantum of profits should be

disgorged to the patentee. 86 Friedman reasons that applying the differential

approach could equally result in an apportionment. He argues that in Metallic
Rubber Tire Co v Hartford Rubber Work 87 and P.P Mast and Co v Superior Drill Co 88

apportionment was attained by differential comparison. It is submitted that
Friedman’s position is untenable, as the two approaches are most certainly likely

to produce different rather than similar outcomes. To show how applying either
of the two approaches can bring about different outcomes, the next section
explores the likely features of applying these approaches.

6.3.3 Likely Features of Applying the Apportionment and Differential
Approaches
6.3.3.1 The Likely Features of Apportionment
There are two prominent features of apportionment: the concept of base allocated
profits, and uncertainties in the parameters of apportionment. These features will
now be expounded upon.
i. Base Allocated Profits

One essential feature of the apportionment approach, as identified by Laddie J, is
the concept of ‘base allocated profits’. 89 According to His Honour, where profit is

apportioned between the various elements incorporated in an infringing matter,

[1999] RPC 203, 217 (“If these two routes arrive at similar figures it is a coincidence and no
more”.).
86 Josh Friedman, ‘Apportionment: Shining the Light of the Day on Patent Damages (2012) 63
Case Western Reserve Law Review 175.
87 275 F 315 (2d Cir. 1921).
88 154 F 45, 53 (6th Cir. 1907).
89 [1999] RPC 203, 232-233.
85
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the minimum value or profit attributable to the infringing matter is the base

allocated profits attributable to the invention. He gives a hypothetical example to
illustrate this concept. 90 In this example he suggests a situation in which an article
with five elements is sold for £1000, with each of the elements contributing £200.

He then suggests that if one of those elements is replaced with another that
happens to be an infringing element but the same £1000 as originally earned is

still gained, £200 will be attributed to that infringing element. This is because the

infringing element is still the basis of the profit even though it adds no increased
value over the substituted non-infringing element.

In contrast, if the article earns £1050 because one of the original elements is
replaced with an infringing element that adds additional value to the tune of £50,

the infringing element will have £250 attributed to it while each of the other four
non-infringing elements will have £200 ascribed to them. In both situations £200

appears constant in that in the first situation it is the only sum attributable, while

in the second it has £50 added to it. Thus £200 is the base allocated profit, being
the minimum sum attributable to the infringing element.

Apparently, this feature of the apportionment approach is characterized by a

static perception of invention, and as such it is not a dynamic approach. This is
because it is concerned about the gains derived from a patented invention on

account of only the interaction the patentee and the infringer (i.e. static
consideration), but not having regard to other technical contributions solving the

same problems (i.e. dynamic consideration), at least before the patent was
granted. This likely feature of the apportionment approach appears to be out of

tune with the nature and spirit of advancement in technical knowledge. This is

because knowledge is cumulative and as such a true measure of profits gained
from an infringing application of it can best be determined against the measure of
gains that could have been earned before the patent was granted. 91 Thus it is

submitted that the ‘base allocated profits’ feature of the apportionment approach
is at odds with the cumulative nature of knowledge.

90
91

Ibid, 226-227.
See, Cincinnati Car Co v New York Rapid Transit Corporation, 66 F 2d 592 (1933).
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Therefore, the flaw of this feature is that a false attribution of profits to the

patented invention can arise. This is simply because the patentee is always likely
to receive something, however small, so long as technical effect is considered

attributable to the incorporation of a patented element even in circumstances

where a freely available non-infringing matter, existing before the patented
invention was conceived, would have enabled equal effects. However if the

differential approach is applied this is unlikely to transpire. This can also be
illustrated using an extension supplied by Laddie J to his hypothetical example

stated above. His Honour hypothesized that where the infringing article earns

£1050 and a differential approach applied, the patentee would only be entitled to
£50. 92 This is because that sum marks the difference in profits between what

could have been earned without infringing (£1000) and what was earned whilst
infringing (£1050).

On the occasion where the infringing article earns £1000, the differential

approach will ascribe no profits to the infringement, because it adds no additional
value over what could have been earned without infringement. Thus the

differential or incremental approach is merely concerned with a comparative
assessment of profits that would have been earned with and without

infringement, and upon making this assessment the difference in profits so
determined is considered the subject for disgorgement. In other words, it is

concerned about a dynamic evaluation of the patented invention in relation to
other alternative technical solutions available before the patent was granted. This
way the pitfalls of base allocated profits can be avoided.
ii. Uncertainty in Parameters for Apportionment

Apportionment is always problematic in terms of delineating the value

attributable to an infringing element where there are complementary elements
comprised in the infringing article that are also responsible for profits earned. 93
Celanese International Corp v BP Chemicals [1999] RPC 203, 226.
See, Coleen L. Kirby, ‘To Account or Not To Account? An Account’ (1991) 13 European
Intellectual Property Review 367; See also Lionel Bently, ‘Account of Profits for Infringement of
Copyright: Potton Ltd v Yorkclose Ltd and Others’ (1990) 12 European Intellectual Property
Review 106.
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The most common route to apportioning profits is to attempt to extrapolate the

value that each element, particularly the infringed element, contributes to the
infringing matter. Lord Millett in Potton v Yorkclose Ltd, 94 a UK copyright case,
strongly disagreed with this route. His Lordship stated ‘profits ought not in my

view be apportioned by reference to evidence of or speculation about the motives
of real or hypothetical purchasers or the relative attractions to such purchasers of
different aspects of the work’. 95

Dyck has also expressed a similar view. She argues that because certain products
are likely to ‘contain hundreds or thousands of features, it is hard to establish the
precise effect of individual component features on consumer demand without

creating bias’. 96 In Celanese International Corp Laddie J, in furtherance of Lord

Millett’s position as expressed in Potton v Yorkclose Ltd,

apportionment based on consumer motivation because:

97

criticized

Adjusting the apportionment up or down in response to imprecise feelings
that one part of a product or process is more or less important or valuable

than another will add another layer of unpredictability to an exercise

which is already difficult enough. It is also likely to result in the account
being burdened with evidence directed to flattering or denigrating the
relative merits of different parts when, as a matter of commercial reality,
the customer does not really distinguish one part from another. 98

Upon doing so, he moved on to querying apportionment undertaken on the basis
of the relative value of components. He considered this approach to be

unsustainable and indefensible because it treats each component as though it bore

an existence or independent value of its own. His Honour said: ‘(w)here the part

[1990] FSR 11.
Ibid, 19.
96 Patricia Dyck, ‘Beyond Confusion – Survey Evidence of Consumer Demand and the Entire
Market Value Rule’ (2012) 4 Hastings Science and Techology Law Journal 223.
97 [1990] FSR 11.
98 [1999] RPC 203, 226.
94
95
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cannot be severed from the rest and sold or exploited on its own it acquires its
value by reason of its co-operation and interaction with the other parts’. 99

Lord Millet in Potton Ltd v Yorkclose Ltd100 and Laddie J in Celanese International

Corp 101 identified an alternative route to determining apportionment known as

‘cost-based’ apportionment. This approach apportions profits in proportion to the

costs or expenses attributable to the infringing element in the entire infringing
enterprise. Laddie J identified a major shortcoming of cost-based apportionment,
in that: ‘a particular part of a process or product may be very cheap but add a lot

of value or vice versa’. 102 He did, however, go on to defend the approach, saying:

‘[t]he distribution by costs approach does not set out to distinguish between

relatively critical and relatively trivial parts of the whole but it does provide a
measure of the base allocated profits attributable to the part in issue’. 103

As already stated, His Honour went on to apply cost-based apportionment in

Celanese. Firstly, his Honour found that 0.6% and 0.3%, respectively, of the capital
expenditure of the two infringing plants (Plants A4 and A5) were expended on the

infringing matter (i.e. patented guard bed). On the basis of this finding, His Honour

proceeded to apportion profits. Thus 0.6% and 0.3% of the profits earned

respectively from Plants A4 and A5, during the period of infringement, were
awarded to Celanese International Corp, the patentee. However, the
circumstances of the occasion will determine whether the cost-based approach

will be used in preference to the value-based route, for as Lord Millett said, it

should be used ‘in absence of some special reason to the contrary’. 104 In a recent

New Zealand copyright case, ABB v NZ Insulators, 105 the court considered both

routes to apportionment to be valuable, not mutually exclusive, and neither

Ibid.
[1990] FSR 19 : ‘A better guide is likely to be provided by ordinarly accounting principles
whereby, in absence of some special reason to the contrary, the profits of a single project are
attributed to different parts or aspects of the project in the same proportions as the costs and
expenses are attributed to them.’
101 [1999] RPC 203, 232.
102 Ibid, 213.
103 Ibid, 232.
104 [1990] FSR 11, 19.
105 (2007) 74 IPR 172.
99
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superior to the other. The court however adopted the value-based route because

it considered it most convenient and apt on the occasion.

The uncertainty in the basis of apportionment (i.e. the competition between costs
or components as parameters) further mars the doctrinal determinacy of the

approach. But even if the basis of apportionment were certain, an accurate
attempt at apportionment is inherently impossible. As Justice Learned Hand
correctly observed in Cincinnati Car Co v New York Rapid Transit Corporation:106

‘It is generally impossible to allocate quantitatively the shares of the old and the
new’.

107

An unfortunate consequence of apportionment, given its likely

uncertainties, particularly with regards to burden of proof, is that it could create

opportunistic advantages or windfall for either the patentee or the infringer. This
is because, as aptly reasoned by Justice Learned Hand:

….(t)he party on whom that duty falls, will usually lose. If the patentee is
required to assess the contribution of his invention to the profits, he will
find it impossible; vice versa, if this is demanded of the infringer. 108

6.3.3.2 The Likely Features of the Differential Approach
The differential approach also has two core components, these being information

costs and unstable outcomes. These features will now be individually canvassed
in detail.

i. Information Costs
Information costs in this context may be described as the costs of obtaining,

understanding and scrutinizing information. As highlighted in Elwood v.

Christie, 109 the natural implication of this approach is a web of information costs
such as the ‘burden of proving their availability, their utility and workability in

66 F 2d 592 (2d Cir. 1933).
Ibid.
108 Ibid.
109 [1865] 18 C.B.N.S. 494.
106
107
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conditions similar to those under which the work was performed’. 110 Allied to this

is the question of the period against which that comparison is to be made; is it

made pre-infringement or post-infringement? In other words: are we to compare
the infringed patents with alternatives available to the infringer pre-infringement
or post-infringement?

This likelihood of information costs resulting from the differential approach
results from the uncertain and open-ended nature of the standard of comparison

adopted in the application of the approach as presently conceived in Canada. In

ADIR v Apotex Inc, 111 Justice Gagne of the Canadian Federal Court reasoned that
the standard of comparison is always between the infringed patent and NIAs that

the infringer would most likely have adopted instead. 112 In this case the court

refused the infringer’s suggested NIA because the court reasoned that it was
unlikely that the infringer could have adopted any of those alternatives. However,
it is important to not that the court, in furthering the reasoning distilled in the

growing Canadian case law on the approach, did not state any time limit on

comparison. What can be gleaned, however, is that the Canadian courts are more

concerned about the infringer’s operating realities, which would influence both
the choice of NIA and time in which this choice will likely be made.

Siebrasse, an avid proponent of the differential approach, appears to defend this

standard of comparison. He simply argues that when comparing, we should look
at non-infringing alternatives the infringer would have adopted in consideration

of his or her ‘resources, culture, capacity, and strategic plans’. 113 His defence for

this position is that it is only consistent with causation when the likely option that
the infringer would have adopted is an NIA. 114 He posits that an NIA should be

Reading & Bates Construction Co. v. Baker Energy Resources Corp [1995] 1 FC 483.
2015 FC 721.
112 Ibid, paragraph 134: ‘First I agree with Strayer J in Reading & Bates,…, that “the measurement
of profits should be between the infringing method actually used and any other method which
would most probably have been used.’
113 Norman Siebrasse, Alexander Stack, Andrew Harington, Scott Davidson, William Dovey, and
Stephen Cole, ‘Accounting of Profits in Intellectual Property Cases in Canada’ (2008) 24 Canadian
Intellectual Property Review 82.
114 Ibid.
110
111
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selected on the basis of alternatives available and known to the infringer before
he/she made the decision to infringe. 115

He argues that this view is consistent with the holding of the US Supreme Court in
the famous patent case of The Cawood Patent (Cawood). 116 In this case, the

infringer adopted the infringing method of repairing crushed rail ends that saved
it huge costs over the manual method it would have adopted. However,

unbeknown to the infringer, its best approach was to have simply avoided
repairing, as this would have saved it any kind of expense on repairs. In the course

of the disgorgement exercise, the infringer advanced, as an NIA with the infringed
patent, the fact that it could have avoided repairs altogether. This is in view of the
fact that the more efficient the NIA, the lesser the disgorgement to be made. It

follows therefore that where the NIA is more efficient than the infringed patent,
the likelihood of disgorgement of any sum at all might be extinguished. 117

The US Supreme Court in Cawood limited the NIA to the manual process that the

infringer had known prior to infringement. This was on the basis of the

consideration that had the infringing method not been used the operating reality
of the infringer was to have maintained the more expensive manual process.

Therefore, to the extent that the infringed method enabled the infringer to avoid
applying the expensive manual process, the infringer gained.

Allowing a comparison of alternatives open to the infringer to be taken into
account, even when that comparison is limited to technological matters within the
infringer’s knowledge before infringement, amounts to a re-writing of history. 118

It calls for an invitation to enquire into what could have happened, thus causing
focus to move away from what actually happened. As Hylands has opined,

engaging in a comparison of this kind might enable the infringer to ‘avoid making

Ibid.
94 US 695 (1876).
117 Edwin Phelps, ‘The Time Element For The “Standard of Comparison” As Used in Accounting
for Defendant’s Infringing Use of a Patented Invention’ (1922) 5 Journal of the Patent and
Trademark Office Society 219-237; see also Arthur Morsell, ‘The Burden of Proof in Accounting
Proceedings in Patent Suits’ (1912) 35 Annual Report of the American Bar Association 890-904.
118 [1999] RPC 203, 215.
115
116
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amends by showing that he might have done otherwise’. 119 This is because the

more technically efficient the alternative is, the lesser the amount to be
disgorged. 120

A salient point raised by Hyland is that as science and technology advances,

subsequent developments are likely to supersede preceding ones in value, but this
does not necessarily factor into the sum of profits derivable from the former or

latter. 121 Therefore, the fact that that an alternative exists does not necessarily
reflect the sum of profits that could have been earned if it were adopted over
another alternative, or in fact, the infringed patent.

Hyland also addressed the judicial position expressed in Columbia Wire v Kokoma

Steel & Wire Co 122 on comparison, disagreeing with the court’s reasoning. In that

case, the court reasoned that that it is only fair to consider alternatives in the
manner similar to that suggested by Siebrasse. The Columbia Wire court and
Siebrasse consider that there might be a chance that an infringer could have
honestly believed it was entitled to use a patented matter, and would have avoided

infringing if properly informed about the validity or existence of the patent. On the
basis of this, the court reasoned that it was fair to consider alternatives that the
infringer might have adopted because ignoring them would lead to holding the

infringer accountable to the patentee for more than the patentee is entitled to. This
would result in the infringer being extorted. To this Hyland has countered that the
value of a patent does not necessarily represent the measure of profits derivable
from it. 123

Hyland argued that the farthest we should go in comparing is with alternatives
available to the infringer before the patent was issued. 124 This is because the

infringer is likened to a trustee and, it will be contrary to the rules of equity to
Hyland Johns, ‘The Time of Availability of the Standard of Comparison for Use in Accounting
for Profits from Patent Infringement’ (1921) 4 Journal of the Patent and Trademark Office Society
259, 266.
120 Ibid.
121 Ibid, 274-275
122 194 F 108 - 1911.
123 Hyland Johns, ‘The Time of Availability of the Standard of Comparison for Use in Accounting
for Profits from Patent Infringement’ (1921) 4 Journal of the Patent Office Society 269
124 Ibid.
119
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allow the infringer to reduce liability by showing that it could have done otherwise
when in fact that alternative might not have been pursued. 125

Hyland’s position that the NIA should at least be an alternative available to the
infringer before the infringed patent was granted, accords with that of Kekewich

J in Siddell v Vickers, discussed above. It is submitted that it is the optimal standard
for comparison in the application of the differential approach. One reason for this
is that is facilitates an economy on information costs as it avoids a morass of

difficult enquiries. For example, it avoids questions on the alternative technologies

available to the infringer in the light of their peculiarities, bordering on their

knowledge and resources to exploit such alternatives. It also avoids an enquiry
into the substitutive utility and workability of alternatives within the infringer’s

reach before infringement. Rather, it simply focuses on the differential profits
derivable from viable technical alternatives available before the infringed patent
was granted, as against those actually derived from infringement.
ii. Likelihood of Unstable Outcomes

The financial outcomes of a comparative approach can be substantially
indeterminate. Laddie J identified this and tried depicting it using an extension of

the hypothetical set of facts given above, on the concept of base allocated

profits. 126 In furtherance of His Honour’s hypothetical illustration, he submitted
that on the occasion where £1050 is earned from selling the hypothetical article,
£50 might be considered the differential gain from applying the infringing
element. However, in another scenario where £1050 is earned, the court may

come to the conclusion that the adoption of the infringing element causes
efficiencies to be lost, or that the other non-infringing elements could still have

attained the same outcomes, but the infringing element only provided appreciable

added value. For this, the court may not attribute the whole £50 to the infringing
element, but only a part of it. Finally, in yet another scenario with the same
Ibid. (“A trustee might appropriate a bond of his cestui and by marginal speculation reap
profits many times the value of the property converted, but no court of equity would say the
cestui should be reimbursed only according to the value of the property at the date the trust was
breached.”).
126 Celanese International Corp v BP Chemicals [1999] RPC 203, 226-227.
125
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financial outcome of £1050, the court might consider it right and fair to distribute

the differential gain of £50 equally among the five elements, including the

infringing one, such that £210 is attributed to each supporting component or
element.

On the surface it would appear that this is a feature that is in substance similar to
the effects of the ‘uncertain parameters’ of the apportionment approach. However,
both features differ and any such likelihood of similarity could only be wrought by
circumstance. This is because the usefulness of the apportionment approach is
circumscribed to cases where profits are considered to have been earned from a

purely accounting standpoint. It is of no use where profits have not been made in
that sense. The apportionment approach operates to apportion profits gained (in
the accounting sense) among the various factors or elements employed towards

an infringing engagement. The differential approach, being more holistic and tied
to the economic or holistic definition of profits, is concerned with how an
infringing activity has improved the economic conditions or circumstances of the

infringer. Thus it operates on the basis of: ‘but for the infringement, what would
the economic conditions or circumstances of the infringer have been’? It answers

this question by taking account of other technical alternatives that the infringers
could have availed themselves of to ascertain what the infringer really gained.

Admittedly, the supposed indeterminacy of the financial outcomes of the

differential approach may be taken, at first blush, as a flaw of the approach.
However, that should not be the case. Different facts would inspire different

considerations in the mind of judicial arbiters, and as such, the measure of gains

from an infringing activity would always be perceived differently. The merit and

superiority of the differential approach over the apportionment approach lies in
its distinct focus on the incremental gains or advantages derived by the infringer
over NIAs available before infringement.
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6.3.4 The Superiority of the Incremental/Differential Approach in the
Patent Law Context
Before justifying a case for the differential approach, it is important to provide

signposts on how it should be applied. These signposts relate to the two major
situations that would likely occasion an infringer’s gains from infringement. One
is where the infringed patent accounts for the entire economic gains made by the

infringer. The other is where the infringed patent is partly responsible for the
economic gains derived.
i)

Where the infringed patent is responsible for the entire profits: let it be

assumed that an infringer earns $25 per infringing item sold which would
not have been possible but for the infringed patent. In other words, NIAs

available to the infringer before the grant of the patent would not have

enabled the infringer to earn such profit. Applying the differential

approach, the entire $25 profit per item sold would have to be disgorged
to the patentee. However, even if the entire profit is attributable to the
infringed patent, but the infringer could have earned the same by applying

an NIA, the profit cannot fairly be attributed to the infringed patent. This
is because the infringer did not gain any incremental advantage from the
patent that could not have been gained by applying an NIA.
ii)

Where the infringed patent is partly account for the infringer’s gains: if an
infringer earns $25 per infringing item sold, but by applying the best NIA

possible the infringer could have earned $20, then the incremental profit
gained from infringement is $5. This again, is on the assumption that NIAs

are those available before the grant of the infringed patent. On such an

occasion, only $5 per infringing item sold would be disgorged to the
patentee. This represents the incremental monetary value gained by the

infringer. Again, however, if the incremental $5 profit could have been
secured by applying an NIA, then it would not be fair to attribute it to the
infringed patent.
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It is submitted that the incremental or differential approach has merits, in the

patent context, over the apportionment approach. This is because it is suitable to
the utilitarian nature of patent law policy, which is essentially to reward inventors

for their incremental contributions to industrially applicable technological and
scientific contributions to knowledge. Being centred on the nexus between the
incremental values of the infringed patent over NIAs and the economic advantage
gained by the infringer; this approach reflects the purpose of patent law policy.

Also, this method avoids the problematic difficulties of apportionment, and the

false attribution of profits due to the base allocation profits concept, can be
obviated. Also the pitfalls of the incremental approach on the basis of information

costs can be avoided. Thus, the information costs that can assail courts when

determining the infringer’s next best non-infringing alternative, and the problem
of unstable outcomes in the computation of profits, will be easily eschewed.

Another advantage of the method is that by avoiding a cleavage between patent
law policy and enforcement rules, the incremental/differential approach avoids

opportunism. 127 It avoids patentee opportunism by ensuring that the patentee is

able to receive no more than the value of his or her contribution to technical
knowledge as represented in the infringer’s gains. Against infringer opportunism,

it prevents the infringer from reducing the value of the patented invention and

thus reducing the sum to be disgorged, by claiming that he or she would have
taken advantage of any of the more efficient alternatives available to him or her

before infringement. The effect of this standard of comparison is to cap the likely

range of NIAs to be taken into account at those available before the patent was
granted. Correspondingly, what the infringer is made to give up approximates a
true measure of the profits gained from the infringement.

Henry Smith, Why Fiduciary Law Is Equitable, in Andrew S. Gold & Paul B. Miller (eds.),
Philosophical Foundations of Fiduciary Law (Oxford University Press, 1st edition, 2014) 261-280.
(Smith defined opportunism “as consisting of as behavior that is technically legal but is done with
a view to securing unintended benefits from the system and these benefits are usually smaller
than the costs they impose on others”).
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6.4 Part III: Deduction of Expenses
As already explained in the first section of this chapter the application of the
disgorgement

remedy

implicates

two

constituent

components:

gross

revenue/benefits and a determination of legitimately deductible expenses. So far
the gross revenue/benefits component of the remedy has been expounded upon.

It becomes necessary at this juncture to address the deduction of expenses

component. The rationale behind allowing the infringer’s deduction of expenses
is the equitable precept of counter-restitution that ensures that a claimant does

not gain an undue windfall from the efforts or resources of an infringer. 128 It

hinges largely on the reasoning that if the claimant had sought to pursue the

profits so earned by the infringer, the claimant would have had to deploy his or
her own resources towards that end. 129

As Roach posits, if the infringer’s expenses are not deducted, it could naturally

result in an overstatement of the gains truly derived by the infringer. 130 This is
because the infringer might have necessarily incurred costs that supported the

profits to be disgorged to the claimant, and to ignore these costs would amount to

unjust enrichment on the claimant’s part. 131 However, while it is important to

ensure that the claimant is not unjustly enriched in this regard, it is equally
important to avoid allowing the infringer to make an inflated case of expenses to
be deducted. 132 For this reason, it is considered important, for the purposes of this

remedy, that a clear line be drawn between expenses that can be equitably or fairly

deducted to avoid the claimant being unjustly enriched, and those that should be
ignored and as such not deducted. 133 Therefore, it is incumbent upon the infringer
George Roach, ‘Counter-Restitution for Monetary Remedies in Equity’ (2011) n25, 1291-1298.
See, Kenneth Burdon, ‘Accounting For Profits In A Copyright Infringement Action: A
Restitutionary Perspective’ (2007) 87 Boston University Law Review 256-288.
130 George Roach, ‘Counting the Beans: Unjust Enrichment and the Defendant’s Overhead’ (2008)
16 Texas Intellectual Property Law Journal 511.
131 Ibid, 511-514.
132 Ibid.
133 See, Thomas Hoffmann, ‘Recovery in Patent Infringement Suits’ (1967) 11 Patent, Trademark
and Copyright Journal of Research and Education 89.
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to make a case for deduction; otherwise it will be resolved in favour of the
claimant. 134 This was clearly expressed in Diversified Products Corp. v Tye-Sil

Corp, 135 where the court stated, among other things, that:

In establishing an infringer’s profits, the plaintiff is required to prove only

the defendant’s sales; the burden then shifts to the defendant to prove the
elements of cost to be deducted from the sales in arriving at profit. Any

doubts as to the computation of costs or profits is to be resolved in favour
of the plaintiff. 136

6.4.1 Competing Methods of Deducting Expenses
The question of what expenses may be equitable and fair for the infringer to

deduct is not without debate. As reasoned by the US Court of Appeals in Walker v
Forbes, 137 the disgorgement remedy is characterised by ‘fiendish difficulties’ due
to the ‘numerosity of variables’ that occasion gains and losses. 138 Hence, there are
three competing approaches for computing the expenses of the infringer:
a) the full absorption approach;

b) the proportional absorption approach; and
c) the incremental approach

The basic feature of the deduction debate pivots upon how fixed costs are to be

treated, while variable costs are treated in a common fashion. Variable costs (also
known as direct costs) are costs that increase with output. Taking an agricultural

undertaking as an example, variable costs include expenses on inputs such as
seeds, fuel, water, electrical power, herbicides, and labour. 139 The law treats these

costs as expenses that would not have been incurred but for the infringing
Monsanto Canada v Charles Rivett, 2009 FC 317, paragraph 67.
(1990), 32 CPR (3d) 385 (F.C.T.D.).
136 Ibid, 390.
137 28 F 3d 409 (4th Cir. 1994).
138 Ibid, 28 F.3d 412.
139 Kuris Andrews and Jeremy De Beer, ‘Accounting of Profits to Remedy Biotechnology Patent
Infringement’ (2009) 47 Osgoode Hall Law Journal 619, 645-654.
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activity. 140 However, fixed costs (also known as fixed overheads or simply

overheads) are costs that do not vary with the level of output. 141 These are costs
that would usually be incurred by the infringer anyway, regardless of whether or

not the infringing activity took place. 142 Again, using an agricultural business

example, fixed costs could include the costs of renting or buying land, tractors,
machinery, other farming implements and fertilizer. 143

Finally, there are also intermediary costs (or step fixed costs) that are fixed costs

by nature but are treated as though they are variable costs because they are only

acquired as a result of the infringing activity. 144 For example if a set of fertilizer
products (i.e. fixed costs) is purchased specifically to replenish the soil before the

cultivation of infringing seeds, such fertilizers are likely to be treated as a variable
fixed cost because they comprise a fixed cost that was incurred specifically for the

purposes of the infringement. However, what are fixed or variable costs will
sometimes differ depending on business or economic dispensations. 145 Thus what

are variable costs to one business undertaking or in a given situation might be
fixed costs to another.

6.4.1.1 Full Absorption Approach
The full absorption approach is judicially the least popular of the three costing
approaches. This approach, as described by Margolis, allows for a deduction of
fully allocated costs of the infringing activity as it enables a deduction of ‘all of the

directs costs of the activity, plus any other variable costs, plus (and this is key) an

appropriate allocation of fixed costs of the enterprise….’. 146 For example a

hypothetical farmer already established with land, farming implements, crop

processing structures and support facilities (i.e. fixed costs) might choose to
Ibid.
Ibid.
142 Ibid.
143 Ibid.
144 Stephen Margolis, ‘The Profits of Infringement: Richard Posner v. Learned Hand’ (2007) 22
Berkeley Technology Law Journal 1522-1550.
145 See, Richard Markovits, Economics and the Interpretation and Application of U. S. and E. U.
Antitrust Law: Basic Concepts and Economics-Based Analyses of the Legality of Oligopolistic and
Predatory Conduct (Springer, Volume 1, 1st edition, 2014) 534.
146 Ibid, 1531.
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cultivate infringing seeds, deploying these fixed assets towards this end. The full

absorption approach will naturally allow a deduction of all the direct costs
incurred for the purposes of the infringing cultivation, and then it will further

allow a deduction of fixed costs. Where these fixed costs are assets, the value of
depreciation of each multiplied by the duration of use will be deducted. 147

This can be illustrated using an example. Suppose a fixed factor such as a plough

costing $500, with an expected life-in-use of 20 years, was used by the infringer
towards the infringing cultivation for 2 years. To arrive at the deductible cost we

divide the costs of that plough by its expected life, and then multiply the result by

the years of use (i.e. $500/20yrs × 2yrs =$50). 148 Moreover, where the expenses

are variable fixed costs or are non-depreciable fixed assets such as land, interest
payments and intangible assets, they will be allocated to the infringing activity
according to the duration or periods of use (i.e. the cost(s) divided by duration of

use). 149 However, in circumstances where the farmer, in addition to the infringing

crop cultivates two or more non-infringing crops, then there will be an

apportionment of the fixed costs among the ‘profit pot’ or profit base of each
cultivated matter undertaken in accordance with the level or degree to which the

fixed costs have been applied to each. 150 For this purpose, it is important that the

duration of time over which the infringing activity lasted be taken into account so

that the extent, in terms of duration, to which the costs are applied can be
ascertained. 151

Margolis explains the rationale for this deduction approach to be that ‘all costs

must be accounted for somewhere’. 152 He goes further to say that if only variable

costs were deducted and fixed costs were disallowed for deduction, we could end

up with a false impression that a given business undertaking is making profits

Ibid.
See, C. Steven Bradford, Basic Accounting Principles for Lawyers n17, 49-54.
149 Ibid.
150 Stephen Margolis, ‘The Profits of Infringement: Richard Posner v. Learned Hand’ (2007) n144,
1535-1534.
151 Ibid.
152 Ibid, 1536; See also Neal v. Thomas Organ Co 241 F. Supp. 1020, 1022 (C.D. Cal. 1965)
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when in fact it is making lesser profits on account of fixed costs already incurred.
Thus Margolis says:

After all, if each of the production of a multi-product firm shows positive
margins on variable costs, but the sum of all those margins is inadequate
to cover fixed costs, the firm as a whole will be unprofitable,

notwithstanding the consistently encouraging news that we get by
computing profits on variable costs one product at a time. 153

Laddie J reasoned similarly in Celanese International Corp v BP Chemicals 154 in his
application of the full absorption approach. He however founded his application

of this method on the basis of ‘economies of scale’ or the need for a business entity
to maximize its profits and make up for all expenses incurred.
6.4.1.2 The Proportional Absorption Approach

This is a commonly used approach that competes with the incremental approach

(discussed below) and is in fact sometimes conceptually confused with that other
costing approach in judicial circles. However, it is an approach that is
characterized by niceties. This deduction method allows only a deduction of direct

or variable costs, plus those fixed costs that can be proven to have supported or

bear a nexus with the infringing undertaking. 155 Proponents of this approach hold

that the law must treat the infringer just as any businessperson should be

treated. 156 This approach is founded on the rationale of profit maximization or
economies of scale just as the full absorption approach but differs from it in that
it requires a nexus or connection between the profits earned and the fixed costs

to be deducted. The following dictum expressed by McHugh J in Dart v Décor
encapsulates the conceptual foundation of the costing approach:

Ibid, 1555.
[1999] RPC 203, at 236.
155 Stephen Margolis, ‘The Profits of Infringement: Richard Posner v. Learned Hand’ (2007) n144,
1535.
156 McHugh J in Dart v Décor making reference to the words of LockHart J’s statement in Odeon
Theatres v Jones ((1973) Ch 288, at pp.294, 299, 305) that“……The courts are influenced strongly
by the views adopted by professional accountancy bodies and men of business and the evidence
of accountants is given great weight by the courts.”
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Yet no business can be profitable if its revenue fails to recoup its general
overhead as well as the direct cost of selling its products. That being so, no
product can generate a profit unless it selling price recoups both the direct

costs of it production and distribution and its proportional cost of the
general overhead. 157

In following this approach, deductible overhead is limited to those items that
‘actually assisted in the production of the infringing profits’. 158 In other words
there must be a nexus between the overhead and the infringing activity. The

foundation of this costing method, as identified in Kamar International Inc v Russ
Berrie and Company, 159 is simply that the claimant who seeks disgorgement must
‘pay’ rents for enjoying the fixed costs that supported the profit earned by the
infringer. Thus in Kamar International Inc the US Court of Appeal of the 9th Circuit

reasoned that if overheads were not deducted the claimant would get a windfall.
To this effect the court said:

If the copyright owner currently uses his fixed overhead to capacity, he
would obtain by lawsuit net profits greater than he could have earned. Not

only will the profits not cost him an increase in his own overhead; he will

actually receive a premium representing the disallowance of the infringer's
overhead 160

Dart v Décor appears to be the first Commonwealth case to adopt this method of
deduction, thus departing from the incremental method that is traditionally used.
In this case the Australian High Court rejected the incremental costing method.
The majority in the High Court considered that it would be unfair if the infringer

were denied the deduction of both its opportunity cost simpliciter (i.e. the reward

the infringer would have gained if an alternative economic end had been pursued)
and ‘a deduction for the cost of the overheads which sustained the capacity that

would have been utilized by an alternative product and that was in fact utilized by
(1993) 179 CLR 101, paragraph 10.
Ibid, paragraph 36; See also Alfred Bell and Co. v. Catalda Fine Arts ((87) (1949) 86 F Supp, at
p.415.)
159 752 F.2d 1326 (1984).
160 Ibid.
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the infringing product’. 161 The court reasoned that to deny both would leave the

infringer to be in a worse off condition than if they had not infringed the patent in
issue. The court however adopted the latter position (i.e. allowing a proportion of

fixed costs), dispensing with the need to consider the infringer’s opportunity

costs. It is however important to analyze both heads of deductions identified by
the court, even though the court preferred one over the other.

The possibility of deducting the opportunity cost simpliciter of the infringer will

be first addressed. This view is founded on the need to take account of alternative
economic gains the infringer would have derived from other activities instead of
pursuing the infringing one. However, as explained by Blayney and Wyburn, to
allow a deduction of opportunity cost simpliciter could result in unfair outcomes

to a claimant. 162 They give two hypothetical situations to buttress this claim. 163

One is a situation where the profit to be disgorged is $40 and the profits the
infringer could have gained from an alternative outcome (the opportunity cost

simpliciter) is $40. The implication of deducting the opportunity cost simpliciter in
this situation will be that nothing will be given to the claimant. The other situation
is where the opportunity cost simpliciter is $30 and the profit to be disgorged is

$40. Deducting this opportunity cost means $10 will be awarded to the claimant.

Unassailably, both outcomes would turn out to be unfair to the claimant because
it overly subsidizes the infringer; this appears to be why the court jettisoned it.

The other possible basis for deduction is the proportion of overheads (from

among all the infringer’s overheads) that supported the infringing activity. This

was allowed by the High Court in Dart v Décor over the infringer’s opportunity

cost simpliciter. Its origins, however, lie in US jurisprudence. In Sheldon v MetroGoldwyn Pictures Corporation, 164 a US judgment that influenced the court in Dart

v Décor, Justice Hand held that there was no need for the infringer to show that
the fixed costs for which deduction was claimed arose because of the
(1993) 179 CLR 101, paragraph 14.
Paul Blayney and Mary Wyburn, ‘The Remedy of an Account Profits in a Patent Infringement
Action: The Difficulties in Determining a “True” Product Cost’ (1994) 5 Australian Intellectual
Property Journal 81, 90-92.
163Ibid.
164 106 F. 2d 45 - Circuit Court of Appeals, 2nd Circuit 1939.
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infringement. 165 It is simply enough that those costs supported the infringement.
His Honour said further that ‘“Overhead” which does not assist in the production

of the infringement should not be credited to the infringer’. 166 This position was

followed in other popular cases such as Wikie v Santly Bros167 and Warner Bros v
Gay Toy 168 that clearly distinguished the Sheldon position on deduction of

expenses from the full absorption method. A more recent classic US authority for

this approach is Schnadig Corporation v Gaines Manufacturing Company. 169 This
case dismissed the incremental method as narrow for not including every element
of expense that went into the manufacture and sale of the infringing matter.

It is however important to note that the decision in Dart has two differing bases

for allowing deduction based on ascribable overheads. The first is that espoused
by the majority, that the infringer can deduct the supporting overheads only if it
can be shown that that portion of fixed costs had an alternative application it could

be put to. 170 In other words, if the infringer cannot show that there was an

alternative business end to which that portion of overheads could be applied, then
it means that the overheads costs would have nonetheless been incurred.

Therefore, in the court’s reasoning, it should not be allowed for deduction. 171

Further, the majority considered that Windeyer J in Colbeam Palmer did not allow
a deduction of overheads because the infringing matters constituted a sideline.

Hence, the infringing activity took a portion of the fixed costs that was in ‘excess’,
for which there was no alternative use and would therefore have been incurred
regardless of whether or not the infringing items had been sold.

This reasoning appears to have been accepted in the UK in recent cases such as

Hollister Inc v Medik Ostomy Supplies 172 and Nigel Woolley v Up Global Sourcing

It is important to note that Sheldon was itself built upon the reasoning of the Levin Bros v
Davis Mfg. Co.
166 106 F 2d 45 - Circuit Court of Appeals, 2nd Circuit 1939.
167 139 F 2d 264 (2d Cir. 1943).
168 598 F Supp. 424 (1984).
169 620 F 2d 1166 - Court of Appeals, 6th Circuit 1980.
170 (1993) 179 CLR 101, paragraph 11-12.
171 Katy Barnett and Sirko Harder, Remedies in Australian Private Law (Cambridge University
Press, 1st edition, 2014) 373.
172 [2013] Bus LR 428.
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Ltd. 173 However, in the recently decided case of Design & Display Limited v Ooo

Abbott, 174 the UK Court of Appeal reasoned that this rationale for deduction does

not end with the proof or otherwise of surplus capacity. The court reasoned that
regard must alternatively be had to whether or not the infringer had a foregone
non-infringing undertaking it could have applied the overheads to.

The second foundation, however, is that espoused by McHugh J in Dart v Decor,

that it is of no relevance whether or not there was an alternative end that would

have taken that portion of fixed cost, all that matters is that it supported the
infringing profits:

However, the argument that overhead is a necessary element of the

production of any good and the concept of opportunity cost are as
applicable to “side line” activities as to other activities. If the infringer can

prove that its overhead assisted the production or sale of the sideline

product and can provide a fair and reasonable method of allocation, it is
difficult to see why a proportion of overhead should not be allowed. 175

McHugh J expressed disagreement with the majority’s position on Colbeam Palmer

as regards the sideline reasoning. He reasoned that it was of no consequence
whether or not the infringing matter was a sideline product; deductions can be

made on a portion of fixed costs that supported the infringing outcome so long as
a nexus can be shown between both. 176 McHugh J’s position appears to have been
embraced in Canada as can be gleaned from the Monsanto v Rivett 177 decision in
which Zinn J rejected the plaintiff’s argument that only expenses that relate solely

and directly to the infringement—incremental costs—are deductible. He
reasoned that so long as expenses, whether fixed/capital or incremental,
supported the infringement, they could be legitimately deducted from the

infringer’s gross profits. However, he categorically rejected the full absorption

[2014] EWHC 493 (Ch).
([2016] EWCA Civ 95).
175 (1993) 179 CLR 101, paragraph 42.
176 Ibid, paragraph 42.
177 2009 FC 317.
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approach. On appeal to the Canadian Court of Appeal Zinn J's reasoning was
upheld.

6.4.1.3 Incremental Costing Approach

The incremental deduction approach is generally considered the traditional

method of deducting costs. 178 It allows only a deduction of variable costs that were

incurred necessarily because of the infringing activity. 179 It can be illustrated
using an example. Suppose a farmer expends 50 cents on each of all the 1000

infringing seeds that he cultivates, and those costs ($500) represent the only

variable costs so expended towards the infringing end. Let it be further supposed
that when he reaps his cultivation he offers his cultivation for sale at $1 per

harvested crop. However, he is only able to sell 600 units of the harvested crops
out of the 1000 before an injunction is served against him. Thus he earns gross
profits of $600 from the sale of the infringing farm produce. Applying the
incremental costs requires a deduction of those variable costs that supported the

earning of the $600 and this would be (50 cent x 600 infringing seeds – $600)
$300.

In Teledyne Industries v Lido Industries Products180 the Canadian Federal Court, in
applying this approach, clearly rejected the deduction of any overheard as the

court reasoned that ‘the principles of direct cost accounting do apply, and since
these items represent portions of fixed expenses, they should not have been
deducted from the revenue’. 181 According to this approach, the only instance in

which fixed costs (and in fact only a proportion of them) can be deducted is when
they are incurred fundamentally for the purposes of the infringement. 182 Thus in

Stephen Margolis, ‘The Profits of Infringement: Richard Posner v. Learned Hand’ (2007) n144,
1540; see also Kurtis Andrew and Jeremy De Beer, ‘Accounting of Profits to Remedy
Biotechnology Patent Infringement’ (2009) n139, 619-662.
179 Ross Grantham and Charles Rickett, Enrichment and Restitution in New Zealand (Hart
Publishing, 1st edition, 2000) 466 (“….the concept of profits entails that deductions must be made
from the total gross receipts in respect of the immediate costs of generating the total receipts.”)
180 1982 CLB 7720.
181 Ibid, paragraph 47.
182 Richard Watt, Handbook on the Economics of Copyright: A Guide for Students and Teachers
(Edward Elgar Publishing, 1st edition, 2014) 251-253.
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Baker Petrolite Corporation & Others v Canwell Enviro-Industries & Others, 183

Gibson J, in the Canadian Federal Court described it as ‘contrary to the basic

principles of equity to allow the infringer to deduct, as opposed to the increase of
fixed expenses attributable to the infringing operation…’. 184 In the Australian case
of Leplastrier v Armstrong Holland, 185 Harvey CJ expressed the rule governing a
deduction of such kinds of overheads in the incremental approach. He said:

If for instance, for the purpose of manufacturing these machines the

defendant found it necessary to install a particular piece of machinery

which was useful for making these machines and for nothing else, then it
might be that depreciation of this machinery would be a proper item to

allow as part of his costs of manufacturing the machines; if his machinery
is used partly for the purpose of other machines it may be proper to allow

him such depreciation for wear and tear on the value of his machinery as
may be properly allocated to the work which has been done on the
infringing machines as compared with the work done on the other
machines. 186

The foundation of the incremental method rests entirely in the economic

reasoning that all fixed costs are sunk and do not come to play in future decision
making. 187 Thus, when an economic actor considers engaging in an activity, he or

she simply considers the direct costs that it will require and the profits likely to

result therefrom in comparison with the direct costs and gains of other alternative

undertakings. 188 Judge Posner apparently adopted this method in Taylor v

Meirick 189 when he said only costs necessarily incurred to generate the profit
should be allowed for deduction. His Honour further said that costs that would

have been incurred anyway, not being necessitated by the infringement, should
2001 FCT 889.
Ibid, paragraph 115.
185 (1926) 26 SR (NSW) 585.
186 Ibid, 593.
187 Stephan Margolis, ‘The Profits of Infringement: Richard Posner v. Learned Hand’ (2007) n144,
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not be deducted. 190 Another angle to view the incremental approach from is the
deterrence goal of the disgorgement remedy. Roach has argued that allowing a

deduction for overheads negates and weakens the deterrence value of account of
profits, which is to make infringements of rights unattractive. 191 He argues that

disallowing a deduction of any kind of overheads, except those necessarily
incurred for the infringement, is not punitive. 192

It appears that in the UK the incremental method still holds its traditional position
of authority. Unfortunately, this is not entirely certain. In Hollister Inc v Medik

Ostomy Supplies, 193 the Court of Appeal clearly rejected Laddie J’s full absorption
approach. This is because Laddie J did not require the defendant to show a
connection between the overheads and the infringement. Upon rejecting Laddie
J’s approach, the Court expressed acceptance of the view expressed by the

Majority in Dart v Décor, without appearing to accept that of McHugh J. But then
the acceptance of this majority view appears limited only to the consideration of

certain factors such as sideline undertakings, excess capacity or the opportunity
cost of that portion of overheads that sustained the infringement. This is evident
as the court considered that the incremental approach is the dominant position in
the UK and that is what it applied. However, the following quotation from the

court’s judgement belies the view of the court that the incremental approach, in
its veritable sense, was adopted:

The defendant must show that the relevant overheads are properly

attributable to that activity. All will depend upon the facts and
circumstances of the case. For example, it may be relevant to consider

whether a defendant has surplus capacity, whether the infringing activity

was an additional line to an established business and whether the
defendant’s overheads have been increased as a result of the infringing

Ibid.
George Roach, Counting the Beans: Unjust Enrichment and the Defendant’s Overhead’,
‘Counting the Beans: Unjust Enrichment and the Defendant’s Overhead’ (2008) n130, 589.
192 Ibid.
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activity or whether its overheads would have been lower had it not
engaged in that activity. 194

It becomes important to address the two factors (i.e. necessarily increased
overheads and surplus capacity) identified as relevant by the judge with a view to

showing that the incremental approach was adopted. As regards necessarily
increased overheads, the court held that it was incumbent upon the infringer to
show that overheads increased or would have been reduced but for the

infringement. 195 It appears that in the court’s consideration, overheads are
attributable to the infringement when they were only incurred because of it. 196

This is the quintessential nature of the incremental costing approach—only
necessarily increased overhead costs can be deducted.

However, the second and alternative factor for deduction of overheads relates to

surplus capacity (i.e. whether or not a given proportion of fixed costs had

alternative uses they could have been put to). The court reasoned that the
infringer was neither running to capacity, nor had alternative ends that the

overheads could have been applied to, therefore its overheads were already
incurred. 197However this position runs into difficulty if one asks: what would the

court have done if the infringer had an alternative? The court gave no hint on this,
as Kitchin LJ said: ‘We have heard little or no argument on the question of

opportunity costs and they formed no part of the case advanced by either side so
I need express no final conclusion upon them’. 198 If, however, there was an

opportunity cost or an alternative forgone by the infringer, then it appears that
the court would have followed the reasoning of the majority in Dart and allowed

a deduction based on that ‘proportion of those general overheads which would
have sustained that opportunity’. 199

Ibid, paragraph 85.
Ibid
196 Ibid
197 Ibid
198 Ibid, paragraph 86.
199 Ibid, page 452, paragraph 82.
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This conclusion finds corroboration in a recently decided UK trademark case,

Nigel Woolley v Up Global Sourcing Ltd 200 where the court interpreted Hollister Inc
to mean that:

…. in any case where a defendant seeks to deduct an element of general

overheads it will be for it to prove its business was running to capacity or
that but for the infringement it would have sold other products or that its
overheads would have been lower if it had not infringed. 201

Justice Richard Arnold, in extra-curial activity, describes the Hollister Inc
reasoning as furthering the incremental cost approach in a book review. 202 In fact,

the Hollister Inc reasoning is not a traditional application of the incremental cost
approach as it allows for deductions of a proportion of overheads for which the
defendant can show opportunity costs. A strict incremental cost approach would
only be concerned about a deduction of variable costs and variable overheads, or

variable fixed costs that were necessarily incurred for the purposes of the
infringement. An incremental approach, in its true sense, is simply concerned with
necessarily increased costs that supported the infringing activity.

6.4.2 Comment: The Superiority of Incremental Costing

It is submitted that as regards the infringer’s deductible expenses, it would be best
to allow infringers to deduct only direct costs and incremental fixed costs solely

referable to the infringing activity. One major reason is that the other competing
costing approaches are apt to further attenuate whatever is left of the deterrence

value of the disgorgement remedy upon following a strict causation standard to

determine the quantum of disgorgement. 203 Unless the utility or value of a patent

is singularly responsible for the profits earned by an infringer, which is rarely ever
[2014] EWHC 493 (Ch).
Ibid, paragraph 34.
202 Richard Arnold, ‘A Welcome Addition to the Literature on the Economics of Copyright’ (2015)
10 Journal of Intellectual Property Law and Practice 271-272 (“It is therefore unfortunate that
Margolis’s analysis…was not cited to the Court of Appeal of England when it adopted the
incremental costs rule in Hollister Inc v Medik Ostomy Supplies Ltd…..”).
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the case, profits earned from infringement are usually attributable to a variety of

joint factors including the patent right. 204 This informs the need for scrutiny into
the degree to which the infringement enabled the profit earned, as highlighted

above. The necessity for this scrutiny is largely due to the utilitarian nature of

patents: as explained by the Australian High Court in Warman International v
Dwyer, 205 this is to prevent a windfall to, or unjust enrichment on the part of, the
IP owner. 206

This is in contradistinction with the concept of general property or private rights

of libertarian foundation to which equity takes an expansive view in the

attribution of profits. In this other context equity assumes, for deterrence

purposes, that profits earned from a breach of an entitlement are ascribable to
that breach, unless the wrongdoer can show demonstrably that the profits are
attributable to innocent third parties or to lawful events. 207 Simply stated, patent

law is utilitarian in nature and the application of disgorgement to reinforcing

patents reflects this such that pursuit of deterrence is modest. To therefore allow

the infringer to deduct overheads would dampen or erode whatever vestige of
deterrence is left of the remedy for patent protection.

Margolis defends an allocation of overheads, particularly along the proportional
costing line, on the grounds that such allocation is economically sensible.

According to him this approach to deduction of expenses is particularly pertinent
because the average infringer firm is usually a multi-product one, which pursues

a line of products supported by its fixed costs. 208 Therefore, Margolis makes a case
for deduction of overheads for the following reasons:

See, Celanese International Corp v BP Chemicals Ltd [1999] RPC 203; see also, Potton v
Yorkclose Ltd [1990] FSR 11; see also, Lubrizol Corp v Imperial Oil Ltd 1996 CLB 7481.
205 (1995) 182 CLR 544.
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a) an allocation of overheads has regard to the infringer’s opportunity costs in
terms of alternative activities that would have engaged the (proportion of)
fixed costs 209; and

b) even if profit margins on variable costs appear positive, so long as supporting
fixed costs are ignored, the real costs of production would not have been fully
taken on board. 210

According to Margolis a deduction of (a proportion of) overheads approximates

the ‘incremental opportunity cost’ rule, which he argues is the touchstone for

determining profits. 211 As he posits, in economics all costs are opportunity costs,
as such, applying the ‘incremental opportunity cost’ rule:

the profits of an action are the incremental revenues and other benefits,
less the incremental opportunity costs. This measure of cost includes all of

the explicit cost increases associated with factors that are variable, plus the
opportunity costs of using fixed facilities for the infringing activity. 212

Margolis argues that just as any rational profit-maximizing firm would not operate
with excess capacity neither would the average infringer firm. 213 Therefore, he
reasons that to ignore the alternative ends to which the fixed costs of the infringer

would have been applied is economically indefensible and can have punitive

effects on the infringer. 214 However, he holds the view that in circumstances
where the infringer is a wilful or habitual infringer then it is only fair to hold that

the infringer had excess capacity or no alternative end to apply the fixed costs
to. 215

It is submitted that to have regard to the alternative uses of overheads, as Margolis
suggests, amounts to a deviation from the objective of the disgorgement remedy.

The confiscatory concern of the account of profit remedy, which is well
Ibid, 1545.
Ibid, 1533.
211 Stephen Margolis, ‘Law and Economics of Copyright Remedies’ in Richard Watt (ed),
Handbook on the Economics of Copyright (Edward Elgar, 1st edition, 2014) 252.
212 Ibid, 253.
213 Ibid, 252.
214 Ibid, 250.
215 Ibid, 255.
209
210
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acknowledged by Margolis himself, is aimed at ascertaining the gains derived by
the infringer from the infringement by subtracting expenses as expressed in

accounting terms, not in economic terms. 216 That being said, the fact that the

average infringer firm is likely to be a multi-product firm, should not warrant the

deduction of overheads. This is because the remedy targets the 'profit pot' that is
implicated by the infringing activity, separately from other (non-infringing)
earning sources or engagements of the infringer. 217

It appears that Margolis reads too much into the analogy of the infringer with a
constructive trustee or agent of the IP owner. That analogy, however, should only

be one of convenience, and as such not be carried too far in ways that make it

appear as though the infringer acted as proxy for the patentee. This would have
the effect of overly diluting the modest deterrence objectives of the remedy in the

patent context and presenting an impression of the infringer representing the
interests of the patent owner.

Another factor that bestows superiority on the incremental costing method over

other competing costing approaches is that those other costing methods have the

inherent effect of subsidizing the infringer in terms of the costs of production. This
is based on the fact that an account of general overheads, whether in full or in

proportion to infringing activity, would give an impression of larger production

costs. 218 If overheads were not ignored, they would enable an understatement of
profits earned from infringement and as such reduce the sum to be disgorged. 219

For this reason, an account of fixed costs, in any fashion, can be dismissed as
unsuitable to the remedy in the patent context. This position is justified by the fact
that to have regard to overheads is apt to render the disgorgement remedy weak

or lenient, the effect of which would breed infringer opportunism, and thus freeIbid, 254. (“The normal meaning of ‘profits’, unqualified, in the legal context is accounting
profits, so a reasonable understanding of the statute is that the owner of infringed property
would receive the infringer’s normal accounting profits”.)
217 Per Laddie J, Celanese International Corp v BP Chemicals [1999] RPC 203, at 219: “Furthermore
there is only one profits “pot”. If different plaintiffs seek accounts in respect of different
infringing activities of a defendant within a single business, the totality of the profits ordered to
be paid should not exceed the total profits made by the defendant in that business.”
218 See, Dane Clionio, ‘Reconsidering Restitution in Copyright’ (1999) 48 Emory Law Journal 1-64.
219 See, Robert Price, ‘Monetary Remedies Under the United States Copyright Code’ (1958-59) 27
Fordham Law Review 555, 566.
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riding. The resulting implication of this could amount to defeating the purposes of
the patent system, which is to encourage the pursuit of inventive activities.

Certainty is another major reason why incremental costing is superior. As shown

above it is always difficult to demonstrate the nexus between fixed costs and
profits gained; this is not that fixed costs do not support profits earned, but the
degree to which they do so is always open to debate or unascertainable. To allow

infringers to deduct fixed costs that supposedly supported the profits earned
would open the door to strategic inflation of costs that could have the effect of

diminishing the profits to be disgorged to the claimant. To avoid the adverse

implications of this to the claimant it is best to adhere to that which is more
certain: allowing only costs that are solely referable to, or necessarily incurred
because of the infringing engagement.

Blayney and Wyburn correctly argue that an allocation of overheads can be
arbitrary and incorrigible, and as such not lent to defensible or verifiable

justification. 220 They build this position on the arguments of Thomas. 221 Thomas

made a strong case against allocation of overheads on the basis of the reasoning
that it is irredeemable because it is not based on a verifiable reference or nexus

with market value and that is also arbitrary because there is no defensible
theoretical justification for it. 222 The proportional absorption costing approach is

even more peculiar: as it may have regard to the opportunity costs or alternative

activities that the fixed costs may be applied to, it calls for an inquiry into
hypothetical events that did not in fact happen by assessing the opportunity costs
of the infringer’s overheads.

The vitality of the ‘certainty’ head of argument in favour of the incremental
approach becomes more perceptible in cases where the infringer is a multiPaul Blayney and Mary Wyburn, ‘The Remedy of an Account Profits in a Patent Infringement
Action: The Difficulties in Determining a “True” Product Cost’ (1994) n162, 93.
221 Arthur Thomas, The Allocation Problem (American Accounting Association, Studies in
Accounting Research, Part 2, 1974) 1; see also, Robert Kaplan, ‘Application of Quantitative
Models in Managerial Accounting: A State of the Art Survey’ in Management Accounting State of
the Art (University of Wisconsin Press, January 25, 1977), pp. 30-71, 51 (Robert Beyer Lecture
Series: University of Wisconsin—Madison, 1977).
222 Leonard Eckel, ‘Arbitrary and Incorrigible Allocations’ (1976) 51 The Accounting Review 764777.
220
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product firm. Thus if the infringer were a multi-product firm with its varying

activities (including the infringing one(s)), supported by the fixed costs of the firm
which would have been incurred anyway, it appears only fair to allow a deduction

of those direct costs that were necessarily incurred towards executing the
infringing one(s). This is simply because an enquiry into the nexus between the
overhead costs and infringing activities, if McHugh J’s reasoning in Dart were to

be followed, is likely to throw up insoluble questions that can only be answered
with a thorough collection of information of how such fixed costs connect with the
infringing activities—a task which is virtually impossible of attainment. 223

If, however, the reasoning of the majority in Dart, involving an assessment of the

overhead’s opportunity costs, were to be applied, the nexus question would still
remain undetermined. This is because such an assessment involves a

counterfactual enquiry. 224 This would raise speculative questions such as: what

activity would have taken up that proportion of fixed costs; would the proportion
of fixed costs have remained unused; or how would it have been re-allocated

among other pre-existing (non-infringing) activities? 225 Therefore, to avoid the

information costs that can arise from enquiring upon the connection borne
between overheads and the infringing activity it is only sensible and apt to have

regard to the direct costs which are usually more easily ascertainable. In such a
firm the direct or incremental costs of each separate activity pursued by the firm

are more discernible and calculable than an allocation of fixed costs around them.
It is incontrovertible, however, that in circumstances where the infringer is very

efficient, especially in managing or reducing costs, the claimant is likely to be

handsomely rewarded in pursuit of the disgorgement remedy. 226 However, to this

position the reasoning of Zinn J in Monsanto v Rivett is a good response. His
Honour reasoned that should there be any such windfall to the claimant as a result
of an account of profits, ‘it does not lie in his mouth (i.e. the infringer) to argue that

See, Juli Saitz ‘Calculating Defendants’ Profits’ (2013) 24 Intellectual Property Litigation 21-24.
Mark Gergen, ‘Causation in Disgorgement’ (2012) 92 Boston University Law Review 827, 843844.
225 Ibid, 845.
226 See, Patrick Flinn, Handbook of Intellectual Property Claims and Remedies (Aspen Publishers;
Looseleaf edition, 1999) § 7.04 [A], 7-35.
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it is he and not the patent holder that should retain any excess profits’. 227 This is

simply because the infringer’s wrong gave impetus to the supposed windfall. It can
be further argued in determining the quantum of gross profits earned from the

infringement, a thorough causal enquiry is made to ensure there is a strong
connection between the entitlement infringed and profits gained, and that any
likelihood or appearance of opportunistic windfall to the claimant would be
mitigated.

6.5 Conclusion: Implications of The Disgorgement Remedy for the
Patent Market
The foregoing discussion of this chapter has sought to address the vexed question
of: ‘what standard or criterion is best adopted in the application of the

disgorgement remedy in patent law contexts’? Two major sets of issues have been
central to the discussion. The first set of issues relates to the controversy on

definition of profits and the competition between the apportionment, and
differential or incremental approaches as the most suitable method for

quantification. The second set of issues concerns what method of costing is best
applied to the deduction of expenses.

As regards the first set of issues, an accounting-based definition of profits is linked

with an apportionment, while an economic or holistic conception of profits is often
linked with the differential or incremental approach. Having shown the
superiority of the economic or holistic conception of profits over the accounting-

based one, and the superiority of the differential or incremental approach over

227
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apportionment, it is submitted that the most suitable criterion for ascertaining the
quantum of disgorgement is by:

1) treating as profits both monetary and non-monetary economic

advantages derived from the infringement; and

2) ascertaining the gains attributable to the infringement on the basis of

a comparison between the patented invention and what existed in the prior
art before the patent was issued.

Thus, as regards definition of profits, to allow the infringer to account for only the

monetary gains derived from an infringing activity such that if no profit were
made nothing would be disgorged to the patentee would fly in the face of economic
reasoning and the purposes of the patent system. As such it would only be in tune

with the realities of the patent marketplace that the monetary equivalence of

whatever is derived without the patentee’s consent from an infringing activity
should be returned to the patentee. Also, concerning causation or quantum of
disgorgement, it is only fair and in tune with the nature of the patent system that
the incremental or differential profits derived from infringement, serve as a proxy

or representation of the invention’s marginal or incremental value over technical
alternatives available before it was granted. This is in consideration of the fact that
the patent system is aimed at rewarding inventors for the incremental value of
their technological and scientific contributions.

As regards the second set of issues, concerning deduction of expenses, it is
submitted that only incremental expenses necessarily incurred expenses should

be deductible (i.e. variable costs or variable fixed costs incurred solely for the
purposes of the infringement). The rationale for supporting an application of the

incremental costing approach is that it the only way opportunism from an

infringer can be well curtailed; the deterrence objectives of the remedy can be well
preserved; and certainty in standards of deductible expenses can be assured.

Having discussed the proper standard for applying the disgorgement remedy in

patent law context, it becomes necessary to harness the discussions on

compensatory damages in Chapter 4 and those on reasonable royalties in Chapter
5 with a view to proposing how the scheme of patent law remedies should be. For
255

this reason, focus shifts to Chapter 7 where an optimal scheme of remedies is
proposed based on the piths of Chapters 4, 5 and 6.
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Chapter 7

The Case for the Exclusive Use of GainBased Remedies in Patent Law
7.1 Introduction

This chapter marks the culmination of this thesis. The purpose of this chapter is to draw

together the forgoing discussions from preceding chapters. In doing so, this chapter

pursues a singular objective—to make a case for the exclusive use of gain-based
monetary remedies in patent law. In pursuing this objective, this chapter builds upon a

central argument of this thesis, which is that the patent system and compensatory

remedies are at cross-purposes. Accordingly, this chapter advocates a scheme of

monetary remedies, which are gain-based as being best suited to the utilitarian nature of
the patent system. Thus, disgorgement and the restitutionary model of reasonable
royalties are submitted as suited to ordering the patent market and reinforcing patents.

In pursuit of this objective, this chapter is divided into three parts. Part I of this chapter
conveys the recommendations of this thesis on remedial reform. It highlights the scheme

of remedies, of a gain-based nature, considered most suitable to the purposes of patent
law. In this Part, a general justification for the exclusive application of gain-based
remedies to patent law is provided. In Part II specific justification for the scheme of

monetary remedies proposed in this thesis is provided. In providing this justification, an
examination of the substance and viability of the recommendations made by Ted
Sichelman 1 and those of David Opderbeck 2 is made. The gist of the recommendations of
both scholars on monetary remedies reform is identified, and thereupon, the difficulties

of their recommendations are explored. In Part III the modality for the application of the

Ted Sichelman, ‘Purging Patent Law of “Private Law” Remedies’ (2014) 92 Texas Law Review 518.
David Opderbeck, ‘Patent Damages Reform and the Shape of Patent Law’ (2009) 89 Boston University
Law Review 128.
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scheme of remedies proposed in this thesis is highlighted. This is then followed by a
general conclusion to the thesis.

7.2 The Proposed Scheme of Gain-Based Remedies
In furtherance of the conclusions of Chapters 4, 5 and 6 of this thesis, the following

scheme of monetary remedies is proposed as being most suitable to reordering the patent

market:

1. an abolition of compensatory remedies (i.e. lost profits and the compensatory model
of reasonable royalties);

2. an adoption of disgorgement of an infringer’s profits as the primary monetary
remedy for patent law;

3. in the alternative, where the quantum of profits to be disgorged is difficult to

ascertain or the patentee considers that the remedy provides unsatisfactory
reparation, application of the restitutionary model of reasonable royalties; and

4. additionally, in cases where an infringer willfully infringes patents, the court may, as

it thinks fit, with due regard to the utilitarian purposes of the patent system, award

exemplary or punitive sums against the infringer in the application of the

disgorgement or restitutionary model of reasonable royalties.

As is apparent from the scheme of monetary remedies proposed, it is submitted that

disgorgement and the restitutionary model of reasonable royalties are the only monetary

remedies suitable to patent law enforcement, with the former being treated as prime and
the latter as second choice.

As can be gleaned from the discussions in Chapters 3, 5 and 6, these gain-based remedies
are of resititutionary origin and nature. Scholars such as Lemley have always opposed the

application of gain-based or restitutionary remedies to patent law. 3 For example, he

describes disgorgement as having strong deterrent effects against infringement. Based
Mark Lemley, Property, Intellectual Property, and Free Riding (2005) 83 Texas Law Review 1031, 10451046.
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on its punitive implications in the patent context, he argues that such remedies are aimed
at promoting the exclusivity of ownership without regard to the incremental value of

patented inventions. 4 In addition, Lemley considers disgorgement to be inapposite to
modern patent law, and in fact a drawback to it, because the majority of patent
infringement suits are against entities who are independent inventors. 5

It would be highly erroneous to assert that Lemley is ignorant about how disgorgement

and other remedies of restitutionary nature function. In fact, he has demonstrated an

intricate understanding of the disgorgement remedy. 6 This notwithstanding, Lemley

does not, with respect, appear to appreciate how the disgorgement remedy can be applied
to patents in such a way that fears of punitive effects and unfairness to independent
inventors can be allayed. As correctly expressed by Opderbeck, what the disgorgement
remedy aims at is simply a return to the patentee of the economic rents obtained by the

infringer, without more. 7 In other words, the remedy helps return to the patentee a

reasonable measure of social surplus which they ought to enjoy from the sum of social
benefits they have bestowed upon society through their inventions. Accordingly,

independent inventors only give back the gains derived from the incremental value of the

patent. Also, as Opderbeck argues in favour of the disgorgement remedy, it enables
infringers to recoup their marginal costs, thus the likelihood of punitive implications is
averted. 8

Valuable insight into the pertinence of gain-based remedies to patent law can be gleaned

from the view of Kahn that:

(e)ach novel element arises inevitably from the past and itself sets up a complex

interplay of causes and effects which in turn induce still further change. These

novel elements are what we call inventions. They are, of course, created by
individuals; but these individuals merely make explicit what was already implicit
Mark Lemley, “Response: Taking the Regulatory Nature of IP Seriously” (2014) 92 Texas Law Review See
Also 76.
5 Ibid.
6 See, for example, Mark Lemley, ‘A Rational System of Design Patent Remedies’ (2013) 17 Stanford
Technology Law Review 219.
7 David Opderbeck, ‘Patent Damages Reform and the Shape of Patent Law’ (2009) 89 Boston University
Law Review n2, 178.
8 Ibid, 179.
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in the technological organism which conditions their thought and effort and

within which they must work. Strictly speaking, no individual makes an invention,

in the usual connotation of the term. For the object which, for linguistic
convenience, we call an automobile, a telephone, as if it were an entity, is, as a
matter of fact, the aggregate of an almost infinite number of individual units of

invention, each of them the contribution of a separate person. It is little short of
absurdity to call any one of the interrelated units the invention, and its “creator”
the inventor. 9

In essence, the superiority of both gain-based remedies is based on the fact that they
function optimally in advancing the much needed riveting of patent law enforcement
strategy to the utilitarian foundation of the patent system. As already established in

chapters 1, 2 and 3 of this thesis, the biggest problem confronting the patent system is
the misalignment between patent law policy and patent law remedies (i.e. the measures
for the enforcement of patents). However, with gain-based remedies such misalignment
can be easily reversed or corrected. This is simply because gain-based remedies are

market-based by reason of the fact that their outcomes are contingent upon the
interaction between the incremental value of that patented invention and market

conditions. They enable patentees to secure, as reparations, not more than the economic
value their inventions are able to command in the market. This reflects the superiority of

gain-based remedies over compensatory remedies to patent law. Having stated the case
for gain-based remedies, it becomes necessary to justify the scheme of remedies
proposed.

7.3 Justifying the Scheme of Monetary Remedies Proposed in this
Thesis
Providing justification for the scheme of remedies proposed in this thesis can only be duly
appreciated with reference to academic works at the forefront in specifically addressing

the gap between monetary remedies and the utilitarian nature of patent law. These are
Kahn, ‘Fundamental Deficiencies of the American Patent Law’ (1940) 30 The American Economic
Review 475,479.
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the academic works of Sichelman and Opderbeck, identified earlier. These works suggest

different schemes of monetary remedies that the respective authors, based on

independent considerations, believe to be suitable to the enforcement of patents. In the
discussion that follows, Sichelman’s recommendations are analysed but respectfully

rejected on the basis that they are largely difficult to apply. Opderbeck’s

recommendations are preferable for the simple reason that he considers disgorgement

to be the most suitable monetary remedy. However, based on the analysis in Chapters 1
to 6 and the ensuing discussion, this thesis advances upon the recommendations made
by Opderbeck, particularly on account of his conception of the disgorgement remedy and
his rejection of reasonable royalties.

7.3.1 Ted Sichelman’s Postulations on Mooring Patent Remedies to the
Utilitarian Foundation of the Patent System
Sichelman propounds a radical suggestion for remedial reform in that he calls for an

abolition of private law remedies in patent law. Although Sichelman’s recommendations
rightly emphasize the regulatory cum utilitarian nature of the patent system, and his
paper plausibly exposes the root causes of patent opportunism, his suggestions on
remedial regime change are difficult to apply. Sichelman’s recommendations suggest that

in the award of monetary remedies to patentees, the courts should have due regard to the

ex ante incentives of inventors to invent. 10 In other words, Sichelman proposes that
patent law monetary remedies should be designed in such a way that they correspond to

the degree of inducement necessary to incentivize inventive activities or engagements.

According to Sichelman, monetary awards can be increased or decreased in proportion

with the inducement conditions that characterize the conception of a patented invention
being enforced. 11 Another element that Sichelman considers important to influencing the

adjustment, upwards or downwards, of remedial outcomes, is the social benefits of the
patented invention. 12

Ted Sichelman, ‘Purging Patent Law of “Private Law” Remedies’ (2014) n1, 567
Ibid.
12 Ibid.
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11
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Sichelman enumerates a list of factors that should guide courts in assessing or gauging
inducement conditions, and thus informing the courts on how to increase or decrease
monetary awards:

(1) the novel aspect of the invention is but a mere component of a complex
invention and switching costs are high; (2) full compensatory damages

substantially exceed or fall below the amount needed to incentivize research,

development, and commercialization costs and risks of the invention, including
opportunity costs; and (3) infringement is especially difficult to detect. 13

He further identifies additional factors that should be influential in determining
monetary awards:
…

total

R&D

costs,

testing

costs

(including

regulatory

approval),

commercialization costs, increased profits versus baseline profits, comparable
royalties,

the

value

of

other

patented

components,

invention

risk,

commercialization risk, competition risk (including the risk of free riding),

available profit from use or licensing, potential R&D duplication costs, potential
consumer deadweight losses, the social benefit of the invention relative to
noninfringing alternatives, the ease of detecting infringement, other barriers to
entry (including other forms of IP), and the like in order to appropriately gauge
remedies for infringement. 14

7.3.1.1 Critique of Sichelman’s Recommendations
The chief factor that embodies the difficulty of Sichelman’s thesis is his argument for
adjusting monetary awards, upwards or downwards, to correspond with the levels of

inducement and the social benefits provided by a patented invention. An adoption of

Sichelman’s thesis would require the courts to possess information on the quantum

inducement that occasioned the conception of an invention, and also a quantification of

its social benefits value. 15 Certainly, information of this nature, which Sichelman
suggests, is incapable of being extrapolated. As regards the inducement angle of

Ibid.
Ibid.
15 Mark Lemley, ‘Response: Taking the Regulatory Nature of IP Seriously’ (2014) 92 Texas Law Review
107, 112-113.
13
14
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Sichelman’s thesis, Lemley reasons that even if such information were capable of being
deduced, the courts would spread the supposed estimated sum essential to inducement
across all possible suits that relate to the enforcement a given patent:

Suppose that a court could, with perfect knowledge, decide that $3 million was
sufficient reward to encourage a particular type or quality of invention. Should the

court simply award $3 million in the case before it? Presumably not, because the
patentee can sue many different defendants, not just one. The court would want

the total reward to the patentee to be $3 million, but that should include past suits,
currently pending suits, any potential future suits, and whatever confidential
licensing agreements were signed outside of litigation. 16

Lemley asserts that if such an approach were taken in determining the award of monetary
remedies, infringers would act strategically by waiting for the ‘inducement sum’ to be

exhaustively apportioned among previous infringers successfully sued, and then embark

upon infringement. 17 This would certainly create a public goods problem, as one set of

infringers would shoulder the burden of compensating patentees, while other
subsequent infringers could infringe without suffering private costs. This would not only

distort the redistribution of wealth, but it would also negatively affect incentives,
especially because it would inordinately and indiscriminately deter access to inventive
technologies. 18

Lemley also addresses the social welfare component of Sichelman’s thesis on remedial

reform. He reasons the award of monetary remedies in correspondence with the social

value of an invention is likely to adversely affect third parties who might themselves be
inventors. 19 He submits that it would be best to let market-based remedies, which

determine legal reparations based on market trends or forces, reinforce patents, rather
than allowing arbitrarily computed remedies founded on social welfare judgements of
patents. 20

Ibid.
Ibid.
18 Ibid.
19 Ibid.
20 Ibid.
16
17
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Cotter equally expresses disapproval of Sichelman’s recommendations, based on
arguments essentially identical with those of Lemley. However, Cotter makes an

incremental point: a remedial regime of this nature, which involves adjusting reparations
higher or lower in correspondence with the quantum of inducement and social welfare,
will result in significant diversion and use of political capital. 21 It also bears the likelihood
of rendering patent law more complex than it already is.

The rebuttals made by both Lemley and Cotter in response to Sichelman’s
recommendations on remedial reform seem valid, largely because they do seem to be

unworkable in practice. Notwithstanding the unworkability of his recommendations, the

brilliance of his argument that patent remedies must complement patent policy’s
utilitarian nature is acknowledged.

7.3.2 Juxtaposition with Opderbeck’s Recommendations
Having discussed the gist and vulnerabilities of Sichelman’s recommendations, it
becomes necessary to shift focus to addressing Opderbeck’s recommendations.
Opderbeck calls for abolition of both compensatory damages and reasonable royalties,

while making a case for the sole application of disgorgement to patent infringement. 22 In

consideration of the fact that Opderbeck’s recommendations support the sole application
of the disgorgement remedy, which is only a part of the gain-based remedies proposed in
this thesis, it is necessary to address his recommendations in juxtaposition with the
scheme of remedies proposed by this thesis.

It is important to state upfront how Opderbeck’s case for disgorgement is slightly, but
significantly, different from that upon which this thesis is based. Opderbeck founds his

justification for disgorgement on the interaction between the incremental utility of a

patented invention and price elasticity. 23 On the other hand, the justification for the

disgorgement remedy in this thesis is that disgorgement enables a restitution of the
incremental gains, monetary and non-monetary, derived by an infringer over non-

Thomas Cotter, ‘Make No Little Plans: Response to Ted Sichelman, Purging Patent Law of “Private Law”
Remedies’ (2014) 92 Texas Law Review 25, 32.
22 David Opderbeck, ‘Patent Damages Reform and the Shape of Patent Law’ (2009) n2, 170-175.
23 Ibid,170-187.
21
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infringing alternatives (NIAs) available before the grant of the infringed patent, as
discussed in Chapter 6 of this thesis.

The component common to both bases of justification is the incremental value of a
patented invention. The incremental utility of a patent can be assessed on the basis of the
economic concept known as ‘marginal utility’. Going by this concept, as more of a class of

co-equivalent or substitutable inventions is well supplied, any additional supply of such
inventions would have no marginal value over pre-existing or already available ones. 24

However, where a new technical solution or effect is an improvement to existing ones,

then its value is to be measured against their utility. This assertion finds support in the
words of Machlup that:

For example, if an invention permits an annual net saving of $1 million worth of

labor and material, and if there are uses for the released labor and material, one is
safe in estimating that the invention has a social value of $1 million per year. 25

Having identified what the incremental value of a patented invention comprises, it
becomes necessary to address Opderbeck’s justification for disgorgement as tied to price

elasticity. As already discussed in Chapter 4, price elasticity relates to the responsiveness

of consumers’ demand to changes in prices of goods and services. 26 This responsiveness
is shaped by the inverse relationship between price and demand, such that the higher a

price goes, the lower demand drops. 27 There is, however, an exception in responsiveness
to price when goods are inelastic such that a change in price results in zero or an
insignificant degree of change in demand. 28 Price elasticity is of two kinds: ‘own’ price

elasticity and cross price elasticity. 29 ‘Own’ price elasticity relates to the degree of change

in the quantity of a good or service due to changes in the price of that good or service. 30

Cross price elasticity relates to the degree of change in the quantity of a given good or
Fritz Machlup, An Economic Review of the Patent System (Study No. 15, U.S. Senate, Committee on the
Judiciary, Subcommittee on Patents, Trademarks, and Copyrights, 85th Cong., 2d sess., Washington 1958)
7.
25 Ibid 61.
26 Michael Trebilcock, Ralph Winter, Paul Collins and Edward Lacobucci, Law and Economics of Canadian
Competition Policy (University of Toronto Press, 1st edition, 2002) 73.
27 Ibid.
28 Ibid.
29 Ibid.
30 Ibid.
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service due to price of other alternatives. 31 However, implicit in Opderbeck’s argument

is that the higher the marginal utility of a patented invention, the higher the likelihood
that it can command incremental prices.

This can be gleaned from his recommendation that in circumstances where the entire

profits made by the infringer are attributable to the infringed patent, the courts are to
‘presume that any amount the infringer made on sales of the patented product, or

process, or method above its marginal costs are attributable to price elasticity and can be
disgorged by the plaintiff’. 32 A hypothetical example can be given to show how
Opderbeck’s conception of disgorgement would apply. If an infringer makes $12 profit

from the sale of an infringing item, it is to be assumed that that sum of profit is

attributable to the effects of the interaction between the patent’s value and price
elasticity. Therefore, the $12 is to be disgorged to the patentee.

Further to this, Opderbeck submits that in circumstances where the infringed patent only
contributed to part of the infringer’s profits, then the substitutability or cross price

elasticity of demand should govern the application of the disgorgement remedy. 33

Although he does not provide a precise signpost on how this will work, one can deduce

that he intends a comparison between the infringed patent and NIAs. Moreover, he adds

that in circumstances where a patent accounts for profits to convoyed goods—i.e. goods
sold along with patented goods— restitution must be made to the patentee for the profits
attributed to the patent as having impacted on such sale of convoyed goods. 34

Some significant weaknesses can be identified in Opderbeck’s case for disgorgement.
They are as follows:

1) it does not account for non-monetary economic advantages derived by infringers

e.g. reduction in the costs of production, efficiency gains, satisfying regulatory

requirements, and other non-monetary improvements in the economic conditions
of the infringer that the infringement enabled;

Ibid,
David Opderbeck, ‘Patent Damages Reform and the Shape of Patent Law’ (2009) n2, 182.
33 Ibid 184.
34 Ibid 186-187.
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2) in circumstances where the infringed patent accounts for the entire profits earned,

the infringer’s opportunity costs, in terms of NIAs, are not factored in and thus the
incremental profits gained from infringement are not the central to disgorgement;
and

3) in circumstances where the infringement accounts for only part of the infringer’s

profits, regard is to be had to NIAs, but the parameters for such comparison are
not provided.

Having addressed Opderbeck’s justification for disgorgement and highlighted its

weaknesses, focus now turns to the justification for disgorgement provided in this thesis.

As the central justification is restitution of incremental gains, it is argued that an
incremental/differential standard of disgorgement, as proposed in Chapter 6 is most

ideal to patent law. This standard of disgorgement requires a comparison to be made

against NIAs available before the infringed patent was issued, in assessing the quantum
of economic gains derived from an infringing activity. The monetary value of the
incremental difference in economic advantage is then disgorged to the patentee.

The features of this approach are essentially threefold. The first is that outcomes of

disgorgement could be cumulative, as a result of accounting for both monetary gains and
non-monetary gains. The second is that gains that the infringer could have derived from

adopting NIAs would always have to be considered, whether or not the entire profits
earned results from the infringed patent. The third is that critically, only NIAs available

before the grant of the infringed patent are to be taken into consideration. This is because
the incremental value of a patent is always measured against the prior art at the time of
patent grant, but also because:

a) to extend NIA considerations to alternatives available before infringement will

make it convenient for infringers to infringe and argue they could have pursued
alternative measures; and

b) this will also create room for uncertainties in determining the scope of NIAs the
infringer can claim could have been adopted.

However, it is possible that the gains secured by infringement may not particularly reflect

the incremental value of a patent, in the sense that technical superiority of the patent is
not able to facilitate a market price advantage. This is possible where market factors
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other than price impact on the demand for goods. In such situations, the likely outcomes
of disgorgement may not be satisfactory to the patentee as the incremental profit to be
disgorged would almost certainly be low. Notwithstanding this likely outcome, the

incremental approach should govern the application of the disgorgement remedy. This is
because the essence of the remedy is founded on the question: what profits did the

infringer derive from infringement, which but for infringement would not have been
possible? That the infringer could not secure favourable prices reflects the fact that the

infringer did not gain from the infringement. Opderbeck suggests that in situations of this
kind the patentee should get nothing because the infringer is not able to recoup marginal

costs. 35 However it is strongly submitted in this thesis that the patentee should be

awarded restitutionary reasonable royalties as analysed in Chapter 5. Such remedy

makes the infringer pay a price for the use of the patent determined on the incremental
value of the infringed patent over NIAs. Thus, the fact that the infringer made no profits
at all does not obviate restitution to the patentee for the price of use.

7.4 The Modalities for the Application of the Recommended Gain-based
Remedies
i.

Where the Infringed Patent Accounts for the Entire Economic
Advantage(s) or Profits Derived

In circumstances where the infringed patent accounts for the entire economic advantage

or profits derived by the infringer, it is first important to determine if the infringer could

have secured these same profits by applying NIAs. If it appears, based on evidence before
the court, that there were no NIAs that would have enabled the infringer to secure equal
economic advantage or profits, then it is only fair to attribute the infringer’s gain to the
patent and award the patentee the monetary value of whatever advantage is derived.

Where, however, the infringer could have derived an equal economic gain by employing

NIAs, it would not be fair to attribute the profits gained by the infringer to the infringed
35

David Opderbeck, Patent Damages Reform and the Shape of Patent Law’ (2009) n2, 186.
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patent. Barring infringement, the infringer could still have obtained the same gains.

Therefore, the infringer would have no reason to disgorge gains to the patentee. In either
of these situations the court might award punitive sums where it appears that the
infringer acted willfully and in utter disregard of the patent right, and the court also
considers an award of such sums would is not against the utilitarian spirit of patent law.
ii.

Where the Infringed Patent Is Partly, But Not Entirely, Responsible For
The Entire Profits or Economic Advantage(s) Derived By the Infringer

Where the infringed patent is not entirely responsible for the gains derived, then it would
be important to for the court to enquire, based on evidence provided, into the

incremental/differential gain derived from the infringer by comparing against NIAs
available before the patent was granted. As already explained, the incremental difference

between the gain derived from infringement over what could have been gained in
applying an NIA should be disgorged. Assume, for example, an infringer secured a net

profit of $4 per infringing item, but without infringing and instead applying an NIA, $2
would have been earned. The differential or incremental advantage or profit derived from

infringement (and to be disgorged) would consequently be $2 per item. Further, if it is
proven that the infringer acted willfully, punitive sums can be awarded.

Upon determining the quantum of economic advantage from infringement (in i, above,

and ii, here), an incremental costing method should be used to determine the infringer’s
deductible expenses. This involves the infringer deducting only expenses necessarily

incurred towards the infringing activities, to the exclusion of costs that would have been

incurred anyway. Expressed differently, the infringer should only be able to deduct
variable costs and that proportion of fixed costs that arose as a result of pursuing
infringing activities.
iii.

Where Disgorgement is Difficult to Pursue or Its Outcome Would Be
Unsatisfactory To The Patentee

It is, however, possible that the patentee might find it difficult to prove differential profits
or that the differential profits that are provable might be unsatisfactory to the patentee.
Where this is the case, it is recommended that reasonable royalties be computed on the
basis of a restitutionary model. This model would comprise the following factors:
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1. an account of the NIAs available to the infringer at the time of infringement,
and a comparative assessment of their differential values;

2. ignorance of considerations such as switching costs to NIAs that would have
been incurred by the infringer had an injunction been issued, as well as other

considerations that would inflate the value of the patent and that do not bear
on its incremental utility; and

3. the fact that the infringer made no profits would not obviate the need to pay
reasonable royalties.

Thus, to the extent that the patent is substitutable with NIAs, no reasonable royalties

should be paid. Justice Posner made a point to this effect in Apple v Motorola. 36 Where,
however, the infringed patent provides an incremental advantage over NIAs, the

quantum of incremental advantage assessed by the court would determine the
reasonable royalty to be paid.

Admittedly an incremental advantage inquiry is not without its flaws, difficulties and
degrees of speculation. This notwithstanding, it bears comparative advantage over
compensatory remedies (i.e. compensatory damages and the compensatory model of

reasonable royalties) as these pitfalls are better controlled. 37 What is sought is a measure

of the marginal value derived by the infringer, and in the generality of cases its outcomes
would usually be tolerable even if they were occasioned by margins of error. However, in
the case of compensatory remedies, which are concerned with redressing losses suffered

by the patentee, errors can have very serious opportunistic implications for either
patentee or infringer as demonstrated in Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis.

7.5 Conclusion
In conclusion, it is submitted that the application of gain-based remedies in the fashion

proposed in this thesis would help obviate patent opportunism or at least significantly
36
37

No. 1:11-cv-08540, N D IL., June 22, 2012)
See Chapters 4 and 5 of this thesis.
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minimize it so that the social welfare intendments of the patent system are not

suppressed or defeated. By adopting this proposed scheme of monetary legal remedies
the incentives and constraints of actors in the patent market will change significantly,

such that the illiquidity of the patent market would be subservient to the attainment of

the social welfare objectives of the patent system. Patentees, knowing that they can only

obtain reparations in court that approximate the incremental value of their patented
inventions, would have lesser incentives to unduly exploit users of their inventions.

Infringers, also knowing that the economic rents they have usurped from patentees
would be confiscated, with a likelihood of additional awards should willful infringement
be proven, would have lesser incentive to infringe. For this reason, it is submitted that

the patent market, both at the ex-ante and the ex-post level, would unequivocally function
more efficiently.

However, it should be borne in mind that monetary remedies are not the only set of

remedies applied in the enforcement of patents. There are prohibitory remedies, chiefly

injunctions, which can be applied against infringers. The effect of these remedies is to

prevent infringements or the continued unauthorized exploitation of patented
inventions. As discussed in Chapter 3 of this thesis, injunctions have the most palpable
likelihood of producing opportunistic effects. If injunctions are not awarded with due

regard to economic efficiency considerations, the potential benefits of the scheme of
monetary remedies proposed in this thesis could be significantly reduced. Therefore, this
proposed scheme of monetary remedies should be applied in tandem with a judicial

culture of making economic efficiency the governing consideration in the award of

injunctions. With this regime of patent remedies, the utilitarian purposes of the patent
system, predominantly represented in social welfare advancement, will be more easily
attainable.

7.5.1 Justifying the Conclusion Reached
In Chapter 1 the problem for examination in this thesis was introduced as patent

opportunism. This problem was explained as being attributable to the ideological gap
between the patent system and the species of legal remedies applied towards enforcing
patents. This ideological gap lies in the fact that patent law is meant simply to encourage

inventors and their sponsors to invest in inventive activities, by furnishing them with
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legal protection that enables them to secure their marginal costs. Also, the patent system

captures a reasonable degree of the social surplus they have bestowed upon society
through their inventions. However, the prevailing regime of legal remedies provides
recompense that extends far beyond these aims. It provides strict exclusivity. Chapter 1

went further to identify the patent market as the context in which patent opportunism
occurs. Further, in that chapter, transaction costs were identified as the main factor often

blamed for the unworkability or illiquidity of the patent market which in turn makes
opportunism possible.

In Chapter 2 the unworkability or illiquidity of the patent market is extensively

addressed. Transaction costs, which are often blamed for the state of illiquidity were

examined and judged as unavoidable in the patent market because of the inherent
information costs that affect patents. These information costs comprise the
indeterminacies of patent scope, validity and existence. The discussion revealed,

however, that transaction costs are not limited to information costs as they also extend
to bargaining and negotiation costs. Patent thickets and human behaviour, in turn,
compound these factors. Three major ‘Coasian’ solutions—‘creating a firm’ (privately

pooling patents), government interventions and raising patentability standards— were

identified as having been trialled to solving the transaction costs problem. It was
concluded, however, that transaction costs are insoluble in the patent market. It was

further concluded that, rather than hope wistfully to ease transaction costs, one viable
avenue for adjustment in order to avoid patent opportunism resulting from transaction
costs, is the optimal application of patent law remedies.

In Chapter 3 patent remedies were recognised as informing the incentives and
constraints of economic actors in the patent market. The chapter included analysis of the
patent policy debate over whether monetary remedies are better applied to patents than
prohibitory remedies. However, the chapter concluded that this debate fails to address

the ideological dissonance or mismatch between patent remedies, both prohibitory and

monetary, and the social welfare objectives of the patent system. It was submitted that

focus should be placed on monetary remedies with a view to showing their opportunistic
implications on the patent market and system.
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In Chapter 4 compensatory damages, the first of the monetary remedies, were dealt with.

Here it was submitted that compensatory damages overreach the purposes of the patent
system being a legal remedy that has the effect of diverting focus away incremental value

of patents by focusing inordinately on compensating for the lost profits of patentees.
Further, the legal rules for determining the computation of damages, both in terms of
causation and the quantification of lost profits, unavoidably result in opportunism—

‘lottery effects’. These ‘lottery effects’, although commonly arising unduly to the favour of

patentees, can also have favourable implications for infringers. In this chapter it was
submitted that compensatory damages should be abolished from patent law.

In Chapter 5, reasonable royalties, the second monetary remedy for examination were
dealt with. The opportunistic effects of the customarily applied compensatory model of

reasonable royalties computation were brought to the fore. The three major components

of the compensatory model— the holdup power of injunctions, established licensing
value of a patent, and timing of licensing negotiation—were shown to be factors that
enable opportunistic effects. Against the continued application of the compensatory

model, the restitutionary model was suggested as a better and more suitable model. This

suggestion was based on two simple grounds: 1) the restitutionary model is concerned
only with the incremental value of the infringed patent over available NIAs; and 2) it

conforms to the peculiarities of the patent market, especially the problems of transaction
costs.

In Chapter 6 the third and last monetary remedy, disgorgement, was analysed. This gainbased remedy is not one that particularly lends itself to opportunistic outcomes as its aim

is simply to confiscate whatever economic advantages an infringer has obtained from an

infringing activity. However, it could have slight tendencies to produce opportunistic

effects (usually in favour of the patentee), in circumstances where an apportionment
approach is applied to determining the quantum of disgorgement. It could also have

opportunistic effects (usually in favour of the infringer), where either the full or

proportional costing method is applied in deducting the expenses of the infringer. To

ensure that tendencies of opportunism are avoided, it was suggested in this chapter that
an incremental or differential approach should govern the determination of the quantum
of disgorgement, while the incremental costing method should be applied in computation
of deductible expenses of the infringer.
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In this concluding chapter, Chapter 7, it is proposed that gain-based remedies should be

applied exclusively to the enforcement of patents. Further, the scheme of gain-based
remedies should be as follows: disgorgement should be the primary remedy, but in

circumstances where the quantum of disgorgement is difficult to prove or the outcome of

the remedy is unsatisfactory to the patentee, then the restitutionary model of reasonable
royalty can be elected by the patentee.

7.5.2 Concluding Remarks

The chief concern of this thesis has been solving the vexed problem of patent
opportunism. To do so would have the positive effect of obviating the social costs that

often result from the unworkability or illiquidity of the patent market and would also

avoid impediments to realising the social welfare objectives of the patent system. This

problem, as reflected in this thesis, has the adverse potential of defeating the social
welfare objectives of the patent system. However, as this thesis demonstrates, the most
viable solution to the problem of opportunism is not by investing increasingly on

exchange-easing mechanisms. Reality shows that facilities such as compulsory licensing,
patent pools and heightened patentability requirements have not been able to obviate

transaction cost problems, especially with the emergence of the patent thicket

phenomenon. The solution to this state of affairs lies instead in changing the incentives
and constraints of players or actors in the patent market in a way that measures up to the

utilitarian foundation of the patent system. The most effective way to achieve this change
is through the adoption of gain-based remedies.

However, if gain-based remedies are not exclusively applied to patents as strongly
advocated in this thesis, then the campaign and lamentation against patent opportunism
would be pointless. This would mean the continued application of a socially costly and

inefficiently designed patent system. The natural implication of this would be that the
social welfare objectives of the patent system would continue to be at risk of being

defeated. Inventors would procure more than they are entitled to, in terms of being able
to secure more than is reasonably necessary to incentivise inventive outcomes and cover

their marginal costs. Also, the resulting implication of this for society is that goods and
services incorporating patented inventions could become inordinately expensively for
members of the public and so too could the cost of follow-on innovation requiring access
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to patented technologies. In sum, the continued application of patent law remedies as

presently designed, would create a significant likelihood of the social marginal benefits
of the patent system being dwarfed by the social marginal costs of the patent system.
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